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Subject:

"Norman Tweed Jr" <tweednl@earthlink.net>
"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
7/21/2006 7:30:30 PM
Comments for ESP and additional cooling towers

Dear Sirs:
I believe the increased power level of the North Anna 2- proposed generation
units is justified due to the fact that the cooling will now be done by cooling
towers rather than the existing lagoon. I have experience with cooling towers on
other generation units and find that they are an acceptable way of expelling
waste heat to the environment without adverse effects. In my experience, the
noise of the cooling units is minimal for a power plant and the other operating
steam and water pumps drown out the noise of these towers.
I think you will do well to approve this early site permit and let Dominion build the
extra generation when it is needed. Energy is becoming a very expensive item in
the world and electric power supplied by these units will be critical to Virginia and
the Nation in the future!
Norman Tweed Jr
1051 Holly Grove Drive
Bumpass Virginia 23024-2331
tweednl @earthlink.net
EarthLink Revolves Around You.
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Dear Sirs:
I believe the increased power level of the North Anna 2- proposed generation units is justified due to the fact that the cooling will
now be done by cooling towers rather than the existing lagoon. I have experience with cooling towers on other generation units
and find that they are an acceptable way of expelling waste heat to the environment without adverse effects. In my experience,
the noise of thecooling units is minimal for a power plantand the other operating steam and water pumps drown out the noise of
these towers.
I think you will do well to approve this early site permit and let Dominion build the extra generation when it is needed. Energy is
becoming a very expensive item in the world and electric power supplied by these units will be critical to Virginia and the Nation in
the future!
Norman Tweed Jr
1051 Holly Grove Drive
Bumpass Virginia 23024-2331
weednLi @eaRevrthlinv lknet
A

EarthLink Revolves Around You.
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7/24/2006

From:
"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>
To:
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>,"Andrew Kugler" <AJK1@nrc.gov>,"Nitin Patel"
<NXP1 @nrc.gov>
Date:
7/24/2006 10:44:52 AM
Subject:
Lake Anna Cooling Lagoon concerns with the North Anna ESP
cc:
"Ellie Irons (VDEQ)" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>

Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Cooling Lagoon Concerns
with the North Anna ESP Rev 6 dated 14 June 06, so it is entered into the official
Nuclear Regulatory Commission data base within the NRC public comment
period for the North Anna ESP. Both Ms. Irons VDEQ and Mr. Cushing from the
NRC have both of the other ADOBE attachments previously sent which were the
(1) The North Anna Power Station proposed and (2) Lake Anna Map w-cooling
lagoon streams. See below for initial 14 June 06 email.

14
June 06
Attached please find three documents (1) Lake Anna Cooling Lagoon
concerns with the North Anna ESP (Msword), (2) The North Anna Power Station
proposed (Adobe),- and (3) A Lake Anna Map w-cooling lagoon streams (Adobe)..
that we are submitting to identify our initial concerns and supporting
documentation with the North Anna Early Site Permit (ESP) (Revision 6). We will
forward additional concerns with the ESP after we have had sufficient time to
review the material.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.

Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Cooling Lagoon Concerns with the North Anna ESP Rev 6 dated 14 June 06,
so it is entered into the official Nuclear Regulatory Commission data base within the NRC public comment period for the North
Anna ESP. Both Ms. Irons VDEQ and Mr. Cushing from the NRC have both of the other ADOBE attachments previously sent
which were the (1) The North Anna Power Station proposed and (2) Lake Anna Map w-cooling lagoon streams. See below for
initial 14 June 06 email.

14 June 06
Attached please find three documents (1) Lake Anna Cooling Lagoon concerns with the North Anna ESP (Msword), (2) The
North Anna Power Station proposed (Adobe), and (3) A Lake Anna Map w-cooling lagoon streams (Adobe). that we are
submitting to identify our initial concerns and supporting documentation with the North Anna Early Site Permit (ESP) (Revision 6).
We will forward additional concerns with the ESP after we have had sufficient time to review the material.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632

file://c :\Emai lCapture\N orthAnnaESP\2\attch 1.htm

7/24/2006

FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
(Resubmitted to NRC during NRC Public Comment period - 24 July 2006)
14 June 2006
Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Via email to elirons@dcq.virginia.gov
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9@ZNRC.GOV

Reference:

(1) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 12 Jun 06, Subject Request for extension of Public
Comment period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the Dominion Nuclear North Anna
Application for the Early Site Permit (ESP) Review and other related items
(2) Lake Anna Observer newspaper - June 1, 2006 Public Notice for the Environmental
Project Comment Period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the North Anna ESP re the
Federal Coastal Zone Management Act.

Subject:

Lake Anna Cooling Lagoon concerns with the North Anna ESP

Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, it is requested that following
three items be addressed in the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act Federal Consistency Review and also it is
requested that the re-designation of terms, limitations of water temperatures and changes in the point of
compliance should be reflected in all NRC documents that are created. See below for details of each item
together with the two attached references.
(1). The Waste Heat Treatment Facility (WHTF) is an erroneous designation (not supported by state law) that
is used throughout the ESP to describe the cooling lagoon portion of Lake Anna and its usage should be
stopped. The cooling lagoons should simply be referred to as the "Cooling Lagoons".
(2). Limiting the Water Temperatures at the end of the Discharge Canal to no more then 104 degrees F.
(3). Changing the "Point of Compliance" from Dike 3 to the End of the Discharge Canal and re-designating the
cooling lagoons as "quasi public waters".
Our group, "The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group whose mission is to protect Lake Anna (both
main reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding landscape, together with any related concerns, within
Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the health, safety and welfare of current residents/users and for
future generations. We are not anti-nuclear, nor do we have "not in my backyard" sentiments, but do support
a wise and safe use of nuclear energy. Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna for the 500,000 annual users
and insure compliance with the law.

ICooling Lagoons Concerns with North Anna ESP Rev 6 (14 June06)
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
(1). The Waste Heat Treatment Facility (WHTF) is an erroneous designation (not supported by state law) that
is used throughout the ESP to describe the cooling lagoon portion of Lake Anna and its usage should be
stopped. The cooling lagoons should simply be referred to as the "Cooling Lagoons". This WHTF designation
has caused the cooling lagoons to be viewed and treated similar to a sewage treatment facility by many state
agencies and as a result are viewed as private waters and not afforded the protections or other amenities
afforded public waters. Please see below for details supporting this request.
a. Attachment I - "The North Anna Power Station - Lake Anna, Va. produced by Virginia Electric Power
Company (VEPCO) in approximately 1970 denotes in part "The cooling lagoons and reservoir will be able to
accommodate up to four million kilowatts of generating capability. Early in 1972, construction crews will put the finishing
touches on a dam across the North Anna River in Louisa County. Slowly, over a period of many months, the water level
will begin to rise higher and higher until a 13,000 acre lake is formed. When VEPCO's 17 mile long lake with more than
200 miles of shoreline is complete, experts believe the lake can be developed into a major recreational attraction.
VEPCO is cooperating with the Virginia Commission on Outdoor Recreation in the preparation of a detailed
development plan for the recreational use of the lake. The report which was later produced by the Theodore J. Wirth
and Associates indicates the potential use of the lake could be in excess of two million visitors annually by the year
2000. The report also defines some potential commercial locations and the remainder would be private development of
all lakeshore property, including the cooling lagoons.
Note: This 1970 VEPCO (which is the predecessorto Dominion Power)publication does not mention a WHTF,
nor does it imply that the cooling lagoons will be treated any differently then the reservoir
b. Attachment 2 is a map showing Lake Anna as it exists today that was produced by Lake Anna Realty,
a local real estate firm. The map has been enhanced by highlighting (1) the 3 dikes separating the reservoir from the
cooling lagoons, (2) the ½ mile long Dominion Discharge Canal (3) The thermally heated discharge water circulation
pattern going from the power plant through the discharge canal into the cooling lagoons;(4) then through Dike 3 and (5)
then traveling back upstream to the power plant and (6) then repeating the cycle. Apparently with units 1 & 2 operating,
1.9 million gallons per minute are returned to the reservoir through Dike 3 when the lake is at a full water level of 250
Mean Sea Level (MSL) and only 18,000 gallons per minute are released over the dam. This is less then 1 % of the
water flowing out of the reservoir from this small watershed and 99% going back upstream in the North Anna River.
The map also shows the 8 public streams that feed the cooling lagoons, where the public water flows through
the cooling lagoons; then through Dike 3 into the North Anna River, which then eventually flows into the Atlantic Ocean
by way of the Pamunkey River and the Chesapeake Bay.
Approximately 25% of the water cooling occurs in the North Anna Power Station Discharge Canal on Dominion
property, about 50% of the water cooling occurs in the cooling lagoons waters and about 25% of the water cooling
occurs in the North Anna River as a major portion of the water is circulated back upstream to the North Anna Power
station. There is no "Treatment Facility" that processes the water in any fashion in the cooling lagoons. The
water simply circulates at a rate of approximately 2 million gallons a minute as result of the North Anna Power station
(unit 1 & 2) pumps, with only approximately 50% of the cooling actually occurring in the cooling lagoons.
c. The recent Supreme Court decision (No 04-1527 S.D. Warren Company, Petitioner, v. Maine Board of
Environmental Protection et al) defines that state/public waters should not be privatizedand used for private
purposes. This decision also defines that there are two purposes of the clean water act (1) The protection and
propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and (2) providing for recreation in and on the water.
Note that our research indicates the cooling lagoons currently have approximately 2,000 landowners and 8,000 persons
using the waters on a typical summer weekend day. The lagoons also have a minimum of 8 public streams feeding
them. The lagoons are currently being treated as private by various state agencies (The fisheries part of Fish & Game
does not investigate fish kills, but the law enforcement part does enforce boating and buoy placement laws; the Dept of
Health does not monitor the cooling lagoons for any health risks; Va. Dept of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) water
monitoring does not enforce the Clean Water Act within the cooling lagoons and also does not enforce the Clean Water
Act at Dike 3 because of discharge permit waivers that have been previously granted to Dominion Likewise there does
not appear to be any state agency providing public protection for recreation in and on the cooling lagoon waters (as
required by the Clean Water Act). Lake Anna has over 500,000 annual users.

lCooling Lagoons Concerns with North Anna ESP Rev 6 (14 June06)
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
d. Over the past 8 months, the Friends of Lake Anna has requested from various state personnel that they
provide the Virginia state law that defines that the cooling lagoons should be designated a WHTF and treated similar to
a sewage treatment facility (with no protections to the general public as afforded by the Clean Water Act and clearly
defined in the recent Supreme Court decision). We have never received it, because apparently it does not exist.
(2). Limiting the Water Temperatures at the end of the Dominion Discharge Canal to no more then 104 degrees
F. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and the Virginia State Health Commission (Dr. Robert Stroube), and
Hot Tub Manufacturers have identified that water in excess of 104 degrees F is dangerous to human health. Dominion
has stated that they have never exceeded 103.6 degrees F at the end of the discharge canal for the past 35 years.
There are many options (spray in the discharge canal, design of cooling towers, location of cooling towers, design of 3rd
reactor complex, reducing thermal heat discharge with current reactors) that Dominion can use to maintain the 104
degrees F limit (if and when it would become necessary, which it has not for past 35 years, even in extreme drought
conditions). Since Dominion has designated in the ESP that they are running their current reactors (units 1 & 2) at 93%
capacity, maintaining the less then 104 degrees F temperature at the end of the discharge canal in the future should not
be a problem. As described in the Supreme Court decision, Congress passed the Clean Water Act to "restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters, with the national goal being to achieve
"water quality which provides for (1) the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and (2) provides for
recreation in and on the water"
In order to comply with the U.S. Clean Water Act of providing for recreation in and on the water and the recent
Supreme Court decision, it is requested that any federal or state permits issued to Dominion limits the water at the end
of the ½ mile discharge canal (before it enters the cooling lagoons) to no more then 104 degrees Fahrenheit.
(3). Changing the "Point of compliance" from Dike 3 to the End of the Discharge Canal and re-designating the
cooling lagoons as "quasi public waters". Dominion currently has a discharge permit waiver from the Clean Water
Act so they do not have to comply with water temperature limitations at Dike 3 of 89.6 degrees F. Changing the point of
compliance to the end of the ½ mile long discharge canal and providing Dominion with a variance that they cannot
exceed 104 degrees F with real time monitoring available to the public, together with Dominion providing a real-time
corrective action if they approached 104 degrees F, would achieve the same result.
The "quasi public water" designation would recognize that, Lake Anna is unique for thermal cooling, unlike other
* power plants that discharge heated waters into ocean's or major free flowing rivers. It would also permit the state to
treat the cooling lagoons as public waters and be afforded all the same protections as other public waters unless there is
a nuclear disaster. This would also permit compliance with the recent Supreme Court Decision. If there is a nuclear
disaster at the North Anna plant, it would recognize that the cooling lagoons are adjacent to a nuclear power plant and in
the event of a nuclear disaster/accident only, nuclear by-products could be discharged into the cooling lagoons and
be quarantined.
Itis requested that the point of compliance be changed to the end of the discharge canal so that any future
discharge-permit renewals for the North Anna power plant will be waived from compliance with the U.S. Clean Water Act
with a maximum temperature of 104 degrees F, together with Dominion being required to take real-time corrective action
if the water temperature approaches 104 degrees F and thereby in agreement with the recent U.S. Supreme Court
Decision.

Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our requests. Our other concerns with the water
temperature, water quality, safety aspects with local roads, impact on schools in two of the top 100 fastest
growing counties in the U.S., consideration of spent nuclear fuel, etc. are still under review. Each of these
items and others will be addressed in separate correspondence after we have had sufficient time to review
each. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your response.
Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
lCooling Lagoons Concerns with North Anna ESP Rev 6 (14 June06)
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Attachments (Use Adobe software to open)
a. Attachment 1 - "The North Anna Power Station - Lake Anna, Va: produced by Virginia Electric Power
Company (VEPCO) in approximately 1970
b. Attachment 2 is map showing Lake Anna as it exists today as produced by Lake Anna Realty, a local real
estate firm

CC:

Reth
CC:

US.

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor (7 District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 1 7 th District of Virginia (via email - ehouck(ii),adelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4 th District of Virginia (via email - district04 osov.state.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 97tth District of Virginia (via email - delcpeace(chouse.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 30th District of Virginia (via email - delescott(Thhouse.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 56 thDistrict of Virginia (via email - delbianis(Z~house.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 54th District of Virginia (via email - delborrock(ii~house.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banks(2dor.com
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From:
"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>
To:
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>,"Andrew Kugler" <AJK1@nrc.gov>,"Nitin Patel"
<NXP1 @nrc.gov>
Date:
7/24/2006 11:10:04 AM
Subject:
Resend - Lake Lake Anna partial list (2) of North Anna ESP concerns
cc:
"Ellie Irons (VDEQ)" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>

Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Partial Concerns (2) re
Roads, Schools, Safety Report w-North Anna ESP Rev 6 dated 15 June 2006, so
it is entered into the official Nuclear Regulatory Commission deata base within
the NRC public comment period for the North Anna ESP. See below for initial
email sent on 15 June 06.

15 June 2006
Attached please find a letter that identifies comments and concerns with
Dominion's Application Revision 6 for the North Anna ESP and also the NRC
Safety Report.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a
result of a brief and cursory look at the large volume of materials available to us
for review, we thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to your
attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Partial Concerns (2) re Roads, Schools, Safety Report w-North Anna ESP
Rev 6 dated 15 June 2006, so it is entered into the official Nuclear Regulatory Commission deata base within the NRC public
comment period for the North Anna ESP. See below for initial email sent on 15 June 06.

15 June 2006
Attached please find a letter that identifies comments and concerns with Dominion's Application Revision 6 for the North Anna
ESP and also the NRC Safety Report.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and cursory look at the large volume
of materials available to us for review, we thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to your attention soonest so both
the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
(Resubmitted during NRC public comment period to NRC & VDEQ on 24 July 2006)
15 June 2006
Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va; 23219
Via email to elirons@deq.virginia..gov
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9@NRC.GOV

Reference:
(1) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 12 Jun 06, Subject Request for extension of Public
Comment period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the Dominion Nuclear North Anna Application
for the Early Site Permit (ESP) Review and other related items
(2) Lake Anna Observer newspaper - June 1, 2006 Public Notice for the Environmental Project
Comment Period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the North Anna ESP re the Federal Coastal Zone
Management Act.,
(3) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 14 June 2006: Subject Lake Anna Cooling Lagoon
concerns with the North Anna ESP
(4) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 15 June 2006: Subject Concerns with the data contained in the
Dominion Letter dated April 13, 2006 in response to NRC Questions and also the North Anna ESP
Application part 3 - Environmental Report Revision 6 dated April 2006
Subject:

Partial Concerns #2 with the data contained Dominion's Application for the North Anna ESP 6
dated April 2006 and the related NRC Safety Report dated Sep 2005.

Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, it is requested that the following
concerns with the data contained in the Dominion North Anna ESP Applications Revision 6 and the NRC Safety
Report dated Sep 2005 be addressed in the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act Federal Consistency Review and also
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Also please forward the concerns to the appropriate Commonwealth of
Virginia department for comment if they do not come under the purview of the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and cursory look at
the large volume of materials available to us for review. In addition, we have researched other related public
documents that may have an impact on this ESP review. We thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to
your attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them. Please see below for a
description of each concern.
Our group, "The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group whose mission is to protect Lake Anna (both main
reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding landscape, together with any related concerns, within Louisa,
Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the health, safety and welfare of current residents/users and for future
generations. We are not anti-nuclear, nor do we have "not in my backyard" sentiments, but do support a wise and safe
use of nuclear energy. Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna for the 500,000 annual users and insure compliance
with the law.

Partial Concerns #2 with North Anna Early Site Permit - Revision 6
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Concern 1
Too many workers & residents, with a small 2 lane road (Route 652
Springs
Road)

-

Kentucky

- Dominion plans to bring in 5,000 construction workers for a 5 year period re the new plant.
- They currently bring in about 1,000 construction workers twice a year for planned maintenance
on the existing two reactors
They currently employ about 800 permanent workers
They will add about an additional 1120 permanent workers when the new 3rd and 4 th reactors are
activated
- Cut-A-Long Development is about 1,000 homes development is a few miles away on Route 652
- The Waters Development is about 400 homes development is a few miles away on Route 652
- Other developments also use Route 652 - (Brandywood, Tall Pines, Tara Woods, Aspen Hill, Both Waters, Bear
Castle, Oak Landing, Pine Harbor, Pine Point, Overton Fork, Seclusion Shores, Ruth Estates, Lakewood
Landing, Oakleigh 1 & 2, Cuckoo's Nest, Plum Tree, Long Acres, Edgewood Bay, Noah's Landing, etc.)
- New truck facility for stones/concrete on Route 700 (adjoining route) will also use Rt 652.
- Discussion: Proffers should be made by Dominion and/or Federal Government to widen Route 652 since this nuclear
energy is a national priority Priorto beginningof any new construction or we will experience a traffic nightmare.
Note that if/when the ESP is granted, that pre-construction activities (clearing the site, building support buildings,
adding railroad spurs, etc) .can begin. So this issue cannot wait until the Construction and Operating License Phase. It,
takes many years to plan and fund road construction.

Concern 2 - Emergency Evacuation surrounding the entire lake in Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties.
Only 2 lane roads surround the lake.
Because of the recreational aspects of the lake, most of the 500,000 annual users of the lake and residents have boats
and boat trailers. Many vacationers during the summer pull large camping trailers. These facts coupled with the large
residential developments currently and planned surrounding the lake in Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties
would create a traffic nightmare if there was a nuclear accident or terrorist attack that necessitated an emergency
evacuation. Note that both Louisa and Spotsylvania Counties are in the top 100 fastest growing counties in the U.S.
Discussion: Pro-offers should be made by Dominion and/or Federal Government to widen all roads surrounding the
lake prior to the beginning of any new construction or we may experience many deaths if residents and users around
the lake tried to flee in a panic situation as a result of a nuclear accident or terrorist attack.
Most of the roads are simply small winding 2 lane roads. There are only a few local small gas stations to
provide fuel. As more nuclear reactors are added, the risk of terrorist attacks and the possibility of a nuclear accident
increase.
The applicant, state and federal governments should work together to ensure that the public is not put in harms
way. They jointly should increase the road width's, etc. prior to any new construction beginning as a result of the ESP
or COL that accommodates the emergency evacuation of 7,000 to 8,000 Dominion employees/construction workers
together with all the local residents and recreational users of the lake.
Concern 3
new schools

Major influx of new persons to Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties will result in need for

See concern 1 above for new worker numbers. Since this construction project for unit 3 is projected to be 5
years in length, most of the 5,000 construction workers and 1,120 new employees will most likely relocate to either
Louisa or Spotsylvania counties since they are the closest to the power plant construction site. A few new workers
may locate in Orange County which is a greater distance away.
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- Discussion: This major influx of new residents to Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties will have a major
impact on school requirements. Since the nuclear plant may be a national priority, then possibly school construction
grants can be provided by the Federal government to assist with new school construction. The current residents and
taxpayers of the area should not be expected to fund new schools as a result of this major construction project.

Concern 4 - Using the North Anna River/Lake Anna for any future water needs of Louisa and Spotsylvania
Counties.
Discussion: Both Louisa and Spotsylvania Counties have been designated in the top 100 fastest growing in the U.S.
Both counties rely on wells and septic tanks for the majority of their water supply. With the major increased growth
projected and demand for water resources, it would be reasonable to project that one or both counties may look to Lake
Anna (the 3rd largest lake in the state) as amwater source for drinking water and public use. How will the new 3 rd and 4t"'
reactors (if built) diminish either counties ability to use the lake as a future water source for pubic water consumption?
Concern 5 Dominion is planning on constructing cooling towers that will be between 150 and 180 feet (15 18 stories) in height. These cooling towers will have huge fans that are planned to emit noise levels at about 65
decibels 24 hours a day - 7 days a week. These cooling towers will emit plumes of water/ steam/ fog formation
which can create fog/icing conditions in the vicinity an average of 70 hours per year (or if 3 hours per day this
equates to 23 extra days a year of fog and/or icing conditions on the adjoining roadways)

Discussion:
Eugene Grecheck, Dominion V.P. on Jan 6, 2006 briefed the public, the press, and VDEQ reps at a
stakeholders meeting at the power plant, that the new towers would not exceed 75 feet tall for wet/dry units and 50 feet
for dry units only. This application requesting towers up to 180 feet tall is a break of the public's trust by Dominion.
If we can't believe a senior vice president within Dominion, who can we believe? Current trees in area are
approximately 50 feet to 75 in height, with a few going up to about 100 feet. Noise travels long distances if not
,distorted by various barriers (trees, buildings, etc.). Louisa Noise Ordinance says no more then 55DP (at night) in
residential neighborhoods. It is requestedthat the cooling towers be no higher then 80feet (equivalent of an 8 story
building) to mitigate the noise and also provide an esthetically pleasingprofile of the adjoiningskyline. In addition,
the noise created by the cooling tower fans should not exceed 55 decibels. The towers should not exceed 80 feet so
they blend in with the treeline. The water/fog plumes coming up from the towers will detract rural peaceful setting of
the lake, without having 18 story towers which would be an eyesore. What type of mitigation can be done to avoid
any traffic problems on adjoining roadways as a result of the fog and icing conditions approximately an extra 23 days a
year?

Concern 6 - Possibly raising the lake level 6 to 12 inches to retain more water in the lake so it would help in
times of drought.
Discussion: Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties have thousands of adjoining landowners on Lake Anna.
Raising the lake level would create major hardships and destruction of private property to all adjoining landowners and
businesses that have piers, boathouses, launching ramps, bulkheads, etc. It would also destroy many lake front
business locations.
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Concer; 7 - Water levels, water flows, water temperatures

It is unclear from the many various documents: the ESP application, NRC requests for additional information
and Dominion responses to determine exactly what the impact on both the cold side and cooling lagoons water level's,
water flows, and water temperatures are when the 3 dand 4th reactors are activated.
The documents do not reflect common every day language that can easily be understood. They also do not use
the common Fahrenheit degrees for all temperatures. In some cases they use C, (which requires the public to convert
to Fahrenheit degrees. In other cases they use a notation of thermal heat added to the water without any regard to what
this means to Fahrenheit degree temperatures. Dominion and the NRC should standardize the use Fahrenheit degrees
so the public can easily understand its impact in all ESP and COL documentation.
It appears that these various uses of F, C, and Thermal heat added methods that impact the water temperature
are used to deceive and confuse the public.
It is also designated that the water cooling towers will create a discharge of"blowdown" water into the
existing discharge canal, but it does not designate any limiting temperature of the water. It also does not designate
how the flow rate when combined with the existing 2 million gallons per minute currently discharged may impact the
private residence boat houses, piers, etc. in the cooling lagoons.
It is unclear on exactly how many inches/feet the entire lake will drop at what times of the year as a result of
the increased water usage for the cooling towers. Will this increase water usage create any problems with the entire
watershed and possibly increase drought cycles?
Concern 8 - Too many supplemental confusing documents, using inconsistent terminology to insure that all
items have been reviewed to protect the public's interest. There are also many supplemental Requests for
Information and Responses from Dominion with in some cases unclear responses. The NRC is planning to issue
a supplemental draft environmental and supplemental draft safety report. How is the public going to keep
track of all these changes?

Discussion:" There is over 1,000 pages of data to review in too short a time period to insure that all the Louisa,
Spotsylvania, Orange County residents and the 500,000 annual recreational users of the Lake are protected.
This is also complicated by the fact that both the Va. Dept of Environmental Quality and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission have different public comment periods. It is not easily understood who has jurisdiction over
what concerns.
It is recommended that both the state and federal agencies have one only joint hearing and invite all associated
federal and state departments that may play a role in this major project, so the public is not confused on whom to
report what issues to and expect a reasonable response.
This is also true within the NRC who issues a Safety Report, without having any public involvement and
appears to be inconsistent in some cases with the Environmental Report
The planned issuance of a supplemental safety and supplemental environmental report will only add to the
confusion of many thousands document pages. How can you expect the public to keep track of what is the current
version of the application vs. the RAI's, vs. the responses vs. supplemental reports, etc. ?
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Concern 9 - NRC Safety report not reviewed by Commonwealth of Virginia Departments or the public
Discussion: Why is the public or the Commonwealth of Virginia departments not involved in reviewing the NRC's
Safety Report? There should be a draft safety report public comment period, similar to the ESP process, so the public
and state agencies have a chance to review and comment on the NRC's safety findings. Safety is one of the public's
main concerns with any federal project.
Where is the spent nuclear fuel kept and when are plans to move it offsite? Emergency Evacuations?
Terrorist Attacks? Melt-down of nuclear reactor? Release of nuclear by-products into the atmosphere? Reasonable
safety concerns with wet and dry cooling towers? Education of the public for safety precautions taken? Where is
water taken from the North Anna river for the plant - how does this major flow of water (approximately 2 million
gallons per minute) endanger the safety of the fish swimming and people recreating in the area? How safe will the
proposed 180 feet towers be for aircraft flying in the area? How safe will it be to drive on adjacent roadways with
more fog and ice on adjoining roadways when the cooling towers are in operation? How safe is the temperature and
water quality of the cooling waters ejected into the discharge canal and eventually into the lake's circulation pattern
where 99% of the water stays within the lake and used by the public for recreation? How safe is the water when it is
heated 14 to 18 degrees F - does this increase the bacteria count??
There are those sections that should definitely be reviewed by the Va. Dept of Water Resources, Fish & Game
together with Transportation Dept and inaccurate statements in the safety report that should be corrected. For example,
the Safety Report has a Hydrology section (2.4), which is one of main .topics of concern for the commonwealth and the
public. In the Emergency Planning section 13.3 the report indicates that the applicant stated that the road network
surrounding the NAPS site, which includes the ESP site, can adequately accommodate anticipated vehicular traffic.
This statement simply is not true in any sense of the word (see concern 1 above). The report also identifies that there
will be minimal population growth in the area through 2065 (almost 40 years into the future). Currently both
Spotsylvania and Louisa counties are in the top 100 fastest growing counties in the U.S.
There are many other examples within the Safety Report that should undergo the public review, with a public
hearing and comment period. Why is the NRC afraid to let the public review this document prior to its publication?
After publication, it will be used as a source of justification.for many items because the NRC and federal government
approved all the data within the safety report and therefore it must be correct. We respectfully request that this process
be changed so that both the commonwealth and the public are invited to review and comment on this important
document prior to publication.
Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our concerns/comments. We will continue to review the
voluminous documents and provide comments/concerns as we find them. Additional concerns with the water
temperature, water quality, consideration of spent nuclear fuel, etc. are still under review. Each of these items and
others will be addressed in separate correspondence after we have had sufficient time to review each. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor ( 71h District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 1 7th District of Virginia (via email - ehouckgadelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4 th District of Virginia (via email - district04@sov.state.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 9 7 th District of Virginia (via email - delcpeacechouse.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 30th District of Virginia (via email - delescott({chouse.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 5 6 'h District of Virginia (via email - delbianis(ahouse.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 5 4 th District of Virginia (via email - delborrockahouse.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banks(2,dom.com
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From:
"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>
To:
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>,"Andrew Kugler" <AJK1 @nrc.gov>,"Nitin Patel"
<NXP1 @nrc.gov>
Date:
7/24/2006 10:58:46 AM
Subject:
Resending - Lake Anna partial list (1) of North Anna ESP concerns
cc:
"Ellie Irons (VDEQ)" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>

Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Partial Concerns (1)
w-North Anna ESP Rev 6 dated 15 June 06, so it is entered into the official
Nuclear Regulatory Commission data base within the NRC public comment
period for the North Anna ESP. See below for initial email sent on 15 June 06.

15 June 06
Attached please find a letter that identifies comments and concerns with (1)
The Dominion letter dated April 13, 2006 which was written in response to NRC
questions for Revision 6 of the Application and also the Dominion North Anna
ESP Application part 3 - Environmental Report Revision 6 Dated April 2006 that
we would like addressed by the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act Federal
Consistency Review and also by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a
result of a brief and cursory look at the large volume of materials available to us
for review. We thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to your
attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has an adequate time to review
them.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.

Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Partial Concerns (1) w-North Anna ESP Rev 6 dated 15 June 06, so it is
entered into the official Nuclear Regulatory Commission data base within the NRC public comment period for the North Anna
ESP. See below for initial email sent on 15 June 06.
15 June 06
Attached please find a letter that identifies comments and concerns with (1) The Dominion letter dated April 13, 2006 which was
written in response to NRC questions for Revision 6 of the Application and also the Dominion North Anna ESP Application part 3 Environmental Report Revision 6 Dated April 2006 that we would like addressed by the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act
Federal Consistency Review and also by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and cursory look at the large volume
of materials available to us for review. We thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to your attention soonest so both
the NRC and VDEQ has an adequate time to review them.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632

file ://c:\EmailCapture\NorthAnnaESP\4\attch I .htm

7/24/2006

FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
(Resubmitted to NRC & VDEQ during NRC public comment period - 24 July 2006)
15 June 2006
Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Via email to elirons(&deq.virginia.gov
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC90)NRC.GOV

Reference:

(1) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 12 Jun 06, Subject Request for extension of Public
Comment period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the Dominion Nuclear North
Anna Application for the Early Site Permit (ESP) Review and other related items
(2) Lake Anna Observer newspaper - June 1, 2006 Public Notice for the Environmental
Project Comment Period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the North Anna ESP
re the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act.
(3) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 14 June 2006: Subject Lake Anna Cooling Lagoon
concerns with the North Anna ESP

Subject:

Concerns with the data contained in the Dominion Letter dated April 13, 2006 in
response to NRC Question and also the North Anna ESP Applications part
3 - Environmental Report Revision 6 dated April 2006

Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, it is requested that the
following concerns with the data contained in the Dominion Letter dated April 13, 2006 in response to
NRC Questions and also the North Anna ESP Applications part 3 - Environmental Report Revision 6 dated
April 2006 be addressed in the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act Federal Consistency Review and also
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and
cursory look at the large volume of materials available to us for review. In addition, we have researched
other related public documents that may have an impact on this ESP review. We thought it prudent to
bring these concerns/comments to your attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has an adequate time
to review them. Please see below for a description of each concern. We have identified either the NRC
question number or the Dominion Revision 6 Application number for each concern/comment.
Our group, "The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group whose mission is to protect Lake Anna
(both main reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding landscape, together with any related
concerns, within Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the health, safety and welfare of current
residents/users and for future generations. We are not anti-nuclear, nor do we have "not in my backyard"
sentiments, but do support a wise and safe use of nuclear energy. Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna
for the 500,000 annual users and insure compliance with the law.
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Concerns/Comments re Letter from Dominion in response to NRC questions dated
April 13, 2006:
1. Will there be a joint Coastal Management and NRC public hearing on this major
revision to the ESP Application by Dominion for the North Anna Units 3 and 4
including DEQ, Fish and Game, Health Department, and surrounding counties?
2. Question 6 Human Health -- At the stakeholders meeting with Dominion, VDEQ,
VDH, LACA, and FOLA on May 16, 2006, no mention was made of how Dominion
would communicate to local landowners information to existing risks. We do not
agree with this approach of "informing only". What corrective actions will Dominion
take to correct the situation .if a health problem occurs? Discussion was held
concerning measuring for PAM to set up a baseline. Will NRC/VDEQ require this
baseline?
3.

Question lOb 100% load vs 96% average.-- In the summer months when the lake
levels are lowest, evaporation highest and plant operations are closest to 100%; this
value of 100% should be used. In EC mode I see in table 3.1-9 16,700 GPM
maximum and not 8707 or 9070 GPM. Explain?

4. Question l0e Lake Levels - Dominion provided the results of a study to NRC and
VDEQ dated March 31, 2006. We have not seen this study. Can we have a copy of
this study and letter? Since Dominion has decided not to change the existing lake
level, can we assume that the lake levels will be 7 inches lower than nonnal with unit
3 running in times of low flow or droughts?
5.

Question 16f Lake Level -- Can we assume that raising the lake level is a dead issue.
It keeps coming up and Dominions response is that it is no problem, but they are not
proposing it at this time. When will they propose it?

6. Question 16j Other locations for ESP Dominion states that North Anna was ranked
the highest when compared to the four possible locations. Please provide the criteria
for the "weighting factor"?
7. Question 17 Bald Eagle nest within 3 miles of North Anna Discharge Canal. On
April 27, 2006 FOLA representatives met with Fish and Game's predatory bird expert
(Jeff Cooper). A bald eagle's nest at coordinates N38.03.718 W77.50.803 was sited
in a northern red oak tree. This is within 3 miles of the NAP. Also on May 18, 2006
the Section 312 Evaluation, Federal Consistency team had a tour of the Lake Anna
"Cooling Lagoons" as hosted by FOLA. In attendance were the NOAA Evaluation
Team, DEQ, DGIF, LACA, and Dominion. During the tour of the cooling lagoons
adjacent to the discharge canal location , a bald eagle was seen with a fish in it claws
flying just overhead. This was proof positive that the bald eagles are within three
miles of the NAP.
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Concerns/Comments re North Anna ESP Application Part 3 Environmental Report Revision 6
April 2006

1. Section.2.3.1.1 Make-up water minus Blowdown discharge equals 37.2 cfs (38.8 cfu
@ 100%). This evaporation loss of make -up water is almost equal to the discharge
from the dam at 40 cfs. The removal of 49.6 cfs (51.7 cfs @ 100%) for make-up
water is a huge amount of water from the reservoir. Current Lake Anna storage to
250 ft msl is 305,000 acre- feet or 99,400 milliongallons of water. With 4246 cfs
(1.9 million gallons per minute ) discharge from Plant 1 and 2 ( reference par 3.4.2.2
page 3-3-68 ) plus 51.7 cfs added from plant 3 for a total of 4297.7 cfs ( 1.93 million
gallons per minute), the entire lake volume is pumped every 36 days or about once a
month.
2. Table 2.3-7 is misleading. Why is the temperature from 2002 through 2005 ignored.
The results would be different if this data was included. All other data in the report
includes data for more years than this temperature. Dominion's data for 2005 show
temperatures up to 103.6 degrees F in August.
3.

Figures 2.3-4 and 2.3-5 show the discharge show the spillway curves. Can you
explain how you set 40 and 20 cfs from the curves which show a minimum setting of
about 2500 cfs for 250 msl for a 2 foot gate opening.

4. Par 3.1.2.2 New Unit Description Please explain in detail "An operating unit or
group of modules..... The structure would consist of between 1 and 8 reactors or
reactor modules structured around a common support operations.... Are plants 1 and
2 structured like this now? Will there be up. to eight concrete domes for each plant?
5. Same section as 4. Unit 3 combined wet and dry cooling towers will be 180 ft tall.
We were told the height would be much lower about 60 feet tall. During a formal
presentation to the public and press by Eugene S. Grecheck, Vice President- Nuclear
Support Services on January 6, 2006, we were told the cooling towers would be less
than 75 feet tall for wet/ dry units and 50 feet for the dry only unit.. Why did this
change to 180 feet? Unit 4 dry towers will be 150 feet tall. These heights are too tall.
The cooling towers should not exceed the 80 foot height of the tree lines surrounding
the NAP for shielding them from view and noise abatement.
6. Table 3.1-1 Number of people to operate plants 3 and 4 only is 1160 people. During
construction what is the maximum number of people including operation type on
board (ie max at any one time)? Could the indicated 5,355 construction workers
overlap the 1160 operations people? How would this large increase in work force and
their families effect the traffic patterns on existing two lane roads around the lake?
Particularly during the summer months when large boats and recreation trailers crowd
the roads already. What would happen during an emergency evacuation caused by a
terrorist attack? The roads could not handle this situation.
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7. Table 3.1-9 Flow rates and evaporation rates should be based on 100% power levels
and not 96% as shown. For units 1 and 2, the units run at 100% during the summer
hottest months and this 100% should be used for maximum calculations when they
effect water temperature, flow rates, evaporation, and lake height.
8.. Table 3.1-9 Can you explain if the blowdown temperature is only 100 degrees F,
how this will change the temperature at the discharge canal. If water from units 1 and
2 are 103.6 degrees F, will this blowdown water cool the maximum temperature a
little.
9. Table 3.3-1 It is not clear who has the final decision as to when the unit #3 will
change from Energy Conservation.(EC) mode to Maximum Water Conservation
(MWC) mode. I understand that after seven days of 250 msl a switch would be made.
What if a rain storm is predicted? Would the change still be made? How would the
public know the MWC mode is in effect. How fast can the plant change to EC mode?
Does the level have to be above 250 msl for seven days to convert back to EC mode?
10. Can you explain the UHS (Ultimate Heat Sink)? Why is it there? What does it do?
11. Par. 3.4.1.3.2 page 3-3-65 The maximum intake water temperature for plants 1 and 2
is 95 degrees specified by the "Technical Requirements Manual". This says the
output of the discharge canal into the cooling lagoons will be 109 degrees F. This
would be unhealthy. Would the plants 1 and 2 be shut down at this point? Plants 3
and 4 would still run up to 100 degrees input temperature. Would this higher input
temperature affect the blowdown or evaporation rates and water requirements (still
49.6/.96 = 51.7 cfs (23,190 gpm)? What would the discharge temperature to the
cooling lagoons be at this condition?
12. Par. 5.1.1.1 page 3-5-2 The conclusion that "the change in temperature at the
discharge point of the (cooling lagoons) due to operation of the new units would be
negligible and would not impact the current or future recreational uses of the lake" is
not true. Since the new units would not shut down until the input temperature reaches
100 degrees F, and the existing units at 95 degrees F, this would have a serious
impact on the current recreational uses on the lake. Both Louisa and Spotsylvania are
in the top 100 fastest growing counties in the USA. It is reasonable to project an
increase in recreational activity around the lake. We do not agree that the
temperature discharge from the cooling lagoons at 100 degrees F would not affect
current or future recreational uses of the lake.
13. Par. 5.2.2.1.2 page 3-5-11 Since a quadratic equation was used to fit the three
elevations (240, 250, 260 msl), what was the index of determinate?
14. Tables 5.2-3 and 5.2-4 Percentage of time outflow is 20 cfs will increase from 5.2 %
to 7.3% with unit 3 in place. This 7.3% equals to an average of 27 days per year.
Some years more. Some years less. It should be pointed out that this will most
probably occur during July, August, September months. Please explain why in table
5.2-4 at elevation 248 existing units plus unit 3 is 7.0% and not 7.3%.
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15. Par 5.2.2.2 page 3-5-16 We disagree with the conclusion "Potential impacts would
be greatest in the reach of the North Anna River extending below the North Anna
Dam to. its confluence with the South Anna River". Are there any uses of the water in
this area? What about the property owners around the lake who can not use their
boats, docks and the water? Aren't they impacted just as much?
16. For the IHA study referenced on page 3-5-17, does the cooling towers for unit 3 take
into account the EC and MWC modes. It is not clear.
17. Par. 5.2.2.5 page 3-5-20 "The discharge of heated water to the North Anna
Reservoir via the (cooling lagoons) would be subject to CWA (Clean Water Act)
Section 316(a) regulations which require that the thermal discharges assure the
maintenance of a balanced, indigenous population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife in
and on the receiving body of water. The withdrawal of cooling water from the North
Anna Reservoir would meet Section 316 (b) of the CWA and the implementing
regulations, as applicable." This is not in agreement with a recent ruling of the U. S
Supreme Court decision (No 04-1527 S.D. Warren Company, Petitioner, v. Maine
Board of Environmental Protection et al). As described in the decision, Congress
passed theClean Water Act to "restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the Nation's waters, with the national goal being to achieve
water quality which provides for (1) the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish,
and wildlife and (2) provides for recreation in and on the water". Dominion can not
get the same variance as it currently has for existing units as well as the new unit 3 in
their VPDES with this ruling. Recreational use of the discharged water must be
addressed. In the June 28, 2005 letter from Dominion to VDEQ requesting
"Reissuance of VPDES Permit No. VA005245 1", Dominion requested "Continued
316(a) Variance for water temperature discharge" This is because they discharge
water over the allowed 32 degree C maximum. Why did Dominion request eight (8)
other new waivers from VDEQ. What are they and why were they requested? Would
these new waivers be requested for unit 3 also? Quid-Pro-Quo, the public should
receive some compensation if VDEQ and the State Water Control Board give these
waivers to Dominion. Such a concession would be limiting temperatures at the
discharge canal to no more than 104 degrees F. Over the entire life of the existing
units this 104 degree F temperature has never been reached even in extreme drought
conditions. We have seen temperatures at the discharge of the canal but what are the
temperatures leaving the heat exchanger at the power plant and what are the
temperatures in the Ultimate.Heat Sink (UHS) and in the discharge canal itself?
Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our concerns/comments. We will continue to
review the voluminous documents and provide comments/concerns as we find them. Additional concerns
with the water temperature, water quality, safety aspects with local roads, impact on schools in two of the
top 100 fastest growing counties in the U.S., consideration of spent nuclear fuel, etc. are still under review.
Each of these items and others will be addressed in separate correspondence after we have had sufficient
time to review each. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your
response.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA

CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor ( 7 th District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mai1.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 17 th District of Virginia (via email - ehouck@adelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4 "hDistrict of Virginia (via email - district04@q),sov.state.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 9 7th District of Virginia (via email - delcpeace(0house.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 3 0 th District of Virginia (via email - delescottC&ihouse.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 56th District of Virginia (via email - delbianischouse.state.va.us
* Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 5 4 "hDistrict of Virginia (via email - delborTock(house.state.va.us.
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banks~~dora.corn
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From:
"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>
To:
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>,"Andrew Kugler" <AJK1 @nrc.gov>,"Nitin Patel"
<NXP1@nrc.gov>
Date:
7/24/2006 11:11:05 AM
Subject:
Resend - Lake Lake Anna partial list (2) of North Anna ESP concerns
"Ellie Irons (VDEQ)" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>
cc:

Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Partial Concerns (2) re
Roads, Schools, Safety Report w-North Anna ESP Rev 6 dated 15 June 2006, so
it is entered into the official Nuclear Regulatory Commission data base within the
NRC public comment period for the North Anna ESP. See below for initial email
sent on 15 June 06.

15 June 2006
Attached please find a letter that identifies comments and concerns with
Dominion's Application Revision 6 for the North Anna ESP and also the NRC
Safety Report.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a
result of a brief and cursory look at the large'volume of materials available to us
for review, we thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to your
attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Partial Concerns (2) re Roads, Schools, Safety Report w-North Anna ESP
Rev 6 dated 15 June 2006, so it is entered into the official Nuclear Regulatory Commission data base within the NRC public
comment period for the North Anna ESP. See below for initial email sent on 15 June 06.

15 June 2006
Attached please find a letter that identifies comments and concerns with Dominion's Application Revision 6 for the North Anna
ESP and also the NRC Safety Report.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and cursory look at the large volume
of materials available to us for review, we thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to your attention soonest so both
the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632

file://c:\ErnailCapture\NorthAnnaESP\5\attch l.htm

7/24/2006

FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA

(Resubmitted during NRC public comment period to NRC & VDEQ on 24 July 2006)
15 June 2006
Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Via email to elirons(hdeq.virginia.gov
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9@NRC.GOV

Reference:
(1) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 12 Jun 06, Subject Request for extension of Public
Comment period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the Dominion Nuclear North Anna Application
for the Early Site Permit (ESP) Review and other related items
(2) Lake Anna Observer newspaper - June 1, 2006 Public Notice for the Environmental Project
Comment Period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the North Anna ESP re the Federal Coastal Zone
Management Act.
(3) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 14 June 2006: Subject Lake Anna Cooling Lagoon
concerns with the North Anna ESP
(4) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 15 June 2006: Subject Concerns with the data contained in the
Dominion Letter dated April 13, 2006 in response to NRC Questions and also the North Anna ESP
Application part 3 - Environmental Report Revision 6 dated April 2006
Subject:

Partial Concerns #2 with the data contained Dominion's Application for the North Anna ESP 6
dated April 2006 and the related NRC Safety Report dated Sep 2005.

Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, it is requested that the following
concerns with the data contained in the Dominion North Anna ESP Applications Revision 6 and the NRC Safety
Report dated Sep 2005 be addressed in the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act Federal Consistency Review and also
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Also please forward the concerns to the appropriate Commonwealth of
Virginia department for comment if they do not come under the purview of the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and cursory look at
the large volume of materials available to us for review. In addition, we have researched other related public
documents that may have an impact on this ESP review. We thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to
your attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them. Please see below for a
description of each concern.
Our group, "The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group whose mission is to protect Lake Anna (both main
reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding landscape, together with any related concerns, within Louisa,
Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the health, safety and welfare of current residents/users and for future
generations. We are not anti-nuclear, nor do we have "not in my backyard" sentiments, but do support a wise and safe
use of nuclear energy. Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna for the 500,000 annual users and insure compliance
with the law.
Partial Concerns #2 with North Anna Early Site Permit - Revision 6
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA

Concern 1
Too many workers & residents, with a small 2 lane road (Route 652 - Kentucky
Springs
Road)
Dominion plans to bring in 5,000 construction workers for a 5 year period re the new plant.
- They currently bring in about 1,000 construction workers twice a year for planned maintenance
on the existing two reactors
They currently employ about 800 permanent workers
They will add about an additional 1120 permanent workers when the new 3 rd and 4 th reactors are
activated
- Cut-A-Long Development is about 1,000 homes development is a few miles away on Route 652
- The Waters Development is about 400 homes development is a few miles away on Route 652
- Other developments also use Route 652 - (Brandywood, Tall Pines, Tara Woods, Aspen Hill, Both Waters, Bear
Castle, Oak Landing, Pine Harbor, Pine Point, Overton Fork, Seclusion Shores, Ruth Estates, Lakewood
Landing, Oakleigh 1 & 2, Cuckoo's Nest, Plum Tree, Long Acres, Edgewood Bay, Noah's Landing, etc.)
-New truck facility for stones/concrete on Route 700 (adjoining route) will also use Rt 652.
-

Discussion: Proffers should be made by Dominion and/or Federal Government to widen Route 652 since this nuclear
energy is a national priority Priorto beginning of any new construction or we will experience a traffic nightmare.
Note that if/when the ESP is granted, that pre-construction activities (clearing the site, building support buildings,
adding railroad spurs, etc) can begin. So this issue cannot wait until the Construction and Operating License Phase. It
takes many years to plan and fund road construction.
-

Concern 2 - Emergency Evacuation surrounding the entire lake in Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties.
Only 2 lane roads surround the lake..
Because of the recreational aspects of the lake, most of the 500,000 annual users of the lake and residents have boats
and boat trailers. Many vacationers during the summer pull large camping trailers. These facts coupled with the large
residential developments currently and planned surrounding the lake in Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties
would create a traffic nightmare if there was a nuclear accident or terrorist attack that necessitated an emergency
evacuation. Note that both Louisa and Spotsylvania Counties are in the top 100 fastest growing counties in the U.S.
Discussion: Pro-offers should be made by Dominion and/or Federal Government to widen all roads surrounding the
lake prior to the beginning of any new construction or we may experience many deaths if'residents and users around
the lake tried to flee in a panic situation as a result of a nuclear accident or terrorist attack.
Most of the roads are simply small winding 2 lane roads. There are only a few local small gas stations to
provide fuel. As more nuclear reactors are added, the risk of terrorist attacks and the possibility of a nuclear accident
increase.
The applicant, state and federal governments should work together to ensure that the public is not put in harms
way. They jointly should increase the road width's, etc. prior to any new constructionbeginning as a result of the ESP
or COL that accommodates the emergency evacuation of 7,000 to 8,000 Dominion employees/construction workers
together with all the local residents and recreational users of the lake.
Concern 3
new schools

Major influx of new persons to Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties will result in need for

See concern 1 above for new worker numbers. Since this construction project for unit 3 is projected to be 5
years in length, most of the 5,000 construction workers and 1,120 new employees will most likely relocate to either
Louisa or Spotsylvania counties since they are the closest to the power plant construction site. A few new workers
may locate in Orange County which is a greater distance away.

I Partial Concerns #2 with North Anna Early Site Pen-nit - Revision 6
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
- Discussion: This major influx of new residents to Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties will have a major
impact on school requirements. Since the nuclear plant may be a national priority, then possibly school construction
grants can be provided by the Federal government to assist with new school construction. The current residents and
taxpayers of the area should not be expected to fund new schools as a result of this major construction project.

Concern 4 -Using the North Anna River/Lake Anna for any future water needs of Louisa and Spotsylvania
Counties.
Discussion: Both Louisa and Spotsylvania Counties have been designated in the top 100 fastest growing in the U.S.
Both counties rely on wells and septic tanks for the majority of their water supply. With the major increased growth
projected and demand for water resources, it would be reasonable to project that one or both counties may look to Lake
Anna (the 3rd largest lake in the state) as a water source for drinking water and public use. How will the new 3 rd and 4 th
reactors (if built) diminish either counties ability to use the lake as a future water source for pubic water consumption?
Concern 5 Dominion is planning on constructing cooling towers that will be between 150 and 180 feet (15 18 stories) in height. These cooling towers will have huge fans that are planned to emit noise levels at about 65
decibels 24 hours a day - 7 days a week. These cooling towers will emit plumes of water/ steam/ fog formation
which can create fog/icing conditions in the vicinity an average of 70 hours per year (or if 3 hours per day this
equates to 23 extra days a year of fog and/or icing conditions on the adjoining roadways)

Discussion:
Eugene Grecheck, Dominion V.P. on Jan 6, 2006 briefed the public, the press, and VDEQ reps at a
stakeholders meeting at the power plant, that the new towers would not exceed 75 feet tall for wet/dry units and 50 feet
for dry units only. This application requesting towers up to 180 feet tall is a break of the public's trust by Dominion.
If we can't believe a senior vice president within Dominion, who can we believe? Current trees in area are
approximately 50 feet to 75 in height, with a few going up to about 100 feet. Noise travels long distances if not
distorted by various barriers (trees, buildings, etc.). Louisa Noise.Ordinance says no more then 55DP (at night) in
residential neighborhoods. It is requested that the cooling towers be no higher then 80feet (equivalent of an 8 story
building) to mitigate the noise and also provide an esthetically pleasingprofile of the adjoiningskyline. In addition,
the noise created by the cooling tower fans should not exceed 55 decibels. The towers should not exceed 80 feet so
they blend in with the treeline. The water/fog plumes coming up from the towers will detract rural peaceful setting of
the lake, without having 18 story towers which would be an eyesore. What type of mitigation can be done to avoid
any traffic problems on adjoining roadways as a result of the fog and icing conditions approximately an extra 23 days a
year?
Concern 6 - Possibly raising the lake level 6 to 12 inches to retain more water in the lake so it would help in
times of drought.
Discussion: Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties have thousands of adjoining landowners on Lake Anna.
Raising the lake level would create major hardships and destruction of private property to all adjoining landowners and
businesses that have piers, boathouses, launching ramps, bulkheads, etc. It would also destroy many lake front
business locations.

Partial Concerns #2 with North Anna Early Site Permit - Revision 6
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Concern 7 - Water levels, water flows, water temperatures

It is unclear from the many various documents: the ESP application, NRC requests for additional information
and Dominion responses to determine exactly what the impact on both the cold side and cooling lagoons water level's,
water flows, and water temperatures are when the 3 rd and 4 th reactors are activated.
The documents do not reflect common every day language that can easily be understood. They also do not use
the common Fahrenheit degrees for all temperatures. In some cases they use C, (which requires the public to convert
to Fahrenheit degrees. In other cases they use a notation of thermal heat added to the water without any regard to what
this means to Fahrenheit degree temperatures. Dominion and the NRC should standardize the use Fahrenheit degrees
so the public can easily understand its impact in all ESP and COL documentation.
It appears that these various uses of F, C, and Thermal heat added methods that impact the water temperature
are used to deceive and confuse the public.
It is also designated that the water cooling towers will create a discharge of"blowdown" water into the
existing discharge canal, but it.does not designate any limiting temperature of the water. It also does not designate
how the flow rate when combined with the existing 2 million gallons per minute currently discharged may impact the
private residence boat houses, piers, etc. in the cooling lagoons.
It is unclear on exactly how many inches/feet the entire lake will drop at what times of the year as a result of
the increased water usage for the cooling towers. Will this increase water usage create any problems with the entire
watershed and possibly increase drought cycles?
Concern 8 - Too many supplemental confusing documents, using inconsistent terminology to insure that all
items have been reviewed to protect the public's interest. There are also many supplemental Requests for
Information and Responses from Dominion with in some cases unclear responses. The NRC is planning to issue
a supplemental draft environmental and supplemental draft safety report. How is the public going to keep
track of all these changes?
Discussion:'. There is over 1,000 pages of data to review in too short a time period to insure that all the Louisa,

Spotsylvania, Orange County residents and the 500,000 annual recreational users of the Lake are protected.
This is also complicated by the fact that both the Va. Dept of Environmental Quality and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission have different public comment periods. It is not easily understood who has jurisdiction over
what concerns.
It is recommended that both the state and federal agencies have one only joint hearing and invite all associated
federal and state departments that may play a role in this major project, so the public is not confused on whom to
report what issues to and expect a reasonable response.
This is also true within the NRC who issues a Safety Report, without having any public involvement and
appears to be inconsistent in some cases with the Environmental Report
The planned issuance of a supplemental safety and supplemental environmental report will only add to the
confusion of many thousands document pages. How can you expect the public to keep track of what is the current
version of the application vs. the RAI's, vs. the responses vs. supplemental reports, etc. ?
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Concern 9 -NRC Safety report not reviewed by Commonwealth of Virginia Departments or the public
Discussion: Why is the public or the Commonwealth of Virginia departments not involved in reviewing the NRC's
Safety Report? There should be a draft safety report public comment period, similar to the ESP process, so the public
and state agencies have a chance to review and comment on the NRC's safety findings. Safety is one of the public's
main concerns with any federal project.
Where is the spent nuclear fuel kept and when are plans to move it offsite? Emergency Evacuations?
Terrorist Attacks? Melt-down of nuclear reactor? Release of nuclear by-products into the atmosphere? Reasonable
safety concerns with wet and dry cooling towers? Education of the public for safety precautions taken? Where is
water taken from the North Anna river for the plant - how does this major flow of water (approximately 2 million
gallons per minute) endanger the safety of the fish swimming and people recreating in the area? How safe will the
proposed 180 feet towers be for aircraft flying in the area? How safe will it be to drive on adjacent roadways with
more fog and ice on adjoining roadways when the cooling towers are in operation? How safe is the temperature and
water quality of the cooling waters ejected into the discharge canal and eventually into the lake's circulation pattern
where 99% of the water stays within the lake and used by the public for recreation? How safe is the water when it is
heated 14 to 18 degrees F - does this increase the bacteria count??
There are those sections that should definitely be reviewed by the Va. Dept of Water Resources, Fish & Game
together with Transportation Dept and inaccurate statements in the safety report that should be corrected. For example,
the Safety Report has a Hydrology section (2.4), which is one of main topics of concern for the commonwealth and the
public. In the Emergency Planning section 13.3 the report indicates that the applicant stated that the road network
surrounding the NAPS site, which includes the ESP site, can adequately accommodate anticipated vehicular traffic.
This statement simply is not .true in any sense of the word (see concern 1 above). The report also identifies that there
will be minimal population growth in the area through 2065 (almost 40 years into the future). Currently both
Spotsylvania and Louisa counties are in the top 100 fastest growing counties in the U.S.
There are many other examples, within the Safety Report that should undergo the public review, with a public
hearing and comment period. Why is the NRC afraid to let the public review this document prior to its publication?
After publication, it will be used as a source of justification for many items because the NRC and federal government
approved all the data. within the safety report and therefore it must be correct. We respectfully request that this process
be changed so that both the commonwealth and the public are invited to review and comment on this important.
document prior to publication.
Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our concerns/comments. We will continue to review the
voluminous documents and provide comments/concerns as we find them. Additional concerns with the water
temperature, water quality, consideration of spent nuclear fuel, etc. are still under review. Each of these items and
others will be addressed in separate correspondence after we have had sufficient time to review each. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor ( 71h District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 17'h District of Virginia (via email - ehouck(2adelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4 th District of Virginia (via email - district04(wsov.state.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 97 h District of Virginia (via email - delcpeace(thouse.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 30'h District of Virginia (via email - delescott(2house.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 5 6 'h District of Virginia (via email - delbianisghouse.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 5 4 th District of Virginia (via email - delborrockahouse.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banks@dom.com
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From:
"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>
To:
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>,"Andrew Kugler" <AJK1@nrc.gov>,"Nitin Patel"
<NXP1@nrc.gov>
Date:
7/24/2006 11:11:27 AM
Subject:
Resend - Lake Lake Anna partial list (2) of North Anna ESP concerns
cc:
"Ellie Irons (VDEQ)" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>

Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Partial Concerns (2) re
Roads, Schools, Safety Report w-North Anna ESP Rev 6 dated 15 June 2006, so
it is entered into the official Nuclear Regulatory Commission data base within the
NRC public comment period for the North Anna ESP. See below for initial email
sent on 15 June 06.

15 June 2006
Attached please find a letter that identifies comments and concerns with
Dominion's Application Revision 6 for the North Anna ESP and also the NRC
Safety Report.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a
result of a brief and cursory look at the large volume of materials available to us
for review, we thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to your
attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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Dear Ms. Irons (VDEQ) and
Mr. Cushing (NRC),
I
I am resending the attached VDEQ & NRC letter - Partial Concerns (2) re Roads, Schools, Safety Report w-North Anna ESP
Rev 6 dated 15 June 2006, so it is entered into the official Nuclear Regulatory Commission data base within the NRC public
comment period for the North Anna ESP. See below for initial email sent on 15 June 06.

15 June 2006
Attached please find a letter that identifies comments and concerns with Dominion's Application Revision 6 for the North Anna
ESP and also the NRC Safety Report.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and cursory look at the large volume
of materials available to us for review, we thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to your attention soonest so both
the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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7/25/2006

FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
(Resubmitted during NRC public comment periodto NRC & VDEQ on 24 July 2006)
15 June 2006
Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Via email to elirons(cdeq.virginia.gov
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9@NRC.GOV

Reference:
(1) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 12 Jun 06, Subject Request for extension of Public
Comment period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the Dominion Nuclear North Anna Application
for the Early Site Permit (ESP) Review and other related items
(2) Lake Anna Observer newspaper - June 1, 2006 Public Notice for the Environmental Project
Comment Period re the Federal Consistency Certification of the North Anna ESP re the Federal Coastal Zone
Management Act.
(3) Friends of Lake Anna letter' dated 14 June 2006: Subject Lake Anna Cooling Lagoon
concerns with the North Anna ESP
(4) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 15 June 2006: Subject Concerns with the data contained in the
Dominion Letter dated April 13, 2006 in response to NRC Questions and also the North Anna ESP
Application part 3 - Environmental Report Revision 6 dated April 2006
Subject:

Partial Concerns #2 with the data contained Dominion's Application for the North Anna ESP 6
dated April 2006 and the related NRC Safety Report dated Sep 2005.

Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, it is requested that the following
concerns with the data contained in the Dominion North Anna ESP Applications Revision 6 and the NRC Safety
Report dated Sep 2005 be addressed in the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act Federal Consistency Review and also
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Also please forward the concerns to.the appropriate Commonwealth of
Virginia department for comment if they do not come under the purview of the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and cursory look at
the large volume of materials available to us for review. In addition, we have researched other related public
documents that may have an impact on this ESP review. We thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to
your attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them. Please see below for a
description of each concern.
Our group, "The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group whose mission is to protect Lake Anna (both main
reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding landscape, together with any related concerns, within Louisa,
Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the health, safety and welfare of current residents/users and for future
generations. We are not anti-nuclear, nor do we have "not in my backyard" sentiments, but do support a wise and safe
use of nuclear energy. Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna for the 500,000 annual users and insure compliance
with the law.
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Concern 1
Too many workers & residents, with a small 2 lane road (Route 652 - Kentucky
Springs
Road)
- Dominion plans to bring in 5,000 construction workers for a 5 year period re the new plant.
- They currently bring in about 1,000 construction workers twice a year for planned maintenance
on the existing two reactors
They currently employ about 800 permanent workers
They will add about an additional 1120 permanent workers when the new 3 rP and 4 th reactors are
activated
- Cut-A-Long Development is about 1,000 homes development is a few miles away on Route 652
- The Waters Development is about 400 homes development is a few miles away on Route 652
- Other developments also use Route 652 - (Brandywood, Tall Pines, Tara Woods, Aspen Hill, Both Waters, Bear
Castle, Oak Landing, Pine Harbor, Pine Point, Overton Fork, Seclusion Shores, Ruth Estates, Lakewood
Landing, Oakleigh 1 & 2, Cuckoo's Nest, Plum Tree, Long Acres, Edgewood Bay, Noah's Landing, etc.)
- New truck facility for stones/concrete on Route 700 (adjoining route) will also use Rt 652.
Discussion: Proffers should be made by Dominion and/or Federal Government to widen Route 652 since this nuclear
energy is a national priority Priorto beginning of any new construction or we will experience a traffic nightmare.
Note that if/when the ESP is granted, that pre-construction activities (clearing the site, building support buildings,
adding railroad spurs, etc) .can begin. So this issue cannot wait until the Construction and Operating License Phase. It
takes many years to plan and fund road construction.
-

Concern 2 - Emergency Evacuation surrounding the entire lake in Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties.
Only 2 lane roads surround the lake.
Because of the recreational aspects of the lake, most of the 500,000 annual users of the lake and residents have boats
and boat trailers. Many vacationers during the summer pull large camping trailers. These facts coupled with the large
residential developments currently and planned surrounding the lake in Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties
would create a traffic nightmare if there was a nuclear accident or terrorist attack that necessitated an emergency
evacuation. Note that both Louisa and Spotsylvania Counties are in the top 100 fastest growing counties in the U.S.
Discussion: Pro-offers should be made by Dominion and/or Federal Government to widen all roads surrounding the
lake prior to the beginning of any new construction or we may experience many deaths if residents and users around
the lake tried to flee in a panic situation as a result of a nuclear accident or terrorist attack.
Most of the roads are simply small winding 2 lane roads. There are only a few local small gas stations to
provide fuel. As more nuclear reactors are added, the risk of terrorist attacks and the possibility of a nuclear accident
increase.
The applicant, state and federal governments should work together to ensure that the public is not put in harms
way. They jointly should increase the road width's, etc. prior to any new construction beginning as a result of the ESP
or COL that accommodates the emergency evacuation of 7,000 to 8,000 Dominion employees/construction workers
together with all the local residents and recreational users of the lake.
Concern 3
new schools

Major influx of new persons to Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties will result in need for

See concern 1 above for new worker numbers. Since this construction project for unit 3 is projected to be 5
years in length, most of the 5,000 construction workers and 1,120 new employees will most likely relocate to either
Louisa or Spotsylvania counties since they are the closest to the power plant construction site. A few new workers
may locate in Orange County which is a greater distance away.
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- Discussion: This major influx of new residents to Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties will have a major
impact on school requirements. Since the nuclear plant may be a national priority, then possibly school construction
grants can be provided by the Federal government to assist with new school construction. The current residents and
taxpayers of the area should not be expected to fund new schools as a result of this major construction project.

Concern 4 - Using the North Anna River/Lake Anna for any future water needs of Louisa and Spotsylvania
Counties.
Discussion: Both Louisa and Spotsylvania Counties have been designated in the top 100 fastest growing in the U.S.
Both counties rely on wells and septic tanks for the majority of their water supply. With the major increased growth
projected and demand for water resources, it would be reasonable to project that one or both counties may look to Lake
Anna (the 3 rd largest lake in the state) as a water source for drinking water and public use. How will the new 3 rd and 4 th
reactors (if built) diminish either counties ability to use the lake as a future water source for pubic water consumption?
Concern 5 Dominion is planning on constructing cooling towers that will be between 150 and 180 feet (15 18 stories) in height. These cooling towers will have huge fans that are planned to emit noise levels at about 65
decibels 24 hours a day - 7 days a week. These cooling towers will emit plumes of water/ steam/ fog formation
which can create fog/icing conditions in the vicinity an average of 70 hours per year (or if 3 hours per day this
equates to 23 extra days a year of fog and/or icing conditions on the adjoining roadways)

Discussion:
Eugene Grecheck, Dominion V.P. on Jan 6, 2006 briefed the public, the press, and VDEQ reps at a
stakeholders meeting at the power plant, that the new towers would not exceed 75 feet tall for wet/dry units and 50 feet
for dry units only. This application requesting towers up to 180 feet tall is a break of the public's trust by Dominion.
If we can't believe a senior vice president within Dominion, who can we believe? Current trees in area are
approximately 50 feet to 75 in height, with a few going up to about 100 feet. Noise travels long distances if not
distorted by various barriers (trees, buildings, etc.). Louisa Noise Ordinance says no more then 55DP (at night) in
residential neighborhoods. It is requested that the cooling towers be no higher then 80feet (equivalent ofan 8 story
building) to mitigate the noise and also provide an estheticallypleasingprofile of the adjoiningskyline. In addition,
the noise created by the cooling tower fans should not exceed 55 decibels. The towers should not exceed 80 feet so
they blend in with the treeline. The water/fog plumes coming up from the towers will detract rural peaceful setting of
the lake, without having 18 story towers which would be an eyesore. What type of mitigation can be done to avoid
any traffic problems on adjoining roadways as a result of the fog and icing conditions approximately an extra 23 days a
year?
Concern 6 - Possibly raising the lake level 6 to 12 inches to retain 'more water in the lake so it would help in
times of drought.
Discussion: Louisa, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties have thousands of adjoining landowners on Lake Anna.
Raising the lake level would create major hardships and destruction of private property to all adjoining landowners and
businesses that have piers, boathouses, launching ramps, bulkheads, etc. It would also destroy many lake front
business locations.
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Concern 7 - Water levels, water flows, water temperatures
It is unclear from the many various documents: the ESP application, NRC requests for additional information
and Dominion responses to determine exactly what the impact on both the cold side and cooling lagoons water level's,
water flows, and water temperatures are when the 3 rd and 4 th reactors are activated.
The documents do not reflect common every day language that can easily be understood. They also do not use
the common Fahrenheit degrees for all temperatures. In some cases they use C, (which requires the public to convert
to Fahrenheit degrees. In other cases they use a notation of thermal heat added to the water without any regard to what
this means to Fahrenheit degree temperatures. Dominion and the NRC should standardize the use Fahrenheit degrees
so the public can easily understand its impact in all ESP and COL documentation.
It appears that these various uses of F, C, and Thermal heat added methods that impact the water temperature
are used to deceive and confuse the public.
It is also designated that the water cooling towers will create a discharge of"blowdown" water into the
existing discharge canal, but it does not designate any limiting temperature of the water. It also does not designate
how the flow rate when combined with the existing 2 million gallons per minute currently discharged may impact the
private residence boat houses, piers, etc. in the cooling lagoons.
It is unclear on exactly how many inches/feet the entire lake will drop at what times of the year as a result of
the increased water usage for the cooling towers. Will this increase water usage create any problems with the entire
watershed and possibly increase drought cycles?
Concern 8 - Too many supplemental confusing documents, using inconsistent terminology to insure that all
items have been reviewed to protect the public's interest. There are also many supplemental Requests for
Information and Responses from Dominion with in some cases unclear responses. The NRC is planning to issue
a supplemental draft environmental and supplemental draft safety report. How is the public going to keep
track of all these changes?
Discussion:" There is over 1,000 pages of data to review in too short a time period to insure that all the Louisa,
Spotsylvania, Orange County residents and the 500,000 annual recreational users of the Lake are protected.
This is also complicated by the fact that both the Va. Dept of Environmental Quality and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission have different public comment periods. It is not easily understood who has jurisdiction over
what concerns.
It is recommended that both the state and federal agencies have one only joint hearing and invite all associated
federal and state departments that may play a role in this major project, so the public is not confused on whom to
report what issues to and expect a reasonable response.
This is also true within the NRC who issues a Safety Report, without having any public involvement and
appears to be inconsistent in some cases with the Environmental Report
The planned issuance of a supplemental safety and supplemental environmental report will only add to the
confusion of many thousands document pages. How can you expect the public to keep track of what is the current
version of the application vs. the RAI's, vs. the responses vs. supplemental reports, etc. ?
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Concern 9 - NRC Safety report not reviewed by Commonwealth of Virginia Departments or the public
Discussion: Why is the public or the Commonwealth of Virginia departments not involved in reviewing the NRC's
Safety Report? There should be a draft safety report public comment period, similar to the ESP process, so the public
and state agencies have a chance to review and comment on the NRC's safety findings. Safety is one of the public's
main concerns with any federal project.
Where is the spent nuclear fuel kept and when are plans to move it offsite? Emergency Evacuations?
Terrorist Attacks? Melt-down of nuclear reactor? Release of nuclear by-products into the atmosphere? Reasonable
safety concerns with wet and dry cooling towers? Education of the public for safety precautions taken? Where is
water taken from the North Anna river for the plant - how does this major flow of water (approximately 2 million
gallons per minute) endanger the safety of the fish swimming and people recreating in the area? How safe will the
proposed 180 feet towers be for aircraft flying in the area? How safe will it be to drive on adjacent roadways with
more fog and ice on adjoining roadways when the cooling towers are in operation? How safe is the temperature and
water quality of the cooling waters ejected into the discharge canal and eventually into the lake's circulation pattern
where 99% of the water stays within the lake and used by the public for recreation? How safe is the water when it is
heated 14 to 18 degrees F - does this increase the bacteria count??
There are those sections that should definitely be reviewed by the Va. Dept of Water Resources, Fish & Game
together with Transportation Dept and inaccurate statements in the safety report that should be corrected. For example,
the Safety Report has a Hydrology section (2.4), which is one of main topics of concern for the commonwealth and the
public. In the Emergency Planning section 13.3 the report indicates that the applicant stated that the road network
surrounding the NAPS site, which includes the ESP site, can adequately accommodate anticipated vehicular traffic.
This statement simply is not true in any sense of the word (see concern 1 above). The report also identifies that there
will be minimal population growth in the area through 2065 (almost 40 years into the future). Currently both
Spotsylvania and Louisa counties are in the top 100 fastest growing counties in the U.S.
There are many other examples within the Safety Report that should undergo the public review, with a public
hearing and comment period. Why is the NRC afraid to let the public review this document prior to its publication?
After publication, it will be used as a source of justification for many items because the NRC and federal government
approved all the data within the safety report and therefore it must be correct. We respectfully request that this process
be changed so that both the commonwealth and the public are invited to review and comment on this important
document prior to publication.
Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our concerns/comments. We will continue to review the
voluminous documents and provide comments/concerns as we find them. Additional concerns with the water
temperature, water quality, consideration of spent nuclear fuel, etc. are still under review. Each of these items and
others will be addressed in separate correspondence after we have had sufficient time to review each. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor (7 th District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 17 th District of Virginia (via email - ehouck(2adelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4 th District of Virginia (via email - district04 sov.state.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 9 7 th District of Virginia (via email - delcpeaceahouse.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 3 0 th District of Virginia (via email - delescott(chouse.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 5 6 th District of Virginia (via email - delbjanis(ahouse.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 54 h District of Virginia (via email - delborrock(Dhouse.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banks dom.com
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From:

"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>

To:
"Ellie Irons (VDEQ)" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>,"Andrew Kugler" <AJK1@nrc.gov>,"Chris Nolan"
<MCN@nrc.gov>,"Nitin Patel" <NXP1@nrc.gov>
Date:
7/24/2006 4:28:30 PM
Subject:
Lake Anna partial list (3) of North Anna ESP concerns
cc:
"Senator R. Edward Houck" <ehouck@adelphia.net>,"Senator Charles Colgan"
<cjcolgan@aol.com>,"Tony Banks (Dominion)" <TONY BANKS@DOM.COM>,"Delegate Bill
Janis (56th Dist)" <Del Janis@house.state.va.us>,"Sr (54th Dist). Delegate Robert Orrock"
<delborrock@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Clifford Athey (18th Dist)"
<DelCAthey@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Chris Peace (97th Dist)"
<delcpeace@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Edward Scott (3oth Dist)"
<delescott@house.state.va.us>,"Representative Eric Cantor (7th District)"
<lloyd.lenhart@mail.house.gov>,"Senator Ryan McDougle"
<district04@sov.state.va.us>,"Senator Russell Potts (27th Dist)"
<district27@sov.state.va.us>,"Senator Charles Colgan-2" <district29@sov.state.va.us>

Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
Attached please two (2) documents for both the NRC and VDEQ review re the
North Anna Early Site Permit (ESP) public comments.
Document 1 is a letter to the VDEQ and NRC that identifies a partial list (#3)
re concerns with the water temperature, noise, heat dissipation,. etc. (Msword
document) as a result of Dominion's application for the ESP for a 3rd and 4th
nuclear reactor at the North Anna site.
Document 2 is an example picture of an inexpensive heat dissipation system
(in adobe format) that could easily be employed during peak water temperature
conditions.
We will forward additional concerns with the ESP after we have had sufficient
time to the review the large volume of material.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions. We will look forward
to your responses to the questions we posed in the attached memo.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
Attached please two (2) documents for both the NRC and VDEQ review re the North Anna Early Site Permit (ESP) public
comments.
Document 1 is a letter to the VDEQ and NRC that identifies a partial list (#3) re concerns with the water temperature, noise,
heat dissipation, etc. (Msword document) as a result of Dominion's application for the ESP for a 3rd and 4th nuclear reactor at the
North Anna site.
Document 2 is an example picture of an inexpensive heat dissipation system (in adobe format) that could easily be employed
during peak water temperature conditions.
We will forward additional concerns with the ESP after we have had sufficient time to the review the large volume of material.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions. We will look forward to your responses to the questions we posed in
the attached memo.

Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632

file ://c :\EmailCapture\NorthAnnaESP\7\attch 1.htrn

7/25/2006

FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA

24 July 2006
Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Via email to elirons(tdeq.virginia.,gov
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9@NRC.GOV & NorthAnnaComments@NRC.GOV

Reference:

(1) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 14 June 2006: Subject Lake Anna Cooling Lagoon
concerns with the North Anna ESP. (Note this was resent on 24 Jul06).
(2) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 15 June 2006: Subject Concerns with the data
contained in the Dominion Letter dated April 13, 2006 in response to NRC Questions and also
the North Anna ESP Application part 3 - Environmental Report Revision 6 dated April 2006
(Note this was resent on 24 Jul 06).

(3) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 15 June 2006 - Subject: Partial concerns #2with the
data contained in Dominion's Application for the North Anna ESP 6 dated April 2006 and the

related NRC Safety Report dated Sep 2005. (Note this was resent on 24 Jul 06)
(4) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 24 Jul 06, Subject Request for extension of NRC
Public Comment time.

Subject:

Partial Concerns #3 with the data contained in Dominion's Application for the North
Anna ESP 6 dated April 2006.

Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, it is requested that the
following concerns with the data contained in the Dominion North Anna ESP Applications Revision 6 and
the NRC Safety Report dated Sep 2005 be addressed in the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act Federal
Consistency Review and also by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Also please forward the concerns to
the appropriate Commonwealth of Virginia department for comment if they do not come under the purview
of the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and cursory
look at the large volume of materials available to us for review. In addition, we have researched other
related public documents that may have an impact on this ESP review. We thought itprudent to bring these
concerns/comments to your attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to review them.
Please see below for a description of each concern.
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Our group, "The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group whose mission is to protect Lake Anna
(both main reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding landscape, together with any related concerns,
within Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the health, safety and welfare of current
residents/users and for future generations. We are not anti-nuclear, nor do we have "not in my backyard"
sentiments, but do support a wise and safe use of nuclear energy. Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna
for the 500,000 annual users and insure compliance with the law.
Additional Concerns
1. Par 5.3.2.1 page 3-5-55 When discussion is made relative to "extreme summer months" by Dominion,
the blowdown should be based on 100% reactor operations and not 96% as implied. We do not agree with
Dominion's statement "blowdown discharges etc of Unit 3 would have very small, if not imperceptible,
physical, chemical, biological or ecological impacts to Lake Anna".
We believe the small impounded (not freeflowing river) reservoir ofLake Anna will be affected by
the additionalwater consumption due to "blowdown" which will add to the thermal heating of the water.
Dominionplans to add chemicals to the water, which would affect the biologicaland ecological characterof
the water. Recreationaluse of the lake will also be affected which is in violation of the U.S. Clean Water
Act. Please see our 14 June 06 letter (resent 24 Jul 06) re limiting the water temperaturesat the end of
the discharge canal to no more then 104 degrees F. A very inexpensive method to accomplish this is via
sprayers in the dischargecanal that would be activated during high water temperature times. only (see
adobe attachment to this emailfor picture and also refer to comment 7 below).
2. Par 5.3.2.2.2 page 3-5-60 Under a. Physical effects, we do not agree that as stated by Dominion the
"1,905,565 gpm (units 1, 2 and 3) would have no impact at the Dike 3 discharge, the current VPDES point of
compliance." "Impacts to aquatic organisms would be negligible. Mitigation would not be warranted".
The recent Supreme Court decision (No 04-1527 S.D. Warren Company, Petitioner,v. Maine Board
of EnvironmentalProtection et al) makes "Mitigation warranted". It includesprotectionsfor not only
limitations on aquatic but also recreationaluses of the water also. The current VPDES point of compliance
should be movedfrom the Dike # 3 to the end of the dischargecanal. Dominion and VDEQ will need to
revisit both the currentand anyfuture VPDES dischargepermit. Pleasesee our 14 June 06letterfor
additionaldata.
3. Par 5.3.4 page 3-5-69 Impacts to Members of the Public, Dominion added a sentence in the Revision
6 ESP application in this paragraph just to solidify their point in dealing with the public. Dominion states
"Virginia Power considers the WHTF (Cooling Lagoons) to be an integral part of the power station, and as
such it has never been operated as an extension of the North Anna Reservoir for the purposes of public
recreational use."
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This is directly opposite to the VirginiaPowerpublic document from 1970 where they promoted the
shoreline constructionand recreationaluse of the entire lake both warm and cold sides. (Pleaserefer to our 14
June 06 letter and attachments, which were resent on 24 Jul 06). With the fact that Dominion/VirginiaPower allows
homeowners of the shoreline to have access tO both sides of the lake and also the fact that public watersfrom
a minimum of 8 public streamsflow into the cooling lagoons, buoys are installed,fishing laws are enjorced,
etc.; it is imperative that the cooling lagoons should be considered "quasi-publicwaters ". These facts,
coupled with the actual data that only about 50% of the cooling actually occurs in the cooling .lagoons,while
about 25% cooling occurs in the Discharge Canaland the other 25.% occurs in the North Anna River after
the waters re-enter at Dike 3. Privatizationofpublic waters in the cooling lagoons violates the recent U.S.
Supreme Court decision referenced above. How can the NRC, EnvironmentalProtectionAgency, National
Oceanic Administration and Dominion not consider the cooling lagoons as quasipublic waters? What is the
North Anna River which provides about 25% of the water coolingfor the powerplant and the water
eventually feeds into the Atlantic Ocean? We do not understandthe difference, please explain.
4. Par 5.3.4 page 3-5-69 a - With the addition of the new units 3 and 4, Cooling Lagoon
residences are stated by Dominion as being "one of the areas possibly affected by the noise from the
new cooling systems". As stated in par 5.8.1.5 page 3-5-183 "the current turbine building is 100 feet tall
and the containment buildings are 130 feet tall. Dominion states the new turbine building for units 3 and 4
would be 230 feet tall with the associated cooling towers at 180 feet tall. On Jan 6, 2006, Dominion V.P
Eugene Grecheck briefed the public, the press, and VDEQ reps at a stakeholders meeting at the power plant,
that the new towers would not exceed 75 feet tall for wet/dry towers and 50 feet tall for dry units only. Now
in this revised application Dominion states no decision on the height of the containment buildings but under
the current units they are the tallest buildings. Dominion does not state the noise contributions of the turbine
building. What is the noise that can be expected from the turbine building?
(a) Why is the building 100feet taller than the current one? The buildings should not be higher than
the current tree lines surroundingthe property. The new designs should employ visual and noise abatement
solutions incorporatedin designs with lower heights.
( b) Dominion states "Publicuse of the lake is transientand is less sensitive to noise impacts." We
do not agree with this statement, since we have approximately 10,000 residentiallots surroundingthe lake in
3 different counties. Over the water there is no noise abatement and noise levels travel unimpeded Lake
residences, campground users, state park users, wildlife and the over 500,000 recreationalusers of the lake
should be protectedagainstexcessive noise. Pleaserefer to Concern 5 in our 15 June 2006(resent on 24 July 06) memo
for additionalcomments on noise.

Also please note that Louisa County has noise ordinances (Chapter51 of the County Code) that
prohibitsdisturbingnoise, where it should be unlawful to create any unreasonableloud, disturbingand
unnecessary noise in the county, and noise of such character,intensity and duration as to be detrimental to
the life or health of any person or to unreasonablydisturb or annoy the quiet, comfort or repose of any
person is hereby prohibited.
5. Par 5.3.4.1 page 3-5-71 a)With discussion to PAM (Primary Amoebic Meningoencephalitis),
Dominion states the "highest temperatures recorded are summarized in Table 5.3-9.
(a) Once again the table is misleadingdue to the fact that no data is used afteryear 2002. In fact
Dominion's data shows that on August 15, 2005, a temperatureof 103.6 deg F. was recordedat the
Dischargecanal. The current data should be included
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(b) Dominion suggestspostal mail, signage, or Internetfor Virginia agencies to inform the public.
Since Dominion'spower plants are the cause of the increasedtemperature that can cause the PAMproblem,
they solely hold responsibilityand liability and not Virginia agencies. If Dominion causes the proliferation
of PAM in the cooling lagoons and main reservoir,then they should be held responsiblefor the proactive
corrective actions to resolve any future problems with PAM.
6. Table 5.3-11 page 3-5-78 We feel this table is misleading due to the fact that all available
data for temperature was not used. If data is used from 6/1/2005 to 8/31/2005, the following results are
seen:
Table 5.3-11 Table Reconstructed using all current data through August 2005
Surface Temperatures at Monitoring Stations in WHTF and North Anna Reservoir.

Discharge

MAXIMUM DAILY TEMPERATURES
Dike 3
Intake

Actual Dominion 's value

Actual Dominion's value

Actual

Dominion's value

103.6

102.4

96.5

92.2

90.1

100.5

95.0

95.0

AVERAGE DAILY TEMPERATURES (July - August)
92.7
88.9
87.1
83.8

These actual temperaturesare up to 5 degrees F hotter than reportedby Dominion in the table. Why
wasn't currentdata included? Is itpossible that the heating of the North Anna River reservoir waters by
Dominion has exceeded the standardsfor the U.S. Clean Water Act at the intake which is about 6. 7 miles
from Dike 3 and they have not been in compliance with theirNPDES or VPDESpermit?
7. Par 9.4.1 page 3-9-13 Heat Dissipation Systems. The screening of Unit 3 Alternative Heat
Dissipation Systems by Dominion for Spray Ponds (Alternative 5) is flawed.
It appears that a fair analysis was not performed and the analysispresented was in support of the
decision, which already was made. Sprayponds could be used as a supplementalpeak loadsolution (not a
stand-alonesystem for all the heat dissipation)to the heatproblem in the hot summer months. These
sprayers could be located in the dischargecanal and would not affect the open area of the cooling lagoons
or in the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) location or new ponds on site.
A photo is attached(in adobeformat) which shows the use of such sprayers aroundLake Anna
already in place. Spraypond construction would not involve substantialearthworkas outlined by
Dominion. The sprayers would not requirelarge volumes of water as they use the current water systems in
place and do not require off site sources of water. No additionalland would be requiredand no additional
state and localpermits would be requiredas outlined by Dominion.
Dominion's conclusion that thermal impacts would be small is used to support their decision only
and does not take into considerationthe public's use of the lake. No data is presented which supports their
conclusion. Sprayers were never intended to be the only source of heat dissipationfor unit 3. They could be
used to supportpeak periods of high water temperaturedissipation without the need to reduce plant output.'
The same reasons apply to the sprayer on unit 4 in Alternative 11.
I Partial Concerns #3 with North Anna Early Site Permit - Revision 6
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA

Dominion appears to forget that they promoted the recreationaluse and residentialdevelopment
around the entire lake (both main reservoir and cooling lagoons) in the 1960 's/1970 's when they proposed
this nuclearpowerproject. Now that theirpromotion (Lake Anna) has come to being 35 years later, they do
not appearwilling to protect the public with minimal peak load heat dissipationsystems. Please see our 14
June 06 (resent on 24 July 06) memo forfurther details re limiting the water temperatures to no greater-then
104 degrees F at the end of the discharge canal.

8. Summary. Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our concerns/comments. We
will continue to review the voluminous documents (Draft Environmental Impact Statement - supplement 1
to NUREG- 1811) and the revised new or supplemental Safety Report once we receive it and provide
comments/concerns as we find them. Additional concerns with the water temperature, water quality,
consideration of spent nuclear fuel, etc. are still under review. Each of these items and others will be
addressed in separate correspondence after we have had sufficient time to review each. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632

CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor ( 7 th District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 1 71h District of Virginia (via email - ehouckaadelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4 th District of Virginia (via email - district04 Rhsov.state.va.us
Senator Charles Colgan, 29th District of Virginia (via email - cicolgan(aaol.com
Senator Russell Potts, 2 7 th District of Virginia (via email - district27(@,sov.stte.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 9 7 th District of Virginia (via email - delcpeace(ahouse.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 30th District of Virginia (via email - delescott(Ohouse.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 56th District of Virginia (via email - delbianisdhouse.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 54th District of Virginia (via email - delborrockghouse.state.va.us
Delegate Clifford Athey, 18th District of Virginia (via email - DelCAthey(ahouse.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banks(adom.cor
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From:
"Sandra Brockel" <brockel@erols.com>
To:
"elirons@deq.virginia.gov"
<elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:
7/25/2006 5:40:21 PM
Subject:
Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency Certification
on the ESP for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant
cc:
"'Harry Ruth"' <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>

We wish to show our support of the questions raised by the Friends of Lake
Anna regarding the proposed 3rd and 4th nuclear reactors at the Dominion
power plant at Lake Anna.

We have become increasingly concerned about the high temperatures on the
cooling lagoon side of the lake and of the potential of detrimental bacteria
flourishing in the warm water. Our entire family uses the lake for
recreation and we are especially concerned for the young children. A cap
needs to be placed on the temperature in the cooling lagoons and enforced
with penalties when it is exceeded.

The idea that the lake is treated as a waste treatment facility is
ridiculous! The game warden told us that he patrols the private side of the
lake. Game wardens do not patrol waste treatment facilities. We swim in
these lagoons,,,many people swim in them,,,and they should certainly not be
referred to as a waste treatment facility. They are public waters according
to the game warden and should be labeled and then monitored in a way
consistent with this.

The effect of the new reactors on the huge number of people now using the
lake needs to be studied carefully. This lake is an area of recreation,,,it
is advertised as such,,,and the safety and well being of those using it need
to be considered.

Tom and Sandy Brockel
612 Winchester Trail
Mineral VA 23117
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We wish to show our support of the questions raised by the Friends of Lake Anna regarding the proposed
reactors at the Dominion power plant at Lake Anna.

3

rd
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41h

nuclear

We have become increasingly concerned about the high temperatures on the cooling lagoon side of the lake and of the potential
of detrimental bacteria flourishing in the warm water. Our entire family uses the lake for recreation and we are especially
concerned for the young children. A cap needs to be placed on the temperature in the cooling lagoons and enforced with
penalties when it is exceeded.
The idea that the lake is treated as a waste treatment facility is ridiculous! The game warden told us that he patrols the private
side of the lake. Game wardens do not patrol waste treatment facilities. We swim in these lagoons,,,many people swim in
them,, ,and they should certainly not be referred to as a waste treatment facility. They are public waters according to the game
warden and should be labeled and then monitored in a way consistent with this.
The effect of the new reactors on the huge number of people now using the-lake needs to be studied carefully. This lake is an
area of recreation,,,it is advertised as such,,,and the safety and well being of those using it need to be considered.
Tom and Sandy Brockel
612 Winchester Trail
Mineral VA 23117
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From:
"Irons,Ellie" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>
To:
"Sandra Brockel" <brockel@erols.com>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:
7/25/2006 5:55:19 PM
Subject:
RE: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency
Certification on the ESP for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant
cc:
"Charles Ellis" <chellis@deq.virginia.gov>,"JudsonWhite@Dom.com"
<JudsonWhite@Dom.com>,"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>

Thank you for your comments. I have entered them into the records. Also,
please see the attached information about our August 16 public hearing.

Original----Message ----From: Sandra Brockel [mailto:brockel@erols.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 25, 2006 5:40 PM
To: NorthAnnacomments@NRC.GOV; lrons,Ellie
Cc: 'Harry Ruth'
Subject: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency
Certification on the ESP for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant

We wish to show our support of the questions raised by the Friends of
Lake Anna regarding the proposed 3rd and 4th nuclear reactors at the
Dominion power plant at Lake Anna.

We have become increasingly concerned about the high temperatures on the
cooling lagoon side of the lake and of the potential of detrimental
bacteria flourishing in the warm water.. Our entire family uses the lake
for recreation and we are especially concerned for the young children.
A cap needs to be placed on the temperature in the cooling lagoons and
enforced with penalties when it is exceeded.

The idea that the lake is treated as a waste treatment facility is
ridiculous! The game warden told us that he patrols the private side of
the lake. Game wardens do not patrol waste treatment facilities. We
swim in these lagoons,,,many people swim in them,,,and they should
certainly not be referred to as a waste treatment facility. They are
public waters according to the game warden and should be labeled and

then monitored in a way consistent with this.

The effect of the new reactors on the huge number of people now using
the lake needs to be studied carefully. This lake is an area of
recreation,,,it is advertised as such,,,and the safety and well being of
those using it need to be considered.

Tom and Sandy Brockel
612 Winchester Trail
Mineral VA 23117
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Thank you for your comments. I have entered them into the recordsl Also, please see the attached information about our August
16 public hearing:
----Original Message ----From: Sandra Brockel [mailto:brockel@erols.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 25, 2006 5:40 PM
To: NorthAnnacomments@NRC.GOV; Irons,Ellie
Cc: 'Harry Ruth'
Subject: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency Certification on the ESP for North Anna
Nuclear Power Plant
,We wish to show our support of the questions raised by the Friends of Lake Anna regarding the proposed
nuclear reactors at the Dominion power plant at Lake Anna.
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We have become increasingly concerned about the high temperatures on the cooling lagoon side of the lake and of the
potential of detrimental bacteria flourishing in the warm water. Our entire family uses the lake for recreation and we are
especially concerned for the young children. A cap needs to be placed on the temperature in the cooling lagoons and
enforced with penalties when it is exceeded.
The idea that the lake is treated as a waste treatment facility is ridiculous! The game warden told us that he patrols the
private side of the lake. Game wardens do not patrol waste treatment facilities. We swim in these lagoons,,,many people
swim in them,,,and they should certainly not be referred to as a waste treatment facility. They are public waters according
to the game warden and should be labeled and then monitored in a way consistent with this.
The effect of the new reactors on the huge number of people now using the lake needs to be studied carefully. This lake
is an area of recreation,,,it is advertised as such,,,and the safety and well being of those using it need to be considered.
Tom and Sandy Brockel
612 Winchester Trail
Mineral VA 23117
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Dear Sir/Madam:
Thank you for your comments on the proposed Early Site Permit for the
addition of third and fourth nuclear reactor units to Dominion Virginia Power
Company's North Anna Power Station. This project proposal is the subject of
two different review processes with two separate public hearings.
Please note that DEQ staff may only use the public comments made at
the Wednesday, August 16 hearing in developing its comments on the
consistency of the proposed project with the enforceable policies of the Virginia
Coastal Resources Management Program. DEQ staff may not use public
comments made in the NRC hearing on August 15. However, DEQ staff will
observe the NRC hearing. Similarly, NRC staff will observe the DEQ hearing on
August 16.
DEQ Review Process
The process administered by DEQ is the federal consistency review
process, mandated by the Coastal Zone Management Act (Spotsylvania County,
which abuts Lake Anna, and the North Anna River are in Virginia's coastal zone).
Our purpose is to evaluate, with the aid of public comments, whether the
proposed project (including the new cooling system for the third unit) would, if
licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, be consistent with the
enforceable policies of the Virginia Coastal Resources Management Program.
Pertinent details:
DEQ public hearing on federal consistency:
Wednesday, August 16, 2006
Time:
7:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Information session:
6:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Place: Louisa County Middle School, Mineral, Virginia
Conduct:
*
*
*

DEQ hearing officer
Statements by members of the public (time allotted to each speaker will be
determined after sign-in)
Questions and discussion only at information session
Deadline for additionalwritten comments to DEQ on consistency:
September 8, 2006
Deadline for DEQ comments on consistency to Dominion and to NRC:
November 3, 2006

NRC Review Process
The process administered by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
is the environmental impact review process mandated by the National
Environmental Policy Act. The purpose of the NRC, in preparing the Supplement
to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, is to evaluate all environmental
impacts associated with the new cooling method, with the aid of public
comments, before making a decision on the Early Site Permit.
Again, the Early Site Permit, if issued by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, would allow Dominion to reserve the site, undertaking studies and
related construction and site preparation, while the company decides whether to
apply for a construction and operating license for the new reactor units. Pertinent
details relative to the NRC process:
NRC public meeting on environmental impacts:
Tuesday, August 15, 2006
Time:
7:00 PM
Information session:
6:00 PM
Place: Louisa County Middle School, Mineral, Virginia
Conduct:
*
•
*

NRC hearing officer and other staff
Statements by members of the public (typically 3-minute limit, additional
material in writing)
Questions and answers may be possible
Deadline for additionalwritten comments to NRC:
August 25, 2006
I hope this information is helpful to you. Thank you for writing.
Sincerely,
Ellie Irons

From:
"davidgs@ns.gemlink.com" <davidgs@ns.gemlink.com>
To:
"elirons@deq.virginia.gov"
<elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:
7/29/2006 8:42:57 PM
Subject:
Proposed new reactors
cc:
"hc.ruth@louisa.net" <hc.ruth@1ouisa.net>

Need for new reactors needs re-evaluation. If as much taxpayer money were
put into research on renewable energy sources and on increased energy
efficiency and conservation as has been put into subsidizing the nuclear
industry, we would not be facing the increased energy needs that call for
more nuclear reactors. Regarding the production of more nuclear waste that
was not present on the planet before humans arrived, it is immoral to
create this waste for people to deal with 75,000 years from now, when we do
not have a clue as to how to guarantee the safety of storage of waste for
that period of time. People in the future will look back at our society
and view us as arrogant, wasteful, selfish, and greedy. I vehemently
oppose any new reactors.
David G. Schwartz, M.D.
115 Jefferson Highway, SAGE Building
Louisa, VA 23093
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Sherman Frye <shermfrye@juno.com>
"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
8/6/2006 3:45:31 PM
ESP at the North Anna Site

Sir/Madam:
I would like to indicate my support for a favorable ruling for the Early
Site Permit at the North Anna Site. I have a home on Lake Anna about 10
miles away from the present plant and do not consider the present plant
or the addition of two more units to be a hazard to this region. I must
say that with the rising cost of electricity and the need to produce
more, the way to go now is nuclear. To replace the added capacity that
nuclear can provide with coal should be out of the question, what with
the additional C02 and hydrocarbons put in the air we have to breath.
Thank you for your time.
Kindly,
C. Sherman Frye
Associate Professor of Physics, Retired
Northern Virginia Community College
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From:
"DENNIS SCHAIBLE" <dennisschaible@msn.com>
To:
"elirons@deq.virginia.gov" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jay Collins"
<JXC@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/5/2006 3:46:57 PM
Subject:
Dominion North Anna ESP 6 dated April 2006 and NRC Safety Report dated
September 2005
cc:
"Harry Ruth" <hc.ruth@louisa.net>

Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing:
Although we are members of THE FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA (FOLA) and lend
our full support to the previous correspondence provided to you by FOLA, we
think it is our civic responsibility to provide our personal concerns regarding the
North Anna ESP 6.
1. Water Levels: Raising the lake level by 6 to 12 inches would create major
destruction of personal property located at the water's edge. The expense and
effort by property owners necessary to establish new bulkheads, docks, boat
houses, etc., backfill with soil to meet the new height of the modified structures,
and establish new landscaping is beyond calculation at this point. All waterfront
properties would be effected and some properties would suffer significant loss in
value!
2. Water Temperatures: At present Dominion claims that water temperatures
never exceed 104F at the discharge point into the cooling lagoons of Lake Anna.
As full time residents at Lake Anna for twelve years we have measured
temperatures in excess of 104F at this location. As a point in fact, at 11 AM on
August 3rd 2006 the water temperature at the discharge point was 106.5F.
Approximately 3 miles distant from the discharge point the water temperature
was in excess of 100F. Any increase in the temperature of the water entering
Lake Anna would result in a significant health risk as defined by the Surgeon
General of the United States.
At the present time, with water temperatures approaching and exceeding 100F, it
is necessary to apply ear drops following each exposure to the lake water in
order to prevent ear infection.
3. Height of Proposed Cooling Towers: The height of the cooling towers as
specified in ESP 6 differ significantly from the height of these structures as
outlined by Dominion VP, Mr. Grecheck in January of this year. Towers
extending above the tree line and up to 180 ft above ground level would
represent site pollution to many residents of Lake Anna and more significantly
represent a possible hazard to aircraft as structures of 180 ft would probably be
the tallest large structures in Louisa County. The cooling towers should be kept
to a height so as not to be visible from beyond the Dominion property line.

4. Noise Level: The proposed noise level of the cooling fans is excessive. As a
minimum the noise emitted should not exceed the current Louisa County noise
ordnance of 55 DB at night.
We are in favor of increasing the use of nuclear energy for increased power
production in the United States. If the project at the North Anna Plant is
accomplished correctly and takes into account the concerns of friendly
organizations such as the Friends Of Lake Anna, the third and possibly the forth
reactors can become a models for the continued growth of nuclear energy. If the
North Anna project is handled poorly, resulting the public and political uproar and
bad national press, the entire future of increased nuclear energy within the US
could be be on hold for many more years.
We thank you for your attention to our concerns and look forward to your
response in public forum and in public documentation.
Dennis and Joyce Schaible
661 Busbees Point Road
Bumpass, VA 23024
(540) 872-3000
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Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing:
Although we are members of THE FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA (FOLA) and lend our full support to the previous
correspondence provided to you by FOLA, we think it is our civic responsibility to provide our personal concerns
regarding the North Anna ESP 6.
1. Water Levels: Raising the lake level by 6 to 12 inches would create major destruction of personal property
located at the water's edge. The expense and effort by property owners necessary to establish new bulkheads,
docks, boat houses, etc., backfill with soil to meet the new height of the modified structures, and establish new
landscaping is beyond calculation at this point. All waterfront properties would be effected and some properties
would. suffer significant loss in value!
2. Water Temperatures: At present Dominion claims that water temperatures never exceed 104F at the
discharge point into the cooling lagoons of Lake Anna. As full time residents at Lake Anna for twelve years we
have measured temperatures in excess of 104F at this location. As a point in fact, at 11 AM on August 3rd 2006
the water temperature at the discharge point was 106.5F. Approximately 3 miles distant from the discharge
point the water temperature was in excess of 100F. Any increase in the temperature of the water entering Lake
Anna would result in a significant health risk as defined by the Surgeon General of the United States.
At the present time, with water temperatures approaching and exceeding 100F, it is necessary to apply ear
drops following each exposure to the lake water in order to prevent ear infection
3. Height of Proposed Cooling Towers: The height of the cooling towers as specified in ESP 6 differ significantly
from the height of these structures as outlined by Dominion VP, Mr. Grecheck in January of this year. Towers
extending above the tree line and up to 180 ft above ground level would represent site pollution to many
residents of Lake Anna and more significantly represent a possible hazard to aircraft as structures of 180 ft
would probably be the tallest large structures in Louisa County. The cooling towers should be kept to. a height
so as not to be visible from beyond the Dominion property line.
4. Noise Level: The proposed noise level of the cooling fans is excessive. As a minimum the noise emitted
should not exceed the current Louisa County noise ordnance of 55 DB at night.
We are in favor of increasing the use of nuclear energy for increased power production in the United States. If
the project at the North Anna Plant is accomplished correctly and takes into account the concerns of friendly
organizations such as the Friends Of Lake Anna, the third and possibly the forth reactors can become a models
for the continued growth of nuclear energy. If the North Anna project is handled poorly, resulting the public and
political uproar and bad national press, the entire future of increased nuclear energy within the US could be be
on hold for many more years.
We thank you for your attention to our concerns and look forward to your response in public forum and in
public documentation.
Dennis and Joyce Schaible
661 Busbees Point Road
Bumpass, VA 23024
(540) 872-3000
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North AnnaEceptions - FOLA co ntIinIued concerns with the N.RC Piodd ses r•
related to the North Anna Eary.. Ste Permit

From:
"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@ LOUISA.NET>
To:
"North Anna ESP Comments" <NorthAnna_Comments@ NRC.GOV>, "Jack Cushing
(NRC)" <JXC9@NRC.GOV>, "Representative Eric Cantor (7th District)" <Iloyd.lenhart@mail.house.gov>
Date:
Mon, Aug 7, 2006 4:42 PM
Subject:
FOLA continued concerns with the NRC processes related to the North Anna Early Site
Permit
Dear Representative Cantor and Mr. Cushing,
The Friends of Lake Anna (FOLA) requests the assistance of the U.S. Congress and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to revise the current NRC procedures relating to public comment time
periods for the NRC Early Site Permit processing related to the North Anna ESP and also to extend the
current public comment period past September 12, 2006..
Please see attached letter that defines the details of the request.
We would like to thank you in advance for your assistance. Please help with improving this current
Inefficiency in the NRC, so that the states, local population and energy companies can participate in a
streamlined efficient coordinated process that allows the United States to become adequately prepared for
the upcoming energy crisis and to be self-reliant for energy resources (including nuclear energy) and not
dependent on foreign oil.
Please do not hesitate to call if I can provide any additional information.
Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
CC:
"Tony Banks (Dominion)" <TONY_BANKS@ DOM.COM>, "Ellie Irons (VDEQ)"
<elirons@deq.virginia.gov>, "Senator Ryan McDougle" <district04@sov.state.va.us>, "Senator R. Edward
Houck" <ehouck@adelphia.net>, "Senator Charles Colgan-2" <district29@sov.state.va.us>, "Senator
Charles Colgan" <cjcolgan@aol.com>, "Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr (54th Dist)."
<delborrock@ house.state.va.us>, "Delegate Edward Scott (3oth Dist)" <delescott@house.state.va.us>,
"Delegate Chris Peace (97th Dist)" <delcpeace@house.state.va.us>, "Delegate Bill Janis (56th Dist)"
<Del_Janis @house.state.va.us>, "Delegate Clifford Athey (18th Dist)" <DelCAthey@ house.state.va.us>,
"Senator Russell Potts (27th Dist)" <district27@sov.state.va.us>
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
August 6, 2006
Representative Eric Cantor (7 th District)
319 Cannon Building
Washington D.C. 20510 (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9 @NRC.GOV & NorthAnnaComments@NRC.GOV
Reference:

(1) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated April 7, 2006 - re concerns for NRC processing of Lake
Anna 3PC nuclear reactor
(2) U.S. Rep Cantor letter dated May 23, 2006 - same subject
(3) NRC letter dated May 16, 2006 responding to ref 1 letter concerns.

Subject:

Continued concerns with the NRC processes related to the North Anna Early Site Permit

Dear Representative Cantor and Mr. Cushing,
Representative Cantor, thank you for your letter of May 23, 2006 which included a May 16'hletter from
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). We are happy that Dominion has listened to many of our concerns
and have changed the cooling system for the proposed Unit 3 nuclear reactor, which negated some of the
concerns raised in our previous correspondence. On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of
Lake Anna, I am very disappointed with many of the NRC responses and their procedures for addressing the
publics concerns. We continue to request b6th of your assistance in the intervention into various NRC.
procedures as defined below.
I want to emphasize that our group is "not anti-nuclear", nor do we have "not in my backyard
sentiments". We believe that the U.S. should become self-reliant for energy sources and not be dependent on
foreign oil, but we do want to promote the wise and safe use of nuclear energy and not have the impact of new
nuclear reactors destroy Lake Anna in the process. If the project at the North Anna Plant is accomplished
correctly and takes into account our concerns, possibly the new reactors could become a model for the
continued growth of nuclear energy throughout the country. If the project is handle poorly, resulting in public
and political uproar and bad national press, the entire future of increased nuclear energy within the U.S. could
be on hold for many more years.
It continues to appear from the NRC response and their recent actions that they have no intention of
paying any attention to the public's concerns and are only interested in doing business as usual. This approach
appears to have antiquated procedures with no cross-checks between NRC departments or taking into
consideration the latest data between the various reports they create prior to final publication. Specifically we
now need your help in the following areas:
1. The public should be permitted to comment on the Safety Evaluation Report (SER). The NRC does
not provide for any public scrutiny of a draft Safety Evaluation Report prior to its issuance. The public's safety
should be the primaryfocus of any government agency. The public's review of any safety projections is
essential.
Friends of Lake Anna letter- 6 Aug 2006
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
In the NRC response, Mr. Reyes indicated "there is no requirement for the staff to issue a draft SER for
public comment" We ask WHY NOT? The current NRC schedule provides for issuing a "Supplemental Final
safety evaluation report on August 15, 2006. This date also coincidentally happens to be the date of the NRC
public hearing in Louisa. How can the public possibly have time to review the supplemental SER prior to the
public hearing?
2. The NRC continues to accept many changes to the ESP, without automatically extending the public
comment period each time a change is issued. Currently we are reviewing Revision 6 to the North Anna ESP,
which is over 1,000 pages of technical data. We were advised via telecon from Mr. Cushing last Friday, 4
August that our written request made on June 12 to extend the public comment period re Revision 6 was finally
approved to provide about 10 more working days until September 12P.
Since our June 1 2 th request re Revision 6, the NRC has issued two other revisions to the ESP, with the
most recent Revision 8 being issued just a few days ago'on 1St August. Also since Julie 12th, the NRC has
issued a 'Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for an Early Site Permit (ESP) at the North Anna ESP
site. This document is also about 400 to 500 pages in length. While the DEIS is still under review, Dominion
continues to make revisions to issues that are analyzed in the DEIS. Hence our review of the DEIS is a moving
target.
On 1 August, I received 9 ½ inches of paper from the NRC to review, with simply a note "Chen, Please
have this mailed to Mr. Harry Ruth - Thanks - George". Today, 6 August, I received 41½inches of paper to
review, with a note "Mr. Ruth, Dominion has submitted Revision 8 of the North Anna ESP-application anrd the
staff is currently reviewing it. This revision (4 1/2 inches of paper) incorporates the staff's comment on-Revision
7". Signed - Nitin Patel. At the same time, the Commonwealth is conducting its review under the Coastal
Zone Management Act; this is a separate review process requiring public participation. Everyone is: trying to
keep up with the NRC and Dominion paper factory, but this is an impossible task without automatically
adjusting the public comment period when revisions are made.
How can citizens ensure that the public's health, safety and welfare will be protected without having
adequate time to review these extensive technical documents? Citizens effective analysis of important issues
that will affect them is not sincere unless the NRC automatically makes fair adjustments to the public comment
period whenever large volumes of new information is provided during the review period. Inundating citizens
with large volumes of information with unreasonably comment deadlines makes a mockery of the public
participation process mandated in federal laws. Currently, citizens must request deadline extensions and wait
about 8 weeks before getting a response from the NRC.
In addition, all of the Commonwealth of Virginia Departments are also expected to provide comments
on all of these ESP revisions and Draft Environmental Impact Statements during the stated public comment
period unless the revision is included within parameters of the U.S. Federal Coastal Zone Management Act and
also within the Commonwealth's coastal zone parameters. How can we expect our scare commonwealth
resources or the public to accomplish this massive task in a very short time period?
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
The NRC should evaluate all of the applicant's documents and ensure that they are complete before
completing its analysis of the issues and issuing the documents to the public or the commonwealth for review.
Once the NRC and the applicant have finalized the requested ESP application, then and only then should the
documents be issued for public and commonwealth review. It seems like everyone is spinning wheels in trying
to keep up with all the Dominion and NRC revisions, Requests for Information, Responses for Requests for
Information, additional revisions, draft environmental impact statements that pertain to the earlier revisions only
and a final safety report that has no public scrutiny.
This currentESPprocess resembles a three ring circus without having a ring master to directall of the
acts, but the time keeper is making sure that the public/audiencemoves out of the big top so the next scheduled
performance can begin.
Representative Cantor and Mr. Cushing, we solicit your assistance to insure that additional time is
placed in the current ESP schedule for all documents issued after Revision 6 and also for any future revisions to
any of the ESP documents. We also request that a cover letter be provided for the 9 ½ inches of paper received
for review. In the future, the public review schedule should automatically be extended to permit a reasonable
time for the public to review and comment on the revision and public hearings should also be automatically
rescheduled.
We would like to thank you in advance for your assistance. Please help with improving this current
inefficiency in the NRC, so that the states, local population and energy companies can participate in a
streamlined efficient coordinated process that allows the United States to become adequately prepared for the
upcoming energy crisis and to be self-reliant for energy resources (including nuclear energy) and not dependent
on foreign oil.
Do not hesitate to call if I can provide any additional information.
Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor (7th District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 17th District of Virginia (via email - ehouck@adelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4h District of Virginia (via email - district04@sov.state.va.us
Senator Charles Colgan, 29th District of Virginia (via email - cicolgan@aol.com
Senator Russell Potts, 27h District of Virginia (via email - district27@sov.stte.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 97th District of Virginia (via email - delcpeace@house.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 30th District of Virginia (via email - delescott@house.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 56' District of Virginia (via email - delbianis@house.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 54e District of Virginia (via email - delborrock@house.state.va.us
Delegate Clifford Athey, 18 th District of Virginia (via email - DelCAthey@house.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banks@dom.com
Ellie Irons - VDEQ - via email - elirons@deq.virginia.gov

Friends of Lake Anna letter - 6 Aug 2006
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The Honorable Eric Cantor
Member, U.S. House of Representatives
5040 Sadler Place, Suite 110
Glen Allen, VA 23060

March 1, 2006

Dear Congressman Cantor
I am responding on behalf of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to your letter of
December 27, 2005. You enclosed letters dated October 24 and October 28, 2005, from your
constituent, Mr. Harry Ruth, who represents the Friends of Lake Anna. Mr. Ruth had several
concerns about the NRC's issuance of a safety evaluation report (SER) for an early site permit
(ESP) application from Dominion Nuclear North Anna, LLC (Dominion, or the applicant) for their
North Anna site. Mr. Ruth expressed concern over what he saw as a lack of coordination
between different divisions within the NRC regarding the issuance of the SER and the draft
environmental impact statement (EIS) for the North Anna ESP. He stated that the NRC did not
engage the Commonwealth of Virginia or the public in the ESP process. Mr. Ruth also
expressed his concern about the potential effect of additional power plants on lake temperature
and level; about the adequacy of emergency preparedness, particularly what he saw as
inattention to future population growth and the NRC's failure to learn from the lessons of two
recent hurricanes; about site security; and about spent fuel storage.
I note at the outset that Dominion, on October 24, 2005, indicated that it would change its
cooling system for proposed Unit 3. Dominion supplemented its application on
January 13, 2006, and replaced the originally proposed once-through cooling system that is of
concern to your constituents with a hybrid wet/dry cooling tower system. In a letter dated
February 10, 2006, the NRC staff requested that Dominion provide additional information
describing the proposed Unit 3 hybrid system for staff evaluation. Until the staff receives and
evaluates that information, the staff will not be able to determine the effect of the hybrid system
on the temperature and level of Lake Anna; consequently, there will be further NRC staff
evaluation of the safety and environmental aspects of the supplemental application which the
staff will document in an SER supplement and a supplement to the EIS.
By way of background, the purpose of an ESP is to make certain decisions on the physical
suitability of a specific site for the construction of a nuclear power plant and to make certain
decisions on the environmental Impacts of construction and operation of such a plant. The ESP
application and review process makes it possible to evaluate and resolve several safety and
environmental issues related to siting before the applicant makes large commitments of
resources. The ESP does not allow the construction of a new power plant; the activities that a
licensee may be allowed to perform under an ESP are limited and reversible.
Rather than identifying a single specific design in its ESP application, Dominion chose to
provide a "plant parameter envelope" (PPE) for NRC review. The PPE includes values of key
reactor design parameters intended to bound multiple reactor designs, thus allowing an
applicant for a combined license (COL) referencing any ESP that might be issued the flexibility
to choose among the available designs. The NRC reviews design related issues in the context
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of a COL application; in reviewing a COL application that references an ESP, the NRC ensures
that siting decisions embodied in the ESP remain valid by verifying that the design chosen in
the COL application falls within the bounds of the PPE.
Before issuing an ESP, the NRC must first prepare both an SER and an EIS. The purpose of
the SER is to document the NRC staff's evaluation of site safety characteristics and emergency
planning. In contrast, the purpose of the EIS is to document the staff's evaluation of the impact
of the proposed action on the environment. The SER and the EIS evaluate different issues and
are prepared in parallel. With respect to lake water issues, the evaluation in the SER is
intended to determine only whether the water available at the site is sufficient to cool the
reactor, given the proposed cooling system and other PPE values, and the severity of natural
phenomena (e.g., flooding) to which the proposed reactor may be subjected. The
environmental impacts of the reactor's water use are evaluated in the EIS. Together, the SER
and the EIS form the basis for the staff's recommendation to the Commission on whether or not
to issue an ESP. The SER was completed in June 2005. The EIS was originally scheduled to
be issued in December 2005; however, due to the design change by the applicant described
above, this date has been changed.
The NRC considers State and public input on the issuance of an ESP to be an important
component of the review process. For this reason, State and public comments are allowed
throughout the licensing review process. In particular, the NRC staff requested comments on
the draft EIS. The public was informed of the various opportunities to participate in the ESP
process during a pre-application meeting held in the vicinity of the North Anna site. The public
has been and will continue to be given the opportunity to participate during open technical
meetings on site safety review and during public meetings on site environmental review. The
public was also given the chance to participate in the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (ACRS) meetings on the proposed ESP. The public will have a final opportunity for
comment during the hearings that must be conducted before the issuance of any ESP.
Several of the concerns that Mr. Ruth raises deal with the impact that additional units at the
North Anna site may have on the level and temperature of Lake Anna. The NRC staff
evaluates these issues in the EIS. The Commonwealth of Virginia, Mr. Ruth, and others
brought their concerns regarding these environmental issues to the attention of Dominion.
Partly in response to the concerns raised by the Commonwealth of Virginia and the Friends of
Lake Anna, Dominion revised part of its application for-an ESP, as indicated above. The
revised design is intended to reduce significantly the thermal effects of the proposed unit on the
lake. The NRC staff intends to issue a supplemental draft EIS to address this design change,
but must first evaluate it. The NRC will also issue a supplement to its SER to address the
cooling system design change.
Regarding Mr. Ruth's concerns about emergency preparedness, the staff found that the road
network surrounding the North Anna site, which includes the ESP site, can adequately
accommodate anticipated traffic. This conclusion was based on the most recent evacuation
time estimate (ETE) using U.S. Census 2000 data. The staff reviewed the North Anna ETE and
found it to be acceptable in that it adequately identified and reflected the site's evacuation
characteristics. Evacuation time estimates serve two purposes: they provide data which is
used to develop specific evacuation plans, and they provide information which can be used by
decision-makers in responding to an actual emergency. An ETE study does not attempt to
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predict exact conditions during an evacuation; rather, it attempts to indicate the sensitivity of the
analysis to a number of commonly occurring events.
The staff determined that population increases in the area would be gradual. The SER for the
North Anna ESP acknowledges that as population increases improved roads may be
necessary. In its ESP application, Dominion described the demographic environment of the
North Anna site and included population predictions to the year 2065. The NRC staff reviewed
this aspect of the application in its SER and concluded that the applicant had adequately
represented the demographic environment. The ACRS reviewed the SER and agreed with the
staffs conclusion. Please note that the purpose of the SER for the ESP is not to determine that
emergency plans for all possible future contingencies have been made; rather, it is to determine
whether or not the site characteristics could pose a significant impediment to the development
of emergency plans. In the context of Dominion's application, the staff has also determined
whether or not certain major features of emergency plans are acceptable.
Although the NRC is confident in the response capabilities of State and local officials,
emergency preparedness is a dynamic process; therefore, we continue to seek information to
enhance preparedness and the level of the response capability. We are evaluating the lessons
from the recent hurricanes to determine how we can improve emergency preparedness and
response. We are also conducting a thorough review of emergency preparedness regulations
and guidance that will take into account the most current information available regarding human
behavior in the event of an emergency. In coordination with other Federal agencies, as well as
State and local governments, we are ensuring the safety, security, and emergency
preparedness of nuclear power plantsrin the United States.
Regarding Mr. Ruth's concerns about site security, the ESP SER includes an NRC staff review
to determine whether or not site characteristics are such that adequate security plans and
measures could be developed, not to determine whether or not such plans are already in place
for units that have not been built. The site's security plan and physical protection strategy must
be reviewed and approved by the staff as part of any future COL application. If a COL is
granted, before nuclear fuel is brought onsite for any potential nuclear reactor the NRC staff
would then plan to inspect these physical security measures once implemented and would plan
to conduct force-on-force testing prior to receipt of fuel onsite.
Regarding Mr. Ruth's concern about the storage of spent fuel, Virginia Electric and Power
Company (VEPCO) received a specific license for an independent spent fuel storage
installation (ISFSI) under Part 72 of Tidle 10 of the Code of FederalRegulations (10 CFR) for
dry spent fuel storage at the North Anna Power Station in 1998. The NRC staff evaluated
VEPCO's application for this license in accordance with Part 72 and documented'its evaluation
in an SER dated June 30, 1998. This license authorizes VEPCO, to receive, acquire, and
possess the power reactor spent fuel and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel
storage as designated in the license and to deliver or transfer such material to persons
authorized to receive it.
The ISFSI is licensed to accommodate spent fuel from North Anna Units I and 2. The 1998
SER states that the ISFSI, together with the spent fuel pool, has the capacity to accommodate
all spent fuel generated by North Anna Units 1 and 2 during its currently licensed operating
period. VEPCO may apply for renewal of the ISFSI license; this application would be subject to
additional NRC review and approval. If additional units are built at the North Anna Power
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Station and the use of the current ISFSI is requested for spent fuel from these units, VEPCO
will need to seek an amendment to its ISFSI license to allow the spent fuel from the new units
and the amendment will be subject to NRC review and approval.
Before the NRC can issue an ESP, several regulatory tasks must be completed. These tasks
are assigned to different divisions within the NRC staff who coordinate their efforts to develop
the final product. The NRC continues to try to make the ESP process, and all Agency
processes, as efficient and as open as possible. The NRC values public input throughout the
review of an ESP application. The actions taken by Dominion following State and public
comments regarding the potential impact of additional units on the temperature of Lake Anna
show that such input can have a significant effect. The NRC welcomes continued input from all
affected parties.
I trust that this letter addresses your constituent's concems. If you have any other questions,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
IRA!
Luis A. Reyes
Executive Director
for Operations

-4-
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From:
"Keely, Levering " <levering.keely@fda.hhs.gov>
To:
"'elirons@deq.virginia.gov" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <North_Anna_Comments@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/9/2006 6:55:48 AM
Subject:
FROM:
cc:
"'H&C.RUTH@LOUISA.NET'" <H&C.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>

FROM:
G. Levering (Lev) and Ann M. Keely
90 Loch Erie Way (Panamint Shores)
Bumpass, VA 23025
Phone 540-872-5026
3918 Spruell Dr.
Kensington, MD 20895-1344
Phone 301-942-8033 (Home)
240-276-0254 (Work)
TO:
Mr. Jack Cushing, and
Environmental Project Manager for the North Anna ESP Site
Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555
Ms. Ellie Irons
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Reference: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal
Consistency Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear
Power Plant
Dear Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,
We are writing because of our following concerns related to Lake
Anna (both the main reservoir and especially the cooling lagoons) and the
current conditions caused by the existing and proposed reactors at the North
Anna power plant.
I am a part-time resident at Lake Anna and have questions regarding the
safety and status of the lake for residents. We have a neighbor whose child
has been diagnosed with leukemia and can not be around the lake because of
health risks. We have two children under ages of 2 years and want
assurances that their health is not potentially compromised. Finally my
wife had a recent case of UTI for which she is being treated that could be

attributed to CFU at the lake.
I was wondering if there are recent observations for temperature, bacteria,
pH, etc., for the last month or so? The only report I can find is the
comprehensive Water Quality Report (2005) prepared as part of the Lake Anna
Water Quality Monitoring Program by Kenneth Remmers sponsored by the
LACA.
The water appears to be hotter this year than in the past (98 degrees off
our dock at cooling pond #3) and there appear to be algae blooms in the
region (#6 area). We are concerned that there may be health risks
especially for at-risk populations such as the immunologically deficient
persons and for elderly and children/infants. Is there any risk especially
to infant populations?
Can you provide me with the most recent documentation of water safety and
comparison to standards?
I understand that there is a meeting planned by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
on
August 15 and 16. Unfortunately I will be unable to attend this meeting but
would like my concerns voiced at the meeting. I have the following
additional concerns:
*

Please explain what assurances can you provide that the Lake Anna

cooling lagoon users are provided the same protections for health, safety,
welfare & water quality that are provided the Lake Anna users on the main
reservoir.
*
As you can see from my concerns above I have questions about the
apparent increase of water temperature recently in the lake and relationship
to health concerns. I would like to see limitations placed on the water
temperatures to no greater then 104 degrees F at the end of the discharge
canal to comply with U.S. Safety Commission & Va. Dept of Health. Insure
the limitation is put in to all water permits and penalties will apply if
exceeded - Change point of compliance from Dike 3 to end of Discharge Canal)
*
I would like assurances that the terminology of "Waste Heat
Treatment Facility (WHTF)" to describe the cooling lagoons is stopped, so it
is not viewed and treated similar to a sewage treatment facility by most
state and federal agencies. The 1970 VEPCO literature envisioned a lake
with a main reservoir and cooling lagoons that serves as a major recreation
area for about 2 million visitors a year by 2000, plus provide cooling for
nuclear reactors. Description as a "Waste Heat Treatment Facility" sewage
is not compatible with recreation.
*
Have VDEQ monitor the cooling lagoons and impose penalties if the
health, safety and welfare of the users are violated. Have the cooling

lagoons designated as quasi public waters
*
Insure that the proposed construction of a 3rd & 4th reactor will
minimize the adverse affect to the quality of life for those that live and
use Lake Anna. Some initial concerns:
1. Height of dry and wet cooling towers, facility buildings
-Dominion changed from public briefing
2. Noise emitted by giant fans -180/230 foot tall
buildings - no noise barriers from trees 75' tall
3. Use of additional water - impact on Lake Level's from
small water shed
4. Possible use of Lake for future public water supply of
surrounding counties
5. Impact of 7,000 NEW workers for 5 years on local roads
and schools
6. Emergency evacuation on small 2 lane roads
7. Spent nuclear fuel - (where stored, terrorist attack
protections)
8. Impact of additional fog and icing on local roadways
from wet cooling towers.
9. Additional Water temperature as a result of blow
down/discharge from wet cooling towers.
10. Health problems re increased bacteria from increased
water temperatures.
11. Raising of lake level 6 to 12 inches to retain more
water- destruction of adjoining property
Your reply is appreciated.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
G. Levering (Lev) and Ann M. Keely
90 Loch Erie Way (Panamint Shores)
Bumpass, VA 23025
Phone 540-872-5026
3918 Spruell Dr.
Kensington, MD 20895-1344
Phone 301-942-8033 (Home)
240-276-0254 (Work)
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TO:
Mr. Jack Cushing, and
Environmental Project Manager for the North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555
Ms. Ellie Irons
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Reference:

Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency Certification on the Early Site

Permit for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant
Dear Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,
We are writing because of our following concerns related to Lake Anna (both the main reservoir and especially the
cooling lagoons) and the current conditions caused by the existing and proposed reactors at the North Anna power
plant.
I am a part-time resident at Lake Anna and have questions regarding the safety and status of the lake for residents. We
have a neighbor whose child has been diagnosed with leukemia and can not be around the lake because of health risks.
We have two children under ages of 2 years and want assurances that their health is not potentially compromised.
Finally my wife had a recent case of UTI for which she is being treated that could be attributed to CFU at the lake.
I was wondering if there are recent observations for temperature, bacteria, pH, etc., for the last month or so? The only
report I can find is the comprehensive Water Quality Report (2005) prepared as part of the Lake Anna Water Quality
Monitoring Program by Kenneth Remmers sponsored by the LACA.
The water appears to be hotter this year than in the past (98 degrees off our dock at cooling pond #3) and there appear
to be algae blooms in the region (#6 area). We are concerned that there may be health risks especially for at-risk
populations such as the immunologically deficient persons and for elderly and children/infants. Is there any risk
especially to infant populations?
Can you provide me with the most recent documentation of water safety and comparison to standards?
I understand that there is a meeting planned by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) on August 15 and 16. Unfortunately I will be unable to attend this
meeting but would like my concerns voiced at the meeting. I have the following additionalconcerns:
o Please explain what assurances can you provide that the Lake Anna cooling lagoon users are provided the
same protections for health, safety, welfare & water quality that are provided the Lake Anna users on the
main reservoir.
o As you can see from my concerns above I have questions about the apparent increase of water temperature
recently in the lake and relationship to health concerns. I would like to see limitations placed on the water
temperatures to no greater.then 104 degrees F at the end of the discharge canal to comply with U.S. Safety
Commission & Va. Dept of Health. Insure the limitation is put in to all water permits and penalties will
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apply if exceeded - Change point of compliance from Dike 3 to end of Discharge Canal)
o I would like assurances that the terminology of "Waste Heat Treatment Facility (WHTF)" to describe the
cooling lagoons is stopped, so it is not viewed and treated similar to a sewage treatment facility by most
state and federal agencies. The 1970 VEPCO literature envisioned a lake with a main reservoir and
cooling lagoons that serves as a major recreation area for about 2 million visitors a year by 2000, plus
provide cooling for nuclear reactors. Description as a "Waste Heat Treatment Facility" sewage is not
compatible with recreation.
o Have VDEQ monitor the cooling lagoons and impose penalties if the health, safety and welfare of the users
are violated. Have the cooling lagoons designated as quasi public waters
o Insure that the proposed construction of a 3rd & 4th reactor will minimize the adverse affect to the quality
of life for those that live and use Lake Anna. Some initial concerns:
1. Height of dry and wet cooling towers, facility buildings -Dominion changed from public briefing
2. Noise emitted by giant fans -180/230 foot tall buildings - no noise barriers from trees 75' tall
3. Use of additional water - impact on Lake Level's from small water shed
4. Possible use of Lake for future public water supply of surrounding counties
5. Impact of 7,000 NEW workers for 5 years on local roads and schools
6. Emergency evacuation on small 2 lane roads
7. Spent nuclear fuel - (where stored, terrorist attack protections)
8. Impact of additional fog and icing on local roadways from wet cooling towers.
9. Additional Water temperature as a result of blow down/discharge from wet cooling towers.
10. Health problems re increased bacteria from increased water temperatures.
11. Raising of lake level 6 to 12 inches to retain more water- destruction of adjoining property
Your reply is appreciated.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
G. Levering (Lev) and Ann M.
Keely
90 Loch Erie Way (Panamint
Shores)
Bumpass, VA 23025
Phone 540-872-5026
3918 Spruell Dr.
Kensington, MD 20895-1344
Phone 301-942-8033 (Home)
240-276-0254
(Work)
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From:

"Peter Dorn" <pdorn@pkdorn.com>

To:
"elirons@deq.virginia.gov" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>, "Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/1/2006 10:38:27 AM
Subject:
Concerns Re North Anna Early Site Permit
cc:
"kdorn@pkdorn.com" <kdorn@pkdorn.com>

Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,

On behalf of my family, neighbors and our many friends that use our Lake
Anna shoreline homes, we have attached a letter to you regarding two serious
concerns with the North Anna Early Site Permit on Lake Anna Cooling Lagoons.

Thank you for your time in addressing resident's concerns.

Pete and Kathleen Dorn

PKDorn and Associates
540 872-2355 540 872-3645 (fax)
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Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
On behalf of my family, neighbors and our many friends that use our Lake Anna shoreline homes, we have attached a letter to you
regarding two serious concerns with the North Anna Early Site Permit on Lake Anna Cooling Lagoons.
Thank you for your time in addressing resident's, concerns.
Pete and Kathleen Dorn

PKDom and Associates
540 872-2355 540 872-3645 (fax)
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PKDorn and Associates, Inc.
S"Pravfessional. Kno,'wledgeable aond Dedicated'"

August 1, 2006

Ms. Ellielrons
Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department ýof Environmental Quality
629 East Main Street
Richmond, VA 23219

Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager
North Anna ESP Site. Application,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
Subject: Concerns Re North Anna Early Site Permit
Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing:
Since purchasing our Jerdone Island;Subdivision home on Lake Anna
in 1985 (242 Moody Creek Road, Bumpass, Virginia), my wife and I have
raised five children and seven grandchildren on Lake Anna's warm
shoreline. Our Real Estate and Capitol Hill Consulting business offices
(Dorn and Assodates, LLC & PKDom and Associates, Inc.) are also located
lakefront (570 Busbees Point Road in Bumpass, Virginia). In general, we are,
very supportive of nuclear-produced electric. power on Lake Anna.,
On behalf of my Lake Anna family,: neighbors and our many .friends
that use our:shoreline homes, we have two serious concerns with the North
Anna Early Site Permit on Lake Anna Cooling Lagoons:
(1) Insure that the Lake Anna cooling lagoon residents are provided the
same protections for health, safety, welfare and water quality that are
provided the Lake Arma users on the main reservoir.
570 Busbees Point Road ° Bunmpass, VA 23024-4809
540.872.2355 ° 202.543.9398 - (fax) 540.872.3645
http-//www.pkdorn.corn

(2) Limit water temperatures to no greater than 104 degrees F at the end
of the discharge canal tocomply with U.S. Safety Commission and
Virginia Department of Health.
Thank you for addressing our concerns.
Sincerely,

Pete and Kathleen Dom
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<CosmicEnd@aol.com>
"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
8/9/2006 8:38:54 PM
COMMENTS FOR INCLUSION Supplement to NUREG-1811

Sir/Madame:
I am unable to attend the review/public comment meeting in Louisa, VA on 15
August 2006.
I am a resident of Louisa County and live near the Power Plant on the lake.
Dominion Power has insurmountable political power on the Louisa County Board
of Supervisors. So much so, that the Board refused to submit valid Louisa
County citizen concerns about the addition of the new generators and their
impact
on the lake, to the NRC because "the lake residents have no rights in this
matter whatsoever and Dominion might not like it. The Louisa District
Supervisor has been instrumental in intimidating the other Supervisors and
suppressing
much of the local concern.
In Louisa County, to date, Dominion presentations have been insensitive,
arrogant, suggestive that Dominion could do anything it wished and the lake
people
had no say as long as the NRC approved.
I hope your group is composed of decent men/women, who are truly fair minded
and will give us Louisa County "Lake People" the fair consideration we did not
received from Dominion or our Board of Supervisors. How this Lake got built
decades ago does not override the rights of the families who have build homes
on the lake.
Dominion's Engineering proposals have been completed by Dominion and/or
solely with Dominion's "interests" in mind. Many of the early sever impacts (e.g.,
high water temps on the warm side of the lake, raised water levels on the
cold side, loud noises from the cooling units, prolonged water levels below 248'
above sea level during sever droughts, etc.) seem to have disappeared in
Dominions evolving calculations pursuant to outside scrutiny. An "error" in the
placement of a single decimal point or the selection or an overly optimistic
environmental assumption could easily render our Lake homes unlivable ..... put
all of our docks/decks under water or leave our boats stranded without
sufficient water. By the time such an error is manifest, it will be too late and our
corrupt county government and a megalith obsessed solely with corporate profits
will simply say "sorry about that". I think the NRC, if you are truly an
honest broker, should assure that Dominion's assumptions and calculations are,
in

fact, actual, correct, and realistic.
I and many of my neighbors no longer trust Dominion. As Lake residents, we
have NEVER been able to trust our county government to look after the best
interests of anyone except Dominion. We respectfully ask that ALL
CALCULATIONS/ASSUMPTIONS used in Dominion's Engineering proposals
(impacting lake water
levels, temperatures, etc.) be thoroughly reviewed and independently verified by
a
qualified and disinterested engineering firm BEFORE Dominion's proposal is
approved.
Thank You
Michael Ireland
501 Douglas Road
Mineral, VA 23117-4656
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Sir/Madame:
I am unable to attend the review/public comment meeting in Louisa, VA on 15 August 2006.
I am a resident of Louisa County and live near the Power Plant on the lake.
Dominion Power has insurmountable political power on the Louisa County Board of Supervisors. So much so, that the Board
refused to submit valid Louisa County citizen concerns about the addition of the new generators and their impact on the lake, to
the NRC because "the lake residents have no rights in this matter whatsoever and Dominion might not like it. The Louisa District
Supervisor has been instrumental in intimidating the other Supervisors and suppressing much of the local concern.
In Louisa County, to date, Dominion presentations have been insensitive, arrogant, suggestive that Dominion could do anything it
wished and the lake people had no say as long as the NRC.approved.
I hope your group is composed of decent men/women, who are truly fair minded and will give us Louisa County "Lake People" the
fair consideration we did not received from Dominion or our Board of Supervisors. How this Lake got built decades ago does not
override the rights of the families who have build homes on the lake.
Dominion's Engineering proposals have been completed by Dominion and/or solely with Dominion's "interests" in mind. Many of
the early sever impacts (e.g., high water temps on the warm side of the lake, raised water levels on the cold side, loud noises from
the cooling units, prolonged water levels below 248' above sea level during sever droughts, etc.) seem to have disappeared in
Dominions evolving calculations pursuant to outside scrutiny. An "error" in the placement of a single decimal point or the selection
or an overly optimistic environmental assumption could easily render our Lake homes unlivable ..... put all of our docks/decks
under water or leave our boats stranded without sufficient water. By the time such an error is manifest, it will be too late and our
corrupt county government and a megalith obsessed solely with corporate profits will simply say "sorry about that". I think the
NRC, if you are truly an honest broker, should assure that Dominion's assumptions and calculations are, in fact, actual, correct,
and realistic.
I and many of my neighbors no longer trust Dominion. As Lake residents, we have NEVER been able to trust our county
government to look after the best interests of anyone except Dominion. We respectfully ask that ALL
CALCULATIONS/ASSUMPTIONS used in Dominion's Engineering proposals (impacting lake water levels, temperatures, etc.) be
thoroughly reviewed and independently verified by a qualified and disinterested engineering firm BEFORE Dominion's proposal is
approved.
Thank You
Michael Ireland
501 Douglas Road
Mineral, VA 23117-4656
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From:
"Bill Salisbury" <salisburyw@adelphia.net>
To:
"elirons@deq.virginia.gov" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <North_Anna_Comments@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/10/2006 11:32:10 AM
Subject:
Concerns at North Anna

Mr. Jack Cushing, -via email to JXC9@NRC.GOV and
NORTHANNACOMMENTS@NRC.GOV
Environmental Project Manager for the North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Ms. Ellie Irons - via email to elirons@deq.virginia.gov
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main street, Richmond, Va. 23219

Reference: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency
Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant

Dear Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,

We are writing because of our following concerns related to Lake Anna
(both the main reservoir and the cooling lagoons) and the current conditions
caused by the existing and proposed reactors at the North Anna power plant.

Our concerns are those specified by the Friends of Lake Anna list. I am
sure that you have read these over many times and only need to be reminded
that these very concerns are mine. I won't bore you with repetition, but I ask you
to please pay attention to these concerns as they are all very real and legitimate.
Please put aside political pressures and influence from the power company and
make your decisions based upon what is morally correct. We are placing our

trust in you.

Sincerely, Bill and Gayle Salisbury
2903 Leisure Circle
Bumpass, VA 23024
540-895-5427
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Mr. Jack Cushing, -via email to JXC9@NRC.GOV and NORTHANNACOMMENTS@NRC.GOV
Environmental Project Manager for the North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555
Ms. Ellie Irons - via email to elirons@deq.virginia.gov
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Reference: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency Certification on the Early Site Permit
for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant
Dear Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,
We are writing because of our following concerns related to Lake Anna (both the main reservoir and the cooling
lagoons) and the current conditions caused by the existing and proposed reactors at the North Anna power plant.
Our concerns are those specified by the Friends of Lake Anna list. I am sure that you have read these over
many times and only need to be reminded that these very concerns are mine. I won't bore you with repetition, but I ask
you to please pay attention to these concerns as they are all very real and legitimate. Please put aside political pressures
and influence from the power company and make your decisions based upon what is morally correct. We are placing
our trust in you.
Sincerely, Bill and Gayle Salisbury
2903 Leisure Circle
Bumpass, VA 23024
540-895-5427
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From:
<lakeluvers@earthlink.net>
To:
"Ellie Irons" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/11/2006 9:32:45 AM
Subject:
Concerns about Lake Anna

Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for the North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Ms. Ellie Irons
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main street, Richmond, VA 23219

Reference: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency
Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna
Nuclear Power Plant

Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,

I have the following concerns related to Lake Anna, including both the
main reservoir and the cooling lagoons, and the impact on the current
conditions caused by the existing and proposed reactors at the North Anna
power plant. I have lived on the lake, the second cooling lagoon for ten
years and am very aware of the continuous negative trend the lake is taking
by observing fish kills, temperature rise, erratic water levels, increased
various grass growth (hydrilla and skunk grass) and simply quality of water.
These issues may not always be discovered by the monitoring agencies as they
tend to monitor in open water rather than back in the coves.

I have followed what has happened over the last year with the Friends of
Lake Anna and Dominion Power. I am pleased with the results so far on the
changes being made to the cooling process for the third reactor. It
culminated a lot of hard work that would not have been necessary if
Dominion, and other agencies, had had the interests of the lake dwellers
first and foremost in their minds.

The issue is simple, once the warm side of the lake was opened up to
speculation and development, the rules should have changed. The warm side
should no longer have been considered a Waste Heat Treatment Facility, with
the same guidelines as if we lived on sewage treatment facility. This term
should be changed and guidelines written that would adequately insure the
residents of the warm side the same health standards as any other public
facility in the state or nation. Our situation is definitely unique and
should have been identified as such when the power plant was first built.
Realizing that this may have required necessary changes to the plant and its
cooling facilities, they could have been included in the plans and that time
and saved the Dominion and subsequently the taxpayers a lot of money.

104 degrees have continually been used as a benchmark for acceptable
water temperature on the WHTF. Anyone living here, and that number is
growing significantly, would tell you that that figure has become
unacceptable. This is now a recreational facility, as is the cold side. As
I said before things change, and so must the concern for the health and
welfare of us using this facility. I empathize with Dominion, however,
their original ESP request for the third and fourth reactors demonstrated to
me and others that they did not truly have the condition of the cooling
lagoons nor the health of those using it, first and foremost in their plan.
By definition, Dominion has been allowed to use a public facility for
profit, with no previous constraints by the county, state or federal
government.

The heat generated by the power plant is now not only affecting the warm
side but is now affecting the public side, to a somewhat lesser degree,
north of the 208 bridge. This alone should invoke concerns from various
governing agencies. People directly across from the third dike and just
north of the main dam, have experienced water temperatures approaching those
on the warm side.

A recent email from County Board of Supervisor Eric Purcell to the
various local administrators and state media, illustrates the total lack of
objectivity and support we have received from some in positions of
responsibility in the county. Mr. Purcell appears to be very short-sighted,
ignoring the fact that we at the lake are also residents of the county, and
he appears to have his own agenda. He makes accusations that cannot be
substantiated and are simply not true. He also implies that we are liars
when emphasizing that we are not anti-nuke.

I implore you to listen to the Friends of Lake Anna, consider what
thirty-five years of development and growth have done to the lake,
especially the warm side, and act to constrain the present and future impact
of Dominion, so that future generations can enjoy this beautiful
recreational area.

Thank you.

Robert C. Richards
216 Becky Court
Bumpass, VA 23024
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Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for the North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555
Ms. Ellie Irons
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main street, Richmond, VA 23219
Reference: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency
Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant
Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,
I have the following concerns related to Lake Anna, including both the main reservoir and the cooling lagoons, and
the impact on the current conditions caused by the existing and proposed reactors at the North Anna power plant. I
have lived on the lake, the second cooling lagoon for ten years and am very aware of the continuous negative trend the
lake is taking by observing fish kills, temperature rise, erratic water levels, increased various grass growth (hydrilla and
skunk grass) and simply quality of water. These issues may not always be discovered by the monitoring agencies as
they tend to monitor in open water rather than back in the coves.
I have followed what has happened over the last year with the Friends of Lake Anna and Dominion Power. I am
pleased with the results so far on the changes being made to the cooling process for the third reactor. It culminated a
lot of hard work that would not have been necessary if Dominion, and other agencies, had had the interests of the lake
dwellers first and foremost in their minds.
The issue is simple, once the warm side of the lake was opened up to speculation and development, the rules should
have changed. The warm side should no longer havebeen considered a Waste Heat Treatment Facility, with the same
guidelines as if we lived on sewage treatment facility. This term should be changed and guidelines written that would
adequately insure the residents of the warm side the same health standards as any other public facility in the state or
nation. Our situation is definitely unique and should have been identified as such when the power plant was first built.
Realizing that this may have required necessary changes to the plant and its cooling facilities, they could have been
included in the plans and that time and saved the Dominion and subsequently the taxpayers a lot of money.
104 degrees have continually been used as a benchmark for acceptable water temperature on the WHTF. Anyone
living here, and that number is growing significantly, would tell you that that figure has become unacceptable. This is
now a recreational facility, as is the cold side. As I said before things change, and so must the concern for the health
and welfare of us using this facility. I empathize with Dominion, however, their original ESP request for the third and
fourth reactors demonstrated to me and others that they did not truly have the condition of the cooling lagoons nor the
health of those using it, first and foremost in their plan. By definition, Dominion has been allowed to use a public
facility for profit, with no previous constraints by the county, state or federal government.
The heat generated by the power plant is now not only affecting the warm side but is now affecting the public side,
to a somewhat lesser degree, north of the 208 bridge. This alone should invoke concerns from various governing
agencies. People directly across from the third dike and just north of the main dam, have experienced water
temperatures approaching those on the warm side.
A recent email from County Board of Supervisor Eric Purcell to the various local administrators and state media,
illustrates the total lack of objectivity and support we have received from some in positions of responsibility in the
county. Mr. Purcell appears to be very short-sighted, ignoring the fact that we at the lake are also residents of the
county, and he appears to have his own agenda. He makes accusations that cannot be substantiated and are simply not
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true. He also implies that we are liars when emphasizing that we are not anti-nuke.
I implore you to listen to the Friends of Lake Anna, consider what thirty-five years of development and growth have
done to the lake, especially the warm side, and act to constrain the present and future impact of Dominion, so that
future generations can enjoy this beautiful recreational area.
Thank you.
Robert C. Richards
216 Becky Court
Bumpass, VA 23024
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<WilIFrazee@aol.com>
"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
8/11/2006 12:45:05 PM
Comments-Draft Supplemental EIS and FCC on the ESP for North Anna Nuclear

As a recent full time resident of Lake Anna, I have several concerns
regarding the Dominion North Anna ESP Application as it is currently written.
These
concerns center primarily around safety for my family and the indigenous
wildlife both in and around the lake.
Since my residence is located on the side of the lake where Dominion
discharges the water, I noted that the water temperature in Lagoon #1 a few
weeks ago was almost 104 degrees. While the water temperature gauge on my
boat
is by no means a calibrated scientific device, it is indicative that the water
was very warm. Keeping in mind that hot tub manufacturers warn that
customers should not use their product if the water temperature is above 104
degrees, at what temperature does the Lake Anna water become unsafe for
human
activity? Who is responsible for monitoring this temperature and what means is
in
place to inform the public when the water becomes unsafe for human activity?
From what I understand, Lake Anna is subject to the Clean Water Act with
several waivers. It should be pointed out that the Clean Water Act clearly
specifies that the discharge of heated water will assure the maintenance of a
balanced, indigenous population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife in and on
the receiving body of water. If one of these variances pertains to
discharging heated water that substantially raises the water temperature to a
point
that it is considered unhealthy for both human and indigenous wildlife, then the
responsible party for issuing this variance should seriously reconsider
their position.
I object to the use of the term Waste Heat Treatment Facility (WHTF) to
describe the section of the lake on which I live utilized by Dominion. I do
not wish or want to live next to what can be viewed as a sewage treatment
facility by both my friends and government agencies.
Please note that I retired to Lake Anna and became a full time resident
fully aware of the nuclear power plant and that the water in the cooling
lagoons would be warmer than the water in other parts of the lake. However, I
assumed that the NRC and/or other government agencies would be monitoring

the
water temperature to assure that it would be safe for human activity and
wildlife. I have no objection to the proposed construction of additional reactors
as long as the adverse effects do not minimize the quality of life that my
family now enjoys living at the lake.
Sincerely:
Wade Frazee
741 Point Drive
Bumpass, VA 23024
(540) 872-2851
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As a recent full time resident of Lake Anna, I have several concerns regarding the Dominion North Anna ESP Application as
it is. currently written. These concerns center primarily around safety for my family and the indigenous wildlife both in and
around the lake.
Since my residence is located on the side of the lake where Dominion discharges the water, I noted that the water
temperature in Lagoon #1 a few weeks ago was almost 104 degrees. While the water temperature gauge on my boat is by no
means a calibrated scientific device, it is indicative that the water was very warm. Keeping in mind that hot tub manufacturers
warn that customers should not use their product if the water temperature is above 104 degrees, at what temperature does the
Lake Anna water become unsafe for human activity? Who is responsible for monitoring this temperature and what means is in
place to inform the public when the water becomes unsafe for human activity?
From what I understand, Lake Anna is subject to the Clean Water Act with several waivers. It should be pointed out that the
Clean Water Act clearly specifies that the discharge of heated water will assure the maintenance of a balanced, indigenous
population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife in and on the receiving body of water. If one of these variances pertains to discharging
heated water that substantially raises the water temperature to a point that it is considered unhealthy for both human and
indigenous wildlife, then the responsible party for issuing this variance should seriously reconsider their position.
I object to the use of the term Waste Heat Treatment Facility (WHTF) to describe the section of the lake on which I live
utilized by Dominion. I do not wish or want to live next to what can be viewed as a sewage treatment facility by both my friends
and government agencies.
Please note that I retired to Lake Anna and became a full time resident fully aware of the nuclear power plant and that the
water in the cooling lagoons would be warmer than the water in other parts of the lake. However, I assumed that the NRC
and/or other government agencies would be monitoring the water temperature to assure that it would be safe for human activity
and wildlife. I have no objection to the proposed construction of additional reactors as long as the adverse effects do not
minimize the quality of life that my family now enjoys living at the lake.
Sincerely:
Wade Frazee
741 Point Drive
Bumpass, VA 23024
(540) 872-2851
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From:
<CosmicEnd@aol.com>
To:
"ELIRONS@DEQ.VIRGINIA.GOV" <ELIRONS@DEQ.VIRGIN IA.GOV>,"Jack
Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov"
<NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:'
8/13/2006 12:49:44 PM
Subject:
Comments: Draft Supplemental EIS & Federal Consistency Cert North Anna ESP
cc:
"ehouck@adelphia.net" <ehouck@adelphia.net>,"mrowe@dailyprogress.com"
<mrowe@dailyprogress.com>,"cekube@firstva.com"
<cekube@firstva.com>,"cvlake@firstva.com" <cvlake@firstva.com>,"meredithd@firstva.com"
<meredithd@firstva.com>,"pakers@freelancestar.com"
<pakers@freelancestar.com>,"rdennen@freelancestar.com"
<rdennen@freelancestar.com>,"delbjanis@house.state.va.us"
<delbjanis@house.state.va.us>,"delborrock@house.state.va.us"
<delborrock@house.state.va.us>,"delcpeace@house.state.va.us"
<delcpeace@house.state.va. us>,"delescott@house.state.va.us"
<delescott@house.state.va.us>,"LCBS_CD@LOUISA.ORG"
<LCBS_CD@LOUISA.ORG>,"LCBSGSD@LOUISA.ORG"
<LCBS_GSD@LOUISA.ORG>,"LCBSJD@LOUISA.ORG"
<LCBSJD@LOUISA.ORG>,"LCBSLD@LOUISA.ORG"
<LCBS_LD@LOUISA.ORG>,"LCBSMD@LOUISA.ORG"
<LCBS_MD@LOUISA.ORG>,"LCBS_MRD@LOUISA.ORG"
<LCBS_M RD@LOUISA.ORG>,"LCBS_PHD@LOUISA.ORG"
<LCBS_PHD@LOUISA.ORG>,"cekube@mail.nexet.net"
<cekube@mail.nexet.net>,"district04@sov.state.va.us"
<district04@sov.state.va.us>,"csantos@timesdispatch.com"
<csantos@timesdispatch.com>,"gemerling@washingtontimes.com"
<gemerling@washingtontimes.com>

Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Via email to elirons@deq.virginia.gov
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site
Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9@NRC.GOV and NORTHANNACOMMENTS@NRC.GOV
Subject: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency
Certification on the ESP for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant.
On August 15 and 16, 2006 your respective agencies have scheduled public
comment hearings in Louisa, Virginia concerning the Early Site Permit (ESP) for
a
3rd and 4th nuclear generator at Dominion Power's Lake Anna plant.
It is not possible for me to attend the NRC meeting on the 15th. I hope to

attend the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality hearings on the 16th
and herewith request that I be scheduled to speak. I am not anti-nuclear, per
se. However, I ask that the following actions be taken, with attendant comments
made part of the NRC and VA, DEQ hearing records.

ACTION REQUESTED:
I respectfully ask that your commissions require A Full Technical Analysis
and Certification of Dominion's Engineering Studies, Assumptions, Estimates
and Mathematical Calculations By Competent Disinterested and Independent
Engineering Firms Before the ESP is Approved.

REASONS FOR REQUEST:
All of Dominion Power's Engineering Studies, Analyses, Estimates,
Assumptions, and Calculations have been developed solely by Dominion Power
Personnel,
Contractors, and Agents. A misplaced decimal point or an overly optimistic
climatological assumption in the face of known Global warming could readily
devastate our homes, the environment, and a vitally important asset of our State.
Clearly, Dominion's interest would not be served by study results that
demonstrate negative impacts. Conversely, its interest is clearly served by
optimistic
results. We do not believe that an impartial, qualified "honest broker" has
technically analyzed in depth or substantiated Dominion's impact assertions.
If, once the new reactor(s are installed, a devastating effect in lake levels
Or temperatures, or noise levels manifests, Dominion will merely say "oops".
There will be nothing that can be done, even by the NRC or State. The only
hope we have for equity and fairness in, this matter is that your commissions
can ensure that Dominion's impact analyses are wholly accurate and realistic
NOW, before approval is given.
BACKGROUND:
In Louisa County, Dominion Power constitutes a virtually insurmountable
megalith of economic and political power. Most lake residents are not natives of
Louisa County. Many, like myself, are retired from Northern Virginia. As
such, we are locally regarded as outsiders and generally held in disdain by the
locals. As outsiders, we are welcome to spend money in Louisa and pay real
estate and property taxes to Louisa. But in things meaningfully governmental,
we
are to be seen but not heard. Given Dominion Power's significant contribution

to the Louisa County Tax base, many on our Board of Supervisors have
abandoned
Louisa's lake residents.
It is not hyperbolae to assert that, in all things "lake related", Dominion
has virtually purchased the very political process which we, as Louisa's lake
residents, must rely upon to vigorously represent and protect our interests
in this matter: our homes, our lakeside investments, our families, and even
our lives.. As a result, many of the concerns voiced by my neighbors were "soft
pedaled", down played, not taken seriously, or ignored by our Board of
Supervisors. One Supervisor even refused to allow any of our "toned-down"
concerns,
to be forwarded to the NRC or VA, DEQ unless the Board unanimously
supported
approval of Dominion's request first.
Within Louisa, Dominion's starting position, entirely supported by the Louisa
District Supervisor, has been arrogant, uncompromising, demeaning, and
dictatorial. We have heard such comments as "those lake people have nothing
to say
about it", "dominion owns the lake, the land under the water, and the land
that could be covered by the it, if those people don't like it, they should
never have bought out there anyway", etc. Dominion's earlier responses to the
Board of Supervisors concerning the type of cooling devices that might be used
were "that it would be a purely business decision". That sort of thing should
really be a "people" not "business" focused decision.
Over time, as the EIS process has forced Dominion to confront the concerns of
other Counties and State Agencies, its rhetoric has grown more diplomatic,
its manner polite, its demeanor sincere and the potentially disastrous impacts
have all but faded away in their presentations. The initial prospects of
boiling the fish on the warm side of the lake; of flooding the docks, piers, and
boathouses on the cold side; of leaving everyone's boat stranded without water
during prolonged draughts; and of deafening all of us with the loud 24/7 roar
of cooling tower fans have somehow faded into a chorus of amicable assurances
and harmless impacts in the face of your ESP hearings.
Louisa lake people are not anti-nuclear, per se and would like to be equal
members of the Louisa County "community". But, we are unable to trust
Dominion
any more that a mouse can trust a ferociously hungry cat, endeavoring to coax
it out of his hole to review the evening's dinner menu. When it comes to
representing our interests, our local political processes and leaders have become
little more than agents of Dominion Power. The far removed, rural segment of
Louisa County's population doesn't care if the lake people get cooked in hot
water, get flooded out, deafened, or even radiated when Dominion's nuclear

waste storage casks begin to leak.... Just as long as Dominion's tax support
keeps rural land taxes low. To them, we are merely unwanted invaders from
Northern Virginia. Sad! All we want is to be an equal part of the family. Perhaps
to your commissions, we can even be the people with the most to lose.
Respectfully,
SIGNED 12 September, 2006
Michael Ireland
501 Douglas Road
Mineral, VA 23117
540 - 894-9471
CC: U.S. Representative Eric Cantor (7th District) (via email lindsay.pickral@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 17th District of Virginia (via email ehouck@adelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4th District of Virginia (via email district04@sov.state.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 97th District of Virginia (via email delcpeace@house.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 30th District of Virginia (via email delescott@house.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 56th District of Virginia (via email delbjanis@house.state.va. us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 54th District of Virginia (via email
- delborrock@house.state.va.us
Louisa County Board of Supervisors
Chairman Fitzgerald Barnes Patrick Henry District
LCBSPHD@LOUISA.ORG
Vice chairman
Willie Gentry LCBSCD@LOUISA.ORG
Willie Harper - Mineral District LCBSMD@LOUISA.ORG
Allen Jennings - Jackson District LCBSJD@LOUISA.ORG
Richard Havasy - Green Springs District
LCBSGSD@LOUISA.ORG
Eric Purcell
Louisa District
LCBSLD@LOUISA.ORG
Jack Wright
Mountain Road District LCBSMRD@LOUISA.ORG
Newspapers
Lake Anna Observer
cekube@mail.nexet.net
cekube@firstva.com
Richmond Times

Ed Kube

Carlos Santos

csantos@timesdispatch.com
Central Virginian

Deanna Meredith meredithd@firstva.com
Irene Luck

cvlake@firstva.com
Daily Progress Charlottesville Megan Rowe
mrowe@dailyprogress.com
Freelance Star - Fredericksburg Rusty Dennen rdennen@freelancestar.com
Paul Akers
pakers@freelancestar.com
Washington Times
Gary Emerling gemerling@washingtontimes.com
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Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Via email to elirons@deq.virginia.gov
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9@NRC.GOV and NORTH ANNACOMMENTS@NRC.GOV

Subject: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency
Certification on the ESP for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant.

On August 15 and 16, 2006 your respective agencies have scheduled public comment hearings in Louisa, Virginia
concerning the Early Site Permit (ESP) for a 3 rd and 4 th nuclear generator at Dominion Power's Lake Anna plant.
It is not possible for me to attend the NRC meeting on the 1 5th. I hope to attend the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality hearings on the 1 6 th and herewith request that I be scheduled to speak. I am not anti-nuclear,
per se. However, I ask that the following actions be taken, with attendant comments made part of the NRC and VA,
DEQ hearing records.

ACTION REQUESTED:
I respectfully ask that your commissions require A Full Technical Analysis and Certification of Dominion's
Engineering Studies, Assumptions, Estimates and Mathematical Calculations By Competent Disinterested and
Independent Engineering Firms Before the ESP is Approved.

REASONS FOR REQUEST:
All of Dominion Power's Engineering Studies, Analyses, Estimates, Assumptions, and Calculations have been
developed solely by Dominion Power Personnel, Contractors, and Agents. A misplaced decimal point~or an overly
optimistic climatological assumption in the face of known Global warming could readily devastate our homes, the
environment, and a vitally important asset of our State. Clearly, Dominion's interest would not be served by study
results that demonstrate negative impacts. Conversely, its interest is clearly served by optimistic results. We do not
believe that an impartial, qualified "honest broker" has technically analyzed in depth or substantiated Dominion's
impact assertions. If, once the new reactor(s are installed, a devastating effect in lake levels or temperatures, or noise
levels manifests, Dominion will merely say "oops". There will be nothing that can be done, even by the NRC or State.
The only hope we have for equity and fairness in this matter is that your commissions can ensure that Dominion's
impact analyses are wholly accurate and realistic NOW, before approval is given.
BACKGROUND:
In Louisa County, Dominion Power constitutes a virtually insurmountable megalith of economic and political power.
Most lake residents are not natives of Louisa County. Many, like myself, are retired from Northern Virginia. As such,
we are locally regarded as outsiders and generally held in disdain by the locals. As outsiders, we are welcome to spend
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money in Louisa and pay real estate and property taxes to Louisa. But in things meaningfully governmental, we are to
be seen but not heard.. Given Dominion Power's significant contribution to the Louisa County Tax base, many on our
Board of Supervisors have abandoned Louisa's lake residents.
It is not hyperbolae to assert that, in all things "lake related", Dominion has virtually purchased the very political
process which we, as Louisa's lake residents, must rely upon to vigorously represent and protect our interests in this
matter: our homes, our lakeside investments, our families, and even our lives. As a result, many of the concerns
voiced by my neighbors were "soft pedaled", down played, not taken seriously, or ignored by our Board of
Supervisors. One Supervisor even refused to allow any of our "toned-down" concerns to be forwarded to the NRC or
VA, DEQ unless the Board unanimously supported approval of Dominion's request first.
Within Louisa, Dominion's starting position, entirely supported by the Louisa District Supervisor, has been arrogant,
uncompromising, demeaning, and dictatorial. We have heard such comments as "those lake people have nothing to say
about it", "dominion owns the lake, the land under the water, and the land that could be covered by the it, if those
people don't like it, they should never have bought out there anyway", etc. Dominion's earlier responses to the Board
of Supervisors concerning the type of cooling devices that might be used were "that it would be a purely business
decision". That sort of thing should really be a "people" not "business" focused decision.
Over time, as the EIS process has forced Dominion to confront the concerns of other Counties and State Agencies, its
rhetoric has grown more diplomatic, its manner polite, its demeanor sincere and the potentially disastrous impacts have
all but faded away in their presentations. The initial prospects of boiling the fish on the warm side of the lake; of
flooding the docks, piers, and boathouses on the cold side; of leaving everyone's boat stranded without water during
prolonged draughts; and of deafening all of us with the loud 24/7 roar of cooling tower fans have somehow faded into a
chorus of amicable assurances and harmless impacts in the face of your ESP hearings.
Louisa lake people are not anti-nuclear, per se and would like to be equal members of the Louisa County
"community". But, we are unable to trust Dominion any more that a mouse can trust a ferociously hungry cat,
endeavoring to coax it out of his hole to review the evening's dinner menu. When it comes to representing our
interests, our local political processes and leaders have become little more than agents of Dominion Power. The far
removed, rural segment of Louisa County's population doesn't care if the lake people get cooked in hot water, get
flooded out, deafened, or even radiated when Dominion's nuclear waste storage casks begin to leak.... Just as long as
Dominion's tax support keeps rural land taxes low. To them, we are merely unwanted invaders from Northern
Virginia. Sad! All we want is to be an equal part of the family. Perhaps to your commissions, we can even be the
people with the most to lose.
Respectfully,
SIGNED 12 September, 2006

Michael Ireland
501 Douglas Road
Mineral, VA 23117
540 - 894-9471
CC: U.S. Representative Eric Cantor ( 7 th District) (via email lindsay.pickral@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 1 7 th District of Virginia (via email - ehouck@adelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4 th District of Virginia (via email - district04@sov.state.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 9 7 th District of Virginia (via email - delcpeac_@house.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 3 0 th District of Virginia (via email - delesco0tt@house.state.va.us
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Delegate William Janis, 5 6 th District of Virginia (via email - delbjanis_@house.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 5 4 th District of Virginia (via email - delborrock(ahouse.state.va.us
Louisa County Board of Supervisors
Chairman Fitzgerald Barnes Patrick Henry District LCBSPHD@LOUISA.ORG
Vice chairman
Willie Gentry LCBS CD@LOUISA.ORG
Willie Harper - Mineral District LCBS N_)MD@LOUISA.Q.ORG
Allen Jennings - Jackson District LCBSJD@,LOUISA.ORG
Richard Havasy - Green Springs District
LCBSGSD@LOUISA.ORG
Eric Purcell - Louisa District
LCBS -_LD@LOUISA.ORG
Jack Wright - Mountain Road District LCBSMRD@LOUISA.ORG
Newspapers
Lake Anna Observer

Ed Kube

cekube_@mail.nexet.net
cckub.e@firstva.com
Richmond Times
Carlos Santos
csantos@timesdispatch.com
Central Virginian
Deanna Meredith meredithd@firstva.com
Irene Luck
cvlake Qcfirstva.corn
Daily Progress Charlottesville Megan Rowe
.ro.we@daillyprgree•_&_o_
Freelance Star - Fredericksburg Rusty Dennen rdennen@freelancestar.com
Paul Akers
pakers@free] ancestar. corn
Washington Times
Gary Emerling gemerling@washingtontimes.coln
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"lrons,Ellie" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>
From:
"lakeluvers@earthlink.net" <Iakeluvers@earthlink.net>,"Jack Cushing"
To:
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
8/14/2006 8:13:15 AM
Date:
RE: Concerns about Lake Anna
Subject:
"Charles Ellis" <chellis@deq.virginia.gov>,"JudsonWhite@Dom.com"
cc:
<JudsonWhite@Dom.com>

See attached response.

Ellie Irons
Program Manager
Office of Environmental Impact Review
629 East Main Street, Room 631
Richmond, VA 23219
Telephone: (804) 698-4325
Fax; (804) 698-4319
email address: elirons@deq.virginia.gov
<mailto:elirons@deq.virginia.gov>
http://www.deq.virginia.gov
---Original
Message ----From: lakeluvers@earthlink.net [mailto:lakeluvers@earthlink.net]
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2006 9:33 AM
To: JXC9@NRC.GOV; NORTHANNACOMMENTS@NRC.GOV; Irons,Ellie
Subject: Concerns about Lake Anna

Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for the North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Ms. Ellie Irons
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main street, Richmond, VA 23219

Reference: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal
Consistency
Certification on
the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant

Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,

I have the following concerns related to Lake Anna, including both
the main reservoir and the cooling lagoons, and the impact on the
current conditions caused by the existing and proposed reactors at the
North Anna power plant. I have lived on the lake, the second cooling
lagoon for ten years and am very aware of the continuous negative trend
the lake is taking by observing fish kills, temperature rise, erratic
water levels, increased various grass growth (hydrilla and skunk grass)
and simply quality of water. These issues may not always be discovered
by the monitoring agencies as they tend to monitor in open water rather
than back in the coves.

I have followed what has happened over the last year with the
Friends of Lake Anna and Dominion Power. I am pleased with the results
so far on the changes being made to the cooling process for the third
reactor. It culminated a lot of hard work that would not have been
necessary if Dominion, and other agencies, had had the interests of the
lake dwellers first and foremost in their minds.

The issue is simple, once the warm side of the lake was opened up to

speculation and development, the rules should have changed. The warm
side should no longer have been considered a Waste Heat Treatment
Facility, with the same guidelines as if we lived on sewage treatment
facility. This term should be changed and guidelines written that would
adequately insure the residents of the warm side the same health
standards as any other public facility in the state or nation. Our
situation is definitely unique and should have been identified as such
when the power plant was first built. Realizing that this may have
required necessary changes to the plant and its cooling facilities, they
could have been included in the plans and that time and saved the
Dominion and subsequently the taxpayers a lot of money.

104 degrees have continually been used as a benchmark for acceptable
water temperature on the WHTF. Anyone living here, and that number is
growing significantly, would tell you that that figure has become
unacceptable. This is now a recreational facility, as is the cold side.
As I said before things change, and so must the concern for the health
and welfare of us using this facility. I empathize with Dominion,
however, their original ESP request for the third and fourth reactors
demonstrated to me and others that they did not truly have the condition
of the cooling lagoons nor the health of those using it, first and
foremost in their plan. By definition, Dominion has been allowed to use
a public facility for profit, with no previous constraints by the
county, state or federal government.

The heat generated by the power plant is now not only affecting the
warm side but is now affecting the public side, to a somewhat lesser
degree, north of the 208 bridge. This alone should invoke concerns from
various governing agencies. People directly across from the third dike
and just north of the main dami have experienced water temperatures
approaching those on the warm side.

A recent email from County Board of Supervisor Eric Purcell to the
various local administrators and state media, illustrates the total lack
of objectivity and support we have received from some in positions of
responsibility in the county. Mr. Purcell appears to be very
short-sighted, ignoring the fact that we at the lake are also residents
of the county, and he appears to have his own agenda. He makes
accusations that cannot be substantiated and are simply not true. He
also implies that we are liars when emphasizing that we are not

anti-nuke.

I implore you to listen to the Friends of Lake Anna, consider what
thirty-five years of development and growth have done to the lake,
especially the warm side, and act to constrain the present and future
impact of Dominion, so that future generations can enjoy this beautiful
recreational area.

Thank you.

Robert C. Richards
216 Becky Court
Bumpass, VA 23024
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See attached response.
Ellie Irons
Program Manager
Office of Environmental Impact Review
629 East Main Street, Room 631
Richmond, VA 23219
Telephone: (804) 698-4325
Fax; (804) 698-4319
email address: elirons@deq.virginia.gov

http://www.deq.viginia.gov
----Original Message ----From: lakeluvers@earthlink.net [mailto:lakeluvers@earthlink.net]
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2006 9:33 AM
To: JXC9@NRC.GOV; NORTHANNACOMMENTS@NRC.GOV; Irons,Ellie
Subject: Concerns about Lake Anna

Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for the North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555
Ms. Ellie Irons
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main street, Richmond, VA 23219
Reference: Comments on the Draft Supplemental EIS and Federal Consistency
Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant
Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,
I have the following concerns related to Lake Anna, including both the main reservoir and the cooling
lagoons, and the impact on the current conditions caused by the existing and proposed reactors at the North
Anna power plant. I have lived on the lake, the second cooling lagoon for ten years and am very aware of the
continuous negative trend the lake is taking by observing fish kills, temperature rise, erratic water levels,
increased various grass growth (hydrilla and skunk grass) and simply quality of water. These issues may not
always be discovered by the monitoring agencies as they tend to monitor in open water rather than back in the
coves.

I have followed what has happened over the last year with the Friends of Lake Anna and Dominion Power. I
am pleased with the results so far on the changes being made to the cooling process for the third reactor. It
culminated a lot of hard work that would not have been necessary if Dominion, and other agencies, had had the
interests of the lake dwellers first and foremost in their minds.
The issue is simple, once the warn side of the lake was opened up to speculation and development, the rules
should have changed. The warm side should no longer have been considered a Waste Heat Treatment Facility,
with the same guidelines as if we lived on sewage treatment facility. This term should be changed and
guidelines written that would adequately insure the residents of the warm side the same health standards as any
other public facility in the state or nation. Our situation is definitely unique and should have been identified as
such when the power plant was first built. Realizing that this may have required necessary changes to the plant
and its cooling facilities, they could have been included in the plans and that time and saved the Dominion and
subsequently the taxpayers a lot of money.
104 degrees have continually been used as a benchmark for acceptable water temperature on the WHTF.
Anyone living here, and that number is growing significantly, would tell you that that figure has become
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unacceptable. This is now a recreational facility, as is the cold side. As I said before things change, and so
must the concern for the health and welfare of us using this facility. I empathize with Dominion, however, their
original ESP request for the third and fourth reactors demonstrated to me and others that they did not truly have
the condition of the cooling lagoons nor the health of those using it, first and foremost in their plan. By
definition, Dominion has been allowed to use a public facility for profit, with no previous constraints by the
county, state or federal government.
The heat generated by the power plant is now not only affecting the warm side but is now affecting the public
side, to a somewhat lesser degree, north of the 208 bridge. This alone should invoke concerns from various
governing agencies. People directly across from the third dike and just north of the main dam, have
experienced water temperatures approaching those on the warm side.
A recent email from County Board of Supervisor Eric Purcell to the various local administrators and state
media, illustrates the total lack of objectivity and support we have received from some in positions of
responsibility in the county. Mr. Purcell appears to be very short-sighted, ignoring the fact that we at the lake
are also residents of the county, and he appears to have his own agenda. He makes accusations that cannot be
substantiated and are, simply not true. He also implies that we are liars when emphasizing that we are not antinuke.
I implore you to listen to the Friends of Lake Anna, consider what thirty-five years of development and
growth have done to the lake, especially the warm side, and act to constrain the present and future impact of
Dominion, so that future generations can enjoy this beautiful recreational area.
Thank you.
Robert C. Richards
216 Becky Court
Bumpass, VA 23024
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Dear Sir/Madam:
Thank you for your comments on the proposed Early Site Permit for the
addition of third and fourth nuclear reactor units to Dominion Virginia Power
Company's North Anna Power Station. This project proposal is the subject of
two different review processes with two separate public hearings.
Please note that DEQ staff may only use the public comments made at
the Wednesday, August 16 hearing in developing its comments on the
consistency of the proposed project with the enforceable policies of the Virginia
Coastal Resources Management Program. DEQ staff may not use public
comments made in the NRC hearing on August 15. However, DEQ staff will
observe the NRC hearing. Similarly, NRC staff will observe the DEQ hearing on
August 16.
DEQ Review Process
The process administered by DEQ is the federal consistency review
process, mandated by the Coastal Zone Management Act (Spotsylvania County,
which abuts Lake Anna, and the North Anna River are in Virginia's coastal zone).
Our purpose is to evaluate, with the aid of public comments, whether the
proposed project (including the new cooling system for the third unit) would, if
licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, be consistent with the
enforceable policies of the Virginia Coastal Resources Management Program.
Pertinent details:
DEQ public hearing on federal consistency:
Wednesday, August 16, 2006
Time:
7:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Information session:
6:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Place: Louisa County Middle School, Mineral, Virginia
Conduct:
*
*
*

DEQ hearing officer
Statements by members of the public (time allotted to each speaker will be
determined after sign-in)
Questions and discussion only at information session
Deadline for additionalwritten comments to DEQ on consistency:
September 8, 2006
Deadline for DEQ comments on consistency to Dominion and to NRC:
November. 3, 2006

NRC Review Process
The process administered by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
is the environmental impact review process mandated by the National
Environmental Policy Act. The purpose of the NRC, in preparing the Supplement
to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, is to evaluate all environmental
impacts associated with the new cooling method, with the aid of public
comments, before making a decision on the Early Site Permit.
Again, the Early Site Permit, if issued by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, would allow Dominion to reserve the site, undertaking studies and
related construction and site preparation, while the company decides whether to
apply for a construction and operating license for the new reactor units. Pertinent
details relative to the NRC process:
NRC public meeting on environmental impacts:
Tuesday, August 15, 2006
Time:
7:00 PM
Information session:
6:00 PM
Place: Louisa County Middle School, Mineral, Virginia
Conduct:
*
•
*

NRC hearing officer and other staff
Statements by members of the public (typically 3-minute limit, additional
material in writing)
Questions and answers may be possible
Deadline for additionalwritten comments to NRC:
August 25, 2006
I hope this information is helpful to you. Thank you for writing.
Sincerely,
Ellie Irons

From:
"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>
To:
"Ellie Irons (VDEQ)" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/17/2006 10:11:29 AM
Subject:
NRC & VDEQ public hearings on North Anna Early Site Permit & Federal
Consistency Certification
cc:
"Senator R. Edward Houck" <ehouck@adelphia.net>,"Senator Charles Colgan"
<cjcolgan@aol.com>,"Jeffery Steers (VDEQ)" <jasteers@deq.virginia.gov>,"Tony Banks
(Dominion)" <TONY_BANKS@DOM.COM>,"Kevin Magerr (EPA)"
<majerr.kevin@epa.gov>,"Delegate Bill Janis (56th Dist)" <DelJanis@house.state.va.us>,"Sr
(54th Dist). Delegate Robert Orrock" <delborrock@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Clifford Athey
(18th Dist)" <DelCAthey@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Chris Peace (97th Dist)"
<delcpeace@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Edward Scott (3oth Dist)"
<delescott@house.state.va.us>,"Representative Eric Cantor (7th District)"
<lloyd.lenhart@mail.house.gov>,"Senator Ryan McDougle"
<district04@sov.state.va.us>,"Senator Russell Potts (27th Dist)"
<district27@sov.state.va.us>,"Senator Charles Colgan-2" <district29@sov.state.va.us>

17
Aug 2006

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality (VDEQ),

Attached are the Friends of Lake Anna presentations made at the public
hearings re the North Anna Power Plant Early Site Permit re the proposal for
adding two additional nuclear reactors (units 3 and 4) to the Power Plant which is
adjacent to Lake Anna. The NRC hearing was on Aug 15 and the VDEQ hearing
on Aug 16 at the Louisa Middle School, Louisa, Va. Please enter both of the
attachments into your official records. We also request that you address all of the
concerns identified in both presentations.

The NRC hearing focused on the NRC draft environmental impact statement,
while the VDEQ hearing focused on the Virginia Federal Consistency
Certification re the U.S. Coastal Program to ensure that Virginia's waters, air and
fisheries are protected re the proposed new reactors before an Early Site Permit
can be granted.

The two attached Friends of Lake Anna presentations, although similar in
many respects, were also focused on the particular purpose of the respective

hearing

The NRC presentation addressed unique concerns with:

Lack of public involvement with the Safety Evaluation Report

Emergency evacuation on small 2 lane roads. Need for expanded road
system to accommodate new workers and subdivisions.

.Currently no public input to Safety Report. What happens with spent
nuclear fuel (where stored - temporary for how long - where permanent?). What
about
terrorist attack protections for plant and dam, etc.). Dam blown up &
breaks - no water to cool reactors - no electricity for 1/3 of Virginia for 3 years
while Lake Anna refills.
Need for automatic extension of NRC public comment period whenever a
Revision to the ESP Application or revised environmental report is published so
the public has adequate time to review the many technical pages. The current
process resembles a three ring circus without having a ring master to direct all
the acts, but the time keeper is making sure that the public/audience moves out
of the big top so the next schedule performance can begin.

The VDEQ presentation addressed unique concerns with:

Recommendation not to issue a Federal consistency Certification until
all issues are resolved.

Lack of adequate water in a small watershed to support the proposed
type of cooling system.

Increased drought cycle for both lake and downstream users.

Impacts to both Lake Anna and downstream of North Anna river
fisheries.

.Alternative sites for other Nuclear Reactors have much more abundant
supply of water.

Lack of current compliance with U.S. Clean Water Act

Authority of State Water Control Board

Need for Environmental Protection Agency to re-evaluate authority
given to Virginia to ensure that the Virginia program is not less stringent then
the national program.

Need to perform a detailed review of Dominion's 316A variance for
thermal discharges to prevent the entire Lake Anna (13,000 acres) from being
heated above Clean Water Act requirements.

Need to follow the U.S. laws to protect the public for recreation in and
on the waters, so the lake is not a big hot tub. Entire lake was in the 90's a few
weeks ago..

Request for VDEQ to provide a independent cumulative impact analysis
of the water withdrawal of the new unit 3 wet cooling method and related impacts
to Virginia.

. Violation of the U.S. Clean Water Act by Dominion with the current 2
reactors.

Designate Lake Anna cooling lagoons as unique for thermal cooling &
designate it as a quasi-public water.

Both presentations addressed concerns/issues with:

One set of North Anna River Users should not benefit at the expense of
another set of users.

.Recommendation to use Dry Air Cooling for both reactors to avoid
problems with the inadequate water

Stop using designation Waste Heat Treatment Facility to describe the
cooling lagoons, so they are not viewed and treated similar to a sewage
treatment facility by Virginia state departments and the federal government.

Change point of compliance from Dike 3 to end of Discharge Canal, so
the Cooling Lagoons start to be treated
by all state and federal agencies as
quasi-public waters so the health, welfare and safety of those who use the
cooling lagoons is protected. Currently over 8,000 daily users receive no
protection.

Water temperatures should be limited to no more then 104 degrees F at
the end of the discharge canal. At some spots they exceeded 106 degrees F a
few weeks ago.

Point of compliance for all U.S. and water permits should be changed
from Dike 3 to the end of the discharge canal to provide all Clean Water Act

protections for all cooling lagoon users.

. Human health problems due to increased water temperatures and
increased bacteria from increased water temperatures.

Impact to wildlife, fish and endangered species (bald eagles) as a result
of increased water temperatures, reduced water flow, increased drought cycles
and possible loss of food supply for endangered species due to fish kills as a
result of high water temperatures in the cooling lagoons, reduced water flow.

Raising of lake level to retain more water for 3rd unit and resulting in
destruction of adjoining property and also for retention for downstream users.

Lowering lake levels by increased water usage thereby causing
increased drought cycles ranging from weeks to months.

Need to enforce U.S. Clean Water Act for recreating in and on the
water in both the main reservoir and cooling lagoons. Currently the cooling
lagoon and main reservoir waters exceed hot tub temperatures on many
occasions.

Height of dry and wet cooling towers and facility buildings should not
exceed tree line to protect the rural esthetic atmosphere of the community as
Dominion indicated in Jan 06 stakeholder meeting.

Impact of 5,000 - 7,000 new workers (construction, periodic
maintenance, professional) employees for 5 years on local roads and schools.
This will create the need for new expanded roads before the project begins
because of the workers and the three newly approved Louisa County
subdivisions for about 1800 new homes in close proximity to the plant. These
are possibly in anticipation of the new reactors being built?

New schools and other county infrastructure (police, fire, rescue squads,
etc.) will need to be planned and built prior to any new tax dollars coming from
Dominion. Louisa is now the 73rd fastest growing county in the U.S. Who is
going to pay for all these new requirements? Is the Federal Government (NRC &
other departments) going to give grants to Louisa County, similar to the 8 to 10
million dollar grant they gave to Dominion for processing the Early Site Permit?

Impact of additional fog and icing from wet cooling towers on local
roadways.

Noise concerns emitted from 180/230 foot buildings that will travel long
distances without having tree barriers to break the sound from giant fans.

Do not hesitate to call if I can provide any additional information.

Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va.
23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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17 Aug 2006
Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ),
Attached are the Friends of Lake Anna presentations made at the public hearings re the North Anna Power Plant Early Site
Permit re the proposal for adding two additional nuclear reactors (units 3 and 4) to the Power Plant which is adjacent to Lake
Anna. The NRC hearing was on Aug 15 and the VDEQ hearing on Aug 16 at the Louisa Middle School, Louisa, Va. Please
enter both of the attachments into your official records.We also request that you address all of the concerns identified in both
presentations.
The NRC hearing focused on the NRC draft environmental impact statement, while the VDEQ hearing focused on the Virginia
Federal Consistency Certification re the U.S. Coastal Program to ensure that Virginia's waters, air and fisheries are protected re
the proposed new reactors before an Early Site Permit can be granted.
The two attached Friends of Lake Anna presentations, although similar in many respects, were also focused on the particular
purpose of the respective hearing
The NRC presentation addressed unique concerns with:
Lack of public involvement with the Safety Evaluation Report
Emergency evacuation on small 2 lane roads. Need for expanded road system to accommodate new workers and
subdivisions.,
.Currently no public input to Safety Report. What happens with spent nuclear fuel (where stored - temporary for how long
- where permanent?). What about terrorist attack protections for plant and dam, etc.). Dam blown up & breaks - no water to
.cool reactors - no electricity for 1/3 of Virginia for 3 years while Lake Anna refills..
Need for automatic extension of NRC public comment period whenever a Revision to the ESP Application or revised
environmental report is published so the public has adequate time to review the many technical pages. The currentprocess
resembles a three ring circus without having a ring master to direct all the acts, but the time keeper is making sure that the
public/audience moves out of the big top so the next schedule performance can begin.

The VDEQ presentationaddressedunique concerns with:
Recommendation not to issue a Federalconsistency Certificationuntil all issues are resolved.
Lack of adequate water in a small watershed to support the proposed type of cooling system.
Increaseddrought cycle for both lake anddownstream users.
Impacts to both Lake Anna and downstream of North Anna riverfisheries.
Alternative sitesfor other Nuclear Reactors have much more abundantsupply of water.
Lack of current compliance with U.S. Clean Water Act
Authority of State Water Control Board
Needfor EnvironmentalProtectionAgency to re-evaluate authoritygiven to Virginia to ensure that the
Virginia program is not less stringent then the nationalprogram.
Need to perform a detailedreview of Dominion's 316A variancefor thermal discharges to prevent the entire
Lake Anna (13,000 acres)from being heated above Clean Water Act requirements.
Need to follow the U.S. laws to protect the publicfor recreation in and on the waters, so the lake is not a big
hot tub. Entire lake was in the 90 's afew weeks ago..
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Request for VDEQ to provide a independent cumulative impact analysis of the water withdrawal of the new
unit 3 wet cooling method and related impacts to Virginia.
Violation of the U.S. Clean Water Act by Dominion with the current 2 reactors.
DesignateLake Anna cooling lagoons as uniquefor thermal cooling & designate it as a quasi-public water.
Both presentationsaddressedconcerns/issues with:
One set of North Anna River Users should not benefit at the expense of another set of users.
• •Recommendation to use Dry Air Cooling for both reactors to avoid problems with the inadequate water
Stop using designation Waste Heat Treatment Facility to describe the cooling lagoons, so they are not viewed and
treated similarto a sewage treatment facility by Virginia state departments and the federal government.
Change point of compliance from Dike 3 to end of Discharge Canal, so the Cooling Lagoons start to be treated by all
state and federal agencies as quasi-public waters so the health, welfare and safety of those who use the cooling lagoons is
protected. Currently over 8,000 daily users receive no protection.
Water temperatures should be limited to no more then 104 degrees F at the end of the discharge canal. At some spots
they exceeded 106 degrees F a few weeks ago.
Point of compliance for all U.S. and water permits should be changed from Dike 3 to the end of the discharge canal to
provide all Clean Water Act protections for all cooling lagoon users.
Human health problems due to increased water temperatures and increased bacteria from increased water
temperatures.
Impact to wildlife, fish and endangered species (bald eagles) as a result of increased water temperatures, reduced
water flow, increased drought cycles and possible loss of food supply for endangered species due to fish kills as a result of high
water temperatures in the cooling lagoons, reduced water flow.
Raising of lake level to retain more water for 3 rd unit and resulting in destruction of adjoining property and also for
retention for downstream users.
Lowering lake levels by increased water usage thereby causing increased drought cycles ranging from weeks to months.
Need to enforce U.S. Clean Water Act for recreating in and on the water in both the main reservoir and cooling lagoons.
Currently the cooling lagoon and main reservoir waters exceed hot tub temperatures on many occasions.
Height of dry and wet cooling towers and facility buildings should not exceed tree line to protect the rural esthetic
atmosphere of the community as Dominion indicated in Jan 06 stakeholder meeting.
Impact of 5,000 - 7,000 new workers (construction, periodic maintenance, professional) employees for 5 years on local
roads and schools. This will create the need for new expanded roads before the project begins because of the workers and the
three newly approved Louisa County subdivisions for about 1800 new homes in close proximity to the plant. These are possibly in
anticipation of the new reactors being built?
New schools and other county infrastructure (police, fire, rescue squads, etc.) will need to be planned and built prior to any
new tax dollars coming from Dominion. Louisa is now the 7 3 rd fastest growing county in the U.S. Who is going to pay for all these
new requirements? Is the Federal Government (NRC & other departments) going to give grants to Louisa County, similar
to the 8 to 10 million dollar grant they gave to Dominion for processing the Early Site Permit?
Impact of additional fog and icing from wet cooling towers on local roadways.
Noise concerns emitted from 180/230 foot buildings that will travel long distances without having tree barriers to break
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the sound from giant fans.
Do not hesitate to call if I can provide any additional information.
Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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(Presentation to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission public hearing on August 15,
2006 at Louisa Middle School, Louisa, Va.)
Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission & Ladies and Gentlemen,
My name is Harry Ruth and I reside at 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. I live on Lake
Anna and represent the Friends of Lake Anna.
1. Friends of Lake Anna.
"The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group representing 2,650 persons
whose mission is to protect Lake Anna (both main reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding
landscape, together with any related concerns, within Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the
health, safety and welfare of current residents/users and for future generations. We are not anti-nuclear,

nor do we have "not in my backyard" sentiments, but do support a wise and safe use of nuclear energy.
Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna for its 500,000 plus annual users and insure compliance with the
law.
We believe that the U.S. should become self-reliant for energy sources and not be dependent on
foreign oil, but we do want to promote the wise and safe use of nuclear energy and not have the impact of
new nuclear reactors destroy Lake Anna in the process. If the project at the North Anna Plant is
accomplished correctly and takes into account our concerns, possibly the new reactors could become a
model for the continued growth of nuclear energy throughout the country. If the project is handled
poorly, resulting in public and political uproar and bad national press, the entire future of increased
nuclear energy within the U.S. could be on hold for many more years.
We are not opposed to the North Anna Project and do support the addition of 3Pd and4'h nuclear
reactors at the North Anna plant, but want to ensure that all environmental issues are taken care of prior to
the issuance of either an NRC Early Site Permit or a VDEQ Federal Consistency Certification.
2. Overview:
The U.S. public should be permitted to comment on the Safety Evaluation Report and also the
public comment period should automatically be extended each time a revision to the Early Site Permit is
accepted and published by the NRC.
We also believe that the North Anna project as currently proposed is inconsistent with the Va.
Coastal Zone Management Program as approved under the U.S. Coastal Zone management Act.
It is inconsistent with the Coastal Zone Management Act related to Fisheries Management and
Point Source Pollution Controls and also the federal U.S. Clean Water Act. Also one set of the North
Anna River Users should not benefit at the expense of another set of users. Possibly other cooling
alternatives should be considered. In addition, there are other local environmental items that should be
addressed further evaluated prior to making any final determination on either the ESP or Federal
Consistency Certification.
I will now address each of these items.
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3. Public involvement with Safety Report.
The public should be involved in both the Safety Evaluation Report, as well as the Environmental
Impact Statement. The NRC does not provide for any public scrutiny of a draft Safety Evaluation Report
prior to its issuance. The public's safety should be the primary focus of any government agency. The
public's review of any safety projects is essential. It appears the NRC is basing decisions on 5 year old
data and has not considered recent property development around the lake or world events in any of their
decision making. The NRC's staff population increase projects for the North Anna site through 2065 is
not anywhere in the ballpark, Louisa County is currently the 73rd fastest growing county in the U.S.
Where are the NRC safety protections for terrorist attacks against the plant and dam. If the dam is
blown up and breaks. The Lake Anna water will run downstream. How will the reactors be cooled?
Will 1/3 of Virginia be without power. How long will the power outage last? Will Dominion have to
build a new dam and wait 3 years for,the lake to fill up before you can restart the reactors and restore
power to 1/3 of Virginia? Is building another water-cooled reactor that is dependent on a lake that takes 3
years to fill up the best approach to protect Virginia's and the U.S. electrical needs when a dry-air cooled
reactor will eliminate this problem? The public must be involved with the safety of the nuclear reactors,
whether it is at the plant, at the dam, together with how, where and how long the spent nuclear fuel is
stored.
4. Automatic Extension of Public Comment period.
The NRC continues to accept many changes to the ESP, without automatically extending the
public comment period each time a change is issued. Currently we are reviewing Revision 6 to the North
Anna ESP, which is over 1,000 pages of technical data. In addition, just last month (July 2006) you
issued a supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement relating to Revision 6 only, that was about
500 pages, which related to your first draft Environmental Impact Statement which was another 600 or
700 pages. You have also just within the past few weeks, issued Revision 7 and a Revision 8 with no
automatic extension of the public comment.
While the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) is still under review, Dominion
continues to make revisions to issues that are analyzed. Hence our review of the DEIS is a moving target,
without the NRC automatically extending the public comment period and giving the public sufficient time
to review the changes
The NRC should evaluate all of the applicant's documents and ensure that they are complete
before completing its analysis of the issues and issuing the documents to the public or the commonwealth
for review. Once the NRC and the applicant have finalized the requested ESP application, then and only
then should the documents be issued for public and commonwealth review. It seems like everyone is
spinning wheels in trying to keep up with all the Dominion and NRC revisions, Requests for Information,
Responses for Request for Information, additional revisions, draft environmental impact statements that
pertain to the earlier revision only and is making a mockery of an extremely important governmental
process so the states, local population and energy companies can participate in a streamline efficient
coordinated process that allows the U.S. to become adequately prepared for the upcoming energy crisis
and to be self-reliant for energy resources (including nuclear energy) and not be dependent on foreign oil.
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The currentESP process resembles a three ring circus without having a ring master to direct all
of the acts, but the time keeper is making sure that the public/audiencemoves out of the big top so the
next scheduleperformance can begin.
5. Current ESP proposal is inconsistent with Va. Coastal Zone Management Program.
a. Fisheries Management - The Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (DGIF) has found that
the fish will continue to be adversely affected even after the changes to the 3 rd reactor have been made.
See comments in the draft environmental impact statement and reference DGIF memo dated July 7, 2006
originated by Raymond Fernald re the ESP.
b. Point Source Pollution controls As stated in VDEQ analysis of the draft DEIS, the North
Anna watershed is too small to allow large water withdrawals. These would adversely affect the beneficial
uses of the North Anna River which flows into the Pamunkey River, which flows into the Chesapeake
Bay and then into the Atlantic Ocean. The DGIF &VDEQ analysis clearly indicates that the 3 rd unit
would increase the drought cycle and cause decreased water flows during March, April; May; June, July,
August and October (7 months) of each year.
Even though the proposed water withdrawal has decreased with the new cooling methods, yet the
withdrawals remain significant with this small watershed. At a minimum NRC and VDEQ must provide
an analysis of the cumulative impact taking into consideration worst-case scenario that includes the 20012002 drought.
Recent Lake Anna Civic Association (LACA) water studies have indicated that the North Anna
River (3 miles before it enters Lake Anna) is 13 degrees cooler then the central part of the lake above the
Rt 208 Bridge. Many areas of the entire lake (both main reservoir and cooling lagoons) have recently
experienced temperatures in the low to high ninety's which clearly exceeds the 89.6 degree F temperature
limitation in the Clean Water Act. Some residents have reported temperatures as high as 106 degrees F.
The entire Lake Anna is being heated as a result of the current power plant.
NRC and VDEQ must fully analyze the impact of any further water temperature increases
resulting from the blowdown/discharges of the proposed unit 3 cooling towers or any malfunction of any
of the proposed cooling towers or current generating units. The existing units I & 2 periodically exceed
Clean Water Act limitations and any additional temperature increases by the proposed cooling towers will
only exacerbate the situation.
Waters of the Lake Anna cooling ponds/lagoons reached 106 degrees on August 3, 2006 as
recorded by local residents. The Lake Anna Civic Association (LACA) Water Quality Team had
recorded 104.6 degrees F at the end of the discharge canal on the same day at a different time. LACA has
also reported that waters in the North Anna River (3 miles before it enters Lake Anna) are 13 degrees
cooler then the central part of the lake above the Rt 208 Bridge.
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The current limits of 89.6 F for non-tidal waters established by the U.S. Clean Water Act have
been violated many times by Dominion throughout the entire lake. In addition, the U.S. Clean Water Act
defines that the effluent discharge into Lake Anna shall not be increased more then 6.3 degrees F dibove
the natural water temperature. Therefore recent LACA studies have shown the current natural North
Anna River temperatures to be approximately 72 degrees F, which translated with the U.S. Clean Water
Act requirements, indicates that Lake Anna water temperatures should not exceed 78.3 degrees F under
current conditions. Dominion has a current variance from the VPDES permit under section 316(a) of the
federal Clean Water Act; however this variance is for the vicinity of the Dike 3 discharge and in the
shallow reaches near its tributaries. The variance does not permit the entire Lake Anna to be heated. The
clean water act anticipates that the water discharge would occur in a free flowing river or ocean, so the
heat transfer would be carried downstream.
The entire Lake Anna is unique and it is primarily an impoundment where 99% of the water is recirculated, which in turn causes the entire Lake to heat up, since only about 1% of the water is released
over the dam. Since the entire lake is 17 miles long and includes 13,000 acres. of water (with depths of
50- 75 feet in many parts), and water temperatures exceed 90 degrees F throughout the lake, it would
seem that Dominion is routinely in violation of the U.S. Clean Water Act and the VPDES variance that
they have. Any additional heat transfer from the proposed 3 rd unit water-cooling tower
blowdown/discharge will only compound the problem, while the proposed unit 4 dry air cooling tower
would have no additional heat transfer impacts to the lake.
6. Inconsistency with the U.S. Clean Water Act. The U.S. Congress passed the Clean Water
Act to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters. The
national goal of the Act is to achieve "water quality which provides for the protection and propagation of
fish, shellfish, and wildlife and provides for recreation in and on the water"
7. One set of the North Anna River Users should not benefit at the expense of another set of
users. Whatever, the final solution is for not decreasing the inadequate water supply in the small water
shed; the solution should not benefit one set of users at the expense of another set of users.
For example, the lake levels should not be raised which could cause property damage to lake
owners to quarantine more water so it could be released later to satisfy the downstream users at different
times of the year.
Likewise the consumptive use of water and increased needs for water caused by population
growth by downstream users should not cause the lake levels to be dropped so more water flow could be
released to downstream users and then create mud flats throughout the lake.
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8. Alternative Cooling Method.
One alternative discussed, but not proposed in the SDEIS is to exclusively use dry Air Cooling
for the 3 rd unit, which would then negate any further water withdrawals from the small watershed and
would also alleviate a major safety problem if the dam would break or was blown-up by a terrorist attack
and there was no water for cooling any of the reactors. 1/3 of Virginia could be without power for 3 years
while we wait for the lake to refill. The dry-air cooling appears to be a feasible option, since this is same
technology that Dominion has proposed for Unit 4 and is used by many overseas countries that do not
have a local water source. In addition, many of the recommendations by VDEQ analysis to the NRC
requests that the air cooling mode be used with unit 3 for 7 months of the year to reduce lake water
drawdown and reduce the risk of a complete unit 3 shutdown. As defined in section 7.3 of the SDEIS dry
cooling would eliminate the consumptive water loss associated with unit 3.
In its response to the DEIS, VDEQ's Division of Water Resources (DWR) expressed its
preference for the once-through cooling process proposed for Unit 3 be changed to a cooling tower
because the once-through process results in less consumptive use of water than the cooling tower. Also in
its comments on the DEIS, DWR stated that it would have no concerns about this project if both the third
and fourth reactors at North Anna wereair cooled. The SDEIS fails to analyze this alternative.

The SDEIS must fully analyze the consumptive water use for this new cooling method.
9. Other related concerns:
To ensure that the proposed construction of a 3 rd & 4 th reactor will minimize the adverse affect to
the quality of life for those that live and use Lake Anna, we also ask that you further evaluate the
following concerns prior toyour making a final decision on the ESP or Federal Consistency Certification.
a. Water temperatures should be limited to no more then 104 degrees F at the end of the discharge
canal
b. Point of compliance for all U.S. and water permits should be changed from Dike 3 to the end of
the discharge canal to provide all Clean Water Act protections for all cooling lagoon users.
c. Human health problems due to increased water temperatures and increased bacteria from
increased water temperatures.
d. Impact to wildlife, fish and endangered species (bald eagles) as a result of increased water
temperatures, reduced water flow, increased drought cycles and possible loss of food supply for
endangered species due to fish kills as a result of high water temperatures in the cooling lagoons, reduced
water flow.
e. Raising of lake level to retain more water for
property and also for retention for downstream users.

3 rd

unit and resulting in destruction of adjoining
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f. Lowering lake levels by increased water usage thereby causing increased drought cycles
ranging from weeks to months.
g. Need to enforce U.S. Clean Water Act for recreating in and on the water in both the main
reservoir and cooling lagoons. Currently the cooling lagoon and main reservoir waters exceed hot tub
temperatures on many occasions.
h. Height of dry and wet cooling towers and facility buildings should not exceed tree lineto
protect the rural esthetic atmosphere of the community as Dominion indicated in Jan 06 stakeholder
meeting.
i. Impact of 5,000 - 7,000 new workers (construction, periodic maintenance, professional)
employees for 5 years on local roads and schools. This will create the need for new expanded roads before
the project begins because of the workers and the three newly approved Louisa County subdivisions for
about 1800 new homes in close proximity to the plant. These are possibly in anticipation of the new
reactors being built?
New schools and other county infrastructure (police, fire, rescue squads, etc.) will need to be
planned and built prior to any new tax dollars coming from Dominion. Louisa is now the 7 3 rd fastest
growing county in the U.S. Who is going to pay for all these new requirements? Is the Federal
Government (NRC & other departments) going to give grants to Louisa County, similar to the 8 to 10
million dollar grant they gave to Dominion for processing the Early Site Permit?
j. Emergency evacuation on small 2 lane roads. Need for expanded road system to accommodate
new workers and subdivisions.
k. Spent nuclear fuel (where stored, terrorist attack protections, etc.)
1. Impact of additional fog and icing from wet cooling towers on local roadways.
m. Noise concerns emitted from 180/230 foot buildings that will travel long distances without
having tree barriers to break the sound from giant fans.
10. Summary
a. We believe that the North Anna project as currently proposed is inconsistent with the Va.
Coastal Zone Management Program as approved under the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act. We
support the concept of a 3 rd and 4 th reactors, but the above environmental items must be resolved prior to
the issuance of either a Federal Consistency Certification. We request that a Federal Consistency
Certification or an Early Site Permit not be issued until the above issues are satisfactorily resolved
b. We request that the U.S. Clean Water Act be enforced so the entire lake is not a hot tub with
temperatures throughout the lake in the 90's that we have experienced in recent weeks and the waters at
the end of discharge canal be no greater then 104 degrees F
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c. We also request that the all state agencies stop using the designation, Waste Heat Treatment
Facility to describe the cooling lagoons so it is not viewed and treated similar to a sewage treatment
facility. This designation affords no public protection for the over 8,000 users of the cooling lagoons.
d. Further, we request that the VPDES Point of compliance be changed from Dike 3 to the end of
the Discharge Canal and the Cooling Lagoons start to be treated by all state agencies as quasi-public
waters so the health, welfare and safety of those who use the cooling lagoons is protected.
The quasi-public water designation would recognize that Lake Anna is unique for thermal cooling
(unlike other power plants that discharge heated waters into oceans or major free flowing rivers). It
would also permit the state to treat the cooling lagoons as public waters and afford them the same
protection as other public waters unless there is a nuclear disaster. This would also adhere to the recent
Supreme Court Decision (S. D. Warren vs. Maine Board of Environmental Protection) to be adhered to
which did not permit the privatization of public waters. If there is a nuclear disaster at the North Anna
plant, this designation would be recognized that the cooling lagoons are adjacent to a nuclear power plant
and in the event of a nuclear disaster only, nuclear by-products could be discharged into the cooling
lagoons and be quarantined.
e. We request that alternative analysis for the 3 dunit cooling method be accomplished to fully
consider
air cooling
forusing
the 3'd
unit
as used
by many overseas countries to eliminate the consumptive
water lossdry
associated
with
wet
cooling
towers
f. We also request that the public be involved in reviewing a draft safety report re the ESP prior to
its final issuance and also that there is an automatic extension of the public comment period whenever a
revision to the ESP occurs. The current public comment period should be extended to permit the public to
have adequate time to review and comment on Revision 7 and Revision 8 which were issued after the
supplemental draft environmental Impact Statement was issued in July, just a few weeks ago..
Thank you for your time and consideration of the above items,
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna

CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor (7th District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 17 th District of Virginia (via email - ehouck@adelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4 1h District of Virginia (via email - district04@Tsov.state.va.us
Senator Charles Colgan, 29th District of Virginia (via email - cicolgan(aol.com
Senator Russell Potts, 27th District of Virginia (via email - district27(@,sov.stte.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 97 hDistrict of Virginia (via email - delcpeace(ahouse.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 3 0 th District of Virginia (via email - delescott(&house.state.va.us
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Delegate William Janis, 56th District of Virginia (via email - delbianisghouse.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 5 4 th District of Virginia (via email - delborrockghouse.state.va.us
Delegate Clifford Athey, 18th District of Virginia (via email - DeICAtheyghouse.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banksgdom.com
VDEQ - Ellie Irons - Environmental Impact Review - via email - elirons(~,deq.virginia.gov
VDEQ - Jeff Steers - No. Va. Regional Director - via email - jasteersgdeq.virginia.gov
NRC - Jack Cushing - Environmental Project Mgr - via email -JXC9Ca),NRC.GOV
NRC - Public comments for North Anna ESP,- via email - North Anna Comments@NRC.GOV
EPA - Kevin Magerr- NEPA Environmental Engineer - via email - maierr.kevin(aepa.gov
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(Presentation to the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality public hearing on August 16,
2006 at Louisa Middle School, Louisa, Va.)
Dear Virginia Department of Environmental Quality, Ladies and Gentlemen,
My name is Harry Ruth and I reside at 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. I live on Lake
Anna and represent the Friends of Lake Anna. In the interest of time, I will forward my written
comments to VDEQ and the NRC and tonight will identify the highlights only.
1. FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA.
"The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group representing 2,650
persons whose mission is to protect Lake Anna (both main reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its
surrounding landscape, together with any related concerns, within Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange
Counties for the health, safety and welfare of current residents/users and for future generations. We are
not anti-nuclear, nor do we have "not in my backyard" sentiments, but do support a wise and safe use of
nuclear energy. Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna for its 500,000 plus annual users and insure
compliance with the law.
We believe that the U.S. should become self-reliant for energy sources and not be dependent on
foreign oil, but we do want to promote the wise and safe use of nuclear energy and not have the impact
of new nuclear reactors destroy Lake Anna in the process. If the project at the North Anna Plant is
accomplished correctly and takes into account our concerns, possibly the new reactors could become a
model for the continued growth of nuclear energy throughout the country. If the project is handled
poorly, resulting in public and political uproar and bad national press, the entire future of increased
•nuclear energy within the U.S. could be on hold for many more years.
We are not opposed to the North Anna Project and do support the addition of 3rd and 4 th nuclear
reactors at the North Anna plant, but want to ensure that all environmental issues are taken care of prior
to the issuance of either an NRC Early Site Permit or a VDEQ Federal Consistency Certification.
2. OVERVIEW:
We believe that the North Anna project as currently proposed is inconsistent with the Va. Coastal
Zone Management Program as approved under the U.S. Coastal Zone management Act.
It is inconsistent with the enforceable policies of the Coastal Zone Management Act related to
Fisheries Management and Point Source Pollution Controls. In addition it is inconsistent with the
Advisory Policies of the Virginia Coastal Program & the federal U.S. Clean Water Act. VDEQ must
also modify the current 316A variance and ensure that future discharge permits are protecting the public.
Also one set of the North Anna River Users should not benefit at the expense of another set of users.
Possibly other cooling alternatives should be considered. In addition, there are other local
environmental items not within the purview of the Coastal Zone Program; however I request that you
forward the concerns to the appropriate Virginia state departments for their comment and evaluation
prior to making any final determination on either the ESP or Federal Consistency Certification.
I will now address each of these items.
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3. CURRENT ESP PROPOSAL IS INCONSISTENT WITH VA COASTAL ZONE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.
a. FISHERIES MANAGEMENT. - The Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (DGIF)
has found that the fish will continue to be adversely affected even after the changes to the 3rd reactor
have been made. See comments in the draft environmental impact statement and reference DGIF letter
dated July 7, 2006 originated by Raymond Fernald re the ESP.
Fisheries:Department of Game and Inland FisheriesAssessment. DGIF continues to have
reservations about the impacts of proposed Unit 3 on the lake and downstream resources. Striped bass
and other anadromous fish are native to the York River drainage and the North Anna River, while
largemouth bass, bluegill, black crappie, walleye, and channel catfish are not. Nevertheless, all of these
species are important to the recreational fishery in the lake.
North Anna River Fishery Issues. According to the DGIF, the downstream impacts to fisheries
resources were ignored in the Draft EIS in spite of the increased frequency of low flows that a third
water-cooled unit would produce. Currently, (with two units in the regulated "base scenario"), 67 weeks
of drought conditions (20 CFS or less) out of a 26-year period would be expected. Given the addition of
a third unit using water, the expected drought frequency would increase 7 months of the year. Placing
the population of aquatic species under frequent drought stress will shift the community substantially.
Recent DGIF surveys of the North Anna River have suggested that the primary sport fish, smallmouth
bass, is much less abundant than in other rivers in the region. Using 100% air cooling for Unit 3 would
eliminate this concern.
Downstream Flows and Recreation. The North Anna River is a spectacularly scenic and remote
canoeing river with excellent fishing, according to the 'Department of Conservation and Recreation.
Accordingly, discharge rates from the Lake Anna Dam should be adequate to meet minimum in-stream
flows needed for recreational boating from State Route 601 to U.S. Route 301. The Department of
Conservation and Recreation recommends that a minimum in-stream flow recreation study be conducted
to determine what this discharge rate should be.
b. POINT SOURCE POLLUTION CONTROLS - Two federal regulation programs are
affected (1) Section 401 of the Clean Water Act (Water Quality Certification as administered by
Virginia Water Protection permit by (VDEQ) and (2) Section 402 - (National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) delegated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ).
(1) Water Resources, Flows, Drought and Supply. As stated in VDEQ analysis of the draft
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), the North Anna
watershed is too small to allow large water withdrawals. These would adversely affect the beneficial
uses of the North Anna River which flows into the Pamunkey River, which flows into the Chesapeake
Bay and then into the Atlantic Ocean. The DGIF &VDEQ analysis clearly indicates that the 3 rd unit
would increase the drought cycle and cause decreased water flows during March, April; May; June, July,
August and October (7 months) of each year.
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Va. Department of Water Resources assessment of water availability. The Supplemental
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) analyzes water resource and quality impacts considering
the addition of the proposed Unit 3 as a closed-cycle, wet-dry cooled unit and Unit 4 as a dry-cooled unit
having negligible effects on water supply. VDEQ's Division of Water Resources (DWR) commented
previously in regard to its concerns for the adequacy of Lake Anna as a source of cooling water for a
third nuclear reactor. Although the new cooling method would use less water, indications are that this
small watershed cannot sustain any additionalwater withdrawals.
Drought Cycle Increase. Addition of Unit 3 would increase the drought recurrence
interval as well as increase the total weeks of flows that are 20 cubic feet per second (cfs) or lower
(currently 67 weeks out of the past 26 years). Virginia State Water Control Board Bulletin #58 reviewed
flow statistics for the gauge downstream at Doswell. Prior to dam construction, flows of 25 cfs or lower
would occur once every 10 years for about 10 weeks. Addition of Unit 3 would increase the frequency
of drought flows downstream, and the duration of those droughts. Significant changes in drought flows
have occurred since the plant/reservoir construction.
Other East Coast Nuclear Reactors: In its earlier review of the DEIS, VDEQ's
Division of Water Resources looked at other nuclear reactors along the East Coast to compare the water
resources available to them with the water resources available at North Anna. The conclusions drawn
from that research are:
*

Most of the intake locations are tidal and have an essentially unlimited water supply;

*

Of the remaining locations, the North Anna location has the least abundant water supply,
based on the average flow of a small watershed (342 square miles) and a medium-sized
reservoir; and

*

There is a limited number of nuclear power stations located on non-tidal rivers. In these cases,
the power plants are on large rivers such as the Connecticut and the Susquehanna.

In fact, the only location remotely similar to North Anna's situation is the Oconee plants on Lake
Keowee in South Carolina. However, immediately below Lake Keowee is Hartwell Lake, so the section
of non-tidal stream affected by consumptive loss is very short.
Cumulative Impacts and Downstream Effects. Cumulative impacts of the current and
future units on downstream hydrology and biology need to be quantitatively evaluated before any
determination can be made that effects of the proposed addition of reactors to the site are "small." The
starting point for a cumulative impact analysis should be before the existing two reactors were put into
•operations.
VDEQ provide independent cumulative impact analysis." Even though the proposed
water withdrawal has decreased with the new cooling methods, yet the withdrawals remain significant
with this small watershed. At a minimum VDEQ must provide an independent analysis of the
cumulative impact taking into consideration worst-case scenario that includes the 2001-2002 drought.
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(2) Water Act administered by EPA (Water Temperature) Section 402 of the Clean Water
Act is administered by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through NPDES which is
administered in Virginia as the VPDES. The water temperature currently exceeds the temperature
necessary to protect aquatic resources and the beneficial uses of national waters. Any additional
temperature increases (i.e. blowdown discharges of the water cooling towers) would be detrimental to
the coastal resources and would affect coastal uses, fisheries, aquatic life, public access and recreation.
Further increase in water temperature would only compound the current problems.
VDEQ must prevent existing VPDES violation. First VDEQ must prevent the existing
violation of its VPDES permit and the Clean Water Act, with just the two existing units which are
increasing the temperatures of the entire lake. Recent Lake Anna Civic Association (LACA) water
studies have indicated that the North Anna River (3 miles before it enters Lake Anna) is 13 degrees
cooler then the central part of the lake above the Rt 208 Bridge. Many areas of the entire lake (both
main reservoir and cooling lagoons) have recently experienced temperatures in the low to high ninety's
which clearly exceeds the 89.6 degree F temperature limitation in the Clean Water Act as defined in the
NPDES. Some residents have reported temperatures as high as 106 degrees F. The entire Lake Anna is
being heated as a result of the current power plant.
The Clean Water Act applies to the Lake Anna reservoir and cooling lagoons/cooling ponds.
Moreover, cooling ponds are considered navigable waters of the U.S. In addition, the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) who administers Section 404 of the Clean Water Act - Dredge and Fill of
Navigable Waters of the U.S. requires the issuance of 404 permits for dredge and fill activities in the
cooling lagoons. This is predicated on the determination by the USACE that the cooling lagoons are
jurisdictional waters of the United States. The definition for Waters of the United States under .the 404
implementing regulations at 33 USC Section 328.3 is identical in all necessary respects to that of the
NPDES regulations implementing 402 (40 CFR Section 122.2)
VDEQ must fully analyze the impact of any further water temperature increases resulting from
the blowdown/discharges of the proposed unit 3 cooling towers or any malfunction of any of the
proposed, cooling towers or current generating units. The existing units 1 & 2 periodically exceed Clean
Water Act limitations and any additional temperature increases by the proposed cooling towers will only
exacerbate the situation.
VDEQ must also correct the existing VPDES regulations that exempt cooling lagoons from the
definition of surface waters. VDEQ is in conflict with the national program (NPDES - 40 CFR Section
122.2) states that cooling lagoons/cooling ponds which meet the definition of waters of the U.S. are not
Waste Treatment systems.
There is no question that the cooling lagoons are waters of the U.S. and as such are subject to
three federal regulations:
(1) 404 (Dredge and Fill of Navigable Waters of the U.S.. administered by the
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers)
(2) 402 (National Pollution Discharge Elimination System - NPDES)
(3) 401 (Water Quality Certifications as administered by VDEQ)
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VDEQ and the Virginia State Water Control Board do not have the authority to de-nationalize
national waters and designate the Lake Anna cooling lagoons as a waste heat treatment facility.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) must re-evaluate the NPDES authority
delegated to the Commonwealth of Virginia and ensure that the VPDES program is not less stringent
then the national program. Federally delegated programs such as VPDES can be more stringent then the
national program, but cannot be less.
The Virginia State Water Control Board cannot arbitrarily exclude U.S. surface waters
from its regulatory purview of its delegated national program.
Monitoring of the VPDES program must begin at the end of the North Anna power plant
discharge canal, since the cooling ponds are national waters.
Waters of the Lake Anna cooling ponds/lagoons reached 106 degrees on August 3, 2006 as
recorded by local residents. The Lake Anna Civic Association (LACA) Water Quality Team had
recorded 104.6 degrees F at the end of the discharge canal on the same day at a different time. LACA
has also reported that waters in the North Anna River (3 miles before it enters Lake Anna) are 13
degrees cooler then the central part of the lake above the Rt 208 Bridge.
The current limits of 89.6 F for non-tidal waters established by the U.S. Clean Water Act have
been violated many times by Dominion throughout the entire lake. In addition, the U.S. Clean Water
Act defines that the effluent discharge into Lake Anna shall not be increased more then 6.3 degrees F
above the natural water temperature. Therefore recent LACA studies have shown the current natural
North Anna River temperatures to be approximately 72 degrees F, which translated with the U.S. Clean
Water Act requirements, indicates that Lake Anna water temperatures should not exceed 78.3 degrees F
under current conditions.
Dominion's current 316(a) variance. Dominion has a current variance from the VPDES permit
under section 316(a) (Thermal Discharges) of the federal Clean Water Act; however this variance is for
the vicinity of the Dike 3 discharge and in the shallow reaches near its tributaries. Whenever the current
VPDES permit is renewed, it is essential that VDEQ renewal process includes a detailed review of any
previous variances granted.

Variances cannot be granted to a commercial/utility company for life or we could be faced
with 150 degree F lake temperatures with the public having no recourse. Local conditions change and
the VPDES renewal process must be pro-active in soliciting public comments prior to the draft of a new
permit to ensure that it is as stringent or more stringent then the EPA delegation to the state of the Clean
Water Act administration responsibilities. The VPDES process must examine whether local conditions
have changed (i.e. increased use of lake by the public for recreation, heating of the. entire lake to 90
degree temperatures creating unhealthy conditions, etc.) prior to any re-issuance of the waiver. The U.S.
Clean Water Act 316A variance does not and should not permit the entire Lake Anna to be heated to
unhealthy conditions. The clean water act also anticipates that the water discharge would occur in a free
flowing river or ocean, so the heat transfer would be carried downstream, not be in an impoundment
with little water-flow that heats up throughout.
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U.S. Code Title 33, chapter 26, subchapter III Section 1312 of the Clean Water Act re
Water quality related effluent limitations indicates that effluent limitations should be imposed on
those effluents that would not interfere with the attainment of water quality in a specific portion of the
waters to protectpublic health, shellfish, fish and wildlife and allow recreationalactivities in and on the
water
U.S. Code Title 33, chapter 26, subchapter III Section 1313 of the Clean Water Act re
Water Quality Standards and Implementation Plans indicates that water quality standards to protect
the public health and welfare, plusfisheries and wildlife and recreationaland otherfor intrastate
waters shall be reviewed at least once each three yearperiod.
U.S. Code Title 33, chapter 26 subchapter III Section 1326 of the Clean Water Act re
Thermal Discharges indicates that more stringent thermal effluent limitations may be imposed to assure
the protection and propagation of shellfish, fish and wildlife in the body of water.
The entire Lake Anna is unique and it is primarily an impoundment where 99% of the water is
re-circulated, which in turn causes the entire Lake to heat up, since only about 1% of the water is
released over the dam. Since the entire lake is 17 miles long and includes 13,000 acres of water
(with depths of 50- 75 feet in many parts), and water temperatures exceed 90 degrees F throughout the
lake, it would seem that Dominion is routinely in violation of the U.S. Clean Water Act and the VPDES
variance that they have. Any additional heat transfer from the proposed 3 rd unit water-cooling tower
blowdown/discharge will only compound the problem, while the proposed unit 4 dry air cooling tower
would have no additional heat transfer impacts to the lake.
The VPDES permit is one of the enforceable policies of the Coastal Program. If the current
316A variance granted by the VPDES is in violation of the Clean Water Act, it follows that any future
VPDES permit will also be in violation if immediate changes to protect the public are not made.
4. Inconsistency with the Advisory Policies of the Coastal Program and the U.S. Clean
Water Act. The Coastal Program promotes recreational uses of coastal waters that include swimming,
boating, fishing, etc. The U.S. Congress passed the Clean Water Act to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters (33 U.S.C. section 1251(a). The
national goal of the Act is to achieve "water quality which provides for the protection and propagation
of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and provides for recreation in and on the water" (33 USC section 1251 (a)
(2).
5. One set of the North Anna River Users should not benefit at the expense of another set of
users. Whatever, the final solution is for not decreasing the inadequate water supply in the small water
shed; the solution should not benefit one set of users at the expense of another set of users.
For example, the lake levels should not be raised which could cause property damage to lake
owners to quarantine more water so it could be released later to satisfy the downstream users at different
times of the year.
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Likewise the consumptive use of water and increased needs for water caused by population
growth by downstream users should not cause the lake levels to be dropped so more water flow could be
released to downstream users and then create mud flats throughout the lake.
6. Alternative Cooling Method.
One alternative discussed, but not proposed in the SDEIS is to
exclusively use dry Air Cooling for the 3 unit, which would then negate any further water withdrawals
from the small watershed and would also alleviate a major safety problem if the dam breaks or was
blown-up by a terrorist attack The dam break would necessitate the dam repair and then also requiring 3
years to refill the lake before you could restart any of the reactors.. If the dam break occurred,1/3 of
Virginia could be without powerfor 3 years. The dry-air cooling appears to be a feasible option, since
this is same technology that Dominion has proposed for Unit 4 and is used by many overseas countries
that do not have a local water source. In addition, many of the recommendations by VDEQ analysis to
the NRC requests that the air cooling mode be used with unit 3 for 7 months of the year to reduce lake
water drawdown and reduce the risk of a complete unit 3 shutdown. As defined in section 7.3 of the
SDEIS dry cooling would eliminate the consumptive water loss associated with unit 3.
In its response to the DEIS, VDEQ's Division of Water Resources (DWR) expressed its
preference for the once-through cooling process proposed for Unit 3 be changed to a dry cooling tower
because the once-throughprocess results in less consumptive use of water than the unit 3 cooling
tower proposed. Also in it comments on the DEIS, DWR stated that it would have no concerns about
this project if both the third and fourth reactors at North Anna were dry air cooled. The SDEIS must
fully analyze the consumptive water use for this new cooling method.
7. Other related concerns:
To ensure that the proposed construction of a 3 rd & 4 th reactor will minimize the adverse affect to
the quality of life for those that live and use Lake Anna, we also ask that you forward the following
concerns to the appropriate Va. State departments for evaluation and comment prior to your making a
final decision on the ESP or Federal Consistency Certification.
a. Water temperatures should be limited to no more then 104 degrees F at the end of the
discharge canal
b. Point of compliance for all U.S. and water permits should be changed from Dike 3 to the end
of the discharge canal to provide all Clean Water Act protections for all cooling lagoon users.
c. Human health problems due to increased water temperatures and increased bacteria from
increased water temperatures.
d. Impact to wildlife, fish and endangered species (DGIF recently identified two new bald eagle
nest at Lake Anna) as a result of increased water temperatures, reduced water flow, increased drought
cycles and possible loss of food supply for endangered species due to fish kills as a result of high Water
temperatures in the cooling lagoons, reduced water flow.
e. Raising of lake level to retain more water for 3 rd unit and resulting in destruction of adjoining
property and also for retention for downstream users.
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f. Lowering lake levels by increased water usage thereby causing increased drought cycles
ranging from weeks to months.
g. Need to enforce U.S. Clean Water Act for recreating in and on the water in both the main
reservoir and cooling lagoons. Currently the cooling lagoon and main reservoir waters exceed hot tub
temperatures on many occasions.
h. Height of dry and wet cooling towers and facility buildings should not exceed tree line to
protect the rural esthetic atmosphere of the community as Dominion indicated in Jan 06 stakeholder
meeting.
i. Impact of 5,000 - 7,000 new workers (construction, periodic maintenance, professional)
employees for 5 years on local roads and schools. This will create the need for new expanded roads
before the project begins because of the workers and the three newly approved Louisa County
subdivisions for about 1800 new homes in close proximity to the plant. These are possibly in
anticipation of the new reactors being built?
New schools and other county infrastructure (police, fire, rescue squads, etc.) will need to be
-planned and built prior to any new tax dollars coming from Dominion. Louisa is now the 73'd fastest
growing county in the U.S. Who is going to pay for all these new requirements? Is the Federal
Government (NRC & other departments) going to give grants to Louisa County, similar to the 8 to 10
million dollar grant they gave to Dominion for processing the Early Site Permit?
j. Emergency evacuation on small 2 lane roads. Need for expanded road system to
accommodate new workers and subdivisions.
k. Safety - spent nuclear fuel (where stored) & terrorist attack protections for plant, dam, etc)
1. Impact of additional fog and icing from wet cooling towers on local roadways.
m. Noise concerns emitted from 180/230 foot buildings that will travel long distances without
having tree barriers to break the sound from giant fans.
8. Summary
a. We believe that the North Anna project as currently proposed is inconsistent with the Va.
Coastal Zone Management Program as approved under the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act. We
support the concept of a 3 rd and 4 1h reactors, but the above environmental items must be resolved prior to
the issuance of any Federal Consistency Certification. We request that a federal consistency
certification not be issued until the above issues are satisfactorily resolved
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b. We request that the U.S. Clean Water Act be enforced so the entire lake is not a hot tub with
temperatures throughout the lake periodically in the 90's or greater that we have experienced in recent
weeks and the waters at the end of discharge canal be no greater then 104 degrees F. Any previous
Clean Water Act variances granted should be immediately revisited to ensure the 500,000 plus annual
users/public's health, safety and welfare is protected and all U.S. Clean Water Act and other laws are
complied with prior to any new VPDES discharge permit or variances being granted.
c. We also request that the all state and federal agencies stop using the designation, Waste Heat
Treatment Facility to describe the cooling lagoons of Lake Anna so it is not viewed and treated similar
to a sewage treatment facility by Virginia state departments. This designation affords no public
protection for the over 8,000 users of the cooling lagoons on a typical summer weekend day.
d. Further, we request that the VPDES Point of compliance be changed from Dike 3 to the end
of the Discharge Canal and the Cooling Lagoons start to be treated by all state agencies as quasi-public
waters so the health, welfare and safety of those who use the cooling lagoons is protected.
The quasi-public water designation would recognize that Lake Anna is unique for thermal
cooling (unlike other power plants that discharge heated waters into oceans or major free flowing
rivers). It would also permit the state to treat the cooling lagoons as public waters and afford them the
same protection as other public waters unless there is a nuclear disaster. This would also adhere to the
recent Supreme Court Decision (S. D. Warren vs. Maine Board of Environmental Protection) to be
adhered to which did not permit the privatization of public waters. If there is a nuclear disaster at the
North Anna plant, this designation would be recognized that the cooling lagoons are adjacent to a
nuclear power plant and in the event of a nuclear disaster only, nuclear by-products could be. discharged
into the cooling lagoons and be quarantined
e. We also request that VDEQ provide a cumulative impact analysis of the water withdrawal of
the new unit 3 water cooling tower method. The analysis should identify the number of inches that the
lake level will be lowered from the current conditions for each month of the year. It should also include
the impact to downstream users and fisheries and potential impacts to groundwater users (current &
planned) that include landowners, utilities, commercial and farming) surrounding Lake Anna throughout
the small watershed. and downstream users.
f. We further request that all items defined above that are not part of the Coastal Zone Program be
forwarded to the appropriate state or federal agency for review and comment prior to any Federal
Consistency Certification being granted.
Thank you for your time and consideration of the above items,
Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
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U.S. Representative Eric Cantor ( 7 th District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 17t District of Virginia (via email - ehouck Oadelphia.net)
th

Senator Ryan McDougal, 4th District of Virginia (via email - district04@gDsov.state.va.us
Senator Charles Colgan, 29th District of Virginia (via email - cicolgan(ýaol.com
Senator Russell Potts, 2 7 th District of Virginia (via email - district27(@hsov.stte.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 97th District of Virginia (via email - delcpeace(qhouse.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 30th District of Virginia (via email - delescott(qhhouse.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 5 6 th District of Virginia (via email - delbjanis (ci1,house.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 54th District of Virginia (via email - delborTock(ahouse.state.va.us
Delegate Clifford Athey, 18th District of Virginia (via email - DelCAthey(iihouse.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banks(cdom.com
VDEQ - Ellie Irons - Environmental Impact Review - via email - elirons((deq.virginia.gov
VDEQ - Jeff Steers - No. Va. Regional Director - via email - iasteerspdeg.virginia.gov
NRC - Jack Cushing - Environmental Project Mgr - via email -JXC9@nrc.gov
NRC - Public comments - North Anna ESP - via email - North Anna Comments(nrc.gov
EPA - Kevin Magerr- NEPA Environmental Engineer - via email - maierr.kevin epa.gov
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(Presentation to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission public hearing on August 15,
2006 at Louisa Middle School, Louisa, Va.)
Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission & Ladies and Gentlemen,
My name is Harry Ruth and I reside at 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. I live on Lake
Anna and representthe Friends of Lake Anna.
1. Friends of Lake Anna.
"The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group representing 2,650 persons
whose mission is to protect Lake Anna (both main reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding
landscape, together with any related concerns, within Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the
health, safety and welfare of current residents/users and for future generations. We are not anti-nuclear,
nor do we have "not in my backyard" sentiments, but do support a wise and safe use of nuclear energy.
Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna for its 500,000 plus annual users and insure compliance with the
law.
We believe that the U.S. should become self-reliant for energy sources and not be dependent on
foreign oil, but we do want to promote the wise and safe use of nuclear energy and not have the impact of
new nuclear reactors destroy Lake Anna in the process. If the project at the North Anna Plant is
accomplished correctly and takes into account our concerns, possibly the new reactors could become a
model for the continued growth of nuclear energy throughout the country. If the project is handled
poorly, resulting in public and political uproar and bad national press, the entire future of increased
nuclear energy within the U.S. could be on hold for many more years.
We are not opposed to the North Anna Project and do support the addition of 3 rd and 4 th nuclear
reactors at the North Anna plant, but want to ensure that all environmental issues are taken care of prior to
the issuance of either an NRC Early Site Permit or a VDEQ Federal Consistency Certification.
2. Overview:
The U.S. public should be permitted to comment on the Safety Evaluation Report and also the
public comment period should automatically be extended each time a revision to the Early Site Permit is
accepted and published by the NRC.
We also believe that the North Anna project as currently proposed is inconsistent with the Va.
Coastal Zone Management Program as approved under the U.S. Coastal Zone management Act.
It is inconsistent with the Coastal Zone Management Act related to Fisheries Management and
Point Source Pollution Controls andalso the federal U.S. Clean Water Act. Also one set of the North
Anna River Users should not benefit at the expense of another set of users. Possibly other cooling
alternatives should be considered. In addition, there are other local environmental items that should be
addressed further evaluated prior to making any final determination on either the ESP or Federal
Consistency Certification.
I will now address each of these items.
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3. Public involvement with Safety Report.
The public should be involved in both the Safety Evaluation Report, as well as the Environmental
Impact Statement. The NRC does not provide for any public scrutiny of a draft Safety Evaluation Report
prior to its issuance. The public's safety should be the primary focus of any government agency. The
public's review of any safety projects is essential. It appears the NRC is basing decisions on 5 year old
data and has not considered recent property development around the lake or world events in any of their
decision making. The NRC's staff population increase projects for the North Anna site through 2065 is
not anywhere in the ballpark, Louisa County is currently the 73rd fastest growing county in the U.S.
Where are the NRC safety protections for terrorist attacks against the plant and dam. If the dam is
blown up and breaks. The Lake Anna water will run downstream. How will the reactors be cooled?
Will 1/3 of Virginia be without power. How long will the power outage last? Will Dominion have to
build a new dam and wait 3 years for the lake to fill up before you can restart the reactors and restore
power to 1/3 of Virginia? Is building another water-cooled reactor that is dependent on a lake that takes 3.
years to fill up the best approach to protect Virginia's and the U.S. electrical needs when a dry-air cooled
reactor will eliminate this problem? The public must be involved with the safety of the nuclear reactors,
whether it is at the plant, at the dam, together with how, where and how long the spent nuclear fuel is
stored.
4. Automatic Extension of Public Comment period.
The NRC continues to accept many changes to the ESP, without automatically extending the
public comment period each time a change is issued. Currently we are reviewing Revision 6 to the North
Anna ESP, which is over 1,000 pages of technical data. In addition, just last month (July 2006) you
issued a supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement relating to Revision 6 only, that was about
500 pages, which related to your first draft Environmental Impact Statement which was another 600 or
700 pages. You have also just within the past few weeks, issued Revision 7 and a Revision 8 with no
automatic extension of the public comment.
While the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) is still under review, Dominion
continues to make revisions to issues that are analyzed. Hence our review of the DEIS is. a moving target,
without the NRC automatically extending the public comment period and giving the public sufficient time
to review the changes
The NRC should evaluate all of the applicant's documents and ensure that they are complete
before completing its analysis of the issues and issuing the documents to the public or the commonwealth
for review. Once the NRC and the applicant have finalized the requested ESP application, then and only
then should the documents be issued for public and commonwealth review. It seems like everyone is
spinning wheels in trying to keep up with all the Dominion and NRC revisions, Requests for Information,
Responses for Request for Information, additional revisions, draft environmental impact statements that
pertain to the earlier revision only and is making a mockery of an extremely important governmental
process so the states, local population and energy companies can participate in a streamline efficient
coordinated process that allows the U.S. to become adequately prepared for the upcoming energy crisis
and to be self-reliant for energy resources (including nuclear energy) and not be dependent on foreign oil.
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The currentESPprocess resembles a three ring circus without having a ring master to direct all
of the acts, but the time keeper is making sure that the public/audience moves out of the big top so the
next schedule performance can begin.
5. Current ESP proposal is inconsistent with Va. Coastal Zone Management Program.
a. Fisheries Management - The Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (DGIF) has found that
the fish will continue to be adversely affected even after the changes to the 3 rd reactor have been made.
See comments in the draft environmental impact statement and reference DGIF memo dated July 7, 2006
originated by Raymond Fernald re the ESP.
b. Point Source Pollution controls As stated in VDEQ analysis of the draft DEIS, the North
Anna watershed is too small to allow large water withdrawals. These would adversely affect the beneficial
uses of the North Anna River which flows into the Pamunkey River, which flows into the Chesapeake
Bay and then into the Atlantic Ocean. The DGIF &VDEQ analysis clearly indicates that the 3 rd unit
would increase the drought cycle and cause decreased water flows during March, April; May; June, July,
August and October (7 months) of each year.
Even though the proposed water withdrawal has decreased with the new cooling methods, yet the
withdrawals remain significant with this small watershed. At a minimum NRC and VDEQ must provide
an analysis of the cumulative impact taking into consideration worst-case scenario that includes the 20012002 drought.
Recent Lake Anna Civic Association (LACA) water studies have indicated that the North Anna
River (3 miles before it enters Lake Anna) is 13 degrees cooler then the central part of the lake above the
Rt 208 Bridge. Many areas of the entire lake (both main reservoir and cooling lagoons) have recently
experienced temperatures in the low to high ninety's which clearly exceeds the 89.6 degree F temperature
limitation in the Clean Water Act. Some residents have reported temperatures as high as 106 degrees F.
The entire Lake Anna is being heated as a result of the current power plant.
NRC and VDEQ must fully analyze the impact of any further water temperature increases
resulting from the blowdownldischarges of the proposed unit 3 cooling towers or any malfunction of any
of the proposed cooling towers or current generating units. The existing units I & 2 periodically exceed
Clean Water Act limitations and any additional temperature increases by the proposed cooling towers will
only exacerbate the situation.
Waters of the Lake Anna cooling ponds/lagoons reached 106 degrees on August 3, 2006 as
recorded by local residents. The Lake Anna Civic Association (LACA) Water Quality Team had
recorded 104.6 degrees F at the end of the discharge canal on the same day at a different time. LACA has
also reported that waters in the North Anna River (3 miles before it enters Lake Anna) are 13 degrees
cooler then the central part of the lake above the Rt 208 Bridge.
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The current limits of 89.6 F for non-tidal waters established by the U.S. Clean Water Act have
been violated many times by Dominion throughout the entire lake. In addition, the U.S. Clean Water Act
defines that the effluent discharge into Lake Anna shall not be increased more then 6.3 degrees F above
the natural water temperature. Therefore recent LACA studies have shown the current natural North
Anna River temperatures to be approximately 72 degrees F, which translated with the U.S. Clean Water
Act requirements, indicates that Lake Anna water temperatures should not exceed 78.3 degrees F under
current conditions. Dominion has a current variance from the VPDES permit under section 316(a) of the
federal Clean Water Act; however this variance is for the vicinity of the Dike 3 discharge and in the
shallow reaches near its tributaries. The variance does not permit the entire Lake Anna to be heated. The
clean water act anticipates that the water discharge would occur in a free flowing river or ocean, so the
heat transfer would be carried downstream.
The entire Lake Anna is unique and it is primarily an impoundment where 99% of the water is recirculated, which in turn causes the entire Lake to heat up, since only about 1% of the water is released
over the dam. Since the entire lake is 17 miles long and includes 13,000 acres of water (with depths of
50- 75 feet in many parts), and water temperatures exceed 90 degrees F throughout the lake, it would
seem that Dominion is routinely in violation of the U.S. Clean Water Act and the VPDES variance that
they,have. Any additional heat transfer from the proposed 3 rd unit water-cooling tower
blowdown/discharge will only compound the problem, while the proposed unit 4 dry air cooling tower
would have no additional heat transfer impacts to the lake.
6. Inconsistency with the U.S. Clean Water Act. The U.S. Congress passed the Clean Water
Act to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters. The
national goal of the Act is to achieve "water quality which provides for the protection and propagation of
fish, shellfish, and wildlife and provides for recreation in and on the water"
7. One set of the North Anna River Users should not benefit at the expense of another set of
users. Whatever, the final solution is for not decreasing the inadequate water supply in the small water
shed; the solution should not benefit one set of users at the expense of another set of users.
For example, the lake levels should not be raised which could cause property damage to lake
owners to quarantine more water so it could be released later to satisfy the downstream users at different
times of the year.
Likewise the consumptive use of water and increased needs for water caused by population
growth by downstream users should not cause the lake levels to be dropped so more water flow could be
released to downstream users and then create mud flats throughout the lake.
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8. Alternative Cooling Method.
One alternative discussed, but not proposed in the SDEIS is to exclusively use dry Air Cooling
for the 3rd unit, which would then negate any further water withdrawals from the small watershed and
would also alleviate a major safety problem if the dam would break or was blown-up by a terrorist attack
and there was no water for cooling any of the reactors. 1/3 of Virginia could be without power for 3 years
while we wait for the lake to refill. The dry-air cooling appears to be a feasible option, since this is same
technology that Dominion has proposed for Unit 4 and is used by many overseas countries that do not
have a local water source. In addition, many of the recommendations by VDEQ analysis to the NRC
requests that the air cooling mode be used with unit 3 for 7 months of the year to reduce lake water
drawdown and reduce the risk of a complete unit 3 shutdown. As defined in section 7.3 of the SDEIS dry
cooling would eliminate the consumptive water loss associated with unit 3.
In its response to the DEIS, VDEQ's Division of Water Resources (DWR) expressed its
preference for the once-through cooling process proposed for Unit 3 be changed to a cooling tower
because the once-through process results in less consumptive use of water than the cooling tower. Also in
its comments on the DEIS, DWR stated that it would have no concerns about this project if both the third
and fourth reactors at North Anna were air cooled. The SDEIS fails to analyze this alternative.

The SDEIS must fully analyze the consumptive water use for this new cooling method.
9. Other related concerns:
To ensure that the proposed construction of a 3 rd & 4 th reactor will minimize the adverse affect to
the quality of life for those that live and use Lake Anna, we also ask that you further evaluate the
following concerns prior to your making a final decision on the ESP or Federal Consistency Certification.
a. Water temperatures should be limited to no more then 104 degrees F at the end of the discharge
canal
b. Point of compliance for all U.S. and water permits should be changed from Dike 3 to the end of
the discharge canal to provide all Clean Water Act protections for all cooling lagoon users.
c. Human health problems due to increased water temperatures and increased bacteria from
increased water temperatures.
d. Impact to wildlife, fish and endangered species (bald eagles) as a result of increased water
temperatures, reduced water flow, increased drought cycles and possible loss of food supply for
endangered species due to fish kills as a result of high water temperatures in the cooling lagoons, reduced
water flow.
e. Raising of lake level to retain more water for 3 rd unit and resulting in destruction of adjoining
property and also for retention for downstream users.
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f. Lowering lake levels by increased water usage thereby causing increased drought cycles
ranging from weeks to months.
g. Need to enforce U.S. Clean Water Act for recreating in and on the water in both the main
reservoir and cooling lagoons. Currently the cooling lagoon and main reservoir waters exceed hot tub
temperatures on many occasions.
h. Height of dry and wet cooling towers and facility buildings should not exceed tree line to
protect the rural esthetic atmosphere of the community as Dominion indicated in Jan 06 stakeholder
meeting.
i. Impact of 5,000 - 7,000 new workers (construction, periodic maintenance, professional)
employees for 5 years on local roads and schools. This will create the need for new expanded roads before
the project begins because of the workers and the three newly approved Louisa County subdivisions for
about 1800 new homes in close proximity to the plant. These are possibly in anticipation of the new
reactors being built?
New schools and other county infrastructure (police, fire, rescue squads, etc.) will need to be
planned and built prior to any new tax dollars coming from Dominion. Louisa is now the 7 3 rd fastest
growing county in the U.S. Who is going to pay for all these new requirements? Is the Federal
Government (NRC & other departments) going to give grants to Louisa County, similar to the 8 to 10
million dollar grant they gave to Dominion for processing the Early Site Permit?
j. Emergency evacuation on small 2 lane roads. Need for expanded road system to accommodate
new workers and subdivisions.
k. Spent nuclear fuel (where stored, terrorist attack protections, etc.)
1. Impact of additional fog and icing from wet cooling towers on local roadways.
m. Noise concerns emitted from 180/230 foot buildings that will travel long distances without
having tree barriers to break the sound from giant fans.
10. Summary

a. We believe that the North Anna project as currently proposed is inconsistent with the Va.
Coastal Zone Management Program as approved under the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act. We
support the concept of a 3rd and 4th reactors, but the above environmental items must be resolved prior to
the issuance of either a Federal Consistency Certification. We request that a Federal Consistency
Certification or an Early Site Permit not be issued until the above issues are satisfactorily resolved
b. We request that the U.S. Clean Water Act be enforced so the entire lake is not a hot tub with
temperatures throughout the lake in the 90's that we have experienced in recent weeks and the waters at
the end of discharge canal be no greater then 104 degrees F
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c. We also request that the all state agencies stop using the designation, Waste Heat Treatment
Facility to describe the cooling lagoons so it is not viewed and treated similar to a sewage treatment
facility. This designation affords no public protection for the over 8,000 users of the cooling lagoons.
d. Further, we request that the VPDES Point of compliance bechanged from Dike 3 to the end of
the Discharge Canal and the Cooling Lagoons start to be treated by all state agencies as quasi-public
waters so the health, welfare and safety of those who use the cooling lagoons is protected.
The quasi-public water designation would recognize that Lake Anna is unique for thermal cooling
(unlike other power plants that discharge heated waters into oceans or major free flowing rivers). It
would also permit the state to treat the cooling lagoons as public waters and afford them the same
protection as other public waters unless there is a nuclear disaster. This would also adhere to the recent
Supreme Court Decision (S. D. Warren vs. Maine Board of Environmental Protection) to be adhered to
which did not permit the privatization of public waters. If there is a nuclear disaster at the North Anna
plant, this designation would be recognized that the cooling lagoons are adjacent to a nuclear power plant
and in the event of a nuclear disaster only, nuclear by-products could be discharged into the cooling
lagoons and be quarantined.
e. We request that alternative analysis for the 3 rd unit cooling method be accomplished to fully
consider
air cooling
for the 3 unit as used by many overseas countries to eliminate the consumptive
water lossdry
associated
with
using wet cooling towers
f. We also request that the public be involved in reviewing a draft safety report re the ESP prior to
its final issuance andalso that there is an automatic extension of the public comment period whenever a
revision to the ESP occurs. The current public comment period should be extended to permit the public to
have adequate time to review and comment on Revision 7 and Revision 8 which were issued after the
supplemental draft environmental Impact Statement was issued in July, just a few weeks ago..
Thank you for your time and consideration of the above items,

Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna

CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor (7th District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 1 7th District of Virginia (via email - ehouckkadelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4th District of Virginia (via email - district04g3,sov.state.va.us
Senator Charles Colgan, 29th District of Virginia (via email - cicolgan aol.com
Senator Russell Potts, 27th District of Virginia (via email - district27@sov.stte.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 97th District of Virginia (via email - delcpeace iahouse.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 30th District of Virginia (via email - delescott¶Dhouse.state.va.us
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Delegate William Janis, 56 h District of Virginia (via email - delbianis(ihouse.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 5 4 th District of Virginia (via email - delborrock(ah)house.state.va.us
Delegate Clifford Athey, 18,h District of Virginia (via email - DelCAtheyghouse.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banks(dora.com
VDEQ - Ellie Irons - Environmental Impact Review - via email - elirons (ddeq.virginia.gov
VDEQ - Jeff Steers - No. Va. Regional Director - via email - jasteers(adeq.virginia.gov
NRC - Jack Cushing - Environmental Project Mgr - via email -JXC9()NRC.GOV
NRC - Public comments for North Anna ESP - via email - North Anna Comments@NRC.GOV
EPA - Kevin Magerr- NEPA Environmental Engineer - via email - majerr.kevin(iepa.gov
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From:

<VishwaBhargava@Dom.com>

To:

"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <North_Anna_Comments@nrc.gov>

Date:
Subject:

8/17/2006 12:48:32 PM
North Anna Early Site Permit

My name is Vishwa Mitter Bhargava and live in Richmond, Virginia. I am a US
citizen and have been in the country since 1969. Currently, I am employed
at Dominion- Virginia Power.
I started my engineering career at Atomic Energy Commission, India in 1962.
For most of my professional life, I've been working in the nuclear
industry.
I am proud of my industry in general and Dominion in particular. Here is
why.
Operating Experience: Nuclear power plants have an active program to share
experience. Even though different utilities are competitors, still as
working in the same industry we share our operating experience. This is a
positive program whereby we learn from other power plants about
engineering, operations, maintenance and other disciplines affecting the
power stations. This program contributes to safe, efficient and effective
operation of the nuclear plants. I know of no other industry that has such
a program in place.
Human Performance: Current emphasis on exploring human performance and
how
to ferret out error precursors, inculcate a continuous learning
organization is another example where nuclear industry excels other
industries like petrochemical.
Recently, part of the Alaska pipe line was shut down because of corrosion
of pipes making them dangerously thin. Nuclear Industry has had an active
program for years testing pipes for corrosion, remaining life and
systematic cost effective replacement.
Like any other technology, nuclear is not risk-free. However, Dominion's
record of safely operating its plants is very reassuring.
'I would wholeheartedly endorse Dominion attempt to secure the subject
permit and urge you to issue the same.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my views.
Vishwa M. Bhargava, PE, MEM*

Human Performance Department Coordinator
Corporate Nuclear Engineering
Dominion Resources Services, Inc.
5000 Dominion Blvd., Glen Allen, VA 23060
Phone: 804 273 3039
*Professional Engineer, Master of Engineering Management
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Comments on the subject DEIS are attached. If there are questions, feel
free to contact this office at (215) 597-5378.
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August 21, 2006
ER 06/699
Michael Lesar, Chief
Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop T-6D59
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Dear Mr. Lesar:
The Department of the Interior has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
for an Early Site Permit at the North Anna ESP Site, in North Anna, Virginia. With the exception
of the issue discussed in the paragraph below, the DEIS adequately addresses issues of concern
to the Department, including those regarding fish and wildlife resources, as well as species
protected by the Endangered Species Act.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has determined that there is at least one nest of the
bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), federally listed threatened at Lake Anna. The Virginia
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (VDGIF) believes there are additional nests, but the
Lake Anna area is not part of the annual aerial survey, so confirmation of nests would require
additional ground truthing. We recommend the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC)
develop an eagle management plan to protect eagle habitat along sections of the lake shore while
allowing development in others. Both land clearing and boat traffic impact eagles. We
understand that Virginia Dominion Power regulates piers on the Lake. The Service is interested
in pursuing a Memorandum of Agreement with USNRC, Virginia Dominion Power, and VDGIF
to address eagle management at Lake Anna.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments. Any questions or further coordination
on fish and wildlife resource issues should be directed to Eric Davis of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife's Virginia Field Office at (804) 693-6694.
Sincerely,

Michael T. Chezik
Regional Environmental Officer
cc: Eric Davis- FWS-VAFO

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<SamaBilbao@Dom.com>
"NorthAnnaESP@nrc.gov" <NorthAnna_ESP@nrc.gov>
8/16/2006 10:31:25 AM
Comments by Sama Bilbao y Leon

These are the remarks that I made last night (08/15/2006) a the public
meeting in Louisa. Thank you!
Good evening.
My name is Sama Bilbao y Le6n, and I am a member of the American Nuclear
Society and the North American Young Generation in Nuclear.
I am also a nuclear engineer, and as such, I am extremely proud of the very
significant contribution that nuclear science and technology makes every
day to improve our quality of life. This contribution is most times very
quiet, unglamorous, and behind the scenes, and most people are truly
unaware of it. In particular, I think that nuclear power is an unsung hero,
that every day generates more than 35% of the electricity we consume in
Virginia, safely, cleanly, inexpensively and reliably.
I am an active environmentalist. I share the concerns about minimizing
human impact on the planet, and preserving natural resources for future
generations, and I have adapted my lifestyle accordingly. I am a young
professional in nuclear. I know that nuclear power is the most
environmentally sound, large-scale option for new energy investment.
Nuclear power minimizes environmental impact by using a small land area and
a small amount of fuel to produce a large energy output. Furthermore, it
accomplishes this without releasing any greenhouse gas emissions. The
byproducts of nuclear power are the most manageable of energy waste
products, being totally contained, retrievable, and reusable.
I cannot understand how any serious environmentalist, after thoroughly
reviewing all the FACTS, can realistically dismiss the measurable positive
contribution of existing nuclear power plants, and the potential beneficial
role of new nuclear power towards the sustainable development of humankind.
I insist... I am talking about the unbiased review of FACTS, not fear
mongering half-truths and out-of-context misinterpreted data.
We live in a world where the difference between the haves and the have-nots
are enormous, and where there will be a huge increase in the demand for
electricity to close this gap. We live in a world where energy resources
are scarce and unevenly distributed, and are part of the root cause of the
wars and terrorism that rule our lives. We live in a world where climate
change, partly caused by human activities, may be behind the increased

number of catastrophic weather events we have faced in recent times.
Given all these conditions that shape the world in which we live, it is
difficult not to arrive to the realization that it will be impossible to
support sustainable development, attain energy security and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions without having nuclear power as an important part
of our energy mix. In the US, studies show that it is not possible to
maintain the existing percentage of non-emitting energy sources (let alone
increase this percentage!) without the contribution of nuclear power. That
means that just to maintain our current level of economic development and
environmental quality we will need to build new nuclear power plants.
I commend Dominion for being proactive in planning for expected increases
in energy demand over the coming years, while considering sources that
minimize the environmental footprint, as well as the economic burden to
Dominion customers.
I also support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and
thorough evaluation of future nuclear projects, involving all the
stakeholders, while ensuring the timeliness and predictability of the
process.
I think the process works, and this is why we are here today. We all had
the opportunity to voice our concerns with Dominion's plans in February
2005, and Dominion was proactive enough to revise its proposal to address
the concerns raised by the community. And here we are again, ready to
provide our opinions to the supplemental draft EIS that NRC has provided.
Personally, I think that the original proposal would not have resulted in
any negative environmental or socio-economic impacts in Lake Anna and the
surrounding areas. Therefore the new revised plan, which has an even
smaller footprint, does not result in any negative effects. For that reason
I want to voice my SUPPORT to granting to Dominion Resources an Early Site
Permit to construct new nuclear reactors at its North Anna site.
Thank you.
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From:

<VickyHarte@Dom.com>

To:
"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/24/2006 4:57:25 PM
Subject:
US Women In Nuclear Dominion Regions I and II Chapters Position Statement
for the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

(See attached file: US Women In Nuclear Comments For The SDEIS At The
North
Anna ESP Site.doc)
Thank you,
Vicky Harte
US Women In Nuclear Leading Group Member and Region 2 Dominion US WIN
representative.
1-540-894-2197
North Anna Power Station
Mineral, Virginia
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U.S. Women in Nuclear Dominion Chapters in Region I and II
Position on the NRC and the Virginia State Department of Environmental
Quality's Review of the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement concerning the approval of a Early Site Permit for construction
of Unit 3 and Unit 4 at Dominion's North Anna Power Station site.
August 17, 2006
To:

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
And
Virginia State Department of Environmental Quality

Re:

NUREG 1811 Supplement 1
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for an Early Site
Permit at the North Anna ESP Site

The U.S. Women in Nuclear organization was established in May 1999 with the
following strategic objectives:
" to support an environment in nuclear energy and nuclear technologies in which
women and men are able to succeed
" to provide a network through which the women in these fields can further their
professional development
" to provide an organized association through which the public is informed about
nuclear energy and nuclear technologies.
With more than 2,100 members, U.S. WIN is the premier network of women and men
working in all aspects of nuclear energy, science and technology.
Vicky Harte (Dominion - North Anna Power Station) attended both public
hearings as a US WIN representative. Vicky is a US WIN Leading Group
Member and the US WIN Region II Dominion Representative.

North Anna Power Station is located near the town of Mineral in Louisa County,
Virginia on the southern shore of Lake Anna and is part of the Dominion Nuclear
Fleet. Lake Anna is a man-made lake designed, approved and built to provide
cooling for 4 nuclear units. The lake has become a popular recreational and
housing area since its creation.
Dominion is seeking an Early Site Permit (ESP) that would provide the option to
consider building new nuclear plants at the North Anna site over a 20-year
period. The Early Site Permit addresses three primary issues - site safety,
environmental impacts, and emergency planning. An Environmental Impact
Statement was submitted to the NRC for approval as part of the ESP request.
The original EIS proposed a once-through cooling system for Unit 3 and a
Cooling tower for Unit 4.
The NRC held a public hearing on August 15, 2006 to discuss the Supplemental
Draft Environmental Impact Statement required as a result of Dominion's change
in cooling methods for the proposed Unit 3. The Supplemental Draft
Environmental Impact Statement includes the NRC staff's analysis that considers
and weighs the environment impacts of constructing and operating a closedcycle cooling system for Unit 3 and the increase in power for proposed Units 3
and 4 and mitigation measures available for reducing or avoiding adverse
impacts. In this DEIS, the revision has changed the cooling mechanism for Unit
3 to a combination wet and dry cooling system as a result of public input on lake
level and temperature concerns. (Section 10.3 of NUREG 1811 dated July 2006)
The NRC's preliminary recommendation, in view of the environmental
impacts described in the Draft EIS is to approve the ESP. (Section 10.5 of
NUREG 1811 dated July 2006.
The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality held its' public hearing on
August 16, 2006 at the same location. The meeting was held to obtain public
comment on whether Dominion's plans are consistent with Virginia's Coastal
Resources Management Plan. To date, Dominion is in compliance with the
applicable requirements set forth by the VDEQ.
Upon review of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (NUREG 1811),
U.S. Women In Nuclear fully supports the approval of the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement and approval of the early site permit
request.
Submitted by:
Vicky Harte
Dominion, North Anna Power Station
US WIN Leading Group Member and Region II Dominion Representative
August 17, 2006.

From:
Kenneth Remmers <remmerskd@verizon.net>
To:
"elirons@deq.virginia.gov" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/24/2006 6:51:38 AM
Subject:
Comments on SDESP for Dominion for North Anna Units 3 and 4

Enclosed are the written comments I have made for the ESP request by
Dominion for North Anna unit 3 and 4.
Thank you of the opportunity to voice our opinion.
Also at the NRC Public meeting on August 15, 2006, a question was asked as to
how many temperature sensor locations does Dominion have? I responded with
12. After checking with Dominion, they have only 11. This does not include the
LACA Water Quality readings or VDEQ's
Kenneth Remmers
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Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory commission (NRC),
Washington D.C. 20555
(via email to JXC9(LNRC.GOV and North Anna Comments(ZiNRC.GOV
Ms. Ellie Irons,
Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
(via email to elirons(&deq.virginia.gov
Subject: Comments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
and Federal Consistency Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear
Power Plant.
Dear Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,

My Name is Kenneth Remmers and I reside at 2301 Waterside Drive, Bumpass, VA.
My credentials are that I am the Lake Anna Civic Association's (LACA) Water
Quality Chairman. I am also the Waterside Property Owners Association (WPOA)
'President of whom I am representing today.
1. WPOA. WPOA is a small community on the reservoir side of Lake Anna near the
dam. Our community is in favor of the expansion of the current .North Anna Nuclear
power plants only if the project is handled in a way so as not to destroy health, safety,
and welfare of the current residents, users, and future generation at,Lake Anna.
Dominion (formerly VEPCO) has been a good steward of the lake over the years. I
request that all the environmental issues identified by LACA and FOLA with the
addition of two new plants with respect to water, water temperatures, lake level,
noise, and health and welfare be resolved; then an NRC Early Site Permit and a
VDEQ Federal Consistency Certification can be issued.
2. Concerns and Inconsistencies.
a) Pre-lake water flows. The SDEIS on page 2-10 Section 2.6 Water, states "the
historical pre-dam minimum flows [usually less than 5cfs during dry summer
months]" is in conflict the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (DGIF)
where they state in their letter dated July 7, 2006 that "pre-lake during dry
conditions in late summer is a minimum of 12cfs flow. This is found in table 1 of
the letter. This is a large difference and the effects are important relative to the
amount of water flow into the watershed. The difference needs to be resolved.
b) Use of Sprayers in the Discharge Canal. The existing NAPS units use a spray
pond for an Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS). Why is it so difficult to add sprayers to
the discharge canal to reduce peak water temperatures when necessary to keep the
discharge temperature below 104 F?

c) Water Level and Temperature for Plant Operations. Unit 3 is stated to
operate until the water level drops to 242 feet lake level and water temperature at

the reservoir inlet of 100 F. Why does page 5-39 say 243.5 feet for unit 3 and
245.2 feet for NAPS units I and 2? It also states those units 1 and 2 can operate
up to an inlet temperature of 95 F. These temperatures far exceed the variance
granted in the VPDES permit. Controls on this temperature need to be delineated
in the permit.
d) Chemicals added to Blowdown Water. Blowdown from unit 3 would be
12.9cfs at 100 F for 100% reactor power. Chemicals will be added including
Phosphates. This combined with the temperature could affect the algae bloom.
Phosphates should not be used. Are the 100 F temperature tied in with the
maximum inlet water temperature or is there some heat transfer from the cooling
towers heating this water to this temperature?
e) Third unit Cooling with Air Cooled Towers. Other plants overseas use this
technique. Why can't Dominion use this method for unit 3 as well as unit 4?
Why doesn't Dominion step up to the plate and use this method for unit three?
f) Cost Savings with Reduced Intake Size with Cooling Towers. Dominion
states that the addition of cooling towers will add 200 million dollars to the 2.5
billion needed to construct the each plant. The original intake was 150 feet long
and 200 feet wide and required dredging and shoreline reshaping. The current
intake will be significantly smaller. It would be 70 feet long by 70feet wide with
no modification to the shoreline. What is the cost differential for this smaller
intake versus the increased cost for cooling towers? This was not discussed by
Dominion.
g) Duration for Flow over the Dam 20cfs. NRC concludes (page 5-11) that the
discharge at 20cfs will increase from.6%to 11% of the time if unit 3 operates as
proposed. This equates to 40 days versus 22 days currently. Dominion stated in
their presentation that the 20cfs discharge would go from 5.2 to 7%. Please
explain the difference.
h) Temperature Data. Temperature data used by Dominion even in the updated
revisions of the submittals do not reflect the current temperatures of the last few
years. That data shows the discharge canal temperatures have reached 104.6 F.
This is above the hot tub limits set by governmental regulators. Sprayers in the
discharge canal or other alternative cooling methods could alleviate this problem
during the hottest weeks at minimum cost.
i) Unit 4. Not enough attention has been given to unit 4 and its dry cooling. The
NRC needs to address this issue and Dominions answer that "new technology in
the next 10 to 15 years will solve the problem" is not acceptable. Since the ESP is
good for 20 years, why not include unit 3 with this same technology, a technology
currently used by overseas where they have no local water source? Please explain
this new technology and state why it will not be available for unit 3. Is Dominion
ready to go for a COL for unit 3 right away? I think the public is due an answer
on this question. Why should Dominion cover up what their intentions are?

Please contact Kenneth Remmers, President WPOA, Address, 2301 Waterside
Dr., Bumpass, VA 23024 Phone 804-448-9784 for any additional information that you
may need.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Remmers, President WPOA

From:
Kenneth Remmers <remmerskd@verizon.net>
To:
".elirons@deq.virginia.gov" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/24/2006 6:51:38 AM
Subject:
Comments on SDESP for Dominion for North Anna Units 3 and 4

Enclosed are the written comments I have made for the ESP request by
Dominion for North Anna unit 3 and 4.
Thank you of the opportunity to voice our opinion.
Also at the NRC Public meeting on August 15, 2006, a question was asked as to
how many temperature sensor locations does Dominion have? I responded with
12. After checking with Dominion, they have only 11. This does not include the
LACA Water Quality readings or VDEQ's
Kenneth Remmers
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Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory commission (NRC),
Washington D.C. 20555
(via email to JXC9(aNRC.GOV and North Anna Comments(,NRC.GOV
Ms. Ellie Irons,
Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
(via email to elirons(a),deq.virginia.gov
Subject: C9mments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
and Federal Consistency Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear
Power Plant.
Dear Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,

My Name is Kenneth Remmers and I reside at 2301 Waterside Drive, Bumpass, VA.
My credentials are that I am the Lake Anna Civic Association's (LACA) Water
Quality Chairman. I am also the Waterside Property Owners Association (WPOA)
President of whom I am representing today.
1. WPOA. WPOA is a small community on the reservoir side of Lake Anna near the
dam. Our community is in favor of the expansion of the current North Anna Nuclear
power plants only if the project is handled in a way so as not to destroy health, safety,
and welfare of the current residents, users, and future generation at Lake Anna.
Dominion (formerly VEPCO) has been a good steward of the lake over the years. I
request that all the environmental issues identified by LACA and FOLA with the
addition of two new plants with respect to water, water temperatures, lake level,
noise, and health and welfare be resolved; then an NRC Early Site Permit and a
VDEQ Federal Consistency Certification can be issued.
2. Concerns and Inconsistencies.
a) Pre-lake water flows. The SDEIS on page 2-10 Section 2.6 Water, states "the
historical pre-dam minimum flows [usually less than 5cfs during dry summer
months]" is in conflict the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (DGIF)
where they state in their letter dated July 7, 2006 that "pre-lake during dry
conditions in late summer is a minimum of 12cfs flow. This is found in table I of
the letter. This is a large difference and the effects are important relative to the
amount of water flow into the watershed. The difference needs to be resolved.
b) Use of Sprayers in the Discharge Canal. The existing NAPS units use a spray
pond for an Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS). Why is it so difficult to add sprayers to
the discharge canal to reduce peak water temperatures when necessary to. keep the
discharge temperature below 104 F?

c) Water Level and Temperature for Plant Operations. Unit 3 is stated to
operate until the water level drops to 242 feet lake level and water temperature at

the reservoir inlet of 100 F. Why does page 5-39 say 243.5 feet for unit 3 and
245.2 feet for NAPS units 1 and 2? It also states those units 1 and 2 can operate
up to an inlet temperature of 95 F. These temperatures far exceed the variance
granted in the VPDES permit. Controls on this temperature need to be delineated
in the permit.
d) Chemicals added to Blowdown Water. Blowdown from unit 3 would be
12.9cfs at 100 F for 100% reactor power. Chemicals will be added including
Phosphates. This combined with the temperature could affect the algae bloom.
Phosphates should not be used. Are the 100 F temperature tied in with the
maximum inlet water temperature or is there some heat transfer from the cooling
towers heating this water to this temperature?
e) Third unit Cooling with Air Cooled Towers. Other plants overseas use this
technique. Why can't Dominion use this method for unit 3 as well as unit 4?
Why doesn't Dominion step up to the plate and use this method for unit three?
f)

Cost Savings with Reduced Intake Size with Cooling Towers. Dominion
states that the addition of cooling towers will add 200 million dollars to the 2.5
billion needed to construct the each plant. The original intake was 150 feet long
and 200 feet wide and required dredging and shoreline reshaping. The current
intake will be significantly smaller. It would be 70 feet long by 70feet wide with
no modification to the shoreline. What is the cost differential for this smaller
intake versus the increased cost for cooling towers? This was not discussed by
Dominion.

g) Duration for Flow over the Dam 20cfs. NRC concludes (page 5-11) that the
discharge at 20cfs will increase from 6% to 11% of the time if unit 3 operates as
proposed. This equates to 40 days versus 22 days currently. Dominion stated in
their presentation that the 20cfs discharge would go from 5.2 to 7%. Please
explain the difference.
h) Temperature Data. Temperature data used by Dominion even in the updated
revisions of the submittals do not reflect the current temperatures of the last few
years. That data shows the discharge canal temperatures have reached 104.6 F.
This is above the hot tub limits set by governmental regulators. Sprayers in the
discharge canal or other alternative cooling methods could alleviate this problem
during the hottest weeks at minimum cost.
i)

Unit 4. Not enough attention has been given to unit 4 and its dry cooling. The
NRC needs to address this issue and Dominions answer that "new technology in
the next 10 to 15 years will solve the problem" is not acceptable. Since the ESP is
good for 20 years, why not include unit 3 with this same technology, a technology
currently used by overseas where they have no local water source? Please explain
this new technology and state why it will not be available for unit 3. Is Dominion
ready to go for a COL for unit 3 right away? I think the public is due an answer
on this question. Why should Dominion cover up what their intentions are?

Please contact Kenneth Remmers, President WPOA, Address, 2301 Waterside
Dr., Bumpass, VA 23024 Phone 804-448-9784 for any additional information that you
may need.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Remmers, President WPOA
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8/28/2006

From:
Kenneth Remmers <remmerskd@verizon.net>
To:
"elirons@deq.virginia.gov" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
Date:
8/28/2006 8:49:42 AM
Subject:
Comments on SDEIP for Dominion for North Anna Units 3 and 4

Subject: Comments on SDEIP for Dominion for North Anna Units 3 and 4
Enclosed are the written comments I have made for the ESP request by
Dominion for North Anna unit 3 and 4. Please include these in the Official Public
Comments.
Thank you of the opportunity to voice our opinion.

Kenneth Remmers WPOA President
Kenneth Remmers
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VDEQ Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972
Consistency Certification

August 28, 2006

Ms. Ellie Irons,
Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
(via email to elirons('Ddeq.virginia.gov
Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory commission (NRC),
Washington D.C. 20555
(via email to JXC9@,NRC.GOV and North Anna Comments(@i),NRC.GOV
Subject: Comments on the Federal Consistency Certification and the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear
Power Plant.
Dear Ms. Irons, and Mr. Cushing

My Name is Kenneth Remmers and I reside at 2301 Waterside Drive, Bumpass, VA.
My credentials are that I am the Lake Anna Civic Association's (LACA) Water
Quality Chairman. I am also the Waterside Property Owners Association (WPOA)
President of whom I am representing today.
I

1. WPOA. WPOA is a small community on the reservoir side of Lake Anna near the
dam. Our community is in favor of the expansion of the current North Anna Nuclear
power plants only if the project is handled in a way so as not to destroy health, safety,
and welfare of the current residents, users, and future generation at Lake Anna.
Dominion (formerly VEPCO) has been agood steward of the lake over the years. I
request that all the environmental issues identified by LACA and FOLA with the
addition of two new plants with respect to water, water temperatures, lake level,
noise, and health and welfare be resolved; then an NRC Early Site Permit and a.
VDEQ Federal Consistency Certification can be issued.
2. Consistency Concerns:
a) Chemical discharge. Make up water for Dominion's Units 3 and 4 and their
Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) require treatment with biocides, antiscalants and
dispersants. What does this do to the water returning to the lake? Not only the
thermal impacts, there will be chemical impacts at high water temperatures. Who is
looking at "applicable EPA criteria for this? VDEQ VPDES? One must look at the
human and aquatic life impacts of this. The use of phosphates could present
problems with algae growth. Does Dominion have "chlorophyll a" readings in the
cooling lagoons? This will also affect the algae and dissolved oxygen levels.

b) Transportation. Dominion indicated it would develop and implement a
construction traffic management plan. We request that the plan be worked out
*withthe public, VDOT and Louisa County and include in it the current workforce
as well as the increased workforce with the new units. The intersection of Rt. 700
and Rt 652 needs to be improved as well as the addition of a full red light.
NRC staff has determined that the transportation network in Louisa County and in
the ESP site vicinity is well developed. Local officials have stated that this would
need to be evaluated prior to the start of the construction. This conflict needs to
be resolved now.
c) Bald Eagle. The Commonwealth of Virginia requires a '/4 mile buffer zone from
construction activities for any bald eagle nest. What is the closest DGIF
documented nest and how is Dominion going to protect it?
d) Safety Issue. The SDEIS states cooling tower plums would be 3200ft tall and
have a length of 16,000 feet from the tower. Fogging would occur 1000 feet to
the south-southeast from the cooling towers. This would direct the fog over the
cooling lagoons and reservoir in the direction of the dam. This will present safety
issues on the lake and adjoining roads.
e) Lake Levels. The SDEIS discusses the lake level several times. At the
conclusion of their remarks, they always say it is up to the Virginia regulators to
decide. Who is making this decision? What state agencies are involved? What is
their input? Dominion has stated that they are not considering this possibility.
How can the Lake Anna citizens be assured that the lake level will not change
from the 250 msl?
f)

Total Dry Cooling. The blowdown and makeup water taken from the Reservoir
would be 38.7cfs at 100% power level of unit 3. The discharge over the dam is
40 or 20cfs in a drought. This uses as large a volume of water as is the discharge
amount when the lake is at 250 feet or less. Total dry cooling of unit 3 at a 12%
expense seems to be the best solution to preserve the little water that is in the
watershed.

g)

Noise. The SDEIS states noise from the cooling towers would be less than 65
dB at the boundary. Louisa county ordinance is less than 55db. How can this
difference be resolved? The boundary noise should be less than 55db including
any noise from the turbine building that is not discussed.

h) VPDES Permit. The SDEIS states that the new plant can operate to a 242ft lake
level and an inlet water temperature of IOOF. This temperature far exceed the
variance set by the VDEQ in their VPDES permit. Current NAPS 1 and 2 can
operate up to an inlet temperature of 95F. Real temperature limits need to be set.
The 316(a) study does not address these high temperatures. Thermal limits
cannot be just the heat rejected from the cooling lagoons to the reservoir as the
amount calculated with all reactors running at full power. The VDH needs to put
some limitation on the temperature of the water at the exit of the power plant.
Currently record high temperatures have been seen all around the lake. This trend
will not go away with the addition of the unit 3. It will only get worst.

i) Use of Sprayers to Cool Peak Temperatures. I suggest that Dominion, NRC, and
VDEQ look into sprayer located in the discharge canal as a means of reducing the
peak temperatures of the discharge water. These sprayers would be used only
during the hot days of the summer. Currently the existing NAPS units 1 and 2
employ sprayers in their Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS). These existing sprayers are
periodically turned on. Dominion can evaluate the effectiveness of the sprayers
with available data or data they can easily obtain. DEQ could use this data to
evaluate the need for this in the VPDES permit.
j)

SER. The SER or the Supplemental SER has not been evaluated by the public or
by VDEQ. This document may contain information pertinent to the CMA and its
evaluation. The Supplemental SERjust came out August 15, 2006 and in not on
the NRC ADAMS website. We have requested a hard copy from NRC. We
recommend that VDEQ review this document for information affecting the
consistency certificate.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION III
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-2029

August 28, 2006
Mr. Jack Cushing
OWFN 11 IF-I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
RE: Comments to Supplement 1 of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for an
Early Site Permit (ESP) at the North Anna ESP Site - NUREG-1811 (North Anna ESP
project), CEQ # 20060290.
Dear Mr. Cushing:
In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Section 309 of the
Clean Air Act, and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations implementing
NEPA (40 CFR 1500-1508), the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the
Supplement I of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SDEIS) foi the above referenced
project. As you are aware Supplement I is due to changes made by the project sponsor,
Dominion North Anna, LLC. Those changes included modifying Unit 3 cooling system from a
once-through system to a closed cycle, combined .Wet and dry system arid to raise the power level
in both Units 3 and 4 from 4300 Megawatts-thermal (MWt) to 4500 MWt. Due to the limited
information provided as well as limited time available'to conduct a comprehensive review, we
are unable to provide an inclusive set of comments.
Under EPA's system for rating Environmental Impact Statements, we are rating the
environmental impacts associated with the North Anna ESP project as Environmental Concerns 2
(EC-2). An EC rating means the review has identified environmental impacts that should be.
avoided in order to fully protect the environment. Corrective measures may require changes to
'the preferred alternative or application of mitigation measures that can reduce the environmental
impact. The numeric rating assesses the adequacy of the Environmental Impact Statement. The 2

rating indicates that the SDEIS does not contain sufficient information to fully assess
environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the environment. The
basis for these ratings is reflective in the following comments. A copy of our rating system is
attached, and can also be found at: http://www.epa.gov/Compliance/nepa/comments/ratings.html.
If you any questions regarding this issuie please feel free to contact Kevin Magerr at
(215) 814-5724.
Sincerely,
William Arguto,
"-'...
.NEPA

Attachments: Comments, EPA Rating System Criteria

Team Leader

COMMENTS FOR THE NORTH ANNA PROJECT

1. The Purpose and Need provision of SDEIS does not include an assessment of the
energy needs that the addition of two nuclear power units at the North Anna facility
would be intended to satisfy. The focus of the Purpose and Need was restricted to simply
the suitability of siting two nuclear power units at the facility without any assessment of
the need for the two additional units. EPA believes an energy needs assessment should be
included in the NRC's NEPA review at a point in the process when such an assessment-including an assessment of options other than construction of additional units --would be
meaningful. This is especially a concern because the NRC apparently has not yet resolved
issues related to the interface of the ESP with the combined construction and operating
license, combined license (COL) process. See http://www.nre.gov/reactors/newlicensing/esp/generie-esp-issues.html. It is unclear whether the energy needs analysis
will be included under the NRC's Construction Permit/operating license EIS.
2. The SDEIS only evaluates alternative sitings for nuclear power plants and does not
evaluate alternative energy sources. As stated above, EPA believes an assessment of
alternative energy sources should be included the NRC;s NEPA review at a pint in the
process when such an assessment would be meaningful. This is especially a concern
because the NRC apparently has not yet resolved issues related to the interface of the ESP
with the COL process. See http://www.n'r.gov/reaetorS/new-liceesing/esp/ýenerieesp-issues.html. It is unclear whether alternative energy sources will be included under
the NRC's Construction Permit/operating license EIS.
3. The SDEIS should include further discussion into the thermal variance issued under the
existing NPDES permit for Units 1 and 2. ,As discussed in the SDEIS the most
significant surface water quality concern with thle existing units is the localized elevated
temperatures. Elevated temperatures can place stresses on the aquatic communities due
to reduction in dissolved oxygen. This condition has been compounded in Lake Anna by
the tributaries being impaired by low disso6.ve'd oxygen (DO)'levels. The DO impairment
to the tributaries is significant enough for the Commonwealth of Virginia to designate
them under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act. EPA has concem that the proposed
project may not beaccountedfor under the-existing-thermal variance forunits-l-and2: .
4. The SDEIS should investigate the existing and potential impacts of the proposed
project to the trophic condition of Lake Anna. High temperature and low DO along with
high nutrients can cause algal blooms in the lake. Algal blooms are known to accelerate
lake eutrophication and can cause human and animal health effects.
5. EPA has con'cern that the twenty year horizon allotted under the SDEIS does not have
any protective assurance that unforeseen population growth and/or additional stressors on
the Air or Water resources will beaccounted for)l: Typically an action that has not
occurred within three years of an EIS requires at a minimum a supple'mnental EIS.
6. The SDEIS does not provide information on the delineation (in acres) or the type of

wetlands impacted by the construction and operation of the proposed facility, nor does it
include any mitigation for the loss of wetlands.
7. The SDEIS does not provide information on the linear feet of streams impacted by the
construction and operation of the proposed facility, nor does it include any mitigation for
the loss.
8. The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality - Game and Inland Fisheries
(appendix F-50) have raised issues related to fish impingement and entrainment as well as
increase water temperature and circulation flow patterns associated with the water
demand of the proposed units during SDEIS application review. It is unclear under the
SDEIS what was modeled, what the results of the modeling were and what was the
mitigation, if any being proposed.
9. Information regarding the demographic make up of the communities in close
proximity to the areas of potential impact is not well defined. The document does not
contained detailed information regarding the exact demographics of the areas that
would be most impacted by site activities. Community characterization at the small
community level would be most helpful. What is the make up of the areas closest to
the site? Are there areas close to the site where multiple site activities might take
place? What would the cumulative impacts be on such a community?
10. What is the rationale of using nationalaverages for the assessment of minority and
low-income populations? The comparison of community data to national averages
alone seems unreasonable. With the vast disparities among the make up of
communities across the country, and the Regional differences we see in community
make up, it seems inappropriate that a national benchmark would be applied in the
assessment. It is much more appropriate from a statistical point of view to use state
•and county level benchmarks. That is, state and county averages for minority and lowincome populations should be used for identifying the areas of concern. In view of the
fact that the poverty level differs from one state to another, it wc~uld seem more
reasonable that the assessment would use state level data.
11. The data used in the-determination of populations-of-Environmental-Justice
concern is out dated. The assessment needs to be redone using the most recently
available census information (2000 Census data).
12. The Environmental Justice assessment provided in the document is vague. Little
information of use is provided, and no documentation is presented to support
conclusions. It is difficult to determine if the conclusions drawn in this document are
valid basedupon the scarce information provided related to potential impacts and
target populations.
I
13. The listing of groups and organizations contacts lacks representative groups from
the Environmental Justice and grassroots community. While a number of tribes were
listed in the contacts list, the listing lacked local community-based organizations, local

churches and other groups traditionally associated with the Environmental Justice
movement. Failurd to conduct adequate and appropriate outreach and communication
can be most problematic. It also represents a major problem from the Environmental
Justice point of view. It is strongly suggested that a more comprehensive outreach and
community involvement plan be instituted. Please consult "The Model Plan for Public
Participation", developed by the Public Participation and Accountability
Subcommittee of the National Environmental Justice Advisory Council (please see
http://www.epa.gov/compRiance/resources/publications/ei/neiac/model-'Dpubli-partplan.pad).
14. It is not clear as to the methods used to determine the level or degree of impact
anticipated. What are the criteria upon which the conclusions are based?
15. The document is too broad in its consideration of potential plant designs. The
document intends to allow for the citing of 7 potential designs for nuclear units. While
adequate design information exists for a few of the designs, by the admission of the
NRC there is inadequate design information available for some of the proposed units
from which to make accurate environmental assessments of the impacts. The
document should limit its scope to those nuclear plant designs for which reasonable
data existed for assessing environmental impacts. If the NRC continues to consider
those reactor'units as viable it should develop a supplemental EIS or an additional EIS
when environmental information becomes available. Based on a review of the SDEIS,
the document should be limited to the following units: ACR-700, Advanced Boiling
Water Reactor, Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor (Surrogate AP1000), and the
Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor.
16. Chapter 1, Pg 1-3 line 22 - The document states that a detailed design of the
reactor or reactors is not needed at this time. However, there should be enough design
information or data available on any reactor design to accurately bound the
environmental impact. For several of the desired plant designs, this information is
either not available or not provided as part of the SDEIS in order to substantiate Plant
Parameter Envelope information.
-

1 7Chapter3,-Section-3.2-The approach to -develop a-plant-parameter-envelope,while valid, is much more useful for developing a generic environmental impact
statement. The approach proves less useful when referring to a specific action at a
site. This approach is less credible when used to encompass reactor designs for which
no accurate design parameters exist (the gas cooled reactors, and the IRIS next
generation pressurized water reactors).
18. Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.2 - If unit 4 will be a dry cooling tower, then it will
require some combination of water treatments, which should be relatively
straightforward based on the draft designs. There should exist enough information for
this analysis to be included in the SDEIS.
19. Chapter 3, Pg 3-14, Line 14 - Please explain why radioactive waste management

systems have not been identified. The description of the high level waste storage
facility, security of this facility and the monitoring (frequency and type) are not
addressed.
20. Chapter 3, Pg 3-14, Line 20 - If adequate design information is only available to,
accurately estimate liquid and gaseous effluents for 4 reactors, then this SDEIS shouldonly apply to those reactors. The usefulness of the information included in this SDEIS
is limited to those plants used as a design basis for the Plant Parameter Envelope
(PPE). Otherwise, problems will arise when a PPE has been established, but 'a new
design must be "shoe-homed" into the parameters established by the PPE (which were
based on other reactor designs).
21. Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4 - The SDEIS should state all the Federal and State
regulations that apply.
22. Chapter 6, Pg 6-13, Line 5 - Note that the impacts of gas-cooled reactors would
need to be assessed at the construction permit (CP) or COL stage, when more data is
available on the design.
23. Chapter 6, Pg 6-16, Line 16 - Note that the document states that there exists
significant uncertainty in the final design of any gas-cooled reactors. Thus, the SDEIS
should be limited to exclude the design of these reactors until specifics on the design
are known. Same comment for Pg 6-30, Line 19.
24. Chapter 7, Section 7.8 - The statement that the impact of operating the new units is
"well below the estimated effects from natural radiation" misses the point. The public
has no control over natural radiation, but the point of this SDEIS is to evaluate the
impacts of siting 2 new nuclear units so that an informed decision can be made as to
its merit.
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EPA has developed a set of criteria for rating draft EISs. The rating system provides a basis
upon which EPA makes recommendations to the lead agency for improving the draft EIS.
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RATING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION
LO (Lack of Objections) The review has not identified any potential environmental
impacts requiring substantive changes to the preferred alternative. The review may
have disclosed opportunities for application of mitigation measures that could be
accomplished with no more than minor changes to the proposed action.
EC (Environmental Concerns) The review has identified environmental impacts that
should be avoided in order to fully protect the environment. Corrective measures may
require changes to the preferred alternative or application of mitigation measures that
can reduce the environmental impact.
EO (Environmental Objections) The review has identified significant environmental
impacts that should be avoided in order to adequately protect the environment.
Corrective measures may require substantial changes to the preferred alternative or
consideration of some other project alternative (including the no action alternative or a
new alternative). The basis for environmental Objections can include situations:
1.

WMere an action might violate or be inconsistent with achievement or

maintenance of a nationalenvironmentalstandard;
2. Where the Federalagency violates its own substantive environmental
requirementsthat relate to EPA's areas ofjurisdictionor expertise;
3.

Where there is a violation of an EPA policy declaration;

4.

Where there are no applicablestandardsor where applicablestandardswill not
be violatedbut there is potentialfor significantenvironmentaldegradationthat
could be corrected by project modification or other feasible alternatives;or

5.

Where proceeding with the.proposed action would set a precedent for future
actions that collectively could result in significant environmentalimpacts.

EU (Environmentally Unsatisfactory) The review has identified adverse
environmental impacts that are of sufficient magnitude that EPA believes the proposec
action must not proceed as proposed. The basis for an environmentally unsatisfactory
determination consists of identification of environmentally objectionable impacts as
defined above and one or more of the following conditions:
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1. The potential violation of or inconsistency with a nationalenvironmental
,standardis substantive and/or will occur on a lonigterm basis;.
2.. There are no applicable standardsbut the severity, duration, or geographical
scope of the impacts associatedwith the proposed action warrantspecial
attention; or
3.

The potential environmentalimpacts resultingfrom the proposed action are of
nationalimportance because of the threat to nationalenvironmentalresources
or to environmentalpolicies.. ;

.

Return to Top

RATING THE ADEQUACY OF THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
(EIS)

.

1 (Adequate) The draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental impact(s) of the
preferred alternative and those of the alternatives reasonably available to the project...
or action. No further analysis or data collection is necessary, but the reviewer may
suggest the addition of clarifying language or information.
2 (Insufficient Information) The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information to
fully assess environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the
environment, or the reviewer has identified new reasonably available alternatives that
are within the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which could reduce
the environmental impacts of the proposal. The identified additional information, data,
analyses, or. discussion should be included in the final EIS.
3 (Inadequate) The draft EIS does not adequately assess the potentially significant
environmental impacts of the proposal, or the reviewer has identified new, reasonably
available, alternatives, that are outside of the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the
draft EIS, which should be analyzed in order to reduce the potentially significant
environmental impacts. The identified additional information., data, analyses, or'
discussions are of such a magnitude that they should have full public review at a draft
stage. This rating indicates EPA's belief that the draft EIS does not meet the purposes
of NEPA and/or the Section 309 review, and thus should be formally revised and
made available for public comment in a supplemental or revised draft EIS.
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From:

<Margobruce@aol.com>

To:

"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>

Date:
Subject:

9/5/2006 10:23:09 AM
(no subject)

To Whom it May Concern,
A nuclear reactor will deplete valuable water resources from the Lake Anna
area. Why not go for renewable energy and consider the common good to
achieve
the same end?
Sincerely,
Margo Sorokin
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To Whom it May Concern,
A nuclear reactor will deplete valuable water resources from the Lake Anna area. Why not go for renewable energy and
consider the common good to achieve the same end?
Sincerely,
Margo Sorokin
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X-BrightmailFiltered: true
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Helen Reutlinger" <hrr146@hotmail.com>
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>
9/5/2006 2:07:18 PM
North Anna

To whom it may concern:
I want to express my opposition to any new nuclear reactors at the North
Anna Virginia site. In addition to the problems of radioactive waste and
reactor security, building new reactors at North Anna will further damage
Virginia's already stresses local and regional water sources. Safe, clean,
renewable energy resources are available. Now Is the time to start
developing them and stop relying on an energy source that is unsafe in the
long run.
Cordially,
Helen R. Reutlinger
1108 Parker Place
Charlottesville, VA 22903
hrrl46@earthtones.com
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From:
"Harry Ruth" <HC.RUTH@LOUISA.NET>
To:
"Ellie Irons (VDEQ)" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>,"Jack Cushing"
<JXC9@nrc.gov>,"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>,"Nitin
Patel" <NXP1@nrc.gov>
Date:
9/5/2006 3:21:54 PM
Subject:
FOLA concerns-4 with Dominion's credibility & U.S. Environmental Goals
cc:
"Senator R. Edward Houck" <ehouck@adelphia.net>,"Senator Charles Colgan"
<cjcolgan@aol.com>,"Jeffery Steers (VDEQ)" <jasteers@deq.virginia.gov>,"Tony Banks
(Dominion)'" <TONYBANKS@DOM.COM>,"Kevin Magerr (EPA)"
<magerr.kevin@epa.gov>,"Delegate Bill Janis (56th Dist)" <DelJanis@house.state.va.us>,"Sr
(54th Dist). Delegate Robert Orrock" <delborrock@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Clifford Athey
(18th Dist)" <DelCAthey@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Chris Peace (97th Dist)"
<delcpeace@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Edward Scott (3oth Dist)"
<delescott@house.state.va.us>,"Representative Eric Cantor (7th District)"
<lloyd.lenhart@mail.house.gov>,"Senator Ryan McDougle"
<district04@sov.state.va.us>,"Senator Russell Potts (27th Dist)"
<district27@sov.state.va.us>,"Senator Charles Colgan-2" <district29@sov.state.va.us>

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Va. Dept of Environmental
Quality (VDEQ),
Attached please find a letter addressed to the NRC and VDEQ, re Dominion's
application for the North Anna ESP, requesting your assistance to establish
procedures (1) So big business does not dominate future public hearing
processes; (2) Have the public involved with the Safety Report; (3) Insuring that a
probabilistic safety analysis of probable events is made to take into consideration
various events throughout the world that may affect the North Anna Plant and (5)
Request for extension of public comment times so we can review continuous
changing documents that are being made by Dominion and the NRC.
Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our request. If you have
any questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 239 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Va. Dept of Environmental Quality (VDEQ),
Attached please find a letter addressed to the NRC and VDEQ, re Dominion's application for the North Anna ESP, requesting
your assistance to establish procedures (1) So big business does not dominate future public hearing processes; (2) Have the
public involved with the Safety Report; (3) Insuring that a probabilistic safety analysis of probable events is made to take into
consideration various events throughout the world that may affect the North Anna Plant and (5) Request for extension of public
comment times so we can review continuous changing documents that are being made by Dominion and the NRC.
Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our request. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll
look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 239 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
5 September 2006
Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Via email to elirons@deq.virginia.gov
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9(a-,NRC.GOV & NorthAnnaComments@NRC.GOV

Reference:
(1) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 24 July 2006: Subject Partial Concerns #3 with
the data contained in Dominion's Application for the North Anna ESP 6 dated April
2006.
(2) Friends of Lake Anna email dated 17 Aug 2006 that forwarded the total
presentations, plus additional details, made in the two public hearings (1) NRC on Aug
15, 2006 and (2) VDEQ on Aug 16, 2006
Subject:

Partial Concerns #4 with the data contained in Dominion's Application for the

North Anna ESP 6 dated April 2006 and the NRC/VDEQ public hearings.
Dear Ms. Irons and Mr. Cushing,
On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, it is requested that the
following concerns with the data contained in the Dominion North Anna ESP Applications Revision 6 and
the NRC Safety Report dated Sep 2005, plus the apparent Dominion attempt to influence the NRC &
VDEQ public hearings be addressed in the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act Federal Consistency
Review and also by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Also please forward the concerns to the
appropriate Commonwealth of Virginia department for comment if they do not come under the purview of
the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act.
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and
cursory look at the large volume of materials available to us for review. In addition, we have researched
other related public documents that may have an impact on this ESP review. We thought it prudent to
bring these concerns/comments to your attention soonest so both the NRC and VDEQ has adequate time to
review them. Please see below for a description of each concern.
Our group, "The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group whose mission is to protect Lake Anna
(both main reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding landscape, together with any related
concerns, within Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the health, safety and welfare of current
residents/users and for future generations. We are not anti-nuclear, nor do we have "not in my backyard"
sentiments, but do support a wise and safe use of nuclear energy. Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna
for the 500,000 annual users and insure compliance with the law.
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA
Additional Concerns
1. Disappointment with Dominion's attempt to influence NRC & VDEQ public hearings.
We are very disappointed at Dominion's apparent approach in trying to influence the NRC and
VDEQ public hearings held on 15 and 16 August. It appears that it is more then a coincidence that over
50% of the public speakers at both hearings were Dominion employees, retirees or contractors, all of which
had only positive comments about the proposed 3 rd and 4 th reactors. Whenever a Dominion person spoke, a
busload consisting of approximately 60 Dominion/Virginia Electric Power Plant retired persons would clap
loudly and voice approval of the Dominion person's comments. Prior to the conclusion of the VDEQ
hearing, an announcement was made by one of the retirees that the VEPCO/Dominion bus was leaving for
Richmond and about 60 persons got up and left the hearing.
The above simply makes a mockery of the public hearing process. The meeting room in the
Louisa Middle School held about 300 persons, of which about 150 plus were Dominion
employees/retirees/contractors. When most non-Dominion speakers made any comment that reflected
concerns with the safety or environmental issues of the proposed 3 rd and 4 th reactors, many of the Dominion
crowd would make negative comments, apparently in an attempt to influence newspaper reporters present.
With this type of an apparent attempt by Dominion to influence both the NRC and VDEQ public
hearings, how can the National Environmental Goals which are expressed by the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 public law 91-190, 83 Stat. 852 receive a fair and impartial
public hearing.
As defined in the law, "it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal Government to use all
practicable means consistent with other essential consideration of national policy to improve and coordinate
Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources to the end that the Nation may (in part only) (1) fulfill the
responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment for succeeding generations: (2) assure for
all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and esthetically and culturally pleasant surroundings; and (3)
attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradation, risk to health or safety, or
other undesirable and unintended consequences.
This mockery of the NRC and VDEQ public hearings sort of reminds you of the elections in other
dictatorial countries, where 99.9% of the voters, all vote to keep the current dictator in power. This is
simply not the American way where big business should attempt to dominate the public hearing process.
How can the NRC and VDEQ prevent this from happening in future public hearings?

2. Public involvement with Safety Report. In our 15 August NRC public hearing presentation,
we identified our concerns with "Where are the NRC safety protections for terrorist attacks against the
plant and dam. If the dam is blown up and breaks. The Lake Anna water will run downstream. How will
the reactors be cooled? Will 1/3 of Virginia be without power. How long will the power outage last? Will
Dominion have to build a new dam and wait 3 years for the lake to fill up before you can restart the
reactors and restore power to 1/3 of Virginia? Is building another water-cooled reactor that is dependent on
a lake that takes 3 years to fill up the best approach to protect Virginia's and the U.S. electrical needs when
a dry-air cooled reactor will eliminate this problem? The public must be involved with the safety of the
nuclear reactors, whether it is at the plant, at the dam, together with how, where and how long the spent
nuclear fuel is stored.
Page
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA

In March 1979, an event occurred at the Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2 that resulted in the first
case of melted fuel in a full scale commercial nuclear power plant. What Good was supposed to come from
the TMI event? (1) Operator Training (2) Emergency Planning (3) Dissemination of industry information
and (4) Use of probabilistic safety assessment and analysis of more probable events.
With regard to probabilistic safety assessment and analysis of more probable events, the public must
be involved and the safety assessments must be updated to take into considerations the various events
throughout the world that could impact the North Anna plant (i.e. terrorist attacks on the plant or the dam).
If the coofing water supply for the nuclear reactors is depleted by draining Lake Anna, then
hopefully another TMI event could not occur at North Anna where the reactor continued to heat the reactor
coolant. At TMI the reactor coolant pumps continued circulating the water to the steam generators,
however no heat could be removed by the secondary side since there was no water in the steam generators,
which caused the reactor coolant system to heat up, etc
Although the NRC issued two new regulations (NUREG-0696 and NUREG 0737) as a result of
TMI, neither regulation appeared to take into account the lack of water from the primary cooling source
(ocean, major river or small lake (i.e. Lake Anna) with a small watershed providing the cooling waters for
the lake that was estimated to take 2 to 3 years to fill.
It is essential that both the NRC and VDEQ consider the above scenario prior to approving an Early
Site Permit or a Federal Consistency Certification for a 3 rd nuclear reactor that would depend on any
additional water from Lake Anna. A 3 unit requiring additional water from a small watershed simply
does not make sense when the dry air technology for unit 4 could be used which would negate, any water
cooling concerns. Let's all hope that the above scenario never plays out.and the current units 1 & 2 become
in danger of losing their cooling waters

3. Summary. Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our concerns/comments. We
will continue to review the voluminous documents (Draft Environmental Impact Statement - supplement 1
to NUREG- 1811) and the revised new or supplemental Safety Report once we receive it and provide
comments/concerns as we find them.
It is essential that the public can review the safety report prior to the closing of the public comment
period for ESP process. In a discussion with Nitin Patel (NRC) Safety Officer today, I was told that he is
unsure when the Safety Report will be issued since Dominion is now again revising some portions of their
report. He also indicated that he was unaware of the above public comments with the potential for the dam
breaking and no water available for cooling the reactors.
This ESP process for both the draft environmental report and safety report continues to resemble a
three ring circus without having a ring master to direct all of the acts, but the time keeper is making sure
that the public/audiencemoves out of the big top so the next schedule performance can begin.
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We will continue to review the documents that we have and provide any additional concerns with
the water temperature, water quality, consideration of spent nuclear fuel, safety, etc. Each of these items
and others will be addressed in separate correspondence after we have had sufficient time to review each.
Again, we request that the public comment period be extended to provide adequate timefor the
review of all these voluminous documents and the continuing changes that are being made by the
applicantand the NRC. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your
response.

Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632

CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor ( 7 th District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 17 th District of Virginia (via email - ehouck(&iadelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4th District of Virginia (via email - district04@(sov.state.va.us
Senator Charles Colgan, 2 9 th District of Virginia (via email - cicolgangaol.com
Senator Russell Potts, 27th District of Virginia (via email - district27(@D~sov.stte.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 97th District of Virginia (via email - delcpeace(Th)house.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 3 0 th District of Virginia (via email - delescott(Th-house.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis, 56th District of Virginia (via email - delbianis (ihouse.state.va.us
Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 54th District of Virginia (via email - delborrock(aThouse.state.va.us
Delegate Clifford Athey, 1.8th District of Virginia (via email - DelCAthey(d3,house.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banksDdormcom
VDEQ - Ellie Irons - Environmental Impact Review - via email - elirons(d-,deq.virginia.gov
VDEQ - Jeff Steers - No. Va. Regional Director - via email - iasteers(a~deq..virginia.gov
NRC - Jack Cushing - Environmental Project Mgr - via email -JXC9@(DNRC.GOV
NRC - Nitin Patel - Safety Project Mgr - via email - NXPI (@NRC.GOV
NRC - Public comments for North Anna ESP - via email - North Anna Comments(@NRC.GOV
EPA - Kevin Magerr- NEPA Environmental Engineer - via email - majerr.kevinaepa.gov
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Jackie Lombardo <ucanmailjackie@yahoo.com>
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>
9/5/2006 7:29:55 PM
Lake Anna

I am writing with concerns about Dominion's proposal to build two new nuclear
reactors at the North Anna Power Station in central Virginia. Dominion's proposal
is not consistent with the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and would
have serious negative impacts on already stressed local and regional water
resources. I strongly urge DEQ to deny the CZMA certification.
The North Anna Power Station is already the largest water user in Louisa
County, and the proposed reactors will further increase water evaporation from
Lake Anna. Lower lake and downstream water levels will threaten lake
recreation, downstream fisheries, and drinking water supplies. Dominion asserts
that its newly proposed hybrid cooling tower will reduce this increase in water
evaporation, but this claim is unfounded. While the hybrid cooling tower will
address thermal impacts from the new reactors, it will equal or increase the
overall amount of water lost to evaporation.
According to NRC's Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the
maximum instantaneous evaporation rate from the proposed third reactor will be
37.2 cubic feet per second for most of the year (EC mode) and 25.7 cfs in
drought conditions (MWC mode). Both rates are equal or higher than the
maximum evaporation rate for the originally proposed once-through system,
which was 26 cfs. NRC asserts the evaporation rates will be lower than the
above numbers, but the reasons for this are unexplained and the analysis
questionable.
I strongly urge DEQ to look into these matters and hold Dominion to the highest
standards necessary to protect local water. Specifically, DEQ should require
Dominion to use a dry cooling tower for the third reactor. A dry cooling tower
system - as is already planned for the fourth reactor - would eliminate both
thermal and evaporative impacts from the project, and would not be an
unreasonable burden on Dominion.
DEQ should also note that existing nuclear reactors at North Anna will generate
at least 40 metric tons of highly radioactive waste per year, all of which will be
stored on site for some time to come. No successful long-term solution for
containing nuclear waste exists, and it is presently leaking and contaminating soil
and ground water at several sites. Although DEQ is not specifically charged with
dealing with this waste, it should be aware that NRC has essentially ignored the
issue of waste in the ESP process. If there is a problem in the future, this waste
will seriously affect central Virginia's water and air.
I appreciate the public meeting held by DEQ August 16th and hope that DEQ
will seriously consider these comments in its review of Dominion's proposal.
Sincerely,
Jackie Lombardo
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I am writing with concerns about Dominion's proposal to build two new nuclear reactors at the North Anna Power
Station in central Virginia. Dominion's proposal is not consistent with the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and
would have serious negative impacts on already stressed local and regional water resources. I strongly urge DEQ to
deny the CZMA certification.
The North Anna Power Station is already the largest water user in Louisa County, and the proposed reactors will
further increase water evaporation from Lake Anna: Lower lake and downstream water levels will threaten lake
recreation, downstream fisheries, and drinking water supplies. Dominion asserts that its newly proposed hybrid cooling
tower will reduce this increase in water evaporation, but this claim is unfounded. While the hybrid cooling tower will
address thermal impacts from the new reactors, it will equal or increase the overall amount of water lost to evaporation.
According to NRC's Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the maximum instantaneous evaporation
rate from the proposed third reactor will be 37.2 cubic feet per second for most of the year (EC mode) and 25.7 cfs in
drought conditions (MWC mode). Both rates are equal or higher than the maximum evaporation rate for the originally
proposed once-through system, which was 26 cfs. NRC asserts the evaporation rates will be lower than the above
numbers, but the reasons for this are unexplained and the analysis questionable.
I strongly urge DEQ to look into these matters and hold Dominion to the highest standards necessary to protect local
water. Specifically, DEQ should require Dominion to use a dry cooling tower for the third reactor. A dry cooling tower
system - as is already planned for the fourth reactor - would eliminate both thermal and evaporative impacts from the
project, and would not be an unreasonable burden on Dominion.
DEQ should also note that existing nuclear reactors at North Anna will generate at least 40 metric tons of highly
radioactive waste per year, all of which will be stored on site for some time to come. No successful long-term solution
for containing nuclear waste exists, and it is presently leaking and contaminating soil and ground water at several sites.
Although DEQ is not specifically charged with dealing with this waste, it should be aware that NRC has essentially
ignored the issue of waste in the ESP process. If there is a problem in the future, this waste will seriously affect central
Virginia's water and air.
I appreciate the public meeting held by DEQ August 16th and hope that DEQ will seriously consider these comments
in its review of Dominion's proposal.
Sincerely,
Jackie Lombardo
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
cc:

"Theresa Lynch" <talynch@ntelos.net>
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>
9/6/2006 5:49:19 AM
New Reactors
"theresa lynch" <talynch@ntelos.net>

Members of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:
Building new reactors at North Anna will add further stress to the
already-damaged water resources, both local and regional water. It would
also add to current problems of radioactive waste and security from
terrorism. Problems about increased water evaporation from the new reactors,
and the effect of this water loss on lake levels and on the downstream flow
into the North Anna River, have not been resolved. Water levels affect
boating and recreation on the lake, downstream fisheries, and our supply of
drinking water. Dominion Power could resolve these issues by building a dry
cooling tower for the new reactors, or by investing in renewables and in
energy conservation and efficiency and conservation. We have a power company
which refuses to act for the long-term benefit of its customers. We need you
to act in the interest of local citizens, finding safe ways to provide us
with our power.
Sincerely,
Theresa Lynch,
Charlottesville, VA
434-979-1910
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"Harold Schaffer" <halschaffer@earthlink.net>
From:
<elirons @deq.virginia.gov>, <JXC9@NRC.GOV>,
To:
<NorthAnnaComments@NRC.Gov>
Date:
Wed, Sep 6, 2006 12:55 PM
Impact of proposed North Anna reactor construction to Louisa County School District
Subject:

September 6, 2006
Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Washington D.C. 20555
(via email: JXC9@NRC.GOV and NorthAnna_Comments@NRC.Gov)
Ms. Ellie Irons
Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond VA 23219
(via email elirons @deq.virginia.gov)
Subject: Comments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Federal
Consistency Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant and request for
assistance in obtaining a federal grant.
Dear Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,
This letter is addressing concerns of the Louisa County School District, in Louisa County, Virginia,.
in regard to the possibility of Dominion Power building two new reactors at the North Anna site. As a non-,
political entity, the Louisa County School District feels it should remain neutral concerning whether or not,.
the additional reactors should be built. However, we do feel the need to prepare for the eventuality of what
amounts to substantial construction in our county, and the potential impact it will most likely have on both
our student population and the faculty of our school district. We are in disagreement with several items in
the Impact Study and therefore find it prudent to request assistance in obtaining a federal grant to mitigate
any adverse impact of the potentially large influx of workers and their families.
The Draft Environmental Impact Study indicates that the impact on demography, housing, and
education would all be *small* and *mitigation is not warranted*. We disagree with this assessment. The
study indicates that construction activities would last at least five years and employ 5000 workers. It also
assumes that 4000 of those workers will be from within a 50-mile radius, with the remaining 1000 moving
here from other localities. Assuming these estimates are accurate, and even considering that some of
1000 will be engineers who will be rotating in on a semi-permanent basis, this still leaves the possibility of
a large number of workers who will want to live as close as possible to the construction site, especially
considering the current cost of commuting. This presents us, as a school district, with two major areas of
concern.
1) Large Increase in student population.
The first problem we see is the possibility of providing services to a large increase in our student
population in a relatively short time period. We currently have approximately 4,400 students in our system
and our facilities are at capacity. An immediate increase of even 100-200 students will create a financial
and educational burden. The advertisement that Dominion took out in the Central Virginian newspaper
(Aug. 10, 2006) talks about the millions of dollars that will benefit our county. It is a given that tax revenues
will increase if two new reactors are built, but those taxes will not be forthcoming until each reactor is at
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least partially on line. In the interim, our schools will more than likely be impacted with a significant
increase in student population and will invariably include many more students for whom English is a
second language. The impact study also indicates that few construction workers would be moving to
Louisa County due to *localized shortages of available housing*. When the first two reactors were built,
there was little available housing. But even sO, as the attached graphs show, our student population
increased by almost 21% during that construction period with most of the increase taking place during
actual reactor construction.
At this time, three new subdivisions have already been approved by Louisa County for development in
near proximity to the construction site: 1) The Waters at Lake Anna (about 400 units), 2) Cutalong
development (about 1000 units), and 3) Noah*s Landing (about 400 units), for a total of approximately
1800 potential homes that could be built in the next few years, all within just a few miles of the North Anna
site. With the much greater availability of housing during future reactor construction, we would have to
anticipate an even larger percentage of increase in student population. An influx of ESL (English as a
Second Language) students would also increase the local financial burden even more, as the educational
cost of an ESL student is 25-30% more than that of an English-speaking student.
2) Teacher Retention due to increased housing costs.
The second conclusion with which we have issue is the impact on housing itself. Because of our location,
we have many young teachers at our schools due to turnover. As it is, it*s very hard for them to find
adequate affordable housing. This is probably the main reason for teacher turnover in our county. It will
be very hard for them to compete in the rental market with 3 or 4 young single (or *situational bachelor*)
construction workers pooling their resources. Again, the expense of being forced to commute will affect
our teacher retention.
Request for assistance in obtaining a federal grant
The federal government has shown that it has a keen interest in nuclear energy, and in this project, by
funding 50%,of the impact study (a cost of $8-10 million.) Because of this federal interest, and in the
interest of education and future nuclear power construction, we feel the federal government might also be.
interested in providing grant money to Louisa County in order to offset the negative impact of such a large
construction project in a rural county such as ours. Therefore, we are asking the Virginia Department of :
Environmental Quality and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to petition the federal government, on
our behalf, for funding to allow us to minimize any adverse impact from this construction.
Please contact me for any additional information that you may need.
Sincerely,

Robin L. Home, Chairman
Louisa County School Board
2562 Peach Grove Rd.
Louisa, VA 23093
(540) 967-0069
coganh@hotmail.com

Harold Schaffer

Harold A. Schaffer, Vice-Chairman
Louisa County School Board
162 Scarlet O*Hara Ct.
Bumpass, VA 23024
(540) 894-8989
(halschaffer @earthlink.net)
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September 6, 2006

Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Washington D.C. 20555
(via email: JXC9@NRC.GOV and North Anna Comments@NRC.Gov)

Ms. Ellie Irons
Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond VA 23219
(via email elirons@deg.virginia.gov)

Subject: Comments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and
Federal Consistency Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear Power Plant
and request for assistance in obtaining a federal grant.

Dear Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,

I
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This letter is addressing concerns of the Louisa County School District, in Louisa County,
Virginia in regard to the possibility of Dominion Power building two new reactors at the North
Anna site. As a non-political entity, the Louisa County School District feels it should remain
neutral concerning whether or not the additional reactors should be built. However, we do feel
the need to prepare for the eventuality of what amounts to substantial construction in our county,
and the potential impact it will most likely have on both our student population and the faculty of
our school district. We are in disagreement with several items in the Impact Study and therefore
find it prudent to request assistance in obtaining a federal grant to mitigate any adverse impact of
the potentially large influx of workers and their families.

The Draft Environmental Impact Study indicates that the impact on demography, housing,
and education would all be "small" and "mitigation is not warranted". We disagree with this
assessment. The study indicates that construction activities would last at least five years and
employ 5000 workers. It also assumes that 4000 of those workers will be from within a 50-mile
radius, with the remaining 1000 moving here from other localities. Assuming these estimates are
accurate, and even considering that some of 1000 will be engineers who will be rotating in on a
semi-permanent basis, this still leaves the possibility of a large number of workers who will want
to live as close as possible to the construction site, especially considering the current cost of
commuting. This presents us, as a school district, with two major areas of concern.

1) Large Increase in student population.

The first problem we see is the possibility of providing services to a large increase in our student
population in a relatively short time period. We currently have approximately 4,400 students in
our system and our facilities are at capacity. An immediate increase of even 100-200 students
will create a financial and educational burden. The advertisement that Dominion took out in the
Central Virginian newspaper (Aug. 10, 2006) talks about the millions of dollars that will benefit
our county. It is a given that tax revenues will increase if two new reactors are built, but those
taxes will not be forthcoming until each reactor is at least partially on line.. In the interim, our
schools will more than likely be impacted with a significant increase in student population and
will invariably include many more students for whom English is a second language. The impact
study also indicates that few construction workers would be moving to Louisa County due to
"localized shortages of available housing". When the first two reactors were built, there was little
available housing. But even so, as the attached graphs show, our student population increased by
almost 21% during that construction period with most of the increase taking place during actual
reactor construction.
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At this time, three new subdivisions have already been approved by Louisa County for
development in near proximity to the construction site: 1) The Waters at Lake Anna (about 400
units), 2) Cutalong development (about 1000 units), and 3) Noah's Landing (about 400 units), for
a total of approximately 1800 potential homes that could be built in the next few years, all within
just a few miles of the North Anna site. With the much greater availability of housing during
future reactor construction, we would have to anticipate an even larger percentage of increase in
student population. An influx of ESL (English as a Second Language) students would also
increase the local financial burden even more, as the educational cost of an ESL student is 2530% more than that of an English-speaking student.

2) Teacher Retention due to increased housing costs.

The second conclusion with which we have issue is the impact on housing itself. Because of our
location, we have many young teachers at our schools due to turnover. As it is, it's very hard for
them to find adequate affordable housing. This is probably the main reason for teacher turnover
in our county. It will be very hard for them to compete in the rental market with 3 or 4 young
single (or "situational bachelor") construction workers pooling their resources. Again, the
expense of being forced to commute will affect our teacher retention.

Request for assistance in obtaining a federal grant

The federal government has shown that it has a keen interest in nuclear energy, and in this
project, by funding 50% of the impact study (a cost of $8-10 million.) Because of this federal
interest, and in the interest of education and future nuclear power construction, we feel the
federal government might also be interested in providing grant money to Louisa County in order
to offset the negative impact of such a large construction project in a rural county such as ours.
Therefore, we are asking the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality and the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to petition the federal government, on our behalf, for funding to allow
us to minimize any adverse impact from this construction.

Please contact me for any additional information that you may need.
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Sincerely,

Robin L. Home, Chairman
Chairman
School Board

Harold A. Schaffer, ViceLouisa County
Louisa County School Board

2562 Peach Grove Rd.

162 Scarlet OlHara Ct.

Louisa, VA 23093

Bumpass, VA 23024

(540) 967-0069

(540) 894-8989

coganb@hotmail.com

Harold Schaffer
halschaffer@earthlink.net
EarthLink Revolves Around You.
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September 6, 2006
Mr. Jack Cushing
Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Washington D.C. 20555
(via email: JXC9@NRC.GOV and North Anna Comments@NRC.Gov)
Ms. Ellie Irons
Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
629 East Main Street, Richmond VA 23219
(via email elirons @deq.virginia.gov)
Subject: Comments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
and Federal Consistency Certification on the Early Site Permit for North Anna Nuclear
Power Plant and request for assistance in obtaining a federal grant.
Dear Mr. Cushing and Ms. Irons,
This letter is addressing concerns of the Louisa County School District, in Louisa
County, Virginia in regard to the possibility of Dominion Power building two new
reactors at the North Anna site. As a non-political entity, the Louisa County School
District feels it should remain neutral concerning whether or not the additional reactors
should be built. However, we do feel the need to prepare for the eventuality of what
amounts to substantial construction in our.county, and the potential impact it will most
likely have on both our student population and the faculty of our school district. We are in
disagreement with several items in the Impact Study and therefore find it prudent to
request assistance in obtaining a federal grant to mitigate any adverse impact of the
potentially large influx of workers and their families.
The Draft Environmental Impact Study indicates that the impact on demography,
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housing, and education would all be "small" and "mitigation is not warranted". We
disagree with this assessment. The study indicates that construction activities would last
at least five years and employ 5000 workers. It also assunies that 4000 of those workers
will be from within a 50-mile radius, with the remaining 1000 moving here from other
localities. Assuming these estimates are accurate, and even considering that some of 1000
will be engineers who will be rotating in on a semi-permanent basis, this still leaves the
possibility of a large number of workers who will want to live as close as possible to the
construction site, especially considering the current cost of commuting. This presents us,
as a school district, with two major areas of concern.
1) Large Increase in student population.
The first problem we see is the possibility of providing services to a large increase in our
student population in a relatively short time period. We currently have approximately
4,400 students in our system and our facilities are at capacity. An immediate increase of
even 100-200 students will create a financial and educational burden. The advertisement
that Dominion took out in the Central Virginian newspaper (Aug. 10, 2006) talks about
the millions of dollars that will benefit our county. It is a given that tax revenues will
increase if two new reactors are built, but those taxes will not be forthcoming until each
reactor is at least partially on line. In the interim, our schools will more than likely be
impacted with a significant increase in student population and will invariably include
many more students for whom English is a second language. The impact study also
indicates that few construction workers would be moving to Louisa County due to
"localized shortages of available housing". When the first two reactors were built, there
was little available housing. But even so, as the attached graphs show, our student
population increased by almost 21% during that construction period with most of the.
increase taking place during actual reactor construction.
At this time, three new subdivisions have already been approved by Louisa County for
development in near proximity to the construction site: 1) The Waters at Lake Anna
(about 400 units), 2) Cutalong development (about 1000 units), and 3) Noah's Landing
(about 400 units), for a total of approximately 1800 potential homes that could be built in
the next few years, all within just a few miles of the North Anna site. With the much
greater availability of housing during future reactor construction, we would have to
anticipate an even larger percentage of increase in student population. An influx of ESL
(English as a Second Language) students would also increase the local financial burden
even more, as the educational cost of an ESL student is 25-30% more than that of an
English-speaking student.
2) Teacher Retention due to increased housing costs.
The second conclusion with which we have issue is the impact on housing itself. Because
of our location, we have many young teachers at our schools dueto turnover. As it is, it's
very hard for them to find adequate affordable housing. This is probably the main reason
for teacher turnover in our county. It will be very hard for them to compete in the rental
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market with 3 or 4 young single (or "situational bachelor") construction workers pooling
their resources. Again, the expense of being forced to commute will affect our teacher
retention.
Request for assistance in obtaining a federal grant
The federal government has shown that it has a keen interest in nuclear energy, and in this
project, by funding 50% of the impact study (a cost of $8-10 million.) Because of this
federal interest, and in the interest of education and future nuclear power construction, we
feel the federal government might also be interested in providing grant money to Louisa
County in order to offset the negative impact of such a large construction project in a
rural county such as ours. Therefore, we are asking the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to petition the
federal government, on our behalf, for funding to allow us to minimize any adverse
impact from this construction.
Please contact me for any additional information that you may need.
Sincerely,

Robin L. Home, Chairman
Louisa County School Board
2562 Peach Grove Rd.
Louisa, VA 23093
(540) 967-0069
coganh@hotmail.com

Harold A. Schaffer, Vice-Chairman
Louisa County School Board
162 Scarlet O'Hara Ct.
Bumpass, VA 23024
(540) 894-8989
(halschaffer@earthlink.net)
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"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>
9/7/2006 12:44:26 PM
Respectfully submitted - NO MORE NUKES!

Dear Sir:
I respectfully submit my heartfelt request that we TURN AWAY from deadly
nuclear, and turn our awesome creativity toward energy sources that do not
make
the world a dangerous place.
R. FAris
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Submission of Comments on North Anna ESP SDEIS

I attach comments on the North Anna ESP SDEIS on behalf of the Virginia
Chapter of the Sierra Club. These comments supplement verbal remarks made
at the hearing in Mineral on August 15, 2006.
Richard H. Ball
Energy Issues Chair, Virginia Chapter Sierra Club
Dick Ball
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VIRGINIA CHAPTER

Sierra Club Virginia Chapter Comments on Draft EIS Supplement 1 for an Early Site
Permit (ESP) at the North Anna ESP Site
Supplement to Verbal Comments Presented at Public meeting on August 15, 2006 by Dr.
Richard H. Ball, Energy Issues Chair,Virginia Chapter, for the Record.
OVERVIEW
The present comments address the changes in the project and the associated DEIS contained
in Supplement 1 (SDEIS). The Virginia Chapter of the Sierra Club previously commented on
the DEIS in January, 2005, and concluded that the DEIS had serious deficiencies. The Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) also identified a number of deficiencies in the
DEIS. Hence, one key question is whether Supplement 1 corrects the most serious deficiencies
in the DEIS and the project itself identified by the Sierra Club and the VDEQ. The Supplement
particularly identifies changes in the project proposed by the applicant, particularly the increase
in thermal output of the reactors, a complete redesign of the cooling system for Unit 3, and
changes in operating procedures regarding lake levels. The Sierra Club and VDEQ previously
raised serious questions about the adequacy of Lake Anna's water supply to support cooling for
an additional reactor and about the associated downstream impacts of decreases in water
releases to the North Anna River resulting from Unit 3 operation. Hence, the second major
question is whether the changes proposed in the project will adequately alleviate those
impacts? Our conclusion is that the answer to both those questions is no. The SDEIS is
still deficient and the changes in the project will not alleviate the downstream impacts of serious
decreases in lake releases during periods of drought or near drought. The frequency of
released flows of 20 cfs are estimated in the SDEI to increase from 6% to 11%, which could
have serious ecological impacts. Another serious defect of the SDEIS is inadequate discussion
of alternatives to the proposed project, including the alternative of using dry cooling for Unit #3
similar to that proposed for Unit #4. Furthermore, Dominion Virginia Power has not been
making any serious effort to pursue renewable energy alternatives nor to promote effective
measures to conserve electricity or increase efficiency of use.
We continue to oppose the project. In addition to other impacts discussed previously,
we believe the NRC has made serious errors in the SDEI in concluding that the impacts
of reduced releases of water would be SMALL and in recommending that the ESP be
issued.
Water Consumption and Downstream Impacts
This revised DEIS continues to have serious deficiencies. The proposed project continues to
have critical problems. The impacts on decreased water releases to the South Anna River
have not adequately been mitigated by the proposed changes in the project.
Our previous conclusion on the water resource consumption issue, consistent with that of the
VDEQ, was that this watershed is already overtaxed by the existing reactor operations and
cannot accommodate additional water consumption by even one new reactor that results in
water consumption for cooling. Changes in the cooling system for Unit #3 to utilize a

combination of wet and dry cooling towers evidently increases the maximum water consumption
rate even further during the EC mode and reduces it only slightly during the MWC mode relative
to the previous once-through cooling option, as indicated in the following table based on values
reported in the DEIS and SDEIS:
Table of Water Consumption for Unit 3
Mode

Net Water Use (gpm)*

Previous Once-Through Option

11700

New Plan: EC mode

16703

New Plan: MWC Mode

11540

* Net Water Use=Withdrawals minus cooling tower blowdown returned to lake. EC and
MWC mode values are computed from values given in Table 1-21 Appendix I, of the SDEIS.

However, in fairness, those are maximum values which vary with meteorological conditions. It
is claimed in Appendix I that the average annual consumption is only 8707 gpm. What is
difficult to assess is the frequency with which high water consumption levels will coincide with
relative drought conditions resulting in low releases of water to the North Anna River. That
presumably depends in part on operational protocols governing how the reactors as well as the
cooling towers will be operated in relation to meteorological conditions, lake levels and
ecological requirements of the North Anna River. ILe., what criteria would govern operations?
Will 'reactor power be-reduced to avoid low releases to the North Anna River or lake levels that
are undesirable for its recreational and fishing values? Citizens are understandably concerned
that when the economic values and electrical system needs for reactor operations clash with
ecological needs of Lake Anna, the North Anna River and downstream resources that the latter
values will lose out.
The SDEIS concludes that the frequency of water releases at the level of 20 cfs will increase
from 5% to 11%. That is not acceptable in terms of impacts to the North Anna River and
downstream areas.
Use of a dry cooling tower, discussed only for Unit 4, would eliminate the water consumption
problem for that unit. If dry cooling is feasible for Unit 4, why is it not equally feasible for Unit 3?
That alternative is not evaluated.
The SDEIS does not deal adequately with the impact of project consumption on ecological and
recreational values or on downstream water use, in spite of issues raised by the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ). There is no adequate justification for the
conclusions about the degree of environmental impact during droughts, or the conclusion that
no mitigation is required. The discussion about water impacts appears to be perfunctory and
the conclusions are not consistent with the projected water flows and the issues raised by the
VDEQ.
Summarv of Other Important Issues
Other site-specific and generic issues regarding the proposed addition of reactors units include:
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*

Water Quality Issues: The revised cooling system for Unit 3 includes a wet cooling
tower from which blowdown would be discharged into Lake Anna. The SDEIS states
that makeup water for that tower would be treated with biocides, antiscalants and
dispersants. The SDEIS does not appear to contain an adequate discussion of the
treatment of the blowdown or the potential effects of the blowdown on Lake Anna and
downstream ecological resources.

"

Lake Levels: Altering the intake structures for Units 1 and 2 and lowering the allowable
minimum lake level would permit incrementally greater effective storage at the expense
of greater impacts on recreation and fish populations.
High-level waste management: The Draft EIS fails to evaluate the environmental
impacts and security threat of indefinitely storing the additional irradiated fuel that will be
generated by the proposed reactors onsite. In view of problems with the Yucca
Mountain repository, there is no guarantee if or when another permanent repository ever
will be available. Lake Anna would become a semi-permanent, if not permanent high
level waste repository.

*

•

Impact on Wetlands. Existing wetlands, streams, and woodlands on the North Anna
Power Station (NAPS) site may be adversely affected by construction activities for the
proposed Units 3 and 4 (draft EIS, page 4-2, lines 20-23) and possibly by potential
increases in the maximum Lake Level and decreases in the minimum Lake Level.

While we will not address those issues in further detail here, that does not imply that they are
unimportant. Several of those issues, except for the new issue of cooling tower blowdown, have
previously been raised but are still not answered adequately.
Another' related issue is the approach in the DEIS of postponing several key site-related issues
to the COL process. We believe that violates the spirit, if not the letter of the NRC's staged
process.for approval of new reactors. It makes no sense to certify the suitability of a site before
it is clear whether there are viable and satisfactory solutions for issues such as storage of spent
fuel and provision of water for cooling. That could lead to abuses of the staged process in
which excessive momentum is developed favoring final approval irrespective of whether there is
strong evidence that alternatives and solutions exist for issues left unresolved during the ESP
process..
Conclusions
We continue to oppose the project. In addition to other impacts discussed previously,
we believe the NRC has made serious errors in the SDEI in concluding that the impacts
of reduced releases of water would be SMALL and in recommending that the ESP be
issued. The SDEIS does not adequately evaluate the potential downstream impacts of
further decreases in minimum water releases to the North Anna River.
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Integrated Nuclear Safeguards and Security (INSS) Workshop
Washington D. C., October 16 - 17, 2006
Monday, October 16, 2006
8:30
9:30
10:00
10:30
10:45

11:15

11:45

12:15

L'Enfant Plaza Hotel, 480 L'Enfant Plaza.

Delegation Registration - Coffee & Tea
Participant Introductions and Agenda Overview, Margaret Manning, Morning Chair
Welcome - Ambassador Linton Brooks, National Nuclear Security Administration
Break
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Roles and Responsibilities for Nuclear
Safeguards and Security in the US - William Dean, Deputy Director, Office of
Nuclear Security and Incident Response, USNRC
The NNSA Defense Nuclear Security's (DNS) Roles and Responsibilities for Nuclear
Safeguards and Security within the US Complex - William Desmond, Associate
Administrator for Defense Nuclear Security, NNSA
China Atomic Energy Agency's Roles and Responsibilities for Nuclear Safeguards
and Security in China - Li Junjie, Division Director, CAEA
Lunch; International Efforts to Promote Nuclear Safeguards and Security - Will
Tobey, Deputy Administrator for Nonproliferation

1:30

Panel #1 Collaborative Approaches to Strengthening International Safeguards and
Security
Chair: Monte Mallin
Speaker 1 - Strengthened Safeguards andthe Additional Protocol - Jo Anna Sellen, Office
of International Regimes and Agreements, NNSA
Speaker 2 - Overview of Nuclear Export Controls in the United States - R. Lance
Stubblefield, International Nonproliferation Export Control Program, NNSA
Speaker 3 - International Instruments Supporting Nuclear Security - Patricia A. Comella,
Office of Nuclear Energy, Safety & Security, U.S. Department of State
Speaker 4 - Overview of China-US Cooperation on Civil Nuclear Safeguards and
Security - Huang Ping, CAEA
Speaker 5 - Material Protection and International Cooperation - Tom Wander, Office of
Material Protection and International Cooperation, NNSA

3:00

Coffee Break

3:30

Panel #2: Safeguards and Security in a Post 9/11 World
Chair: Maegon Barlow
Speaker 1 - Complex 2030 - Susan Stoner, Office of Defense Programs, Office of
Transformation
Speaker 2 - Defense Nuclear Security and Today's Protective Posture - Cheryl Stone,
Deputy Associate Administrator for Defense Nuclear Security
Speaker 3 - NRC's Efforts to Enhance Security and Safeguards within the Civilian
Complex - Mark Shaffer, Deputy Director for Material Security, Office of Nuclear
Security and Incident Response
Speaker 4 - Nuclear Material Safeguards and Security in China Post 9/11 - TBD - CAEA

6:30

Welcome Reception - The National Academies, 500 Fifth St NW, Washington, DC

Tuesday, October 17, 2006, LLNL Washington DC Office, 490 L'Enfant Plaza East, Suite 2202
Combined Session for PP and MC&A/RO Working Groups (Babcock chair)
Coffee and Tea
Development of NRC Codes of Federal Regulation for the Civil Nuclear Sector in the
United States - Paul Harris, Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
9:30 Development of DOE Orders for the Nuclear Complex - Jack Cowden, Deputy
Director, DOE Office of Security Policy
10:00 NNSA Security Implementation Plans - Thomas Williams, Savannah River
Operations Office
8:30
9:00

10:30

Coffee break

10:45

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Inspection Process - Paul Harris, Office of Nuclear
Security and Incident Response
The Department of Energy Independent Oversight Program - Reece Edmonds, DOE
Office of Safeguards and Security Evaluations

11:15

12:00

Lunch

Physical Protection Working Group (O'Brien chair)
1:45 Design Basis Threat - Jay Tilden, DOE Office of Intelligence
2:10 Nuclear Materials Physical Protection Overview -Kevin Leifheit, Defense Nuclear
Security
2:35 The NNSA Protective Force Program -Steve Wanzer, Defense Nuclear Security
3:00

Coffee break

3:15
3:40
4:05

Transportation Security - Michael Connor, Office of Secure Transportation
DNS Technology Deployment Programs - Kevin Leifheit, Defense Nuclear Security
Wrap up and debrief - Michael O'Brien, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

MC&A/RO Working Group (Babcock chair)
1:45 The Defense Nuclear Security Materials Control and Accountability Program - Amy
Whitworth, NNSA MC&A Program Manager
2:10 The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Materials Control and Accountability Program
Martha Williams, Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
2:35 Overview of the Nuclear Materials Management and Safeguards System - Len
Myers, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
3:00

Coffee break

The NNSA Nuclear Material Inventory Assessment - Dale Dunsworth, Defense
Programs
3:40' Local Area Network Material Accounting System (LANMAS) - Thomas Williams,
Savannah River Operations Office
4:05 Wrap up and debrief - Rusty Babcock, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
3:15

Evening
6:00

Evening tour of the monuments on the Mall

From:
"IronsEllie" <elirons@deq.virginia.gov>
To:
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>
Date:
9/8/2006 2:44:02 PM
Subject:
FW: Commonwealth's Comments on SDEIS-DEIS North Anna
cc:
"robert.munson@dcr.virginia.gov" <robert.munson@dcr.virginia.gov>,"Joseph
Hassell" <jphassell@deq.virginia.gov>,"Michael Murphy"
<mpmurphy@deq.virginia.gov>,"Andrew Zadnik" <Andrew.Zadnik@dgif.virginia.gov>,"John
Kauffman" <John.Kauffman@dgif.virginia.gov>,"JudsonWhite@dom.com"
<JudsonWhite@dom.com>,"TonyBanks@dom.com" <TonyBanks@dom.com>

Here is an electronic copy of the Commonwealth's comments on the SDEIS.
As requested, we have combined the comments in the DEIS with comments on
the SDEIS. The hard copy with reviewers comments is in the mail.

Ellie Irons
Program Manager
Office of Environmental Impact Review
629 East Main Street, Room 631
Richmond, VA 23219
Telephone: (804) 698-4325
Fax; (804) 698-4319
email address: elirons@deq.virginia.gov
<mailto:elirons@deq.virginia.gov>
http://www.deq.virginia.gov
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September 8, 2006
Mr. Michael Lesar
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail stop T-6D59
Washington, D.C. 20555
RE:

Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for an Early Site
Permit (ESP) at the North Anna ESP Site (Dominion Nuclear North Anna,
LLC, ESP applicant), NUREG-1811
DEQ-06-125F

Dear Mr. Lesar:
The Commonwealth of Virginia has completed its review of the above
Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (hereinafter "SDEIS").
The Department of Environmental Quality is responsible for coordinating
Virginia's review of federal environmental documents prepared pursuant to the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and responding to appropriate federal
officials on behalf of the Commonwealth. In addition, DEQ's Office of
Environmental Impact Review (this Office) coordinates Virginia's federal
consistency reviews pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA). The
following agencies and locality participated in this review:
Department of Environmental Quality (hereinafter "DEQ"), including:
Division of Water Resources
Northern Virginia Regional Office
Waste Division
Division of Air Programs Coordination
Office of Environmental Impact Review
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries
Department of Conservation and Recreation
Department of Transportation

Mr. Michael Lesar
Page 2
Marine Resources Commission
Department of Historic Resources
Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy
Department of Forestry
Spotsylvania County.
In addition, the following agencies, regional planning district commissions, and
localities were invited to comment:
Department of Emergency Management
Department of State Police
RADCO Planning District Commission
Thomas Jefferson Planning District Commission
Rappahannock-Rapidan Planning District Commission
Louisa County
Orange County
Town of Mineral.
Promect Description
Dominion Nuclear North Anna LLC, a subsidiary of Dominion Virginia
Power Company (hereinafter "Dominion" or "applicant"), is the applicant for an
Early Site Permit from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC"). The
applicant proposes a site for two new nuclear reactor units in Louisa County near
Mineral, at the site of the existing North Anna Power Station. The site is on a
peninsula on the southern shore of Lake Anna about 5 miles upstream from the
North Anna Dam. NRC's Early Site Permit ("ESP") would, if issued, allow the
applicant to "reserve" the site for as long as 20 years while considering the new
reactors and undertaking site preparation activities.
Based on the applicant's proposal to add two nuclear reactors to the site,
the NRC has defined "bounding plant parameters" within which a future site
design would be developed. The applicant has not selected a specific plant
design for the new units, but will work within the "plant parameter envelope"
("PPE") to develop the early site permit. The early site permit will include a site
redress plan, if issued (Draft EIS, page 1-5, section 1.2). Three additional sites
are considered in the Draft EIS: one is at the applicant's Surry Power Station in
Surry County, Virginia; a second is at a U.S. Department of Energy site in Ohio;
and a third site is at a Department of Energy site in South Carolina (Draft EIS,
page 1.6, section 1.4; see also Chapter 8).
The Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("SDEIS")
addresses a proposed new method of cooling the third nuclear reactor unit,

Mr. Michael Lesar
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which is considered a significant change from the original proposal. The
proposal considered in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("Draft EIS")
contemplated once-through water cooling for the third unit, and air cooling for the
fourth unit. The scope of the SDEIS is limited to the environmental impacts
associated with the change in the cooling method for the third unit, called a
closed-cycle wet-dry system, and increasing the power output of the two
proposed units from 4300 to 4500 megawatts-thermal (SDEIS, Executive
Summary, page xviii). According to the SDEIS, the preliminary recommendation
of NRC staff is that the ESP should be issued (SDEIS, page xxi).
During normal operation at full power, the proposed Unit 3 would use a
cooling tower system that can function in different modes, consuming differing
amounts of water depending on meteorological and water supply conditions. In
times of water abundance, the unit would operate in,"energy conservation" (EC)
mode, withdrawing a maximum of 22,268 gallons per minute (gpm). In times of
water shortage, defined as when lake levels fall below 250 feet above mean sea
level (250 feet msl) lasting 7 days or more, the unit would operate in "maximum
water conservation" (MWC) mode, withdrawing a maximum of 15,384 gpm.
Maximum blowdown rates (i.e., the rate at which re-circulating water is removed
from the cooling system to reduce the build-up of contaminants) would be 5,565
gpm in EC mode and 3,844 gpm in MWC mode (SDEIS, page 5-5, section 5.3).
Related Reviews
1. FederalConsistency Certification. In late 2003, Dominion submitted a
federal consistency certification pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act
concerning its application for an Early Site Permit. During the review period,
Dominion withdrew the submission, but requested the Commonwealth's
comments anyway for information since the review was almost complete at the
time of the withdrawal. Accordingly, DEQ responded (DEQ-03-223F, comments
mailed February 10, 2004), stating that the project, as proposed, was
inconsistent with the Virginia Coastal Resources Management Program.
2. Draft Environmental Impact Statement. In December
2004, NRC
issued the Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("Draft EIS") pursuant to the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for the Early Site Permit application.
During the review period, in January 2005, NRC and state agencies met to
discuss the Early Site Permit process as it applies to the Dominion project
proposal. A public meeting was held by NRC on February 17, 2005, and DEQ
staff attended the meeting. DEQ coordinated the review of the Draft EIS (DEQ04-216F, comments mailed March 3, 2005). DEQ expressed concerns that the
North Anna location is part of a relatively small watershed (342 square miles) and
that Lake Anna may not be an adequate source of cooling water for a third
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nuclear reactor. In addition, DEQ indicated that the Draft EIS had not analyzed
cumulative impacts of the proposed third unit on flows of the North Anna River
downstream of the dam.
3. FederalConsistency Certification and New Review. In late March 2005,
Dominion submitted a federal consistency certification to DEQ on the Early Site
Permit pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act. Before the comment
period ended, however, Dominion requested an extension of the review period
from DEQ, which is permitted under the Federal Consistency Regulations (15
CFR Part 930, section 930.60(a)(3)). Dominion later requested an additional
extension and a stay of the review period to allow consideration of a different
cooling method for proposed Unit 3. New information was submitted in January
through May 2006, and the federal consistency review (begun under DEQ-05079F) was re-started on the basis of the new information on May 3. DEQ and
reviewing agencies are developing comments on the new information, which will
be addressed to Dominion and mailed separately from these Comments on the
SDEIS. The federal consistency review was the subject of a public hearing held
by DEQ, and attended by NRC staff, on August 16. The deadline for completion
of that federal consistency review is November 3, 2006.
4. Current Review: Supplement to Draft EIS. In July 2006, NRC issued its
Supplement to the Draft EIS ("SDEIS") to analyze new information related to the
modified cooling method for proposed Unit 3, in keeping with the requirements of
the National Environmental Policy Act. NRC held a public meeting on the
SDEIS, attended by DEQ staff, on August 15. NRC has requested that DEQ
incorporate comments made on the Draft EIS into the Commonwealth's response
to the Supplement to the Draft EIS to facilitate NRC's review by making a single
document to include in the "Comments and Responses" analysis of the Final EIS.
This letter constitutes the response of the Commonwealth of Virginia to the Draft
EIS and the Supplement to the Draft EIS (item 4, below).
Difficulties in Review Process
The procedural approach allowed by NRC and pursued by Dominion has
resulted in a number of difficulties for state agencies, localities, and interested or
affected citizens in this review.
Because the federal consistency certification review requires conclusions
on the part of state agencies regarding the consistency of the proposed project
with the enforceable policies of the Virginia Coastal Resources Management
Program (VCP), it would be beneficial for the NEPA process (review of the Draft
EIS and also the Supplement to the Draft EIS) to occur before the consistency
review. This approach would facilitate public review of consistency issues since
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the NEPA documents would serve their intended role in identifying issues,
narrowing alternatives, and producing some agreement on the nature of the
project under consideration before conclusions are drawn as to its consistency
with the VCP. This was not done. Instead, the consistency certification was
submitted before the NRC responded to issues raised by the Commonwealth on
the Draft EIS.
Dominion has been allowed to make changes and submit new information
since the publication of the SDEIS as well as that of the Draft EIS. An additional
difficulty with the new information is that much of it, such as the safety report,
cannot readily be reviewed and correlated to the analysis of the SDEIS or the
consistency certification by the agencies already involved in these reviews. We
have solicited comments of additional agencies and entities in regard to some of
the public comments we have received. However, given the time constraints in
an on-going review process, as well as the limited distribution of some
information such as the safety report, the response to the new information was
limited.
The Supplement to the Draft EIS (SDEIS) is one of the new documents
submitted for review during the federal consistency certification review. While we
are grateful for the two-week extension of time for comments, this large
document with its 45-day comment period (extended to about 60) was inserted
into the middle of our new consistency review. In the 60-day review period for
the SDEIS, the applicant submitted two revisions (Revisions 7 and 8) to its ESP
application. This occurred after some reviewers had already submitted
comments on the SDEIS.
The SDEIS also revealed discrepancies in the anticipated water resource
demands of the project when compared with the demands predicted in the
additional information from the applicant. These will become apparent in the
discussions of water resources, fisheries, and public comments (respectively,
"Environmental Impacts and Mitigation," items 2-5 and "Public Concerns and
Analysis," items 1-4 and 6, below).
We recommend that for future NEPA reviews, the NRC ensure that the
application (Early Site Permit or Combined License) is complete and all
necessary revisions are made before the NEPA document is made available for
government and public reviews. Changes provided in the revisions to the
application should be analyzed in the NEPA document prepared for an
application.
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Summary of Major Concerns on the DEIS and SDEIS
1. Alternatives Analysis.
(a) Alternative Cooling Method. In their comments on the DEIS and the
SDEIS, reviewers recommended using dry cooling for Unit 3, as proposed for
Unit 4, stating that they would have no concerns about this project if both the
third and fourth reactors proposed at North Anna were air cooled. According to
the DEIS, Unit 4 operating as an air-cooled system would use a maximum of 1
gpm of water and would have negligible water-related impacts on Lake Anna, the
cooling lagoons, or the North Anna River. Environmental concerns raised during
our review of the Draft EIS and SDEIS are water-related. The SDEIS fails to
analyze an air-cooled Unit 3 alternative despite recommendations by several
reviewers.
(b) Alternative Site: Based on the information provided in the Draft EIS,
the two most important disadvantages of the Surry site (aesthetics and
impingement and entrainment and) are not substantiated. The Surry site seems
'superior" (as described in the DEIS) to the North Anna site for the following
reasons:
" the limited water in the North Anna watershed;
* the amount of water already being consumed by lake evaporation from the
existing two reactors; and
* the competition for water resources downstream.
2. Water Resources: Flows, Drought, and Supply. DEQ's Division of Water
Resources commented previously in regard to its concerns for the adequacy of
Lake Anna as a source of cooling water for a third nuclear reactor because the
Lake Anna watershed is relatively small (342 square miles). The Supplemental
Draft EIS (hereinafter "SDEIS") analyzes water resource and quality impacts
considering the addition of the proposed Unit 3 as a closed-cycle, wet-dry cooled
unit and Unit 4 as a dry-cooled unit having negligible effects on water supply.
Although the wet-dry cooling method would withdraw less water than a oncethrough unit, addition of a wet-dry Unit 3 would still increase the drought
recurrence interval (from 6% for units 1 and 2 operating to 11% with a wet-dry
Unit 3 operating; it would increase to 11.8% with addition of Unit 3 as a oncethrough unit) as well as increase the total weeks of flows that are 20 cubic feet
per second (SDEIS page 5-10, section 5.3.2). Unlike the existing NAPS oncethrough units, the majority of the water withdrawn for Unit 3 condenser cooling
would be consumed by the wet towers while operating in the energy conservation
mode, which is for most of the year as currently proposed by the applicant. As
stated in the SDEIS (page 5-10, section 5.3.2), consumption of water by the wet
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towers would reduce the overall volume of water in the lake, thereby impacting
the quantity of water released at Lake Anna dam. The Final EIS must fully
analyze the consumptive water use for the proposed closed-cycle, wet-dry Unit 3.
Issues associated with water quantity and quality and potential conflict over water
use are still unresolved. Resolution of these issues should have been
accomplished prior to the NRC's stated position that the site preparation and
preliminary construction activities would not result in any significant adverse
environmental impacts that cannot be redressed. An air-cooled Unit 3 would
eliminate water-related concerns.
3. North Anna River Fishery Issues. The Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries continues to have reservations about the impacts of proposed Unit 3 on
the lake and downstream resources.
(a) Striped Bass. Striped bass and other anadromous fish are native to
the York River drainage and the North Anna River, while largemouth bass,
bluegill, black crappie, walleye, and channel catfish are not. Nevertheless, all of
these species are important to the recreational fishery in the lake.
According to DGIF, the downstream impacts to fisheries resources were ignored
in the Draft EIS in spite of the increased frequency of low flows that a third watercooled unit would produce. Currently (with two units in the regulated "base
scenario"), 67 weeks of drought conditions (20 cubic feet per second ("cfs")) or
less).out of a 26-year period would be expected. Given the addition of a third
unit using water, the expected drought frequency would increase considerably.
Placing the population of aquatic species under frequent drought stress will shift
the community substantially. Recent DGIF surveys of the North Anna River
have suggested that the primary sportfish, smallmouth bass, has much lower
abundance than in other rivers in the region. Using air cooling for Unit 3 would
eliminate this concern.
(b) Impingement and Entrainment. The potential amount of fish losses
resulting from impingement and entrainment has been reduced by using the
closed-cycle, wet-dry cooling method instead of the once-through system
originally proposed. The use of an air-cooled Unit 3 would further reduce
potential impingement and entrainment losses.
4. Downstream Flows and Recreation. The North Anna River is a
spectacularly scenic and remote canoeing river with excellent fishing, according
to the Department of Conservation and Recreation. Accordingly, discharge rates
from the Lake Anna Dam should be adequate to meet minimum in-stream flows
needed for recreational boating from State Route 601 to U.S. Route 301. The
Department of Conservation and Recreation recommends that a minimum instream flow recreation study be conducted to determine what this discharge rate
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should be. An air-cooled Unit 3 would have no impacts upon water-related
recreation.
5. Cumulative Impacts and Downstream Effects. Cumulative impacts of
the current and future units on downstream hydrology and biology need to be
quantitatively evaluated before any determination can be made that effects of the
proposed addition of reactors to the site are "small." The cumulative impact
analysis should start before the existing two reactors were put into operation and
the impacts analyzed with the sequential addition of Units 1 and 2 followed by the
addition of Unit 3. An air-cooled Unit 3 would eliminate the need for an analysis
of cumulative impacts on downstream hydrology and biology.
Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
1. Recreation Resources. The Department of Conservation and
Recreation has concerns about the impacts of the proposed addition of Unit 3
upon the water quality and quantity in Lake Anna and in the North Anna River
below the dam.
(a) Lake Anna. Lake Anna supports a significant amount of recreational
activity from people getting to the lake from public and private lands. Lake Anna
State Park is a particular example of the public investment in facilitating public
use of the Lake. Proposed new generating facilities will deplete the water
available for other uses. Impacts of those facilities upon the lake temperature,
particularly in the summer months, can affect the downstream fishery.
Several reviewers indicated that the proposed reactors will further
increase water evaporation from Lake Anna, and the claim that the closed-cycle
cooling tower is an improvement with respect to evaporative loss over the oncethrough reactor is unsubstantiated. According to the SDEIS, the maximum
instantaneous evaporation rate for the proposed closed-cycle reactor will be 37.2
cfs in the Energy Conservation mode (most of the year) and 25.7 cfs in drought
conditions (Maximum Water Conservation mode). In the Energy Conservation
mode, the rate is 11.2 cfs higher than the 26 cfs estimated for the once-through
reactor proposed in the Draft EIS. In the Maximum Water Conservation (MWC)
mode, the rate is only 0.3 cfs less than the once-through.
(b) Downstream Flows, North Anna River. The North Anna River is a
spectacularly scenic and remote canoeing river with excellent fishing, according
to the Department of Conservation and Recreation. Between State Route 601
and U.S. Route 301, the River is heavily used because it presents some of the
most beautiful and remote paddling opportunities in the mid-Atlantic region.
During periods of low rainfall, releases from the Lake Anna Dam are less than
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what is needed to support recreational boating on-the River. Accordingly,
discharge rates from the Lake Anna Dam should be adequate to meet minimum
in-stream flows needed for recreational boating from State Route 601 to U.S.
Route 301. The Department of Conservation and Recreation recommended, in
its earlier comments on the Draft EIS, that a minimum in-stream flow recreation
study be conducted to determine what this discharge rate should be.
2. Water Resources: Flows, Lake Levels, Supply. The Draft EIS analyzes
water resource and quality impacts considering the addition of the proposed Unit
3 as a once-through water-cooled unit and Unit 4 as a dry-cooled unit having
negligible effects on water supply (page 5-3, section 5.3). DEQ's Division of
Water Resources commented previously (in the review of the first federal
consistency certification, DEQ-03-223F, comments mailed February 10, 2004) in
regard to its concerns for the adequacy of Lake Anna as a source of cooling
water for a third nuclear reactor; these concerns remain. However, the new
cooling design eliminates concerns about increased water temperature.
(a) Flows and Drought. Earlier discussions between the applicant, DEQ,
and the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (prior to the review of the
Draft EIS in 2004-2005) resulted in the selection of 248 feet above sea level as
the Lake Anna water level elevation that is representative of a hydrologic
drought. Based upon historical data, this level would have a recurrence interval
of once every 8.7 years, and it was agreed upon as being indicative of drought
conditions. This matches closely other commonly used drought indicators (e.g.,
7Q10) as an indicator of drought conditions in streams for water quality and
discharge permit conditions. Table 1 (Draft EIS, page F-102) can be used to
evaluate the recurrence intervals of droughts. The USGS publication referenced
in that table discusses drought recurrence intervals ranging from once every 15
to once every 80 years. Using elevation 248 as an indicator, past Dominion
records demonstrate that this level has been observed 3 times in the last 26
years, a reasonable expectation of the recurrence interval (8.6 years) for a
drought. Addition of Unit 3 would increase the drought recurrence interval to
every 2.6 years and more than double the total weeks of flows that are 20 cubic
feet per second (cfs) or lower from 67 to 143. Median duration of drought flows
of 20 cfs would be 7 weeks with the proposed Unit 3. Virginia State Water
Control Board Bulletin #58 reviewed flow statistics for the gauge downstream at
Doswell. Prior to dam construction, flows of 25 cfs or lower would occur once
every 10 years for about 10 weeks. Addition of Unit 3 would significantly
increase the frequency of drought flows downstream, and the duration of those
droughts. The change to drought flows once every 2.6 years, for median
duration of 7 weeks, is a significant change from conditions prior to the
plant/reservoir construction (see item 4(b), below), and demonstrates the need
for cumulative analysis of biological impacts.
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(b) Water Supply. One of the major earlier concerns of DEQ's Division of
Water Resources was the lack of an identifiable source of water for the proposed
fourth reactor (Unit 4). The Draft EIS indicated that the proposed Unit 4 would be
air-cooled (see Draft EIS, page.5-3, section 5.3); the Division has no objection to
an air-cooled unit. However, the fact that the fourth unit would be air cooled does
not allay the Division's concern about the adequacy of Lake Anna as a water
supply for a third nuclear reactor. The Division looked at other nuclear reactors
along the East Coast to compare the water resources available to them with the
water resources available at North Anna (see "Table 1," first enclosure to DEQ's
March 5, 2005 letter on the Draft EIS). The conclusions drawn from that
research are:
*

Most of the intake locations are tidal and have an essentially unlimited
water supply;

" Of the remaining locations, the North Anna location has the least
abundant water supply, based on the average flow of a small watershed
(342 square miles) and a medium-sized reservoir; and
*

There is a limited number of nuclear power-stations located on non-tidal
rivers. In these cases, the power plants are on large rivers such as the
Connecticut and the Susquehanna.

In fact, the only location remotely similar to North Anna's situation is the Oconee
plants on Lake Keowee in South Carolina.. However, immediately below Lake
Keowee is Hartwell Lake, so the section of non-tidal stream affected by
consumptive loss is very short.
(c) Frame of Reference for Flows. The Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries and DEQ's Division of Water Resources requested the applicant to
perform an Index of Hydrologic Alteration (IHA) analysis of pre- and post-project
flows below the dam (see Draft EIS, page F-122 through F-125 and the tables on
pages F-126 through F-133). The two state agencies had pre-dam conditions in
mind when they addressed "pre-project" conditions in their earlier discussions
with the applicant. However, the tables on pages F-126 through F-133 do not
evaluate pre-dam conditions and therefore cannot be considered complete.
Table 1 (pages F-126 and F-127) demonstrates significant shifts in frequency of
lower flows and needs to be expanded to address conditions prior to the creation
of the lake. DEQ's Division of Water Resources and the Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries clarify that "pre-project" meant no dam and no reactors;
"post-project" meant the lake and three once-through cooling units. This
Indicators study was requested in order to assess the cumulative impact of the
existing and proposed project activities on the North Anna River. A cumulative
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analysis of impacts of the project does not start with the existing lake conditions
(i.e., the lake and two reactors) and then add, incrementally, the effects of
operation of the proposed third reactor (so that the "post-project" condition is the
lake and three reactors). However, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has
accepted this approach, which means that a finding of no more than "moderate"
impacts of the third unit (page 5-10, section 5.3.2, lines 7-13) is not surprising
even if cumulative impacts have not been analyzed.
Dominion provided DEQ's Division of Water Resources (DWR) with the
output of a simulation model with which Division staff is able to make some
comparisons of true pre- and post-project conditions. Prior to the lake, the North
Anna River at the dam site had an average flow of about 286 cubic feet per
second (cfs). This is based on the flow records from 1929 to 1971 at the Doswell
gauge, proportionately reduced to reflect the smaller drainage area at the dam.
According to the NRC water budget analysis, the two existing units account for
50 cfs in evaporation and the third once-through unit would account for 26 cfs in
evaporation. The cumulative impact on the average flow of just the power plants
(not including lake evaporation) is therefore estimated to be 76 cfs or 26% of the
historic average flow. Such a large loss of the normal flow to consumptive uses
is unprecedented in Virginia and other mid-Atlantic states. The U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) estimates that the average percentage of surface water lost to
consumptive use in the mid-Atlantic states is 1.6% of average flow. (USGS,
1984, National Water Summary)
DWR examined pre-dam gauge records and compared those streamflow
records with projected releases with three reactors operating in a once-through
cooling mode. This is not a true IHA analysis but it is presented in order to give
some perspective of the magnitude of true pre- and post-project conditions.
*

Prior to the project, flows at the dam site were less than or equal'to 20 cfs
only 4.2% of the time; with the third unit, flows are projected to be 20 cfs
11.8% of the time with the once-through reactor and 11% of the time with
the closed-cycle reactor (SDEIS, page 5-11, section 5.3.2 and Appendix
K, page K-12, Table K-3).

*

Prior to the project, flows at the dam site were greater than or equal to 156
cfs 52% of the time (pre-dam Doswell gauge); with three units, flows will
be less than or equal to 40 cfs 52% of the time (Draft EIS, page 5-12,
section 5.4.1.3),

*

Prior to the project, during the driest 14-month period on record (early May
1931 to early July 1931) streamflow in the North Anna River averaged 90
cfs over the 14 months. With the three units, the driest 14-month period
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(mid- September 2001 through mid-January 2003) streamflow in the North
Anna River would average only 20 cfs.
DWR disagrees with the conclusion in the Draft EIS that these pre- and postproject flow alterations and their impact can be described as small or moderate.
Instead, DWR would characterize these types of alterations as large.
(d) Preferencesin Cooling Method. DEQ's Division of Water Resources
prefers the once-through cooling process proposed for Unit 3 to a water cooling
tower because the once-through process results in less consumptive use of
water than the water cooling tower. This preference would result in larger
impingement and entrainment losses (see item 4(g), below) and a larger heat
load to the Lake than the cooling tower. (Note: the SDEIS proposes a closedcycle hybrid wet-dry cooling tower.) DEQ's Division of Water Resources
recognizes that the cooling tower is not proposed in the Draft EIS, but some
commenters may propose it as a solution to thermal loading and impingement
and entrainment concerns. In any case, DEQ's Division of Water Resources
would defer to DEQ's Division of Water Quality in regard to thermal impacts of
any water-cooled units that might be proposed. DGIF recommends use of dry
cooling for Unit 3 as a solution to lake level problems and downstream flow
reductions.
The once-through cooling process would also entail larger impingement
and entrainment losses. DEQ's Division of Water Resources defers to the
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries with regard to impingement and
entrainment estimates; see item 4(g), below.
(e) SDEIS Issues: Lake Water Use and Cooling Methods. DEQ's Division
of Water Resources agrees with the applicant that air cooling (i.e., the MWC
mode) should be implemented when the lake level falls below 250 feet msl at a
minimum. However, the Division agrees with the Department of Game and
Inland Fisheries (DGIF) that the MWC mode should be implemented at other
times as well, when the lake is not necessarily below a full condition; see the
recommendations in item 4(d), below.
DEQ's Division of Water Resources indicates that the Indicators of
Hydrologic Alteration (IHA) analysis performed by Dominion shows a highly
altered flow regime below the North Anna Dam, especially in the spring and fall.
September is a possible exception to this alteration because it is typically the
month of lowest flow; in September, the North Anna River actually retains some
semblance of normal flow due to the minimum release from the dam. The
cumulative effects of Unit 3 on downstream ecosystems could be reduced by
using the air cooling system in spring and fall.
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(f) SDEIS Issues: Maximum Water ConservationMode Implementation
Timing. As stated elsewhere in these Comments (see item 4(i), below), the
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (DGIF) recommends against the 7-day
waiting period after lake levels reach trigger levels to initiate air cooling
(Maximum Water Conservation (MWC) mode). DEQ's Division of Water
Resources endorses the DGIF recommendation, which is that implementation of
the MWC mode should take place when downstream flows have a three-day
rolling average at trigger points described in item 4(d), below.
According to DEQ's Division of Water Resources, the applicant
endeavored to justify the 7-day waiting period by stating that the electricity
needed to operate the air cooling system might already be sold by the time the
decision is taken to implement the MWC mode. However, given the number of
generation assets controlled by the applicant, and the interconnectivity of the
electric transmission system, this reasoning does not appear compelling to the
Division.
(g) SDEIS Issues: Frequency of 20 cfs flows; Lake Levels. The current
operating rules for the power plant allow flows to be reduced from a required 40
cfs to 20 cfs whenever the lake elevation goes down to 248 feet msl, according to
the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (July 7 letter relative to federal
consistency of this project, enclosed). While the Department wishes to maintain
the frequency and duration of 20-cfs events (see item 4(b), below), DEQ's
Division of Water Resources indicates that setting the trigger elevation at 247.5
feet msl instead of 248 feet would require changing the existing Virginia Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) permit, and might generate opposition
from lakefront property owners. The Division opposes any change in the trigger
elevation of 248 feet. However, the Division believes that the DGIF
recommendation to raise the lake level three inches in the spring to make more
storage available for downstream flows in the spring deserves additional study.
3. Draft EIS Water Resources Analysis. The following discussions relate
to the analysis or coverage of the Draft EIS in regard to the water supply, flow,
and quality issues discussed above. Wetland information deficiency is also
addressed.
(a) Cumulative Impacts and Downstream Effects. Cumulative impacts of
the current and future units on downstream hydrology and biology need to be
quantitatively evaluated before any determination can be made that effects of the
proposed addition of reactors to the site are "small" (Draft EIS, page 5-10,
section 5.3.2, line 9; see SDEIS, page 5-72, Table 5-19). Three options exist to
reduce the significant impacts on downstream resources, according to the
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries:
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*
*
*

Change the trigger level of elevation (248 feet) to some lower elevation
that has a recurrence interval of once every 8.7 years;
Increase storage by raising the lake level seasonally; or
Have Unit 3 operate under dry cooling conditions, as is proposed for Unit
4.

(b) Alternatives Analysis: Surry Power Station site versus North Anna site.
The Draft EIS indicates that a first-stage of examination aims to determine
whether any alternative site is environmentally preferable to the proposed site.
Based on the results of this review, the NRC examines alternatives for other
factors and decides whether an alternative site is "obviously superior" to the
proposed site (Draft EIS, page 8-1). DEQ's Division of Water Resources
believes that the Surry site is "superior" (as described in the Draft EIS) to the
North Anna site based on the following reasons:
*

the limited water resources in the North Anna River watershed;

" the amount of water already being consumed by lake evaporation
and the forced evaporation from the existing two reactors; and
" the competition for water resources downstream.
It appears that water availability would not be an issue on the tidal James River
at Surry. According to the Division of Water Resources, the Draft EIS says, "The
consumptive use of water to support mechanical draft cooling towers would be
undetectable relative to the supply in the estuary."
At two meetings with DEQ staff (prior to the submission of the
Commonwealth's comments on the Draft EIS, March 3, 2005), NRC officials
were asked why North Anna rather than Surry was being proposed for an early
site permit. On both occasions, NRC staff cited aesthetics and the fact that the
plant might be visible from Jamestown. However, the Draft EIS, in its discussion
of aesthetics (pages 8- 32 and 8-33), does not indicate that there is any problem
with aesthetics at Surry. In fact, the Draft EIS states that the Surry plant's
"current structures are not visually obtrusive from any vantage point, even from
across the James River. However Units 1 and 2 are visible from the highest
amusement rides at Busch Gardens" (Draft EIS, page 8-32). The concerns
about aesthetics are not supported by statements in the Draft EIS.
Impingement and entrainment issues (see also item 4(e), below) would be
a greater problem at the Surry site than at Lake Anna. This is because the
James River is an estuary at the Surry site. However, the alternatives section of
the Draft EIS states that reactors at Surry would be cooled with cooling towers
(page 8-15, section 8.5). As such, the impingement and entrainment problem
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would be less than if once-through cooling were to be used. On April 4, 2001,
Dr. John Olney of the Virginia Institute of Marine Science wrote to Mr. Tony
Banks of Dominion on the subject of impingement and entrainment at Surry while
commenting on the re-licensing of the plant. In the letter Dr. Olney states,
"Further, the available information on abundance and distribution of fishes at the
site suggests that there is a low probability that water withdrawals at the plant are
causing declines in federally managed species." Since Dr. Olney does not
express concerns about a large once-through cooling water withdrawal, it
appears that a cooling tower withdrawal, orders of magnitude smaller, would also
not be a concern.
In conclusion, based on the information provided, two of the most
important disadvantages of the Surry site (impingement and entrainment, and
aesthetics), are not substantiated, while the main disadvantage of the North
Anna site (water availability) appears extremely problematic. DEQ's Division of
Water Resources and the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries would have
no concerns about this project if both the fourth and third reactors at North Anna
were air cooled.
(c) Presentationof Data in the Draft EIS.. As indicated above (item 2(c)),
the "pre-project" conditions should be based on the condition of the area before
.the lake and dam were constructed in the 1970s. Table 1 in Appendix F (Draft
EIS, pages F-126 and F-127) is one example of this; it demonstrates significant
shifts in frequency of lower flows and needs to be expanded to address
conditions prior to creation of the lake.
(i) Tables in Chapter5. The tables in Chapter 5 of the Draft EIS
have several problems. Tables 5-4 through 5-6 (pages 5-22 through 5-24) reflect
seasonal losses from March through July, so the "Yearly Totals" column is not
appropriately named. To properly reflect yearly totals, losses for the remaining
seven months need to be added to the table. If summer, fall, and winter data
were not collected, that data may have to be extrapolated by the best fitting of a
non-linear function to the available data. Only then can the full impacts of
entrainment on important fish species begin to be addressed.
Tables 5-2 (Draft EIS, page 5-18) and 5-5 (page 5-23) may have
significant errors, or the reasons for the differences are not fully explained. For
example, in Table 5-2, for Unit 3, January striped bass and bluegill numbers
impinged are greater than in Units 1 and 2 (Draft EIS, Table 5-1, page 5-17), but
black crappie, gizzard shad, white perch, and yellow perch numbers are less
than in Units 1 and 2. Similar discrepancies exist for other rows in the table, and
for the cumulative Tables 5-3 and .Table 5-6. These discrepancies should be
explained further in the Final EIS.
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(ii) Characterizationof Impacts on Fisheries. The Department of
Game and Inland Fisheries disagrees with the assessment that the impact of Unit
3 upon gizzard shad, the most prevalent species, would be a "small" impact
(page 5-21, end of section 5.4.2.2). As DGIF states in its comments on the Draft
EIS:
Gizzard shad are indeed a "prolific forage fish," but their abundance has been low in
VDGIF samples in two recent years. This species is the primary forage for stocked
pelagic predators (striped bass and walleye) and also supplements largemouth bass
diet. Further declines in striped bass habitat (another contested issue) combined
with potential reductions in the forage base could significantly impact this
recreationally and economically important fishery. Section 5.4.2.2 estimates the
impingement loss to the fish population as a percentage of the estimated total lake
population as derived from cove rotenone. We applied this same technique to
entrainment numbers and calculate that 6.8% of the gizzard shad and 87% of the
black crappie are lost due to entrainment. When combined with impingement 7.7%
of the gizzard shad and 93.9% of the black crappie numbers are killed by the intake
structure. We do not consider losing almost 8 and 94% of these populations from
an intake a small impact. Several problems exist with this approach and these need
to be addressed. Lakes undergo eutrophication with age and that is occurring at
Lake Anna as the watershed becomes more fully developed. As that occurs, the
biomass of fish increases. The current biomass is undoubtedly higher than twenty
years ago when the original entrainment/impingement analysis was conducted. The
report uses cove rotenone data but does not account for spatial and temporal
variation within that data. Within large reservoirs, biomass typically declines
downstream through a trophic gradient. That is apparent from our routine sampling
as well as historic rotenone data. The impacts of entrainment and
impingement may be even more spatially and numerically significant in the lower
lake where the numbers of fish are less than above the Rt. 208 bridge.
The Department points out that the conclusions regarding entrainment losses in
the Draft EIS are not based on scientifically sound evidence. This is exemplified
by the statement:
Because the fish entrained most frequently are prolific, exhibit a high reproductive
potential, and compensatory responses of the fish population occur to offset losses,
the staff concludes that the impacts of entrainment would be SMALL [emphasis in
the original].
(See Draft EIS, page 5-25, end of section 5.4.2.3.)
(iii) Recommendations. The Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries recommends that the entrainment tables be corrected to reflect an
actual annual loss. The discrepancies should be corrected and a much more
rigorous spatial and temporal evaluation conducted before any conclusion can be
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reached that the effects of impingement and entrainment are "small." See also
item 4(e), below.
(d) Wetland Information.
(i) Draft EIS Information. The Draft EIS states, "a few small
wetlands and two intermittent streams exist on the North Anna ESP site" (page 47, section 4.4.1), but no wetland delineation of the area has been accomplished.
The Draft EIS also states, in several different places, that avoidance and
minimization of wetland impacts will be practiced to the maximum extent
practicable. Given the above information, however, DEQ cannot determine
whether project activities would adversely affect wetland or stream areas subject
to DEQ water permitting jurisdiction. For this reason, DEQ recommends that the
applicant submit the following:
*

a National Wetland Inventory (NWI) map identifying the project area;

*

photographs of the intermittent streams;

*

a confirmation of the wetlands delineation bylthe Army Corps of
Engineers; and

*

any other information pertaining to the location of wetlands or streams
in or near the project area.

This information would be necessary for any Virginia Water Protection Permit
application, but it is also vital for an informed decision on federal consistency and
on the environmental impacts of the proposed project.
(ii) PermitApplicability. Applicable regulations require a Virginia
Water Protection (VWP) Permit as follows. If the activities to be pursued under
the Early Site Permit involve one or more of those listed here, the applicant must
apply to DEQ for a permit.
Except in compliance with a VWP permit, no person shall dredge, fill, or
discharge any pollutant into, or adjacent to surface waters, or otherwise alter the
physical, chemical, or biological properties of surface waters, excavate in wetlands, or
...conduct the following activities in a wetland:
1. New activities to cause draining that significantly alters or degrades existing
wetland acreage or functions;
2. Filling or dumping;
3. Permanent flooding or impounding; or
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4. New activities that cause significant alteration or degradation of existing
wetland acreage or functions.
(See the VWP permit program regulations, 9 VAC 25-210-50.A.)
It should be noted that certain water withdrawals are exempt from
permitting (see the State Water Control Law, Virginia Code-section 62.144:15.5.G). The proposed Unit 3 does not appear to qualify for this exemption,
according to DEQ's Division of Water Resources (Hassell/Ellis/Irons, 9/8/06).
(iii) Evaluation factors. In the permit application review process, DEQ
evaluates the following, inter alia:
*
*
*

Avoidance of wetland impacts;
Minimization of wetland impacts;
Amount, type, and location of compensatory wetland mitigation, based on
the ecologically preferable alternative.

See "Regulatory and Coordination Needs," item 6, below.
4. Fisheries. The Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (DGIF), as
the Commonwealth's wildlife and freshwater fish management agency, exercises
enforcement and regulatory jurisdiction over wildlife and freshwater fish, including
state or federally listed endangered or threatened species, but excluding listed
insects. The Department (hereinafter "DGIF") is a consulting agency under the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. sections 661 et seg.), and
provides environmental analysis of projects or permit applications coordinated
through the Department of Environmental Quality, the Marine Resources
Commission, the Virginia Department of Transportation, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and several other state
and federal agencies. DGIF determines likely impacts upon fish and wildlife
resources and habitat, and recommends appropriate measures to avoid, reduce,
or compensate for those impacts.
(a) Lake Water Use, Evaporation,and Downstream Flows. The
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries remains concerned regarding the.
increased evaporation from Lake Anna and its impacts upon downstream
hydrology, attributable to the addition of Unit 3. The increased frequency of flows
below 40 cubic feet per second (cfs) will, if allowed, cause the downstream
hydrology to change to a drier condition than would occur naturally, resulting in
lower flows affecting downstream resources in the Pamunkey River, to which the
North Anna River flows. The required release flow of 40 cfs is 11.6% of mean
annual flow. Normal summer flows in a stream the size of the North Anna River
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would be from 70 to 100 cfs or 20-30% of mean annual flow. Reduced flows
would result in reduced summer habitat for resident Lake species as well as
downstream migratory species. An analysis of Dominion's long-term North Anna
River monitoring data demonstrated that the fish community requires a diverse
flow pattern, with different species doing best in wet years. This is similar to
study results from the James River and the North Fork of the Shenandoah River.
(b) Frequency of 20 cfs flows. The estimates on frequency of 20-cfs flows
provided in the applicant's Revision 7 differ significantly from those in the SDEIS.
The discrepancy should be fully addressed and resolved before the Final EIS is
completed.
(i) Analysis. Prior to construction of the North Anna Dam, river
flows were less than 20 cfs 4.2% of the time. Currently, flows are decreased to
20 cfs an average of 5.2% of the time. With the proposed Unit 3 wet-dry cooling
system, according to the applicant's analysis, the frequency and duration of
these 20-cfs events would increase to 7.3% of the time. However, according to
the NRC's analysis (SDEIS, Appendix K, page K-12 and page 5-11, section
5.3.2), the 20-cfs events would increase to 11.0% (not 7.3%) with the closedcycle unit 3 instead of the 11.8% of the time for 20-cfs events with a oncethrough Unit 3. This is a slight improvement from the original. proposal, which
would have resulted in reducing flows to 20 cfs 11.8% of the time.
With the existing two units, according to the applicant'sanalysis, there are
two 20-cfs flow events predicted over a 24-year period. The proposed Unit 3
would increase that to five such events over a 24-year period. With a third unit,
the duration of the first two events is increased by an additional 4 to 5 weeks.
The three additional events have durations of 2 to 13 weeks. According to the
NRC analysis, that would increase to seven events. These predictions need to
be re-evaluated in light of the NRC analysis referred to above.
(ii) Recommendation. To reduce the frequency and duration of 20cfs events, the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries recommends the
following. For each additional inch of water stored, an additional 27 days are
available during which flows can be maintained at 40 cfs. By storing three inches
of water, resulting in a lake elevation of 250.25 feet above mean sea level, the
five 20-cfs events predicted by Dominion would be reduced to three events, and
the duration of the third event would be reduced from 13 weeks to one week.
The other two events would have the same duration as previously. The impact of
three inches of storage on the NRC analysis is unclear.
Therefore, DGIF recommends that the normal operating elevation be
seasonally increased (April through November) to 250.25 feet msl in order to
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minimize the impacts of an increased frequency and duration of 20-cfs flows on
downstream resources. Rules could be in place to reduce the pool to 250 feet
msl elevation prior to predicted storm events such as hurricanes and tropical
depressions:
(c) Altered Flow Regime above 40 cfs.
(i) Analysis. The proposed Unit 3 would withdraw a maximum of
49.6 cfs, with an average use of 34.3 cfs. Return water could range from near
zero to 49.6 cfs, depending on the operation of the dry cooling unit and ambient
air temperature. Under summer conditions, dry tower return rates could be in the
range of 25%. Winter returns could be 100% with minimal evaporative loss from
the lake. Use of only the wet tower will result in almost 100% evaporative water
loss. Fishery impacts of this regime will depend on flows and the season.
(ii) Fishery Resources. Some of the biologically important fishery
resources and critical seasons are the herring spawning during March, shad
spawning during late March and April, smallmouth bass spawning in May and
June, and juvenile shad survival on the Pamunkey River.
*

With regard to herring, based upon results on the Rappahannock and
James Rivers, herring runs are strongest when flows are near normal.
Low flows have resulted in reduced numbers of fish moving upstream.

*

With regard to shad spawning, upstream migration is less during dry
years.
With regard to smallmouth bass spawning, and juvenile bass development
during June, DGIF has documented that juvenile bass survival statewide
is highest when June flows are between the median and average values.
June flows are currently below median values and would decrease more
with the addition of Unit 3 to 43% of pre-Lake values. Water conservation
during this period is likely to enhance the survival rates of smallmouth
bass juveniles.
With regard to juvenile shad on the Pamunkey River, survival rates are
best during wet summers. The Pamunkey River system has the healthiest
shad population in Virginia, and it serves as the brood source for shad reestablishment in the James River system. See item 4(c)(iii), next.

(iii) Stream Flow and Shad. DGIF has reviewed the impacts of
stream flow on American shad juvenile production in the Pamunkey River. The
data were presented to Dominion and the NRC in separate meetings in the
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spring of 2006. Shad juvenile year class strength and survival were assessed by
evaluating catch-per-unit effort of returning brood stock, ages 4 to 6 years. In
summary, the best juvenile shad survival occurred during wetter June-August
years (those with flows at the 80th percentile). Lake Anna is about one-third
(1/3) of the drainage area of the Pamunkey River at the gauge station near
Hanover, and is an important contributor to that river's flow. Flow losses within
Lake Anna due to evaporation can have a significant impact upon downstream
shad resources. The NRC analysis would predict a much more significant impact
on potential summer shad habitat than the Dominion analysis.
(d) Recommendations: OperatingRules for the Maximum Water
Conservation Mode. Impacts upon the above-listed fisheries and other aquatic
resources can be minimized by use of the dry tower to reduce -consumptive water
losses. Accordingly, DGIF recommends that the Maximum Water Conservation
(MWC) mode be implemented in keeping with the following rules.
In March and April, the MWC mode should be implemented when flows
are less than 225 cfs. Flows are in the lower quartile, and water
conservation savings can result in significant habitat savings and return
flows to near existing conditions. These flows are particularly important
for herring, shad., migratory striped bass, and resident sucker and minnow
spawning.
*

In May, the MWC mode should be implemented when flows are less than
175 cfs. These flows are important for smallmouth bass nesting. The
addition of Unit 3 would reduce flows by 30% from pre-Lake conditions.

*

In June, the MWC mode should be implemented when flows are less than
120 cfs. This value is close to the average value and will enhance
smallmouth bass spawning success, and subsequent catch for anglers.

From July through October, the MWC mode should be implemented when
flows are less than 90 cfs. High flows are important for the habitat requirements
of resident fish species that do best in wet years. Without water conservation in
wet years, those optimal habitat conditions cannot be achieved. Wet years are
also important for producing strong year classes of American shad in the
Pamunkey River.
While this could result in significant improvements in flow, it is unclear how
this would affect events below elevation 250.
(e) Striped Bass Reservoir Habitat.
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(i) Description and Habitat. The Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries agrees with the descriptive statements in the Draft EIS (page 5-30,
lines 24-33). However, line 37 incorrectly states that striped bass are not native
to this watershed. The use of nomenclature surrounding native vs. nonnative
species appears to minimize the value of the striped bass fishery. This is
incorrect. Striped bass are, in fact, native to the York River drainage and
downstream reaches of the North Anna can be seasonally important for
spawning and juvenile rearing. The lake population is correctly acknowledged as
being supported by stocking. In recognition of this fact, the Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries strives to stock Chesapeake strain striped bass in the
reservoir so as not to change the genetics of downstream populations.
(ii) Impacts of Temperature and Flow Changes. An extensive
amount of temperature data from historic monitoring of the lake was used to
model thermal conditions at various locations in the lake. Despite that extensive
data set, no modeling of summer striped bass habitat was conducted to support
statements that the impacts would be small in normal years and moderate in
drought years (Draft EIS, page 5-31, lines 18-19). In combination with the
elevated temperatures and increased frequency of drought conditions (lowering
to elevation 248) within the lake, the striped bass population could be stressed
every 2.6 years. Based on the information in the Draft EIS, it is inconclusive
whether the installation of a third unit would cause acute mortality from
exacerbated summer habitat squeeze. It is also inconclusive, however, that such
mortality would not occur. At some point, striped bass will begin to die as water
quality declines (based primarily on higher water temperatures and lower
dissolved oxygen). Since no modeling of summer habitat was conducted, it is
unknown whether the additive impacts of a third unit would allow reservoir
conditions to reach this point, and the exact point at which this will occur is
unknown; but to discount the possibility is subjective. Even with the elimination
of Unit 4, the predicted maximum surface temperature increase at the dam of 3.6
'degrees Fahrenheit could result in striped bass mortalities depending on the
plume configuration, inflow, and stratification pattern. Striped bass habitat
modeling is essential in the Final EIS to explain the potential of a new (third) unit
and its impact on striped bass habitat.
(f) North Anna River Fishery Issues. According to the Department of
Game and Inland Fisheries, the downstream impacts to fisheries resources were
ignored in the Draft EIS in spite of the increased frequency of low flows that a
third water-cooled unit would produce. Currently, (with two units in the regulated
"base scenario"), 67 weeks of drought conditions (20 CFS or less) out of a 26year period would be expected. Given the addition of a third unit, the expected
drought frequency would rise to 150 weeks using the once-through cooling
method. The length of time the drought frequency would increase using the
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closed-cycle cooling method would depend on factors such as the frequency of
triggering the Maximum Water Conservation Mode and the design used.
(i) Analysis of Flows. The Tennant method is a common desktop
method and summer flows in the 20-30% mean annual flow (MAF) range are
beneficial for sustainable fisheries. Because it has been called the Montana
Method, it has been deemed as only applicable in Western streams. That is a
misconception, as it was developed "over the past 17 years from work on
hundreds of streams in the states north of the Mason-Dixon Line between the
Atlantic Ocean and the Rocky Mountains" (Fisheries 1(4): 6-10). Summer flows
below the desired level of 68 cubic feet per second (cfs), or 20% of MAF, are the
norm under current conditions and will worsen under future conditions. The
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries recommended that an In-stream Flow
Incremental Methodology (IFIM) Study be conducted to properly evaluate this
project on the stream fauna. The expected increased frequency of drought flows
to a common occurrence (2.6 years) is expected to have significant impacts.
Conclusions need to be based upon sound scientific modeling. DGIF states that
if Dominion can offer a better approach to modeling flow impacts, DGIF would be
happy to consider any alternative.
(ii) Impacts on River Resources. According to DGIF, the Draft EIS
makes the following statement:
... long-term monitoring of the North Anna River has documented improvements in
the abundance and diversity of aquatic biota since impoundment.
DGIF is unaware of any intensive data analysis to support such an assertion.
DGIF's analysis of the Dominion data set documented changes that are reflective
of drought conditions. Placing the population of aquatic species under frequent
drought stress will shift the community substantially. This analysis was
previously provided to Dominion. Recent DGIF surveys of the North Anna River
have suggested that the primary sportfish, smallmouth bass, has much lower
abundances than in other rivers in the region. Other fish populations were
present in relatively low levels. It is the opinion of DGIF biologists that the low
abundance and biomass of predator and forage species in the North Anna River
is related to higher than naturally occurring incidences of drought conditions.
There also is the possibility that drought flow conditions could adversely impact
downstream anadromous nursery areas. This potential impact should be
evaluated. Increasing the drought frequency to the proposed extent would have
an unacceptable negative impact on this fishery.
(iii) Modeling versus Speculation. The balance of a major argument
within the document centers on subjective speculation on whether the installation
of Units 3 and/or 4 would present complications for fish populations. DGIF
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believes that such complications would occur. More likely at issue is not if
complications would occur, for they almost certainly would; but the extent of such
complications and the population-level impacts. Without extensive modeling, it is
impossible to argue either point successfully. We recommend the application of
sound scientific modeling to the decision process and that appropriate
corrections based on model outcomes be incorporated in the Final EIS. The
NRC, in section 5.3.2 of the SDEIS, concludes that the impact on the resource is
small during most years and moderate during drought years. Extensive
hydrologic analysis has been conducted which demonstrates significant changes
in the flow patterns. Earlier DGIF recommendations included a similar analysis
of incremental habitat changes as impacted by changes in flow. Without that
analysis, any conclusion of "small to moderate impacts" is not substantiated.
(g) Water Intakes: Fish Impingement and Entrainment. Since commenting
on this subject for the Draft EIS, the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries
has changed its recommendations. We reiterate the Draft EIS comments first,
and explain the changes as necessary.
(i) Estimates. In reviewing the Draft EIS, the Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries (DGIF) applauded the applicant's use of "worst case"
scenarios for estimating impingement and entrainment, and acknowledged the
estimate of a 131% increase in the impingement rate for Unit 3 (Draft EIS, pages
5-13 through 5-18, sections 5.4.2.1 and 5.4.2.2). In developing the total.
estimate, data derived from 1979 through 1983 was added to worst-case Unit 3
operation. However, it is not clear whether the 1979-1983 values for Units 1 and
2 reflect current operating conditions and are valid. The Final EIS, according to
DGIF, should indicate whether water volume pumped for these units has
increased or decreased since the 1979-1983 study period, in light of the facts
that plant operating time, efficiency, and volume of water pumped have all
increased. In such case, the table reflecting the impacts of Units 1 and 2 (Draft
EIS, Table 5-1, page 5-17) needs to be revised to reflect current operating
conditions.
(ii) EarlierRecommendations. The Department of Game and
Inland Fisheries, in commenting on the Draft EIS, recommended the use of stateof-the-art intake screens, as encouraged by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in recent screen recommendations. Specifically, the Department of
Game and Inland Fisheries recommended openings of 1 millimeter (mm), and an
intake velocity of 0.25 feet per second (fps) to protect aquatic life. This would
greatly alleviate the impingement and entrainment issue, as would the use of a
dry cooling tower.
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(iii) Existing and ProposedIntake Screens. The SDEIS discusses
water intakes, impingement, and entrainment in the chapter on operational
impacts (specifically pages 5-19 through 5-26, sections 5.4.2.1 through 5.4.2.3).
The current intake screen at the North Anna Power Station has a mesh size of
9.5 mm and an intake velocity of 0.7 feet per second (fps). The same design is
proposed for the Unit 3 intake structure. With the re-design of the cooling
process for Unit 3, the expected number of fish impinged by that unit would be
reduced from 147 million to 3.4 million annually.
(iv) Analysis and Recommendations. The Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries made an earlier recommendation for a 1 mm mesh size
screen and an intake velocity of 0.25 fps. During several meetings with NRC and
Dominion, there was discussion regarding the lack of sweeping velocity in a
reservoir situation. As a result of further review of scientific literature, DGIF
arrived at a recommendation of a 2 mm mesh size and an intake velocity of 0.5
fps for the intakes for proposed Units 3 and 4. The 9.5 mm screen proposed by
the applicant (SDEIS, pages 5-19, 5-26) will only exclude fish larger than 3.4
inches from the intake. The 2 mm mesh size and 0.5 fps intake velocity will
make for more effective resource protection, according to DGIF. The
recommendations may be depicted on this table:
_

_

_

Draft EIS,
DGIF recommendation
SDEIS, DGIF
Recommendation (now)

Mesh Size
1 mm

Intake Velocity
0.25 fps'

2 mm

0.50 fps

As indicated above (see item 3(c)(iii)), DGIF recommends that entrainment tables
in the Draft EIS (see page 5-25, section 5.4.2.3) be corrected.
(h) Avoiding Adverse Impacts. In response to the discussions of terrestrial
impacts (SDEIS, page 4-8, section 4.4.1) and unavoidable adverse impacts
(SDEIS, page 10-4, section 10.1), DGIF recommends avoiding and minimizing
adverse impact upon wetlands and streams to the maximum extent possible.
Particulars follow.
(i) Compensation for unavoidable wetland and stream impacts.
Compensation should be based on ratios, as follows:
*

2 acres of compensation for each acre of impacts to palustrine forested
(PFO) wetlands, or 2:1;
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*

1.5 acres of compensation for each acre of impacts to palustrine scrubshrub (PSS) wetlands, or 1.5:1;

*

1 acre of compensation for each acre of impacts to palustrine emergent
(PEM) wetlands, or 1:1; and

*

1 acre of compensation for each acre of impacts to streams. This 1:1 ratio
should be based on the full restoration of a similarly functional stream.

(ii) Stream enhancement or preservation-onlymitigation. Stream
enhancement or preservation-only activities should be based on a ratio ranging
from 1.5:1 to 10:1.
(iii) Conduct of in-stream activities. All in-stream activities should
be conducted as follows:
*

Undertake in-stream activities during low-flow conditions;

" Use non-erodible cofferdams to isolate the construction area;
*

Stockpile excavated material in a manner that prevents its re-entry into the
stream;
Restore the original streambed and streambank contours;

*

Re-vegetate barren areas with native vegetation;

*

Implement strict erosion and sediment controls; and
To minimize potential adverse impacts upon fish inhabiting Lake Anna,
schedule all in-stream activities to avoid the spring/summer spawning
seasons. This time-of-year restriction has been defined as March 15
through June 30 every year.

0) Water Conservation Measures. The SDEIS indicates that Unit 3 would
be operated in the Maximum Water Conservation (MWC) mode after 7 days of
low lake level elevation (below 250 feet msl) (SDEIS, page 5-5, section 5.3; see
"Project Description," above). The Department of Game and Inland Fisheries
recommends against this 7-day waiting period and states that implementation of
the MWC mode should take place when downstream flows have a three-day
rolling average at trigger points described in item 4(d), above.
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(k) Draft EIS Fisheries Impact Analysis. The following discussions relate
to the analysis or coverage of the Draft EIS in regard to fisheries impacts of the
proposed new reactor units.
(i) Department of Game and Inland FisheriesAssessment. DGIF
continues to have reservations about the impacts of proposed Unit 3 on
the lake and downstream resources. The Draft EIS does not address the
main concerns outlined in the DGIF letter dated January 27, 2004.
The nomenclature of the Draft EIS on native vs. non-native species
appears to minimize the value of the striped, bass fishery (Draft EIS, section
2.7.2.1, pages 2-33 through 2-40). Striped bass and other anadromous fish are
native to the York River drainage and the North Anna River, while largemouth
bass, bluegill, black crappie, walleye, and channel catfish are not. Nevertheless,
all of these species are important to the recreational fishery in the lake.
(ii) Aquatic Ecology Information. The SDEIS states:

Non-native fish species, including striped bass, walleyes, threadfin shad, and
blueback herring, have been stocked in Lake Anna by the Department of Game and
Inland Fisheries (VDGIF).
(SDEIS, page 2-14, section 2.7.2.) As stated in DGIF's February 15, 2005
comments on this subject, striped bass and other anadromous fish are native to
the York River drainage and the North Anna River, while largemouth bass,
bluegill, black crappie, walleye, and channel catfish are not. Nonetheless, all of
these species are important to the recreational fishery in Lake Anna.
In addition, the SDEIS makes reference to the shortnosed sturgeon as
being
listed as endangered by the National Marine Fisheries Service and by Virginia. It
also appears on the Virginia Department of Cultural Resources List of "Extinct and
Extirpated Animals of Virginia."
(SDEIS, page 8-29, section 8.5.4). There is no "Virginia Department of Cultural
Resources." Perhaps the reference is to the Department of Historic Resources,
which does not have responsibility for endangered species. A list of species
believed to be extinct or extirpated in Virginia can bb found in A Guide to
Endangered and Threatened Species in Virginia, coordinated by Karen
Terwilliger and John R Tate (Blacksburg, Va.: The McDonald and Woodward
Publishing Company, 1995).
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(iii) Drought Comment. The following comment in the Draft EIS
regarding droughts, "In such circumstances, mitigation to reduce the impact
could be accomplished by stocking more fish, stocking larger fish, or managing
the fishery to provide more catch opportunities of large fish," is incorrect and not
a scientifically recognized fishery management solution, according to the
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries. Such a comment does not recognize
the biological and physical factors necessary for a successful striped bass
population.
5. Solid and Hazardous Waste Management. According to DEQ's Waste
Division, the Draft EIS addressed solid waste issues and sites to some extent,
but did not address hazardous waste issues or sites, or include a search of
waste-related data bases. The SDEIS did not address solid or hazardous waste
issues or sites, or include a search of waste-related data bases.
(a) Data Base Results. DEQ's Waste Division did a cursory review of its
data files and determined that the North Anna Power station is listed as follows:
*

"Vepco-North Anna" (identification number VAD000620237) in the
CERCLA (Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act) data base; no further remedial action is planned,
according to the CERCLA listing.

*

"Virginia Power North Anna" (identification number VAD065376279) in
EPA's RCRA (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act) data base,
as a small-quantity generator of hazardous waste.

DEQ's Waste Division did not find any waste sites that would affect, or be
affected by, the proposed project.
The following web sites may be helpful in locating additional information
for these identification numbers:
*

http://www.epa.gov/echo/search by permit.html

" http://www.epa.qov/enviro/html/rcris/rcris query iava.html.
(b) Solid Wastes. The Draft EIS indicated that solid waste would be
handled in compliance with appropriate state and federal regulations (page 3-10,
section 3.2.4). See the citations in item 5(c), next.
(c) Radioactive or Other ContaminatedWaste. The Draft EIS indicated
the potential risk of radioactive waste occurring on site after construction (pages
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4-39, 4-40, 6-22, and 8-12). Any soil suspected of radioactive wastes or other
contamination generated during construction-related activities (including site
preparation) must be tested and disposed of in accordance with applicable
federal, state, and local laws and regulations. These include, but are not limited
to:
*

Federal laws and regulations: Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA) (42 U.S.C. sections 6901 et seg.); U.S. Department of
Transportation Rules for Transportation of Hazardous Materials (49
CFR Part 107); applicable regulations in Title 40, Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR).

" State laws and regulations: Virginia Waste Management Act (Virginia
Code sections 10.1-1400 et seg.); Virginia Hazardous Waste
Management Regulations (9 VAC 20-60); Virginia Solid Waste
Management Regulations (9 VAC 20-80); Virginia Regulations for the
Transportation of Hazardous Materials (9 VAC 20-110).
(d) Demolition and/or Renovation of Structures. The discussion of the Site
Redress Plan (Draft EIS, page 4-46) raises the potential for structures to be
demolished or removed., These should be checked for lead-based paint and
asbestos before any action takes place. If lead-based paints are found, NRC or
the applicant must comply with the rules in the Virginia Hazardous Waste
Management Regulations (9 VAC 20-60-261); if asbestos-containing materials
are found, compliance with the Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (9
VAC 20-80-640) is required.
(e) Pollution Prevention. DEQ encourages NRC and the applicant to
implement pollution prevention principles in all construction activities. This
includes reducing wastes at the source, re-using materials, and recycling waste
materials. Generation of hazardous waste should be minimized, and hazardous
waste should be handled appropriately in keeping with the rules cited in item 5(c)
above. See also item 6, next.
6. Pollution Prevention. DEQ advocates that principles of pollution
prevention be used in all construction projects as well as in facility operations.
Effective siting, planning, and on-site Best Management Practices (BMPs) will
help to ensure that environmental impacts are minimized. However, pollution
prevention techniques also include decisions related to construction materials,
design, and operational procedures that will facilitate the reduction of wastes at
the source. We have several pollution prevention recommendations that may be
helpful in constructing or operating this project if it goes forward:
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*

*

*

*

*

e

Consider development of an Environmental Management System
(EMS). An effective EMS will ensure that the proposed facility is.
committed to minimizing its environmental impacts, setting
environmental goals, and achieving improvements in its environmental
performance. DEQ offers EMS development assistance and
recognizes facilities with effective Environmental Management
Systems through its Virginia Environmental Excellence Program.
Consider designs, techniques, and technologies that will facilitate the
re-circulation and re-use of waters used for cooling and steam
generation. These techniques can save money by minimizing intake
and treatment needs.
Consider environmental attributes when purchasing materials. For
example, the extent of recycled material content, toxicity level, and
amount of packaging should be considered and can be specified in
purchasing contracts.
Consider contractors' commitments to the environment (such as an
EMS) when choosing contractors. Specifications regarding raw
materials and construction practices can be included in contract
documents and requests for proposals.
Choose sustainable materials and practices for infrastructure and
building construction and design. These could include asphalt and
concrete containing recycled materials, and integrated pest
management in landscaping, among other things.
Integrate pollution prevention techniques into facility maintenance and
operation, to include the following: inventory control (record-keeping
and centralized storage for hazardous materials), product substitution
(use of non-toxic cleaners), and source reduction (fixing leaks, energyefficient HVAC and equipment). Maintenance facilities should be
designed with sufficient and suitable space to allow for effective
inventory control and preventive maintenance.

DEQ's Office of Pollution Prevention provides information and technical
assistance relating to pollution prevention techniques and EMS. If interested,
NRC and/or the applicant may contact that Office (Tom Griffin, telephone (804)
698-4545).
7. Air Quality. According to DEQ's Division of Air Program Coordination,
the North Anna Power Station is in an ozone non-attainment area. While the
change in the cooling system itself will not have any impact on air quality, all
precautions are necessary to restrict emissions of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx), during pre-construction activities allowed
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under the Early Site Permit and also during implementation of the site redress
plan in the event the proposed addition of Units 3 and 4 does not materialize.
(a) Fugitive Dust Control. During construction (and pre-construction
activities, and site redress implementation if that is the case), fugitive dust must
be kept to a minimum by using control methods outlined in 9 VAC 5-50-60 et seg.
of the Regulations for the Control and Abatement of Air Pollution. These
precautions include, but are not limited to, the following:
" Use, where possible, of water or chemicals for dust control;
" Installation and use of hoods, fans, and fabric filters to enclose and
vent the handling of dusty materials;
* Covering of open equipment for conveying materials; and
* Prompt removal of spilled or tracked dirt or other materials from paved
streets and removal of dried sediments resulting from soil erosion.
(b) Open Burning. If any project activities include the burning of
construction or demolition material or land-clearing debris, this activity must meet
the requirements under 9 VAC 5-40-5600 et seg. of the Regulations for open
burning, and it may require a permit (see "Regulatory and Coordination Needs,"
item 1, below). The Regulations provide for, but do not require, the local
adoption of a model ordinance concerning open burning. The applicant should
contact Louisa County officials to determine what local requirements, if any,
apply. The model ordinance includes, but is, not limited to, the following
provisions:
" All reasonable effort shall be made to minimize the amount of material
burned, with the number and size of the debris piles;
" The material to be burned shall consist of brush, stumps and similar
debris waste and clean burning demolition material;
* The burning shall be at least 500 feet from any occupied building
unless the occupants have given prior permission, other than a
building located on the property on which the burning is conducted;
* The burning shall be conducted at the greatest distance practicable
from highways and air fields;
* The burning shall be attended at all times and conducted to ensure the
best possible combustion with a minimum of smoke being produced;
* The burning shall not be allowed to smolder beyond the minimum
period of time necessary for the destruction of the materials; and
• The burning shall be conducted only when the prevailing winds are
away from any city, town or built-up area.
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(c) Fuel-burningEquipment. Fuel-burning equipment used in construction
activities may require an air pollution control permit, depending on capacities and
potential to emit air pollutants. See "Regulatory and Coordination Needs," item
1, below.
8. NaturalArea Preserves. According to the Department of Conservation
and Recreation, there are no state Natural Area Preserves in the vicinity of the
proposed project.
9. National Heritage Resources. The Department of Conservation and
Recreation (DCR) has searched its Biotics Data System for occurrences of
natural heritage resources in the project area. "Natural heritage resources" are
defined as the habitat of rare, threatened, or endangered plant and animal
species, unique or exemplary natural communities, and significant geologic
formations. According to DCR, natural heritage resources have been
documented in the project area.
(a) Findings. Laura's Clubtail, an odonate (Odonata, i.e., dragonflies and
damselflies), has been historically documented in Lake Anna. This insect
species is not listed as endangered or threatened (Hypes/Ellis, 8/28/06). Adult
odonata, commonly seen flitting and hovering along the shores of most
freshwater habitats, are accomplished predators. Adults typically forage in
clearings with scattered trees and shrubs near the parent river. They feed on
mosquitoes and other smaller flying insects, and are thus considered highly
beneficial. Odonates lay their eggs on emergent vegetation or debris at the
water's edge. Unlike adults, the larvae inhabit the sand and gravel of riffle areas.
Wingless and possessing gills, they crawl about the submerged leaf litter and
debris stalking their insect prey. The larvae seize unsuspecting prey with a long,
hinged "grasper" that folds neatly under their chins. When larval development is
complete, the aquatic larvae crawl from the water to the bank, climb up the stalks
of shoreline vegetation, and the winged adult emerges (Hoffman, 1991; Thorpe
and Covich, 1991). Because of their aquatic lifestyle and limited mobility, the
larvae are particularly vulnerable to siltation and to shoreline disturbances that
cause the loss of shoreline vegetation. Larvae are also sensitive to alterations
resulting in poor water quality, aquatic substrate changes, and thermal
fluctuations.
(b) State-listed Insect and Plant Species. Under a Memorandum of
Agreement between DCR and the Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services (VDACS), DCR represents VDACS in commenting on project impacts
on state-listed endangered or threatened plant or insect species. DCR finds that
the project would not affect such species. During the earlier review of the Draft
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EIS, VDACS confirmed this finding; ýVDACS was not involved in the review of the
SDEIS.
(c) Recommendations. To minimize adverse effects to the aquatic
ecosystem, DCR recommends that the applicant implement an erosion and
sediment control plan in areas excavated along the creek. DCR also
recommends that the applicant protect emergent vegetation adjacent to the
creek.
10. Historic Structures and Archaeological Resources. The Department of
Historic Resources (DHR), which is the State Historic Preservation Office in
Virginia, has previously advised NRC and the applicant that a Programmatic
Agreement is necessary between NRC, DHR, and other consulting parties if the
NRC does not wish to complete the identification and effect process pursuant to
section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
The SDEIS indicates that an archaeological site assessment has been
conducted on the project property in question (Voight, 2003), and that portions of
the property appear to retain the potential to contain intact archaeological
resources (pages 2-18 and 2-19, section 2.9). This suggests that NRC and the
applican't wish to complete the section 106 process prior to permitting, rather
than to address NRC's responsibilities programmatically. However, DHR had
not, as of its August 9 letter to NRC (enclosed), received the report of the
assessment and cannot, therefore, comment on the report's conclusions. DHR
recommends that NRC submit this report to DHR to allow its comment on the
need for further studies of identification and evaluation of archaeological
resources.
In the absence of an executed Programmatic Agreement or the
completion of the section 106 process, as prescribed in the regulations at 36
CFR Part 800, the Department of Historic Resources finds the NRC's site
redress plan to be insufficient to fully consider the project's effects on historic
properties. Continued consultation, however, is expected to resolve the matter.
See "Regulatory and Coordination Needs," item 2, below.
11. Mineral Resources. According to the Department of Mines, Minerals,
and Energy, the proposed new cooling system for Units 3 and 4 would not affect
mineral resources. (The Department h ad no comment on the Draft EIS in the
earlier review.)
12. Forest and Tree Protection. The Department of Forestry indicates that
activities contemplated under the Early Site Permit will not give rise to significant
impacts upon Virginia's forest lands. However, the Department reserves the right
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to comment further should the project proceed. We offer the following guidance
on protection of trees, or forested areas, in the event the project proceeds.
In order to protect trees in the project area, not slated for removal, from
the effects of construction activities associated with this project, the applicant
should mark and fence them at least to the dripline or the end of the root system,
whichever extends farther from the tree stem. Marking should be done with
highly visible ribbon so that equipment operators see the protected areas easily.
Parking and stacking of heavy equipment and construction materials near
trees can damage root systems by compacting the soil. Soil compaction, from
weight or vibration, affects root growth, water and nutrient uptake, and gas
exchange. The protection measures suggested above should be used for
parking and stacking as well as for moving of equipment and materials. If
parking and stacking are unavoidable, the applicant should use temporary
crossing bridges or mats to minimize soil compaction and mechanical injury to
plants.
Any stockpiling of soil should take place away from trees. Piling soil at a
tree stem can kill the root system of the tree. Soil stockpiles should be covered,
as well, to prevent soil erosion and fugitive dust..
Questions on tree protection may be directed to the Department of
Forestry (Mike Foreman, telephone (434) 977-6555).
13. Transportation. The Department of Transportation (VDOT) provided
comments on the SDEIS (below), and also responded to public comments made
available to it (see "Public Concerns and Analysis," item 1, below).
(a) Comments on the SDEIS. According to the Virginia Department of
Transportation (VDOT), the SDEIS makes reference to several plans and
recommendations for roadway improvements in the Lake Anna area of Louisa
County, and acknowledges that these plans are not tied to any time frame or
funding source.
The SDEIS states that a plan will be developed and implemented to
address construction traffic. This plan would include the following elements:
*

Adding turn lanes, signage, and intersection improvements to address
congestion caused by construction activity;

*

Shift scheduling and car or van pools to reduce trips to the site;
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Repair of road damage caused by increased construction traffic would
be accomplished by the applicant.
(b) VDOT Road Plans. VDOT does not now have any plan for improving
the road network in the project area. The proponents of some developments are
proposing road improvements; the largest of these is the Cutalong Club
development, whose proponents hope to move the connection between Routes
208 and 652 to eliminate the skewed intersection and add the required turning
lanes at the intersection. These plans are under design and are proposed for
construction in the next several years, according to VDOT.
14. Chesapeake Bay PreservationAreas. According to the Department of
Conservation and Recreation's Division of Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance,
the project area, which is in Louisa County (Draft EIS, page 2-5, section 2.2.1), is
not within a Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act jurisdiction.
15. Local and Regional Comments. Spotsylvania County reiterated earlier
comments, provided in the review of the Draft EIS. The County adopted a
resolution on February 8, 2005 which recited a number of concerns about the
Early Site Permit process, chiefly the demands of the proposed project for Lake
Anna water in light of the rapidly growing population in the Lake region and the
impacts on Lake residents and visitors of lowering the water level of the Lake.
The County objected to the ESP process.
RecqulatorV and Coordination Needs
1. Air Quality Regulation. As indicated above ("Environmental Impacts
and Mitigation," item 6(b)), an open burning permit may be required if the
applicant intends to burn construction or other waste material. Fuel-burning
machinery used in construction activities may require air pollution control permits.
For guidance on both kinds of permit requirements, the Department should
contact DEQ's Northern Virginia Regional Office (Mr. Terry Darton, Air Permits
Manager, telephone (703) 583-3845).
2. Historic Resources. NRC is requested to submit the archaeological site
assessment on the North Anna Power Station property (see "Environmental
Impacts and Mitigation," item 9, above) to the Department of Historic Resources:
Virginia Department of Historic Resources
2801 Kensington Avenue
Richmond, Virginia 23221.
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This will allow the Department to comment on the need for further identification
and evaluation studies of the project area. As indicated above ("Environmental
Impacts and Mitigation," item 9), continued consultation with the Department
(Roger Kirchen, telephone (804) 367-2323, extension 153 or e-mail
roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov) is in order so that the section 106 process or the
execution of a Programmatic Agreement may be completed.
3. TransportationCoordination. Any Department of Transportation
(VDOT) land use requirements, lane closures, traffic control, or work zone safety
issues should be closely coordinated with the affected localities and with VDOT's
Louisa Residency (telephone (540) 967-3710).
4. Wildlife Protection. In the event the ESP is issued, and Dominion or its
contractors should discover any new or unconfirmed bald eagle nests near the
project vicinity, Dominion should coordinate immediately with the Department of
Game and Inland Fisheries (Andy Zadnik, telephone (804) 367-2733) and the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Virginia Field Office (Karen Mayne, Supervisor,
telephone (804) 693-6694).
5. Subaqueous Lands. According to the Marine Resources Commission,
that agency's permit jurisdiction would extend to the portions of the project which
result in direct impacts and encroachment to the historic stream channel of the
North Anna River (Ellis/Madden, 8/31/06). Questions on this jurisdiction may be
directed to the Commission (Jeff Madden or Ben McGinnis, telephone (757) 2472200).
6. Wetlands and Water Resource Permitting. The project must comply
with applicable requirements of (1) the Virginia Water Protection Permit (see
Virginia Code section 62.1-44:15 et seg. and the regulations at 9 VAC 25-210-10
et seg.) for water withdrawals and wetland impacts, and (2) the VPDES permit
governing discharges (9 VAC 25-31-10 et seg.).
(a) Virginia Water Protection Permit. As indicated above ("Environmental
Impacts and Mitigation," item 3(d)), several items of information are needed for a
determination whether the proposed addition of Units 3 and 4 would adversely
affect stream or wetland areas. Questions on the DEQ Virginia Water Protection
Permit process may be directed to DEQ's Division of Water Resources (Joseph
Hassell, telephone (804) 698-4072) or DEQ's Northern Virginia Regional Office
(Joan Crowther, telephone (703) 583-3828).
(b) Virginia Pollutant DischargeElimination System (VPDES) Permit.
Insights on coverage and operation of the VPDES permit are given in the
discussion of public concerns (see "Public Concerns and Analysis,"
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items 3 and 8, below). Questions on the North Anna Power Station's existing
VPDES permit, or on permit coverage for the proposed Early Site Permit
activities or the proposed 3rd and 4th reactor units, may be directed to DEQ's
Northern Virginia Regional Office (Tom Faha, telephone (703) 583-3846).
Public Concerns and Analysis
Many citizens commented to both DEQ and NRC concerning the
proposed Early Site Permit in connection with DEQ's public notice and its August
16 public hearing relative to the federal consistency review, and with NRC's
public notice and its August 15 public meeting relative to the SDEIS. On July 27,
following the internal deadline for agencies' comments on the SDEIS as well as
the federal consistency certification, DEQ distributed copies of one letter, from
the Friends of Lake Anna which represents 2650 residents of properties on or
near the Lake, to a number of state agencies and the affected localities for
additional review and any comments they might have. The chief characteristic of
this letter was its emphasis on matters beyond the enforceable policies of the
Virginia Coastal Resources Management Program. For this reason, we solicited
additional comments from agencies and localities on several topics. More
recently, we have sent two letters from a representative of a neighborhood
organization within the Lake Anna Citizens' Association (LACA) to other agencies
for any additional comments or analysis they might be able to offer for our review
comments.
In this section, we summarize the concerns of the Friends of Lake Anna
and indicate the additional comments which these concerns elicited from state
and local entities. We do the same for the comments of LACA.
1. Summary of Public Concerns:Friends of Lake Anna, June 15 letter.
(a) Concern 1 - Too Many Workers and Residents, Small Road. The
Friends of Lake Anna (FOLA) state that Dominion will add about 5,000
construction workers to the permanent staff of 800 to build the new units, and
add 1120 permanent workers to the plant. FOLA also mentions several existing
and planned developments using State Route 652. Because of the time needed
to plan and implement road projects, FOLA recommends that Dominion and/or
NRC make proffers to widen State Route 652 in advance of the Construction and
Operating License phase. See item 5, below.
(b) Concern 2 - Emergency Evacuation on 2-lane Roads. FOLA indicates
that most of the 500,000 annual users of the lake and residents have boat trailers
and camping trailers, and states that there would be a "traffic nightmare" in the
event of an emergency at the plant. Same recommendation as in Concern 1,
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except that state government should also participate in the widening of Route
652 and the protection of citizens from a disaster or attack on the nuclear
facilities. See item 5, below.
(c) Concern 3 - Influx of Populationsand a Need for New Schools. The
major influx of workers, both temporary and permanent, will necessitate the
building of new schools in Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties, according
to FOLA. FOLA recommends that local citizens should not have to fund new
schools, if the addition of nuclear reactors is a national priority.
(d) Concern 4 - Use of the Lake or the North Anna River for Water Needs.
FOLA states that Spotsylvania and Louisa Counties may need additional water to
serve their populations, which are growing at high rates, and asks how the new
units at the North Anna Power Station would diminish either County's ability to
look to the Lake for future water supplies.
(e) Concern 5 - Height, Noise, and Fog of Proposed Cooling Towers.
FOLA states that the height of the cooling towers in the ESP application is 150 to
180 feet, whereas a Dominion vice-president assured the public in June that they
would not exceed 75 feet. The towers would emit noise at a constant level of 65
decibels (Db), which exceeds the nighttime noise limit of 55 Db in Louisa County,.
The new towers would also create plumes of water and steam, making fog
formation, and the creation of ice plumes in the winter, more likely. FOLA asks
that the towers be limited to 80 feet in height, and the noise be limited to 55Db,
and inquires about traffic safety in the fog.
(f) Concern 6 - Possible Raising of Lake Level. FOLA indicates that the
lake level might be raised, and indicates that this would create hardships to
adjoining landowners.
(g) Concern 7 - Water Levels, Flows, and Temperature. FOLA states that
it is unclear, based on the varied documentation under review (ESP application,
requests for information, Dominion responses), what the impacts of the new units
on the "cold side" and the "warm side" of the lake would actually be. The shifts,
in the documents, from Fahrenheit to Celcius temperatures to thermal heat
indicators, are but one example of the confusing presentation of project impacts
on temperature, flow, lake levels.
(h) Concern 8 - Additional Sources of Confusion from Supplemental
Documents. FOLA wrote (before the SDEIS came out) that the NRC's "Requests
for Additional Information," the answers from Dominion, and other documentation
including the SDEIS and a separate, non-public Safety Report, made the review
effort very difficult.
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(i) Concern 9 - Unreviewed Safety Report. FOLA criticizes the absence of
a state government review or a public review of NRC's Safety Report. FOLA
recites a number of questions that, in its judgment, should be answered by such
a report, and indicates that reviewing agencies such as DEQ and the Department
of Game and Inland Fisheries should work with VDOT and other agencies to
review and comment on the Safety Report and to address other questions.
2. Summary of Public Concerns: Friends of Lake Anna, September 5
Letter. The Friends of Lake Anna (FOLA) have asked that a number of additional
concerns, relating to the conduct of the public hearing process and the extent of
public involvement with the Safety Report, be considered in the NEPA and CZMA
review processes.
(a) Dominion's Attempt to Influence Public Hearings. According to FOLA,
more than 50% of the speakers at the NRC public meeting on August 15, and the
DEQ public hearing on federal consistency on August 16, were Dominion
employees, retirees, or contractors. Whenever a Dominion person spoke, a
busload of approximately 60 of Dominion's retirees would clap loudly and voice
approval of the comments. Before the end of the DEQ hearing, an
announcement was made by one of the retirees that the Vepco/Dominion bus
was leaving for Richmond; about 60 people got up and left the hearing.
FOLA believes that, in an auditorium with a capacity of about 300 people,
the numbers of employees, retirees, and contractors for the applicant made a
mockery of the public hearing process. FOLA cites the federal government's
NEPA obligation:
It is the continuing responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicable
means consistent with other essential consideration of national policy to improve
and coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources to the end that
the Nation may [in part] (1) fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of
the environment for succeeding generations; (2) assure for all Americans safe,
healthful, productive, and esthetically and culturally pleasant surroundings; (3) attain
the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradation, risk to
health or safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences; ...
FOLA then asks how this domination of the hearing process can be prevented in
future public hearings.
(b) Safety Report and Public Involvement. FOLA makes reference to the
March 1979 Three-Mile Island nuclear plant incident in Pennsylvania, stating that
the absence of water in the steam generators meant that no heat could be
removed from the reactor. The result was a partial melt-down of fuel in the
reactor. FOLA's representative at the NRC public meeting asked a number of
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(e) Water Use and Dry Cooling. WPOA states that blowdown and makeup water taken from the reservoir would be 38.7 cfs at Unit 3's 100% power level,
while the discharge over the dam is 40 cfs or 20 cfs in a drought. Thus the
blowdown and make-up water use would be as much as the downstream
discharge when the lake is at 250 feet or less. WPOA recommends dry cooling
for Unit 3 to preserve the water in the watershed. (See also item 3(i), below.)
(f) VPDES Permit and Temperatures. WPOA quotes the SDEIS as saying
that the new plant can operate to a 242-foot msl lake level and an inlet water
temperature of 100 degrees F., and states that this is a much greater variance
-than allowed in the VPDES permit, which allows an inlet temperature of 95.
degrees. WPOA urges the Department of Health (VDH) to put limits on the
temperature of the water at the exit of the power plant, and states that the
situation will get worse with the addition of Unit 3.
(g) Sprayers for Cooling. WPOA urges that sprayers be used in the
discharge canal on hot days, as is done for Units 1 and 2.
(h) Pre-Lake Water Flows. The SDEIS indicated that historic pre-dam
minimum flows were 5 cfs (page 2-10, section 2.6), whereas the Department of
Game and Inland Fisheries stated that such flows were 12 cfs (July 7, 2006
letter, Table 1). SPOA states that this discrepancy should be resolved. (See
item 7, below.)
(i) Availability of Dry Cooling. WPOA states that foreign nuclear reactors
use air cooling technology, and that Dominion has not stated clearly why it
cannot be proposed for Unit 3 as well as Unit 4.
0) Cost Savings: Reduced Intake Size and Cooling Towers. Dominion
says that adding cooling towers will add $200 million to the $2.5 billion cost of
each unit. However, the intake for the proposed Unit 3 will be much smaller than
the original intake, which also required dredging and shoreline alteration.
Dominion did not address this potential cost saving.
(k) Durationof 20 cfs flow. WPOA cites the SDEIS for the proposition that
the 20-cfs flow will increase from 6% to 11 % of the time if Unit 3 operates as
proposed; this means an increase from 22 days to 40 days of low flow (SDEIS,
page 5-11, section 5.3.2). However, Dominion stated in its Revision 7 that the
duration of the 20-cfs discharge would go from 5.2% to 7% of the time. The
discrepancy should be resolved.
4. Other Concerns: Louisa County School Board. The Louisa County
School Board has sent correspondence to DEQ and to NRC indicating its
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concerns relative to the impacts of the construction of Units 3 and 4 upon the
educational system. The School Board cites potential increases in student
population attributable to the increased temporary and permanent population
stemming from the project. The School Board also cites potential difficulties in
teacher retention because of increased housing market pressures and long
commutes attributable to the project. In light of the federal assistance for the
applicant in the ESP process, the Board requests federal grant money to address
education impacts. (Comments enclosed.)
5. Transportation. VDOT indicates that it intends to work with Dominion,
the applicant, to ensure that roads in the vicinity of the North Anna Power Station
are maintained and that necessary improvements are in place prior to any major
activities at the project site. VDOT'has requested a traffic impact analysis from
Dominion; this would compare the future background traffic in the area with
future traffic including construction traffic ("total traffic"), and would identify areas
of impacts. The impacts -- some of which would be temporary, from
construction, and some of which would be permanent -- are the responsibility of
Dominion. The traffic impact analysis should also provide mitigation measures to
reduce the impacts.
According to VDOT, an evacuation plan was not included in the SDEIS
and therefore cannot be addressed.
6. Wildlife Protection. According to the Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries, the existing power plant does not appear to be within the primary or
secondary management zones of any of the confirmed bald eagle nests. It is
possible that a new or unconfirmed nest might be found closer to the project site,
in which case, the applicant should coordinate with DGIF and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service; see "Regulatory and Coordination Needs," item 4, above.
7. Historic Flows and Flow Discrepancies. The Department of Game and
Inland Fisheries, responding to one of the LACA-WPOA comments (item 2(h),
above), states that 12 cfs is the lowest 10% of the flow range. Lower flows
occur, but at less frequency historically. The same letter and table documented
that most flows are reduced substantially from pre-Lake conditions, and fish
habitat reductions follow the reductions in flow. Flows higher than historic levels
are infrequent.
DGIF shares the LACA-WPOA concern relative to discrepancies between
the SDEIS figures on flows and lake levels and the figures given by Dominion in
Revision 7 (item 2(k), above), and believes that the discrepancies should be
resolved.
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8. Water Quality Comments and Responses. DEO's Northern Virginia
Regional Office offers the following responses to four of the comments from
LACA-WPOA.
(a) Chemical discharges (see item 3(a), above). DEQ's Northern Virginia
Regional Office will evaluate chemical usage and effluent discharge
concentrations against applicable water quality criteria if and when the applicant
applies for a modification of its VPDES permit for Units 3 and 4. According to the
Regional Office, the VPDES permit will contain conditions to ensure that water
quality standards are met.
(b) Lake Levels (see item 3(d), above). The existing VPDES permit has
no requirement for maintaining the lake level at 250 feet msl.
(c) Section 316(a) variance (see section 3(f), above). The section 316(a)
variance does not set a maximum temperature level of the effluent, or for
temperatures in the Lake. The temperature criteria in the VPDES regulations (9
VAC 25-260-50 through 9 VAC 25-260-80) are superseded, in accordance with 9
VAC 260-90, because Dominion demonstrated that the heat rejection limits set
out in the VPDES permit do not impair the fishery of the Lake or the North Anna
River. This demonstration was made through a section 316(a) study and through
subsequent annual fishery monitoring.
t (d) Sprayers (see section 3(g), above). In setting effluent limits and permit
conditions, DEQ does not dictate the processes or treatment units that
permittees must use to comply with effluent limits. Dominion may use sprayers
to assist in compliance with its permit.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Supplement to the Draft
EIS for the Early Site Permit. If you have questions, please feel free to call me
(telephone (804) 698-4325) or Charlie Ellis of this Office (telephone (804) 6984488).
Sincerely,

Ellie L. Irons
Program Manager
Office of Environmental Impact Review
Enclosures
cc: (next page)
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September 8, 2006
Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager
for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9@NRC.GOV
Dear Mr. Cushing:
On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), a national environmental
organization with some one million members and on-line activists, some of whom reside
in Virginia, I am writing to comment on whether the NRC's Supplemental Draft EIS
(SDEIS) of July 2006 is sufficient to support Dominion Power's request for state
concurrence that the terms of its proposed NRC Early Site Permit (ESP) for two new
reactors at its North Anna, VA nuclear power plant are consistent with the enforceable
policies of Virginia's Coastal Zone Management Program (VCP). (These same comments
have also been submitted to the VDEQ).
After studying the matter, we find that we have a number of serious objections to the
SDEIS and to the state's providing its concurrence at this time. These concerns are
summarized in the numbered sections below.
(1) Concurrence Now Would be Premature and Not in the Interests of Ensuring
Protection of Virginia's Coastal Zone Management Area.
We draw your attention, first of all, to the fact that an ESP is not a required step in NRC's
licensing process, but merely affords the applicant the opportunity and convenience of
resolving and permanently disposing of site-specific environmental issues years-and
possibly decades--ahead of the actual inception of reactor construction. While Dominion
is seeking an ESP, other companies, such as Progress Energy, South Carolina Electric &
Gas, Duke Power, and Constellation Energy, are electing to resolve environmental siting
issues at the subsequent Construction and Operating License (COL) stage, and many of
these companies have announced nominal target dates for submitting COL license
applications that are in the same time frame as Dominion's (Fall 2007).
Moreover, environmental concerns that the NRC deems to have been "resolved" during
an ESP proceeding cannot be raised again at a subsequent stage of NRC's "streamlined"
licensing process. Faced with a project whose design is continually evolving, this
foreclosing aspect of the ESP process is not in the state's favor. And finally, as you well
know, once a state concurs, even with conditions, once having done so it "retains no
further consistency authority over the project..." and cannot, through the CZMA, enforce
its conditions after it has concurred (Federal Register, Vol., 65, No. 237, page 77127).
But by objecting, VDEQ preserves its option either to continue its objection or to revisit
the issue if Dominion agrees to conditions that are fully protective of the environmental
equities at stake.
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Since the ESP is an optional early stage process devised primarily for the convenience of
the applicant, and the environmental impacts of Dominion's continually evolving
proposal are at this point still defined by a general "plant parameter envelope," comprised
of nominal operating values rather than those pertaining to a site-specific detailed plant
design, we see no advantage, and significant disadvantages, to VDEQ offering its
concurrence (or conditional concurrence) at this time.
(2) Understanding of the Long-Term and Cumulative Environmental Impacts from
Operating Dominion's Proposed Unit 3 "Wet-Dry" Hybrid Cooling System is
Currently Insufficient to Support a Federal Consistency Determination..
A major issue confronting the VDEQ is whether the newly proposed "wet-dry" cooling
system will reduce environmental impacts sufficiently to warrant concurring in
Dominion's federal consistency determination for the pending ESP. VDEQ's
"Consistency Status Report" to Dominion, dated August 3, 2006, states: "That new
method involves a new, closed cycle wet and dry cooling method that would reduce the
water demands associated with the once through cooling proposed in the original
certification. During periods of relative surplus (when lake levels are at or above 250 feet
above mean sea level), wet towers would be used. During dry periods (lake levels under
250 feet for 7 consecutive days or more, a dry cooling tower would be used, unless
weather conditions dictate otherwise (the "maximum water conservation mode") [see
Draft EIS Supplement, pages 3-8 and 3-9]
From our reading of the NRC's July 2006 Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (SDEIS), the preceding represents an incomplete and possibly mistaken view
of how the proposed system would actually operate. During full power operation and "a
hot and humid atmosphere at tower level" - fairly typical conditions for a peak power
summer day in Central Virginia - the applicant is committing only that "a minimum of
one-third of the rejected heat from Unit 3 would actually be removed by the dry tower
system. The remaining excess heat would be dissipated by the wet tower system."
[NUREG-1811, SDEIS, at 3-11 and K-4]
However, "During periods of favorable [but unspecified] atmospheric conditions, more
than one-third (and possibly as much as 100 percent) of the rejected heat may be
dissipated through the dry towers." [SDEIS, at K-4, emphasis added] "Therefore,
although the MWC [Maximum Waster Conservation Mode] mode uses less water than
the EC mode, it is possible that up to two-thirds of the total heat load would be dissipated
by wet cooling." [SDEIS at 3-11] Not only possible; but probable. It's clear to us that
this is the only binding commitment the applicant is making. After all, operating the dry
cooling tower increases the parasitic load and would cost Dominion money, so one would
expect that like any profit-seeking entity, Dominion will at all times and in all places seek
to minimize its costs while complying with its minimum commitment to dissipate "at
least one-third" of the Unit 3 reject heat through dry cooling.
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3. The SDEIS prepared by the NRC Staff Fails to Analyze a Reasonable Range of
Reasonably Foreseeable Impacts from Operating Unit 3.
Here are some of the nominal critical parameters listed by the NRC for the originally
proposed once-through cooling system that VDEQ found unacceptable:
Rate of Lake water Withdrawal: 1,140,000 gallons per minute (gpm);
Induced Evaporation Rate: 28 cubic feet per second (cfs)
Additional Lake Level Drawdown under Drought Conditions: 3.4 feet
Here are the Supplemental DEIS estimates for the same parameters as above, for the wetdry semi-closed loop system:
Maximum Rate of Lake water Withdrawal: 22, 269 gpm in (normal) "Energy Conservation Mode"
Induced Evaporation Rate: 20 cfs
Additional Lake Level Drawdown under Drought Conditions: 1.6 ft
These estimated impacts are still quite significant. In particular, the induced evaporation
rate from operation of the wet-dry cooling system is still 71 percent of the
environmentally unacceptableonce-through system. The additional lake level drawdown
under simulated drought conditions is still almost halfthat of the once-through system,
and there are major uncertainties associated with this calculation that the NRC and
Dominion have not bounded with a sensitivity analysis. (This analysis should be based on
plausible excursions from and negative feedback interactions between their model's input

parameters over the projected period in which the three reactors will be withdrawing
water from Lake Anna.)
4. The Projected Lake Levels Pose Environmental and Energy Security Risks That
Require Further Detailed Analysis Before Concurrence Can be Granted.
Under the Lake Level Contingency Plan (a condition of the North Anna plant's VPDES
permit), releases from the dam are designed to maintain the lake level as close to 250 ft.
above Mean Sea Level (MSL) as possible. When the lake level elevation drops below
250 MSL, releases from the North Anna Dam are reduced to 40 cfs. If the lake level
drops below 248 MSL, releases are cut to 20 cfs. Releases are increased to 40 cfs when
the lake level rises again to 248 ft MSL, and increased further when the lake level rises
above 250 ft MSL.
According to the NRC's analysis, from 1978 to 2003, Lake Anna has been under the 250
ft MSL target level 62.7 percent of the time due to the combined effects of reduced
inflows and the evaporative effects of operating Units 1 and 2. According to the NRC
staff's historical simulation, the addition of the Unit 3 wet-dry cooling system would
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have increased that overall figure slightly, to 66.4 percent of the period spent under the
target lake level, while also reducing the total time the lake level was at or above the
target level by 3.7%.
So, looking backward, the addition of the Unit 3 wet-dry cooling system would clearly
have reduced flows to the lower North Anna-Pamunkey river system. The biggest impact
would have been registered in the increased number of days in which the lake level
would have been at or below 248 feet, causing releases into the lower reaches of the
North Anna river to be cut in half from 40 to 20 cfs. According to the NRC staff, these
significantly reduced flow days would have increased by 6.2% over the 25 year period
had the Unit 3 wet-dry cooling system been in operation.
As might be expected, there are numerous and severely debilitating problems with the
NRC-Dominion water budget analysis for Lake Anna. As the NRC staff itself notes,
"inherent in this analysis is the assumption that the 23-year period of record simulated
would be representative of future conditions (e.g. inflows, precipitation, etc.) at the site.
(NUREG-181 1, SDEIS, Appendix K-13, emphasis added).
In light of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirement that an EIS
analyze all "reasonablyforeseeable" impacts, the NRC analysis clearly falls short,
because its water budget model is not predicated on any credible, forward-looking
scientific estimates of what hydrological conditions within the North Anna-Pamunkey
drainage could be like for the next 40 - 60 years, including population increases, watertable levels and recharge rates, competing uses for surface waters that could limit inflows
to the lake, projected.climate trends and attendant effects on evaporation rates, population
increases, and so forth.
Moreover, the NRC staff estimate of historical inflows to the lake is not based on actual
measurement of flows in the North Anna River drainage area, but estimated from flows
in a smaller nearby (Little River) drainage for which there was historical data, and then
scaling the results to estimate inflows to Lake Anna. Local precipitation is estimated
based on rain gauges at the Richmond Airport, some 40 miles away. This methodology,
and its historical bias, suggests that the model results are at best a gross approximation,
and heightens the importance of a sensitivity analysis of the results
But there is no evidence that the NRC performed an analysis to test the sensitivity of its
historical model results to plausible variances in the input data. For example, what is the
effect on lake temperatures, on natural and induced evaporation rates, and coolant intake
requirements if one assumes a small but steady increase in average surface temperatures
over the next 60 years, punctuated by periods of that combine reduced precipitation with
above-average summer temperatures?
One can envision the formation of a damaging negative feedback loop, in which
increased natural heating of cooling intake water increases the evaporation rate of both
the wet-dry and existing once-through cooling systems, leading to higher discharge
temperatures and/or increased net withdrawals from the lake, leading to reduced lake
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volume via increased lake-surface and/or coolant tower evaporation (the heat has to be
dissipated somewhere), leading to further heating of the reduced volume of intake water,
and the cycle repeats itself. At this point, no one knows how vulnerable the proposed
setup is to such a negative feedback loop scenario, but under stressful conditions of
increased climate warming, falling water tables, and reduced rainfall, regulators might
well be faced under the current ESP proposal with choosing between shutting down or
reducing power at one or more North Anna units, or incurring serious ecological damage
to the North Anna-Pamunkey river system and the recreational uses of Lake Anna, which
are now extensive. This is not a hypothetical danger, as water-cooled reactors in Europe
and the United States, all located on water bodies or rivers more substantial than Lake
Anna, were forced in the summer of 2006 to temporarily shut down or reduce power due
to excessive coolant intake temperatures and/or excessive thermal discharges.
To bound the possible effects of Unit 3 cooling on Lake Anna water levels and
downstream releases, the NRC analysis purports to examine the simulated impacts of
operating Unit 3 wet-dry cooling during what was a critical drought period between April
2001 and February 2003. This simulation is hardly encouraging. Operation of Unit 3 with
wet-dry cooling would have dropped the minimum lake level experienced during this
period by an additional 1.7 feet, to 243.5 MSL. That is only 1.5 feet above the minimum
operational plant intake level of 242 ft MSL, where the North Anna reactors would be
forced to shut down. Given possible errors and plausible variances in the model's input
data, we do not believe this provides a sufficient or safe operating margin.
Aside from miles of mudflats surrounding the residences, docks, marinas and State Park
lining the shores of Lake Anna, this scenario suggests a disturbing vulnerability in
Virginia's electrical supply. Units 1 and 2 already account for about 15% of the state's
electric power generation, and adding Unit Three's 1560 MWe would probably boost the
NAPS contribution to 25% or more of the state's total. Putting the state's public safety
and economy at the mercy of a prolonged heat wave, or possible sabotage of the North
Anna dam, does not suggest to us a responsible energy policy for the State.
5. The Status Quo is Not an Acceptable Baseline for NEPA Analysis..
The NRC analysis is implicitly predicated on the assumption that the current
environmental impacts of Units I and 2 are themselves an acceptable environmental
baseline, when such operations have already resulted in excessive temperatures in the
main body of Lake Anna (i.e. well outside of the cooling lagoons), and produced many
days of reduced flows into the lower reaches of the North Anna River.
A more credible baseline for analysis, and for estimating cumulative environmental
impacts, would be the temperatures, flows and fauna in the North Anna river system
before the river was impounded to form Lake Anna. For example, prior to dam
construction, flows of 25 cfs or lower would occur for about 10 weeks once every 10
years. From NRC's modeling data, one can calculate that operation of Units 1 and 2 has
increased that frequency to 30 weeks every ten years, tripling the number of low flow
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days that prevailed before impoundment of the North Anna River. Such an analysis
would appear to be required under NEPA's requirement to consider cumulative impacts.

6. The NRC's DEIS Unreasonably Discards Dry-Cooling for Unit 3 as an
Alternative Worthy of Detailed Analysis, but VDEQ Should Not.
In its prior review of NRC's original DEIS for the North Anna ESP, VDEQ's Division of
Water Resources expressed its concern for the adequacy of Lake Anna as a source of
cooling water, based on the fact that a once-through design transfers all the reject heat to
the aquatic environment. According to the SDEIS, this increased heat load would have
pushed warmer water out of the cooling lagoons further into Lake Anna, extending
lagoon-like, conditions into about 19% of the total volume of the lake, and reducing the
productivity of fish populations that are sensitive to temperature. The Division looked at
other nuclear reactors along the East Coast to compare the water resources available to
them with the water resources at North Anna. This review demonstrated:
.

Most of the intake locations are tidal and have an essentially unlimited water
supply;
Of the remaining locations, the North Anna location has the least abundant water
supply, based on the average flow of a small watershed (342 square miles) and'a
medium-sized reservoir;

0

A limited number of nuclear power stations are located on non-tidal rivers, but in
these cases, the power plants are on large rivers such as the Connecticut and the
Susquehanna; and
The only location remotely similar to North Anna's situation is the Oconee plants
on Lake Keowee in South Carolina, but immediately below Lake Keowee is
Hartwell Lake, so the section of non-tidal stream affected by consumptive loss is
very short.

Dominion itself has recognized that Lake Anna would not support once-through, wetcooling, or even a combination wet and dry cooling system for a fourth unit, and is
therefore proposing an exclusively dry cooling system for this unit, construction of which
is purely speculative at this point. Of course, this fact begs the question of why drycooling could not also be employed for the proposed Unit 3. This alternative is briefly
mentioned as a "System Design Alternative" in the Supplemental DEIS issued July 2006,
but it is dismissed in three paragraphs (out of a several hundred page document). It
benefits are briefly summarized as follows:

From SDEIS Table K-3: Data is from 1978-2003 inclusive, so 26 years x 52 weeks 1352 weeks x 0.057
time fraction at 20 cfs reduced flow = 77 weeks over 26 years or 77/2.6 = 29.64 weeks over ten years.
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"The use of a dry cooling system design versus the proposed combination wet and dry
cooling system design for Unit 3 would largely eliminate the [unit's] impacts on aquatic
biota in Lake Anna and the North Anna River downstream. The Lake would not be
heated by rejected heat from Unit 3, and there would be no additional consumptive water
use." (SDEIS at 8-5, emphasis added)
Despite these very sizable environmental benefits, the SDEIS fails to identify the drycooling option as an" environmentally preferable" alternative deserving of further
analysis. As justification, it merely states that "dry cooling systems are more expensive to
build and are not as efficient as wet cooling systems." In support of this contention the
SDEIS cites recent Dominion estimates that "the power needed to operate dry cooling
towers would be 8.5 to 11 percent of the plant power output," or about 150 MW(e),
reducing the net power output of the plant, versus a predicted parasitic load of "1.7 - 4
percent" to operate the wet-dry cooling system.
Relying on this scant body of evidence and analysis, the NRC staff concludes that, "based
on its analysis that Lake Anna could support Unit 3 using a combination wet and dry
cooling system, and given the environmental impact of increased use of resources [i.e.
more land area and electricity] needed by using a less efficient dry cooling system, a
combination wet and dry cooling system is [environmentally] preferable to a dry cooling
system for Unit 3. (SDEIS at 8-5). But coincident with its judgment that a parasitic load
of 150 MW(e)-if indeed it is that large-would be too burdensome on the Unit 3
project, Dominion and the NRC staff revised the ESP permit to increase the thermal
output of Unit 3 by 200 MW(t), thereby allowing them to recover almost half of the
electric output that would be "lost" to operation of the dry-cooling system.
According to GE, the ESBWR has a rated generating capacity of 1560 MW(e) and
thermal power of 4500 MW(t). If the parasitic load to operate the dry tower cooling is
8.5-11 percent of plant output, then the load would be in the range of 133-172 MW(e), or
"about 150 MW(e)" in the words of the NRC staff analysis. So the recent increase in the
"plant parameter envelope" from 4300 to 4500 MW(t) implies that until very recently the
"plant envelope" was 1490 MW(e), and that the recent power increase would allow
recovery of some 70 MW(e) or about half of the estimated parasitic load for dry cooling..
Assuming that the project was deemed economically viable at the previous power level
with the proposed wet-dry cooling system consuming up to 4% of output, or 60 MW(e):
then the net output of Unit 3 with wet-dry cooling before the power increasewould have
been 1430 MW(e); and the net electrical output of Unit 3 with dry-air cooling after the
power increase would be 1410 MW(e). It's difficult to understand why the difference of
a mere 20 MW(e) would make or break the economics of a project of this magnitude, or
lead NRC staff to summarily dismiss the dry-cooling option as being environmentally
inferior to Dominion's preferred wet-dry system. One suspects that the real calculus here
is not environmental benefits or lack thereof but the forecast profitability of the project,
which may be marginal even with the eight-year 1.8 cent/kWh production tax credit.
Whatever the real motives at work, the SDEIS analysis of the dry-cooling alternative for
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Unit 3 is clearly inadequate, and the VDEQ should demand more information on this
option before offering its concurrence.

7. Before Concurring that the Environmental Impacts of Activities Described in
Dominion's Early Site Permit Are Consistent with the Enforceable Policies of the
Virginia's Coastal Zone Management Program, VDEQ Has a Duty to Resolve
Outstanding Issues Surrounding the Existing VPDES Permit for the North Anna
Power Station,.
According to the testimony of citizen groups ("Friends of Lake Anna," and the "Lake
Anna Civic Association" ) at the August 16, 2006 public hearing held in Mineral , VA:,
their water studies indicate that the North Anna River (3 miles before it enters Lake
Anna) is 13 degrees cooler than the central part of the lake (above the Rt. 208 Bridge).
These groups contend that several areas in the main body of the lake have recently
experienced temperatures in the low to high nineties, which clearly exceed the 89.6
degree F temperature limitation in the Clean Water Act as defined in the NPDES.
We understand that Lake Anna is primarily an impoundment where the vast
preponderance of the lake volume is re-circulated, which in turn causes the entire Lake to
heat up. If water temperatures frequently exceed 90 degrees F at many locations around
the lake, as alleged, we would concur in the assessment that Dominion appears to be in
violation of the U.S. Clean Water Act and the terms of their current 316 variance, which
cannot plausibly be interpreted to sanction thermal discharges sufficient to produce
overheating of the entire lake. "The purpose of the variance is because the water
temperatures in Lake Anna, in the vicinity of Outfall 001 (i.e. the Dike 3 cooling water
discharge point into the main body of the lake) and in the shallow reaches near its
tributaries,occasionally exceeds the maximum criteria of 32C. Without the variance,
Dominion would be subject to enforcement actions" [VA0052451 at 15, emphasis
added]. This language does not appear to permit the kind of extensive heating that has
occurred throughout the Lake, and suggests to us that Dominion might be subject to an
enforcement action even under the terms of its existing variance. What does seem clear,
however, is that excessive and heating of Lake Anna is occurring in violation of national
standards.
In our view, the North Anna Power Station VPDES permit is one of the "enforceable
policies" of Virginia's Coastal Zone Management Program. If the current 316A variance
granted by the VPDES has led to overheating of Lake Anna in violation of the Clean
Water Act, it follows that any future VPDES permit will probably also be in violation if
immediate changes to protect the lake and downstream resources are not made a part of
the state's concurrence process for federal consistency certification under the Coastal
Zone Management Program.
We note that there are serious unresolved discrepancies between the Lake Anna water
temperature data and monitoring conclusions contained in the draft VPDES Permit of
12/22/05 [Fact Sheet for VPDES Permit VA0052451 ] and the data and conclusions
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reached by LACA and FOLA. According to the draft permit, "Except for [the summer of]
2002, the temperatures in Lake Anna did not exceed the 32 deg. C water quality criteria
value. By letter dated July 5, 2005, the permittee formally stated that conditions have not
changed substantially and thereby requested continuation of the 316 (a) variance."
[VA0052451 Attachment 10, at 2.]
These conclusions are disputed by citizens groups that monitor water temperatures in
Lake Anna, and we see no reason at this point to discount their independent findings in
favor of the applicant's obviously self-interested assertions. The state must resolve this
matter before any serious consideration can be given to concurring in a program that
seems likely to produce even further heating of the lake (through evaporative loss
reductions is average lake volume) in violation of CWA standards. If there is
considerable uncertainty as to what the true current environmental baseline is, we do not
see how anyone can claim to possess an adequate understanding of the incremental
impacts on Virginia's CZMA from the addition of Unit 3 cooling to the mix, and
therefore we urge that the state continue its objection to federal certification on that basis
alone.
We also note that there appears to be a significant and consequential historical error in
the permit as currently drafted. Specifically, the draft permit asserts, "The value of
13.54E9 BTU/hr is the limit originallyassigned to the facility in the 401 certification in
1973, and is what was used in part to design (size) the WHTF. The limit is carried
forward since the design and operatingparametersfor Units 1 and 2 have not changed
and there have been no water quality problems with the heat leaving Outfall 001."
We believe this statement is most likely incorrect and must be further investigated. In
fact, the thermal power of each existing NAPS was "uprated" (increased) by 4.2 percent
in August 1986, for a total station increase of 236 MW(t). So the statement that the
operating parameters for Units 1 and 2 have not changed since 1973 is incorrect. We note
that a recent nuclear industry document cites an analysis performed for the Department of
Energy regarding a further 5% uprating of these existing units with once-through
cooling.2 VDEQ should query Dominion regarding the thermal discharge effects of this
potential upgrade before renewing the NAPS VPDES permit and variance or offering its
concurrence in the granting of the Early Site Permit for Units 3 and 4.
We further note that the existing 316(a) variance is expressed as permission to discharge
an unlimited condenser coolant outflow containing a certain calculatedamount of reject
.heat, rather than as permission to discharge a maximum flow of x gallons per day that
shall not exceed a specific (and continuously measured) outfall temperature. Such a
loose compliance scheme obviously misses the combined effect on the cooling lagoons
from both above-nominal discharges of reject heat and weather-induced heating, and
therefore seems prone to chronically underestimating the heat transferred to the main
body of the lake at the Dike 3 discharge point. In support of this point, we note that the
waters of the Lake Anna cooling lagoons reached 106 degrees on August 3, 2006 as
recorded by local residents. The Lake Anna Civic Association (LACA) Water Quality
2

Nuclear Energy Institute, "Nuclear Energy in Virginia" Factsheet, May 2006, p. 2
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Team recorded 104.6 degrees F at the end of the discharge canal on the same day at a
different time.
We are aware of legal arguments advanced by some citizens groups that the Clean Water
Act applies both to the main body of the Lake Anna reservoir and the diked cooling
lagoons, since under the CWA cooling lagoons are considered "navigable waters" of the
U.S. In addition, they point to the fact that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
which administers CWA Section 404-Dredge and Fill of Navigable Waters of the
U.S-requires the issuance of 404 permits for dredge and fill activities in the NAPS
cooling lagoons. This is necessarily predicated on the determination by USACE that the
cooling lagoons are jurisdictional waters of the United States. The "Friends of Lake
Anna" (FOLA) assert that the definition for Waters of the United States under the Sec.
404 implementing regulations at 33 USC Section 328.3 is identical in all necessary
respects to that of the NPDES regulations implementing 402 (40 CFR Section 122.2)
Thus, FOLA asserts that there is "no question" that the cooling lagoons are waters of the
U.S. and as such are subject to three federal regulations:
(1) 404 (Dredge and Fill of Navigable Waters of the U.S.. administered by the
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers)
(2) 402 (National Pollution Discharge Elimination System - NPDES)
(3) 401 (Water Quality Certifications as administered by VDEQ).
FOLA asserts, "VDEQ and the Virginia State Water Control Board do not have the
authority to de-nationalize national waters and designate the Lake Anna cooling lagoons
as a waste heat treatment facility .... Federally delegated programs such as VPDES can be
more stringent then the national program, but cannot be less. The Virginia State Water
Control Board cannot arbitrarily exclude U.S. surface waters from the regulatory purview
of its delegated national program."
FOLA wants monitoring of the VPDES permit compliance to begin at the end of the
North Anna power plant discharge canal, since the cooling ponds are national waters.
FOLA also wants VDEQ to correct the existing VPDES regulations that exempt cooling
lagoons from the definition of surface waters. They allege that VDEQ is in conflict with
the national program (NPDES - 40 CFR Section 122.2) providing that cooling
lagoons/cooling ponds which meet the definition of waters of the U.S. are not waste
treatment systems.
We have not yet had the opportunity to conduct the legal research necessary to form an
independent opinion as to the strength of these legal claims, but we have noted some
pertinent facts. The lagoons are navigable, not otherwise polluted except thermally, 3 and
are fed by the waters of some eight creeks and streams, in addition to the coolant water
pumped from Lake Anna, and these waters ARE presumably exempt from appropriation
as "private waters" not subject to regulation under the CWA. So irrespective of the legal
merits to the claim that the State has erred in continuing to designate the lagoons as a
3 Except that elevated levels of PCB's have recently been found in fish that inhabit the lake, and the source

of this pollution has not yet been identified.
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private "Waste Heat Treatment Facility," Dominion cannot plausibly have it both ways,
claiming these waters are indeed private, but then evading strict monitoring of CWA
compliance at the Dike 3 point where these waters discharge into the regulated surface
waters of the United States.
If VDEQ is unwilling to revise its longstanding regulatory approach to treating the
lagoons as an unregulated "Waste Heat Treatment Facility," then at a minimum a strict
CWA-complaint regime for detecting and preventing excessive heat loads and
temperatures must be established at the Dike 3 discharge point to ensure that Lake Anna
and the North Anna-Pamunkey river system are adequately protected. Such a regime
must be in place and operating reliably before any concurrence is given to the ESP for
Units 3 and 4. The existing poorly monitored variance appears to be nothing more than a
license for Dominion to save money by spreading the burden of dissipating its thermal
discharges where it doesn't belong, on the protected surface waters of the United States.
8. The NRC's Early Site Permit Review Process is Defective and Hinders
Meaningful Participation by the Public.
The NRC has either deliberately devised or negligently allowed the ESP process to
evolve in a way that overtaxes and bamboozles the public and even state regulators with a
continuing and chaotic blizzard of ever-changing project documentation.
We note that the Friends of Lake Anna (FOLA) and others attempting to participate
meaningfully in the process have definite objections to the way the NRC has chosen to
conduct its review. As longstanding participants in the NRC's proceedings, we can only
concur in the objections raised by FOLA to the current process:
"The NRC does not provide for any public scrutiny of a draft Safety
Evaluation Report prior to its issuance. The public's safety should be the primary
focus of any government agency. The public's review of any safety projects is
essential. It appears the NRC is basing decisions on 5 year old data and has not
consideredrecentproperty development aroundthe lake or world events in any of
their decision making. The NRC's staff projected population increase for the
North Anna site through 2065 is not anywhere in the ballpark, Louisa County is
currently the 7 3 rd fastest growing county in the U.S.
"The NRC continues to accept many changes to the ESP, without
automaticallyextending the public comment period each time a change is issued.
Currently we are reviewing Revision 6 to the North Anna ESP, which is over
1,000 pages of technical data. In addition, just last month (July 2006) you issued
a supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement relating to Revision 6
only, that was about 500 pages, which related to your first draft Environmental
Impact Statement which was another 600 or 700 pages. You have also just within
the past few weeks, issued Revision 7 and a Revision 8 with no automatic
extension of the public comment.

II
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I "While the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) is still under
review, Dominion continues to make revisions to issues that are analyzed [in the
DEIS]. Hence our review of the DEIS is a moving target, without the NRC
automatically extending the public comment period and giving the public
sufficient time to review the changes. (emphasis added)

"It seems like everyone is spinning wheels in trying to keep up with all the
Dominion and NRC revisions, Requests for Information, Responses for Request
for Information, additional revisions, draft environmental impact statements that
pertain to the earlier revision only, and [this] is making a mockery of an
extremely important governmental process.... ,
We would hazard a guess that the logistical, analytical, and sheer time demands of
keeping up with the NRC's chaotic permit review process have deterred many citizens
from participating in it at all, and discouraged others as soon as they became aware of its
daunting demands and perverse complexity. The process effectively excludes anyone
from meaningful participation who does not have the patience, time, and particular skill
set to wade through the documentary swamp the NRC has generated. While our review
stops at Revision 6 of the ESP, we understand that Dominion has recently submitted
Revisions 7 and 8. As we have other things to do in our professional lives besides track
the NRC's paper trail, we are unable at present to comment on those revisions. But given
the NRC's conduct in this matter, we obviously feel that VDEQ is entitled to treat the
date of the last revision as constituting a new Dominion certification of federal
consistency under the CZMA, and to extend the concurrence response date accordingly.

9. The NRC's Site Comparison Methodology is Flawed and Obscures Important
Environmental Advantages of Alternative Sites. We are far from persuaded by the
NRC staff determination that another site is not "obviously superior" on environmental
grounds to the North Anna site, and note that this criterion begs the question of whether
one or more alternative sites may be merely "superior" on environmental grounds to the
North Anna site. The NRC criterion employed in assessing whether a proposed ESP site
should be rejected in favor of an alternative site is whether the alternative site is "clearly
and substantially" superior to the proposed site. Under prior NRC rulings, a proposed
ESP site may not be rejected in favor of an alternative site when the alternative is
"marginally better" than the proposed site, but only when it is "obviously superior."
According to the NRC, an "environmentally preferred" alternative site is "a site for which
the environmental impacts are sufficiently less than the proposed site so that the
environmental preference for the alternative site can be established" (NUREG- 1811
SDEIS, p. 9-1, citing NRC proceedings from 1978). If the Early Site Permit EIS process
identifies one or more such "environmentally preferred" sites, then to uncover an
"obviously superior alternative site," the NRC staff then believes it must further
4 Presentation of Harry Ruth on behalf of the Friends of Lake Anna to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission public hearing on August 15, 2006 at Louisa Middle School, Louisa, Va., p. 2.
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determine that "(1) one or more important aspects, either singly or in combination, of a
reasonably available alternative site are obviously superior to the corresponding aspects
of the applicant's proposed site" and (2) the alternative site does not have "offsetting
deficiencies" in other important areas. A staff conclusion that an alternative site is
"obviously superior" would normally lead to a recommendation that the application for
the ESP at North Anna be denied.
Since the NRC staff employs inherently fuzzy qualitative - "SMALL," "MODERATE,"
and "LARGE" - rather than quantitative criteria to compare environmental impacts at the
alternative sites, this allows important differences between sites to be obscured by
choosing "MODERATE" to describe harmful impacts at the Proposed Site that are
actually environmentally significant, while "offsetting deficiencies" at alternative sites such as visual impairment of an historical view shed, can subjectively be described as
"LARGE" (without considering design or mitigation alternatives) thereby eliminating
any prospect of ever making an "obviously superior" determination for an alternative site.
Aside from this sloppy methodology, which seemingly allows the NRC staff to
recommend any site Dominion prefers short of causing an obvious environmental
catastrophe, the NRC's NEPA process raises three sets of legal issues:
(1) Has the NRC's shoddy ESP process violated citizen's due process rights under
the Administrative Procedures Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, and NEPA's
implementing regulations;
(2) Has the NRC's tailored alternatives analysis unreasonably failed to identify
one of Dominion's alternative sites - such as the existing Surrey Plant on the lower
James River - as "obviously superior" to the proposed North Anna site, when both the
impacts of heat dissipation and water withdrawal at the Surrey site, and possibly other
sites, are clearly less than they are at North Anna; and
(3) has NRC correctly analyzed - or indeed performed ANY analysis - of the

vulnerability of the North Anna site to both climate change and terrorist threats - i.e.
what are the impacts if the lake steadily dries up in a future local climate of reduced
rainfall and higher than average temperatures, and what are the impacts if terrorists
manage to blow a hole in the dam, suddenly draining the lake and disabling the three
units that, depend wholly or in part on cooling water withdrawals from the lake, or attack
the spent fuel storage pools.
Analysis of the climate change scenario seems indicated given the projected 60
year life span of a reactor and the recent spate of reactor cooling problems triggered by
heat and drought conditions in Europe and the Midwestern U.S. And a recent 9 th Circuit
Court decision directing the NRC to analyze the reasonably foreseeable environmental
impacts of a terrorist attack on a California reactor's spent fuel storage facility suggests
that such analysis should be part of the NEPA coverage for the North Anna ESP. The
lack of these analyses in the present DEIS and SDEIS is yet another substantive reason
for the State to object to Dominion's certification of federal consistency for the ESP.
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Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions regarding these
comments.
Sincerely,
Christopher E. Paine
Senior Analyst, Nuclear Program
Natural Resources Defense Council
1200 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
1535 Dairy Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434-244-5013
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To:
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Subject:

Jackie Lombardo <ucanmailjackie@yahoo.com>
"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>
9/5/2006 7:29:55 PM
Lake Anna

I am writing with concerns about Dominion's proposal to build two new nuclear
reactors at the North Anna Power Station in central Virginia. Dominion's proposal
is not consistent with the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and would
have serious negative impacts on already stressed local and regional water
resources. I strongly urge DEQ to deny the CZMA certification.
The North Anna Power Station is already the largest water user in Louisa
County, and the proposed reactors will further increase water evaporation from
Lake Anna. Lower lake and downstream water levels will threaten lake
recreation, downstream fisheries; and drinking water supplies. Dominion asserts
that its newly proposed hybrid cooling tower will reduce this increase in water
evaporation, but this claim is unfounded. While the hybrid cooling tower will
address thermal impacts from the new reactors, it will equal or increase the
overall amount of water lost to evaporation.
According to NRC's Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the
maximum instantaneous evaporation rate from the proposed third reactor will be
37.2 cubic feet per second for most of the year (EC mode) and 25.7 cfs in
drought conditions (MWC mode). Both rates are equal or higher than the
maximum evaporation rate for the originally proposed once-through system,
which was 26 cfs. NRC asserts the evaporation rates Will be lower than the
above numbers, but the reasons for this are unexplained and the analysis
questionable.
I strongly urge DEQ to look into these matters and hold Dominion to the highest
standards necessary to protect local water. Specifically, DEQ should require
Dominion to use a dry cooling tower for the third reactor. A dry cooling tower
system - as is already planned for the fourth reactor - would eliminate both
thermal and evaporative impacts from the project, and would not be an
unreasonable burden on Dominion.
DEQ should also note that existing nuclear reactors at North Anna will generate
at least 40 metric tons of highly radioactive waste per year, all of which will be
stored on site for some time to come. No successful long-term solution for
containing nuclear waste exists, and it is presently leaking and contaminating soil
and ground water at several sites. Although DEQ is not specifically charged with
dealing with this waste, it should be aware that NRC has essentially ignored the
issue of waste in the ESP process. If there is a problem in the future, this waste
will seriously affect central Virginia's water and air.
I appreciate the public meeting held by DEQ August 16th and hope that DEQ
will seriously consider these comments in its review of Dominion's proposal.
Sincerely,
Jackie Lombardo
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I am writing with concerns about Dominion's proposal to build two new nuclear reactors at the North Anna Power
Station in central Virginia. Dominion's proposal is not consistent with the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and
would have serious negative impacts on already stressed local and regional water resources. i strongly urge DEQ to
deny the CZMA certification.
The North Anna Power Station is already the largest water user in Louisa County, and the proposed reactors will
further increase water evaporation from Lake Anna. Lower lake and downstream water levels will threaten lake
recreation, downstream fisheries, and drinking water supplies. Dominion asserts that its newly proposed hybrid cooling
tower will reduce this increase in water evaporation, but this claim is unfounded. While the hybrid cooling tower will
address thermal impacts from the new reactors, it will equal or increase the overall amount of water lost to evaporation.
According to NRC's Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the maximum instantaneous evaporation
rate from the proposed third reactor will be 37.2 cubic feet per second for most of the year (EC mode) and 25.7 cfs in
drought conditions (MWC mode). Both rates are equal or higher than the maximum evaporation rate for the originally
proposed once-through system, which was 26 cfs. NRC asserts the evaporation rates will be lower than the above
numbers, but the reasons for this are unexplained and the analysis questionable.
I strongly urge DEQ to look into these matters and hold Dominion to the highest standards necessary to protect local
water. Specifically, DEQ should require Dominion to use a dry cooling tower for the third reactor. A dry cooling tower
system - as is already planned for the fourth reactor - would eliminate both thermal and evaporative impacts from the
project, and would not be an unreasonable burden on Dominion.
DEQ should also note that existing nuclear reactors at North Anna will generate at least 40 metric tons of highly
radioactive waste per year, all of which will be stored on site for some time to come. No successful long-term solution
for containing nuclear waste exists, and it is presently leaking and contaminating soil and ground water at several sites.
Although DEQ is not specifically charged with dealing with this waste, it should be aware that NRC has essentially
ignored the issue of waste in the ESP process. If there is a problem in the future, this waste will seriously affect central
Virginia's water and air.
I appreciate the public meeting held by DEQ August 16th and hope that DEQ will seriously consider these comments
in its review of Dominion's proposal.
Sincerely,
Jackie Lombardo
Get your own web address for just $1.99/lst yr. We'll help. Yahoo! Small Business.
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"Jack Cushing" <JXC9@nrc.gov>
9/5/2006 2:07:18 PM
North Anna

To whom it may concern:
I want to express my opposition to any new nuclear reactors at the North
Anna Virginia site. In addition to the problems of radioactive waste and
reactor security, building new reactors at North Anna will further damage
Virginia's already stresses local and regional water sources. Safe, clean,
renewable energy resources are available. Now Is the time to start
developing them and stop relying on an energy source that is unsafe in the
long run.
Cordially,
Helen R. Reutlinger
1108 Parker Place
Charlottesville, VA 22903
hrr146@earthtones.com
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To Whom it May Concern,
A nuclear reactor will deplete valuable water resources from the Lake Anna
area. Why not go for renewable energy and consider the common good to
achieve
the same end?
Sincerely,
Margo Sorokin
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To Whom it May Concern,
A nuclear reactor will deplete valuable water resources from the Lake.Anna area. Why not go for renewable energy and
consider the common good to achieve the same end?
Sincerely,
Margo Sorokin
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Magerr (EPA)" <magerr.kevin@epa.gov>,"Delegate Bill Janis (56th Dist)"
<DelJanis@house.state.va.us>,"Sr (54th Dist). Delegate Robert Orrock"
<delborrock@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Clifford Athey (18th Dist)"
<DelCAthey@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Chris Peace (97th Dist)"
<delcpeace@house.state.va.us>,"Delegate Edward Scott (3oth Dist)"
<delescott@house.state.va.us>,"Representative Eric Cantor (7th District)"
<lloyd.lenhart@mail.house.gov>,"Nitin Patel" <NXP1 @nrc.gov>,"Senator Ryan McDougle"
<district04@sov.state.va.us>,"Senator Russell Potts (27th Dist)"
<district27@sov.state.va.us>,"Senator Charles Colgan-2" <district29@sov.state.va.us>

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
Attached please find a letter re Dominion's application for the North Anna ESP
requesting you to:
(1) Update the Lake Anna water consumption rates with accurate data
using 100% consumption rates as opposed to 96% rates used throughout the
documents. The current data does not reflect the actual water consumption rates
during the summer months, which has a direct impact on drought cycles, reduced
water for downstream users, impacts to fisheries, wildlife, reduced water levels
throughout the lake, etc and when completed, please redistribute updated data
for public and state comment.
(2) Provide a federal grant to Louisa County for its educational system and
other infrastructure items as a result of the proposed major construction and new
employee impacts to the county, which also supports a Louisa County School
Board request.
(3) Use current data throughout the SDEIS for all demographics, tax, and
technical data so you are not creating an enhanced image of the applicant or
technical data to promote the project, as opposed to presenting a fair unbiased
view of the project as required by the National Environmental Protection Act
(NEPA).

Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our request. If you have
any questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive,
Bumpass, Va. 23024,
Phone 540-872-3632
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Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
Attached please find a letter re Dominion's application for the North Anna ESP requesting you to:
(1) Update the Lake Anna water consumption rates with accurate data using 100% consumption rates as opposed to 96%
rates used throughout the documents. The current data does not reflect the actual water consumption rates during the summer
months, which has a direct impact on drought cycles, reduced water for downstream users, impacts to fisheries, wildlife, reduced
water levels throughout the lake, etc and when completed, please redistribute updated data for public and state comment.
(2) Provide a federal grant to Louisa County for its educational system and other infrastructure items as a result of the
proposed major construction and new employee impacts to the county, which also supports a Louisa County School Board
request.
(3) Use current data throughout the SDEIS for all demographics, tax, and technical data so you are not creating an
enhanced image of the applicant or technical data to promote the project, as opposed to presenting a fair unbiased view of the
project as required by the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA).

Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our request. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll
look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
for the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive,
Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
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FRIENDS OF LAKE ANNA, VIRGINIA

12 September 2006

TO:

Mr. Jack Cushing, Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
Via email to JXC9(oNRC.GOV & NorthAnnaComments@NRC.GOV

Reference:

(1) Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 24 July 2006: Subject Partial Concerns #3 with the data
contained in Dominion's Application for the North Anna ESP 6 dated April 2006.
(2) Friends of Lake Anna email dated 17 Aug 2006 that forwarded the total presentations, plus
additional details, made in the two public hearings (1) NRC on Aug 15, 2006 and (2) VDEQ on Aug
16, 2006
(3) Friends of Lake Anna email dated 5 Sep 2006 - re partial concerns #4 with the data contained
in Dominion's application for the North Anna ESP 6 dated April 2006 and the
NRC/VDEQ
public hearings.

Subject:

Partial Concerns #5 with the data contained in Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for an Early Site Permit at the North Anna ESP site and Non-Receipt of a
supplemental Safety Report.

Dear Mr. Cushing,
On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, it is requested that the following
concerns with the data contained in the Dominion North Anna ESP Applications Revision 6, the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for an Early Site Permit (ESP) at the North Anna ESP site and the non-receipt of a revised Safety
Report as a result of the changes be addressed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
These are only a partial list of concerns/comments identified thus far as a result of a brief and cursory look at
the large volume of materials available to us for review. In addition, we have researched other related public
documents that may have an impact on this ESP review. We thought it prudent to bring these concerns/comments to
your attention soonest so both the NRC has adequate time to review them. Please see below for a description of each
concern.
Our group, "The Friends of Lake Anna" is a citizen group whose mission is to protect Lake Anna (both main
reservoir and cooling lagoons) and its surrounding landscape, together with any related concerns, within-Louisa,
Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties for the health, safety and welfare of current residents/users and for future
generations. We are not anti-nuclear, nor do we have "not in my backyard" sentiments, but do support a wise and
safe use of nuclear energy. Our goal is simply to protect Lake Anna for the 500,000 annual users and insure
compliance with the law.
Additional Concerns
1. In 5.3 Water Related Impacts, -The referenced water withdrawal numbers are not correct and
reflect only 96% of the actual water consumption planned to be used during the summer months.
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The SDEIS is using a Plant Parameter Envelope (PPE) that uses 96% full power as an average value for a
plant with associated down time for maintenance. During the summer months when the plant is running at full power
(100%), these numbers are not representative of the actual withdrawal values and all should be updated throughout
the entire SDEIS with the additional 4%. These updated values should then be re-distributed to all Commonwealth
of Virginia state agencies so they can determine the actual impact of the water withdrawal rates will have on
droughts, lake level's decreasing, less water for downstream users, etc. It appears that this a deceiving attempt by the
NRC and the applicant to deceive and influence the public. The public's, states and other U.S. government agencies
reviewing time for the SDEIS should then be extended, once the new updated data has been redistributed and reevaluated.
If you look at Table 3.1-9 in the DEIS buried under Evaporation Rate is the 96% plant efficiency. Since
the idea was to envelope the quantities, this 96% is deceiving and is used throughout the documents. The 22,268
gpm in the EC mode should be 23,195 gpm and 15,384 gpm in the MWC should be 16,025gpm.
The SDEIS in Section 5.3 (3 dparagraph) indicates that maximum water withdrawal rates in the ER and
MWC modes are 1405 and 971 (L/S (22,268 and 15,394 gpm) when actually they should be 23,195 gpm, etc...
Likewise, all evaporation rates, increased drought cycles, impact to lake owners and downstream users, etc
should be re-evaluated and re-distributed for comment.
2.. The Friends of Lake Anna supports the request for the NRC to obtaini federal grants to negate the
major impacts to Louisa County and its Educational System as a result of construction at the proposed site. A
NRC project should not create any adverse impacts to the Louisa taxpayers. The EIS should be'updated to
reflect all of the impacts to Louisa County and its educational system, road systems, infrastructure (police,
fire, rescue, etc.) to reflect the demographics in the 7 3 rd fastest growing county in the U.S.
On 6 September, the Louisa County School Board identified they are in disagreement with several items in
the Impact Study and therefore find it prudent to request assistance in obtaining a federal grant to mitigate any
adverse impact of thepotentially large influx of workers and their families.
Quote The Draft Environmental Impact Study indicates that the impact on demography, housing, and
education would all be "small" and "mitigation is not warranted". We disagree with this assessment. The study
indicates that construction activities would last at least five years and employ 5000 workers. It also assumes that
4000 of those workers will be from within a 50-mile radius, with the remaining 1000 moving here from other
localities. Assuming these estimates are accurate, and even considering that some of 1000 will be engineers who will
be rotating in on a semi-permanent basis, this still leaves the possibility of a large number of workers who will want
to live as close as possible to the construction site, especially considering the current cost of commuting. This
presents us, as a school district, with two major areas of concern.
1) Large Increase in student population.
The first problem we see is the possibility of providing services to a large increase in our student population in a
relatively short time period. We currently have approximately 4,400 students in our system and our facilities are at
capacity. An immediate increase of even 100-200 students will. create a financial and educational burden. The
advertisement that Dominion took out in the Central Virginian newspaper (Aug. 10, 2006) talks about the millions of
dollars that will benefit our county. It is a given that tax revenues will increase if two new reactors are built, but those
taxes will not be forthcoming until each reactor is at least partially on line. In the interim, our schools will more than
likely be impacted with a significant increase in student population and will invariably include many more students
for whom English is a second language. The impact study also indicates that few construction workers would be
moving to Louisa County due to "localized shortages of available housing". When the first two reactors were built,
there was little available housing. But even so, as the attached graphs show, our student population increased by
almost 21% during that construction period with most of the increase taking place during actual reactor construction.
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At this time, three new subdivisions have already been approved by Louisa County for development in near
proximity to the construction site: 1) The Waters at Lake Anna (about 400 units), 2) Cutalong development (about
1000 units), and 3) Noah's Landing (about 400 units), for a total of approximately 1800 potential homes that could
be built in the next few years, all within just a few miles of the North Anna site. With the much greater availability of
housing during future reactor construction, we would have to anticipate an even larger percentage of increase in
student population. An influx of ESL (English as a Second Language) students would also increase the local
financial burden even more, as the educational cost of an ESL student is 25-30% more than that of an Englishspeaking student.
2) Teacher Retention due to increased housing costs.
The second conclusion with which we have issue is the impact on housing itself. Because of our location, we have
many young teachers at our schools due to turnover. As it is, it's very hard for them to find adequate affordable
housing. This is probably the main reason for teacher turnover in our county. It will be very hard for them to
compete in the rental market with 3 or 4 young single (or "situational bachelor") construction workers pooling their
resources. Again, the expense of being forced to commute will affect our teacher retention.
Request for assistance in obtainin2 a federal 2rant
The federal government has shown that it has a keen interest in nuclear energy, and in this project, by funding 50% of
the impact study (a cost of $8-10 million.) Because of this federal interest, and in the interest of education and future
nuclear power construction, we feel the federal government might also be interested in providing grant money to
Louisa County in order to offset the negative impact of such a large construction project in a rural county such as
ours. Therefore, we are asking the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to petition the federal government, on our behalf, for funding to allow us to minimize any adverse
impact from this construction. Unquote
3. Disappointment with NRC's attempt to influence the public by not presenting current data within
the Supplement 1 of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SDEIS) for an Early Site Permit (ESP) at
the North Anna ESP site. In many cases throughout the SDEIS dated July 2006 , it appears that the NRC has
not used current data in its analysis so an enhanced image of the applicant or technical data is presented to
promote the project, as opposed to presenting a fair unbiased view of the project as required by the National
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA).
For example in Section 2.8 Socioeconomics the SDEIS indicates " Property Taxes.
Quote: Dominion has a significant impact on the economic well-being of Louisa County, paying an average about
46 percent of the total property taxes between 1995 and 2003. Louisa and Spotsylvania counties have both been
impacted by Lake Anna and the economic development around Lake Anna. Orange County has been impacted to a
lesser extent by this development because it has fewer miles of shoreline. Over time, the percentage contribution of
the total North Anna Power Station (NAPS) property taxes payable to Louisa County for NAPS Units 1 and 2 will
decline, assuming the current rate of economic growth in the county continues. UNQUOTE.
Since the SDEIS dated July 2006, it should have been updated to reflect the latest data and trends through
2005 or beginning of 2006. For example simple analysis using up-to-date data would have revealed that Dominion's
tax revenue to Louisa County from FY98 through FY05 has only increased at a rate of 0.12% per annum while the
general population tax revenue has increased at a 6.27% rate annually. This compounded tax increase has resulted in
almost a 100% increase for the general population during this period, while Dominion's contribution has consistently
declined and will represent about 30% of the total property taxes in FY06. Dominion's percentage of contribution to
the county tax revenue has consistently been on the decline during the past 8 years. If this trend continues, in the not
too distant future, the tax revenues from Lake Anna residents, which represent only 3.6% of the county's land base,
will surpass the tax revenues from Dominion.
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4. Summary. Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of our concerns/comments. We will
continue to review the voluminous documents (Draft Environmental Impact Statement - supplement 1 to NUREG1811). We are still awaiting the arrival of the revised new or supplemental Safety Report which was supposed to be
published last month (Aug). It is essential that the public can review the safety report prior to the closing of the
public comment period for ESP process
This ESP process for both the draft environmental report and safety report continues to resemble a three ring
circus without having a ring master to direct all of the acts, but the time keeper is making sure that the
public/audience moves out of the big top so the next schedule performance can begin.

We will continue to review the documents that we have and provide any additional concerns with the water
temperature, water quality, consideration of spent nuclear fuel, safety, etc. Each of these items and others will be
addressed in separate correspondence after we have had sufficient time to review each.
Again, we request that the public comment period be extended to provide adequate time for the review of
all these voluminous documents and the continuing changes that are being made by the applicantand the NRC.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. I'll look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632

CC:

U.S. Representative Eric Cantor (7th District) (via email - Lloyd.Lenhart@mail.house.gov)
Senator R. Edward Houck, 1 7th District of Virginia (via email - ehouck(lDadelphia.net)
Senator Ryan McDougal, 4 th District of Virginia (via email - district04(asov.state.va.us
Senator Charles Colgan, 2 9 th District of Virginia (via email - cicolgan.aaol.com
Senator Russell Potts, 2 7 th District of Virginia (via email - district27@sov.stte.va.us
Delegate Christopher Peace, 9 7 th District of Virginia ,(via email - delcpeace(dahouse.state.va.us
Delegate Edward Scott, 3 0 th District of Virginia (via email - delescottphouse.state.va.us
Delegate William Janis,

5 6 th

District of Virginia (via email - delbjanis(whouse.state.va.us

Delegate Robert Orrock, Sr., 5 4 th District of Virginia (via email - delborrock(ihouse.state.va.us
Delegate Clifford Athey, 1 8 th District of Virginia (via email - DelCAtheykhouse.state.va.us
Tony Banks - Dominion ESP Project Manager (via email - tony banksgdom.com
VDEQ - Ellie Irons - Environmental Impact Review - via email - elirons(adeq.virginia.gov
VDEQ - Jeff Steers - No. Va. Regional Director - via email - jasteers(&deq.virginia.gov
NRC - Jack Cushing - Environmental Project Mgr - via email -JXC9(DNRC.GOV
NRC - Nitin Patel - Safety Project Mgr - via email - NXP I@NRC.GOV
NRC - Public comments for North Anna ESP - via email - North Anna Comments@NRC.GOV
EPA - Kevin Magerr- NEPA Environmental Engineer - via email - maierr.kevin(cepa.gov
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<PrecursorS@aol.com>
"NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov" <NorthAnnaComments@nrc.gov>
9/12/2006 2:24:58 PM
Comments on SDEIS (hardcopy to follow via US mail)

11 September 2006
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop T-6D59
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Re: North Anna ESP Permit and DEIS and SDEIS
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the SDEIS.
In preparing these comments, I have tried to follow the section numbers in
the DEIS but since many items come up in several parts of the document, the
comments should be considered to apply to all such occurrences. Furthermore,
I
apologize if comments may be referenced in the wrong section (for example,
comments on impacts are given with cites to sections on the existing
environment).
In general, the SDEIS like the DEIS, does not conform to the standards for a
NEPA-compliant DEIS.
On February 25, 2006 I submitted a comment letter on the DEIS. Please
consider the following four major comments and other clarifications in addition to
those comments.
MAJOR COMMENTS:
1. It appears that there are major discrepancies in the water sections.
In numerous places the SDEIS asserts that data was lacking or simplified
methodologies were used. (See for example Page 1-6 which states inter alia
insufficient information was available "to allow the NRC staff to complete its
independent analysis" and "these issues are not resolved for the North Anna
ESP
site"). As evidenced from the recent public hearing, water use and impacts
on lake level and downstream flow are major areas of concern. The SDEIS
(see
Table 10-3 e.g.) that the impacts of water use and quality are "unresolved"
is not sufficient to make a determination of the project's acceptability.
Perhaps a solution is to commission a truly unbiased third party water study
to provide better methodology and data for impact assessments. This study
could be incorporated into a new DEIS.
2. The section on socioeconomics is lacking. For example, there is no
data on the impact that the project will have on local house values. The
impacts on the human environment must be fleshed out in an EIS and this
should be

addressed in Section 5.5.3.1 or 5.5.3.5. The potential impacts to the DC
area are not addressed at all in the document and should be included. The
document does not address the life cycle costs of power and the amount of
government subsidy involved.
3.
The transportation section is totally deficient. There is currently
insufficient infrastructure to support the construction workforce or handle
an evacuation. Assuming that the roads will be there when required (Page
5-37, line 16) is not science, it is superstition. The SDEIS states "No new
transportation routes ... are currently planned in the vicinity of NAPS." (Page
2-4 line 37) There is little to no funding for road expansions in Virginia.
The DEIS acknowledged that the 1-95/606 interchange is congested at "LOS D
or worse" and that SR208 from Blockhouse Road to Lake Anna (about 12.5
miles)
is a minor two-lane road. Increased construction usage will have major
impacts on these roads. If an evacuation is required during the construction
interval when additional personnel are on site, the impact would be staggering.
4.
The section on emergencies and radiation impacts is not
understandable by lay persons. A summary is required that clearly sets out (a)
expected
radiation impacts in the study area, and (b) the possible radiation impacts
from an emergency. Emergency situations should include terrorist attacks.
Shouldn't a worst case analysis be included for low-probability events?
OTHER COMMENTS:
5.
Although NRC Statement 7590-01-P states that "The scope of the SDEIS
is limited to the environmental impacts associated with the changes in ER
Revision 6" there is some new information presented about the project as a
whole. This makes it confusing for the reader whether the SDEIS is addressing
just the cooling changes or the entire project. Without a clear understanding
the reader cannot form an educated opinion about the project impacts and thus
the acceptability (or not) of its implementation.
6.
The above point argues for re-releasing the SDEIS with the changes
from the DEIS being clearly highlighted such as using an italics or redline
method. Alternately, a new DEIS could be issued that provides a comprehensive
analysis including addressing many of the shortcomings of the original DEIS.
7.
We appreciated the opportunity to participate in the August 15
hearing. However VA DEQ held a hearing on the project on the following day.
This
presents a time burden on affected individuals to participate in both
processes. Would it be possible to hold a combined public hearing that
addresses
all jurisdictional issues in the future? This would facilitate public
participation (which is one of the goals of the NEPA process) rather than be
divisive.
8.
It seems that the SDEIS, like the DEIS, was not performed by an
unbiased interdisciplinary team as is required by NEPA. For example, Page 1-6
states that "Dominion did not or was unable to provide information and analysis

for certain issues sufficient to allow the NRC staff to complete its
independent analysis". Thus the issues "are not resolved". The NRC should
have
commissioned independent sources to develop the required data.
9.
It is imprudent to conclude a recommendation to approve an ESP where
major issues "are not resolved".
10. The same limited three-year climatological data set that was used in
the DEIS is used for the SDEIS (page 2-7 line 3). Is this the same data
referred to in Page 5-14 line 22? This may be insufficient to accurately predict
ground fog impacts from the project. Furthermore, this data sent is
inconsistent with other reporting periods (see 5-58 line 38 e.g.) used elsewhere
in
the document.
11. The impacts to traffic from increased fog occurrence (Page 5-14 line
23) should be addressed in the SDEIS.
12. Does the feeding range of bald eagles or loggerhead strikes extend to
the North Anna vicinity (Page 2-13 line 32)?
13. The lack of full-time hospitals and fire/rescue facilities in the
immediate Lake Anna area creates a high potential for serious impacts from an
accident at the project. How can the SDEIS state that the impact is SMALL (with
no hospitals in "the nearest three Counties" - page 2-18) when the DEIS
stated that the impact is SMALL and assumed the existence of two hospitals in
Spotsylvania?
14. Section 3 introduces the hybrid cooling tower. Is there an operating
nuclear plant in the U. S. that has demonstrated this hybrid cooling tower
technology is appropriate and safe for such a large thermal load? If not, the
technology risks should be assessed and discussed herein.
15. Section 3.2.1.2 mentions water treatment effluent. Shouldn't Chapter 8
include an assessment of a zero discharge option as is used in many other
power plants?
16. Chapter 3 mentions blowdown and other discharges. Will the applicant
stipulate to a 100 degree thermal discharge limit as an operating permit
condition as requested by the Waterside Property Owners Association? Will the
applicant stipulate to a 104 degree limit at the end of the discharge canal as
requested by Friends of Lake Anna?
17. Section 4.4.3 line 35 acknowledges that bald eagles nest as close as
2.5 miles to the site. What effect will the project have on fish that the
eagles may use as a food source?
18. Given that Louisa County had a population of about 25,000 in 2000 (Page
2-1 line 42), the conclusion that a construction work force of 5,000 would
have a SMALL impact (Section 4.5) is unsubstantiated and suspect.
19. At the public hearing, Lake Anna residents expressed concern about the
aesthetics of the cooling towers. A visual simulation should be included as
part of section 4.5.1.4 to address this concern.
20. Section 5.3 mentions that water level changes will be heightened during
the period July - September. Since this coincides with increased summer

recreational use of the lake, even minor changes could have MODERATE or
HIGH
impacts.
21. The SDEIS continues to be very troubling regarding water analysis. It
states that the assessments "are based on a simplified representation of the
conservation of mass for the lake". This excludes water temperature
stratifications and the flow contributions from a many of the tributaries. How
then,
can the impact forecasts of SMALL be reliable? How can "no mitigation" be a
reasonable solution?
22. Along the lines of the prior comment, page 5-7 line 26 concludes that"
relatively small errors in the pool elevation measurements using this model
can result in significant errors in the precipitation, groundwater, and
tributary inflow estimate". How then, can the impact forecasts of SMALL be
reliable? How can "no mitigation" be a reasonable solution? Perhaps an
independent
comprehensive water study would provide more robust impact assessments.
23. Shouldn't the operator's role in decisions to change the normal lake
level (Page 5-11, line 28 et. seq.) be one of conditions of the ESP? Just
because "modifications to the water release regime from the Lake Anna Dam to
mitigate impacts would be under the jurisdiction of VDEQ (Page 5-33 line 14),
does not absolve the operator or the NRC from adopting reasonable mitigation
measures which could be subject to VDEQ approval.
24. Wouldn't the installation of new unit(s) be an opportunity to mitigate
some of the existing problems with water temperature and lake level?
25. Shouldn't the WHTF be subject to Clean Water Act and DEQ standards? It
is fed by eight public streams and should be treated as public waters.
26. Page 5-24 states that "larval abundance is not known" and that a 1978
model was used for the estimation. How good is the estimation? Couldn't
representative sampling give an estimate of larval abundance?
27. Page 5-27 discusses cold shock and says that it will be less of a
problem with a multiple unit plant. This is only true if the entire station does
not shut down. If the remaining unit or units shut down, the cold shock will
be much more severe due to the loss of a huge thermal load.
28. The SDEIS concludes on page 5-31, line 18 that "consumptive water
losses may noticeably impact lake levels and downstream flows". This is a
major
area of local concern and should be more thoroughly analyzed and documented.
It is hard to understand how an impact assessment of SMALL is derived from
the discussion. It seems like the impacts are at least MODERATE and
potentially LARGE.
29. Section 5.9 is hard to understand by lay persons. A summary is
required that clearly sets out expected radiation impacts in the study area.
30. Section 5.10 is hard to understand the possible radiation impacts from
an emergency. Given that "radiation experts conservatively assume that any
amount of radiation exposure may pose some risk of causing cancer or a severe

hereditary effect", a common language summary is required that clearly sets
out expected radiation impacts in the study area.
31. Please clarify the statements in page 5-57 line 35 et. seq. Does the
SDEIS say that the project would create "730 fatal cancers, nonfatal cancers,
and severe hereditary effects per 10,000 person"s?
32. The continued lack of analysis and discussion of security against
terrorist threats in Section 5.10 is a major omission. This subject is clearly
part of today's "human environment". I would argue that terrorism is not an"
accident". Terrorist attacks are deliberate and numerous. The proximity to
DC could make North Anna an attractive target. Even FBI Director Mueller has
stated that a terrorist attack on a nuclear facility can be "postulated".
33. Section 5.10 should include a worst case analysis for low-probability
events.
34. A common-language summary of section 5.10.2 is required.
35. The statement on page 5-69 line 40 that "alternatives to mitigate
severe accidents are not resolved" is incongruous with the SMALL impact
determination. Since the ESP is designed to address site-specific issues, these
must
be resolved now, not at the COL stage as is suggested by-page 5-70 line 2.
36. The reactors will create approximately 20 MT/year of nuclear waste. It
is imprudent to issue an ESP until detailed plans for safe waste management,
transport, and disposal are in place. This is not elaborated in Section 6
37. Section 6.3 mentions that decommissioning would eventually be required
and "reduction of residual radioactivity to a level that permits termination
of the NRC license". Has this been successfully done anywhere in the US?
What financial security does the operator post to assure successful
decommissioning?
38. There should be a Section 7.8.B that discusses the cumulative
radiologic impacts of emergency situations (accidents and terrorism). Casual
discussion in 7.8 of normal operations is insufficient treatment for this potentially
devastating situation.
39. As previously commented, the alternative section of the EIS (in
contrast to that of an ER) needs to assess other alternatives beyond siting such
as
renewables, demand side management, repowering of Units #1 and #2, etc.
40. Since water is a critical concern, among the major alternatives that
should be considered in detail in Chapter 8 are the retrofitting of a cooling
tower to Units #1 and/or #2, and the application of a dry cooler to Unit 3.
Factors in the analysis such as capital and operating costs and operating
efficiencies should be detailed. The conclusion on page 8-5 line 23 is not
supported.
41. Since Chapter 8 should address system design alternatives (page 1-10,
line 38) the EIS should include consideration in section 8.2.for locating
potentially vulnerable facilities (such as fuel and waste storage) underground to
mitigate against terrorist attack or aviation accident.
42. Page 1-5 states that an EIS must include an evaluation of alternative

sites to determine whether there are any obvious superior alternatives.
Although Chapter 9 determines that there are none, it also does not show that
the
Lake Anna site is clearly superior to many of the alternatives.
43. Table 10-1 acknowledges that increased traffic congestion is
unavoidable. This is not congruous with the SMALL impact determination.
44. Table 10-2 should include an assessment of traffic similar to Table
10-1. Presently, this would also conclude that increased traffic congestion is
unavoidable.
45. Overall, the mitigations listed in Section 10 are insufficient. Items
such as "consider" plume abatement measures are just one example. Plume
abatement should be implemented. Major contributions to construction of a
reliable road network are required. Financial contributions to neighboring
counties to alleviate the housing, school, and health care burdens of the project
should be implemented.
46. The cooling tower will shift much of the thermal load from Lake Anna
to the atmosphere. Shouldn't mitigation be required to minimize heat island
and climate change impacts? Such mitigation could include tree planting and
similar regional measures.
47. The determination in Table 10-3 and elsewhere that the impacts on water
use and quality is "likely to be SMALL" is unsubstantiated. As was clear
from the last public hearing, the public's perception is that the impacts are
LARGE.
48. Shouldn't Appendix F or L or the socioeconomic section of the text
include mention of the resolution passed by Spotsylvania County against the
project and the ESP?
49. For a project of this magnitude it seems that one public hearing in one
location is insufficient to provide the public a real opportunity to get
educated and provide comments. Limiting the public hearings to evening hours
excludes the participation of those who work evenings. Limiting the public
hearings to the Louisa location makes it difficult for those who live in other
localities within the affected area to attend.
50. Based on the above review, I believe that the SDEIS is substantially
flawed and request that these comments and others be fully addressed and that
another DRAFT EIS be released. Unless such an action is taken, concerned
citizens and local governments (and indeed the NRC itself, since it is supposed
to be relying on the DEIS for decision-making) cannot make informed decisions
about the proposed project.
51. The flaws in the SDEIS and DEIS do not provide the scientific, legal,
or policy background to support a finding to recommend the ESP.
I am available to clarify any of these comments. Thank you for your
consideration.
Sincerely,
Aviv Goldsmith
6147 Hickory Ridge Road
Spotsylvania, VA 22553
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11 September 2006
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop T-6D59
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Re: North Anna ESP Permit and DEIS and SDEIS
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the SDEIS.
In preparing these comments, I have tried to follow the section numbers in the DEIS but since many items come
up in several parts of the document, the comments should be considered to apply to all such occurrences.
Furthermore, I apologize if comments may be referenced in the wrong section (for example, comments on
impacts are given with cites to sections on the existing environment).
In general, the SDEIS like the DEIS, does not conform to the standards for a NEPA-compliant DEIS.
On February 25, 2006 1 submitted a comment letter on the DEIS. Please consider the following four major
comments and other clarifications in addition to those comments.
MAJOR COMMENTS:
1. It appears that there are major discrepancies in the water sections. In numerous places the SDEIS
asserts that data was lacking or simplified methodologies were used. (See for example Page 1-6 which states
inter alia insufficient information was available "to allow the NRC staff to complete its independent analysis"
and "these issues are not resolved for the North Anna ESP site"). As evidenced from the recent public hearing,
water use and impacts on lake level and downstream flow are major areas of concern. The SDEIS (see Table 103 e.g.) that the impacts of water use and quality are "unresolved" is not sufficient to make a determination of the
project's acceptability. Perhaps a solution is to commission a truly unbiased third party water study to provide
better methodology and data for impact assessments. This study could be incorporated into a new DEIS.
2. The section on socioeconomics is lacking. For example, there is no data on the impact that the project will
have on local house values. The impacts on the human environment must be fleshed out in an EIS and this
should be addressed in Section 5.5.3.1 or 5.5.3.5. The potential impacts to the DC area are not addressed at all in
the document and should be included. The document does not address the life cycle costs of power and the
amount of government subsidy involved.
3. The transportation section is totally deficient. There is currently insufficient infrastructure to support the
construction workforce or handle an evacuation. Assuming that the roads will be there when required (Page 537, line 16) is not science, it is superstition. The SDEIS states "No new transportation routes ... are currently
planned in the vicinity of NAPS." (Page 2-4 line 37) There is little to no funding for road expansions in
Virginia. The DEIS acknowledged that the 1-95/606 interchange is congested at "LOS D or worse" and that
SR208 from Blockhouse Road to Lake Anna (about 12.5 miles) is a minor two-lane road. Increased construction
usage will have major impacts on these roads. If an evacuation is required during the construction interval when
additional personnel are on site, the impact would be staggering.
4. The section on emergencies and radiation impacts is not understandable by lay persons. A summary is
required that clearly sets out (a) expected radiation impacts in the study area, and (b) the possible radiation
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impacts from an emergency. Emergency situations should include terrorist attacks. Shouldn't a worst case
analysis be included for low-probability events?
OTHER COMMENTS:
5. Although NRC Statement 7590-01-P states that "The scope of the SDEIS is limited to the environmental
impacts associated with the changes in ER Revision 6" there is some new information presented about the project
as a whole. This makes it confusing for the reader whether the SDEIS is addressing just the cooling changes or
the entire project. Without a clear understanding the reader cannot form an educated opinion about the project
impacts and thus the acceptability (or not) of its implementation.
6. The above point argues for re-releasing the SDEIS with the changes from the DEIS being clearly highlighted
such as using an italics or redline method. Alternately, a new DEIS could be issued that provides a
comprehensive analysis including addressing many of the shortcomings of the original DEIS.
7. We appreciated the opportunity to participate in the August 15 hearing. However VA DEQ held a hearing on
the project on the following day. This presents a time burden on affected individuals to participate in both
processes. Would it be possible to hold a combined public hearing that addresses all jurisdictional issues in the
future? This would facilitate public participation (which is one of the goals of the NEPA process) rather than be
divisive.
8. It seems that the SDEIS, like the DEIS, was not performed by an unbiased interdisciplinary team as is
required by NEPA. For example, Page 1-6 states that "Dominion did not or was unable to provide information
and analysis for certain issues sufficient to allow the NRC staff to complete its independent analysis". Thus the
issues "are not resolved". The NRC should have commissioned independent sources to develop the required
data.
9.

It is imprudent to conclude a recommendation to approve an ESP where major issues "are not resolved".

10. The same limited three-year climatological data set that was used in the DEIS is used for the SDEIS (page 2-7
line 3). Is this the same data referred to in Page 5-14 line 22? This may be insufficient to accurately predict
ground fog impacts from the project. Furthermore, this data sent is inconsistent with other reporting periods (see
5-58 line 38 e.g.) used elsewhere in the document.
11. The impacts to traffic from increased fog occurrence (Page 5-14 line 23) should be addressed in the SDEIS.
12. Does the feeding range of bald eagles or loggerhead strikes extend to the North Anna vicinity (Page 2-13 line
32)?
13. The lack of full-time hospitals and fire/rescue facilities in the immediate Lake Anna area creates a high
potential for serious impacts from an accident at the project. How can the SDEIS state that the impact is SMALL
(with no hospitals in "the nearest three Counties" - page 2-18) when the DEIS stated that the impact is SMALL
,and assumed the existence of two hospitals in Spotsylvania?
14. Section 3 introduces the hybrid cooling tower. Is there an operating nuclear plant in the U. S. that has
demonstrated this hybrid cooling tower technology is appropriate and safe for such a large thermal load? If not,
the technology risks should be assessed and discussed herein.
15. Section 3.2.1.2 mentions water treatment effluent. Shouldn't Chapter 8 include an assessment of a zero
discharge option as is used in many other power plants?
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16. Chapter 3 mentions blowdown and other discharges. Will the applicant stipulate to a 100 degree thermal
discharge limit as an operating permit condition as requested by the Waterside Property Owners Association?
Will the applicant stipulate to a 104 degree limit at the end of the discharge canal as requested by Friends of Lake
Anna?
17. Section 4.4.3 line 35 acknowledges that bald eagles nest as close as 2.5 miles to the site. What effect will the
project have on fish that the eagles may use as a food source?
18. Given that Louisa County had a population of about 25,000 in 2000 (Page 2-1 line 42), the conclusion that a
construction work force of 5,000 would have a SMALL impact (Section 4.5) is unsubstantiated and suspect.
19. At the public hearing, Lake Anna residents expressed concern about the aesthetics of the cooling towers. A
visual simulation should be included as part of section 4.5.1.4 to address this concern.
20. Section 5.3 mentions that water level changes will be heightened during the period July - September. Since
this coincides with increased summer recreational use of the lake, even minor changes could have MODERATE
or HIGH impacts.
21. The SDEIS continues to be very troubling regarding water analysis. It states that the assessments "are based
on a simplified representation of the conservation of mass for the lake". This excludes water temperature
stratifications and the flow contributions from a many of the tributaries. How then, can the impact forecasts of
SMALL be reliable? How can "no mitigation" be a reasonable solution?
22. Along the lines of the prior comment, page. 5-7 line 26 concludes that "relatively small errors in the pool
elevation measurements using this model can result in significant errors in the precipitation, groundwater, and
tributary inflow estimate". How then, can the impact forecasts of SMALL be reliable? How can "no mitigation"
be a reasonable solution? Perhaps an independent comprehensive water study would prdvide more robust impact
assessments.
23. Shouldn't the operator's role in decisions to change the normal lake level (Page 5-11, line 28 et. seq.) be one
of conditions of the ESP? Just because "modifications to the water release regime from the Lake Anna Dam to
mitigate impacts would be under the jurisdiction of VDEQ (Page 5-33 line 14), does not absolve the operator or
the NRC from adopting reasonable mitigation measures which could be subject to VDEQ approval.
24. Wouldn't the installation of new unit(s) be an opportunity to mitigate some of the existing problems with
water temperature and lake level?
25. Shouldn't the WHTF be subject to Clean Water Act and DEQ standards? It is fed by eight public streams and
should be treated as public waters.
26. Page 5-24 states that "larval abundance is not known" and that a 1978 model was used for the estimation.
How good is the estimation? Couldn't representative sampling give an estimate of larval abundance?
27. Page 5-27 discusses cold shock and says that it will be less of a problem with a multiple unit plant. This is
only true if the entire station does not shut down. If the remaining unit or units shut down, the cold shock will be
much more severe due to the loss of a huge thermal load.
28. The SDEIS concludes on page 5-3 1, line 18 that "consumptive water losses may noticeably impact lake
levels and downstream flows". This is a major area of local concern and should be more thoroughly analyzed
and documented. It is hard to understand how an impact assessment of SMALL is derived from the discussion.
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It seems like the impacts are at least MODERATE and potentially LARGE.
29. Section 5.9 is hard to understand by lay persons. A summary is required that clearly sets out expected
radiation impacts in the study area.
30. Section 5.10 is hard to understand the possible radiation impacts from an emergency. Given that "radiation
experts conservatively assume that any amount of radiation exposure may pose some risk of causing cancer or a
severe hereditary effect", a common language summary is required that clearly sets out expected radiation
impacts in the study area.
31. Please clarify the statements in page 5-57 line 35 et. seq. Does the SDEIS say that the project would create
"730 fatal cancers, nonfatal cancers, and severe hereditary effects per 10,000 person"s?
32. The continued lack of analysis and discussion of security against terrorist threats in Section 5.10 is a major
omission. This subject is clearly part of today's "human environment". I would argue that terrorism is not an
"accident". Terrorist attacks are deliberate and numerous. The proximity to DC could make North Anna an
attractive target. Even FBI Director Mueller has stated that a terrorist attack on a nuclear facility can be
"postulated".
33. Section 5. 10 should include a worst case analysis for low-probability events.
34. A common-language summary of section 5.10.2 is required.
0

35. The statement on page 5-69 line 40 that "alternatives to mitigate severe accidents are not resolved" is
incongruous with the SMALL. impact determination. Since the ESP is designed to address. site-specific issues,
these must be resolved now, not at the COL stage as is suggested by page 5-70 line 2.
36. The reactors will create approximately 20 MT/year of nuclear waste. It is imprudent to issue an ESP until
detailed plans for safe waste management, transport, and disposal are in place. This is not elaborated in Section 6
37. Section 6.3 mentions that decommissioning would eventually be required and "reduction of residual
radioactivity to a level that permits termination of the NRC license". Has this been successfully done anywhere
in the US? What financial security does the operator post to assure successful decommissioning?
38. There should be a Section 7.8.B that discusses the cumulative radiologic impacts of emergency situations
(accidents and terrorism). Casual discussion in 7.8 of normal operations is insufficient treatment for.this
potentially devastating situation.
39. As previously commented, the alternative section of the EIS (in contrast to that of an ER) needs to assess
other alternatives beyond siting such as renewables, demand side management, repowering of Units #1 and #2,
etc.
40. Since water is a critical concern, among the major alternatives that should be considered in detail in Chapter 8
are the retrofitting of a cooling tower to Units #1 and/or #2, and the application of a dry cooler to Unit 3. Factors
in the analysis such as capital and operating costs and operating efficiencies should be detailed. The conclusion
on page 8-5 line 23 is not supported.
41. Since Chapter 8 should address system design alternatives (page 1-10, line 38) the EIS should include
consideration in section 8.2 for locating potentially vulnerable facilities (such as fuel and waste storage)
underground to mitigate against terrorist attack or aviation accident.
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42. Page 1-5 states that an EIS must include an evaluation of alternative sites to determine whether there are any
obvious superior alternatives. Although Chapter 9 determines that there are none, it also does not show that the
Lake Anna site is clearly superior to many of the alternatives.
43. Table 10-1 acknowledges that increased traffic congestion is unavoidable. This is not congruous with the
SMALL impact determination.
44. Table 10-2 should include an assessment of traffic similar to Table 10-1. Presently, this would also conclude
that increased traffic congestion is unavoidable.
45. Overall, the mitigations listed in Section 10 are insufficient. Items such as "consider" plume abatement
measures are just one example. Plume abatement should be implemented. Major contributions to construction of
a reliable road network are required. Financial contributions to neighboring counties to alleviate the housing,
school, and health care burdens of the project should be implemented.
46. The cooling tower will shift much of the thermal load from Lake Anna to the atmosphere. Shouldn't
mitigation be required to minimize heat island and climate change impacts? Such mitigation could include tree
planting and similar regional measures.
47. The determination in Table 10-3 and elsewhere that the impacts on water use and quality is "likely to be
SMALL" is unsubstantiated. As was clear from the last public hearing, the public's perception is that the impacts
are LARGE.
48. Shouldn't Appendix F or L or the socioeconomic section of the text include mention of the resolution passed
by Spotsylvania County against the project and the ESP?
49. For. a project of this magnitude it seems that one public hearing in one location is insufficient to provide the
public .a real opportunity to get educated and provide comments. Limiting the public hearings to evening hours
excludes the participation of those who work evenings. Limiting the public hearings to the Louisa location
makes it difficult for those who live in other localities within the affected area to attend.
50. Based on the above review, I believe that the SDEIS is substantially flawed and request that these comments
and others be fully addressed and that another DRAFT EIS be released. Unless such an action is taken,
concerned citizens and local governments (and indeed the NRC itself, since it is supposed to be relying on the
DEIS for decision-making) cannot make informed decisions about the proposed project.
51. The flaws in the SDEIS and DEIS do not provide the scientific, legal, or policy background to support a
finding to recommend the ESP.
I am available to clarify any of these comments. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Aviv Goldsmith
6147 Hickory Ridge Road
Spotsylvania, VA 22553
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COPIES:
Thomas E. Capps, CEO
Dominion Resources
120 Tredegar Street
Richmond, VA 23219
Nils J. Diaz, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
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Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
Mailstop T-6D59
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
North Anna comments•nr.gov
Re: Comments on North Anna Supplemental DEIS
NUREG-1 811, Supplement 1
To Whom It May Concern:
We appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments on behalf of Public Citizen,
Nuclear Information and Resource Service and the Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League,
intervenors in the Early Site Permit proceeding for the Dominion Nuclear North Anna ESP
application. These comments should be read to supplement comments we submitted on the Draft
EIS on March 1, 2005, as well as comments submitted then and now by the individual
organizations and their members.
The modifications to the cooling system design for Unit 3 reflected in the Supplemental
Draft EIS substantially address concerns dealing with release or discharge of heated water to
Lake Anna. However, evaporative loss of cooling water from the cooling towers remains a
significant concern, especially in the North Anna and Pamunkey Rivers downstream from the
Lake during periods of drought. The Second Affidavit of Shawn Young, prepared for the
contested portion of the ESP proceeding and a copy of which is submitted with these comments,
spells out additional data and analysis that is needed to ensure that reduced downstream flows do
not harm striped bass and other fish. Comments we submitted to the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality on September 8, 2006 regarding potential impacts of additional reactors
on the coastal zone, copy also submitted herewith, expand upon these concerns. In particular,
the NRC should explain how its analysis concludes that low flows downstream of Lake Anna,
represented by a release from the dam of 20 cfs, will be present 11% of the time, compared to
Dominion's calculation of 7%, both increased from 5.2% figure for current operation of Units I
and 2. Compare Supp. DEIS at 5-11 with Dominion ER at 3-5-14, 16.
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In addition, the Supplemental Draft EIS acknowledges that several communities along
the North Anna and Pamunkey Rivers are contemplating using the rivers as a source of drinking
water. This could create a conflict between water uses, with evaporative loss at the North Anna
nuclear plant interfering with downstream communities' ability to rely on North Anna and
Pamunkey Rivers for drinking water. While the ultimate resolution of this potential conflict may
be up to the Commonwealth of Virginia, the NRC is obligated to fully evaluate the potential for
such a conflict in the final EIS.
The final EIS should answer these and other questions about potential impact of reduced
flows downstream of Lake Anna and steps that could be taken to reduce or eliminate such
impacts. We look forward to a resolution of these concerns.
Sincerely,

Richard A. Parrish
Senior Attorney
Counsel for Public Citizen, NIRS and BREDL
cc: Counsel for Dominion
Counsel for NRC Staff
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CHRISTIAN I BARTON,LLP
Attorneys At Law

DIRECT FAX:
(804) 697-6118

HENRY R, POLLARD, V
(804) 697-4118

E-MAIL:
hpollardfcblaw.com

September 12, 2006

BY E-MAIL AND U.S. MAIL
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative, Services
Office of Administration
Mailstop T-6D59
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
RE:

Comments on behalf of Bear Island Paper Company on
Supplement 1 to NUREG- 1811, Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
an Early Site Permit at the North Anna ESP Site Per Notice of Extension of Public
Comment Period at 71 Fed. Reg. 46927 (August 15, 2006)

Dear Sir or Madam:
On behalf of our client, Bear Island Paper Company ("Bear Island"), we are submitting
comments on the pending Supplement I to NUREG-1811, Draft Environmental Impact Statement
for an Early Site Permit at the North Anna ESP Site ("SDEIS"), for the North Anna Nuclear Power
Station ("Station") in connection with the proposed expansion of the Station by Dominion Nuclear
North Anna, LLC ("Dominion"). These comments are being submitted pursuant to the Notice of
Extension of Public Comment Period issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC")
and published at 71 Fed. Reg. 46927 (August 15, 2006).
Based upon Bear Island's review of the proposed expansion of the Station now under
consideration by the NRC for issuance of an Early Site Permit, substantial increases in the number
and severity of low-flow conditions in the North Anna River ("River") at points below the Lake
Anna dam would result. Such effects would result in more frequent and longer periods of 20 cubic
feet per second (cfs) releases from Lake Anna via the Lake Anna dam, as opposed to the normal
release rate of 40 cfs. The SDEIS refers to and explains these expected results at several points,
including §§ 5.3, 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 7.3. It appears that most of these reduced flow impacts to
downstream stretches of the River arise from the plans for the cooling system of proposed reactor
unit #3, recently revised by Dominion, involving a closed-cycle wet-dry system.
Bear Island operates a paper recycling and production facility in Doswell, Virginia on the
North Anna River ("River"), downstream from Lake Anna. Bear Island relies on flows in the River
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at points below the Lake Anna dam for water intake and for discharge of treated industrial
wastewater and stormwater associated with its facility. The additional periods and severity of lowflow conditions that would result from the currently proposed Station expansion would appear to
increase significantly the risk to Bear Island's operations associated with low-flow conditions. This
risk is three-fold in nature.
First, increased low-flow conditions will make it more difficult for Bear Island to withdraw
water from theRiver as needed and as permitted by law. Bear Island's water intake structures
currently include the nominal capacity to withdraw up to 12 cfs. One can see very quickly, then,
that the increased frequency and length of low-flow conditions expected to result from the planned
expansion based on more frequent and longer releases of only 20 cfs would pose serious risks to
Bear Island and others relying on water withdrawals from the River below the Lake Anna Dam.
While Bear Island has existing limited water storage capacity to address short-term interruptions or
suspensions of its withdrawals, its storage capacity will not reliably sustain its operations during the
kinds of increased low-flow conditions expected from the expansion'and as described in the SDEIS.
Bear Island tries to keep this on-site storage "topped-off' to minimize operational risk associated
with interruptions in River withdrawals. However, given the increased frequency and length of
periods of such low flows as described in the SDEIS, it will be more difficult, if not impractical at
certain times, to recharge the on-site water storage, thus diminishing the usefulness of this storage.
Also, Bear Island obtains water from the County of Hanover water system, which is served
by a withdrawal intake upstream from the Bear Island facility. If the increased low-flow conditions
expected as the result of the planned Station expansion come to pass, then it also seems reasonable
to expect that the County will have a more difficult time in withdrawing water, in pairt for the same
reasons noted above affecting Bear Island's withdraws. Consequently, the ability of the County to
meet the needs of its residents and businesses in the area will be compromised as well. Bear Island
would be harmed in this respect, and may become more dependent on its own River intakes to make
up any shortfall. The County addressed these concerns in its comments and related attached
materials submitted to the NRC on January 7, 2004 concerning the original draft environmental
impact statement for the expansion ("DEIS") and its comments filed today to the NRC on the
SDEIS, to which submissions we refer you for further details.
In addition to these foreseeable adverse impacts to Bear Island's and the County's water
withdrawals, Bear Island is very concerned that these impacts will put at some risk the ability of the
combined wastewater flows from Bear Island's facility and the County of Hanover's Doswell
wastewater treatment plant ("Doswell WWTP") to function as designed based on current permit
requirements and water quality standards. Bear Island depends solely on the Doswell WWTP for
the ultimate discharge of its wastewater, so ensuring adequate instream flows based on sufficient
releases from Lake Anna is quite critical to Bear Island in this regard. We refer you again to
comments submitted by the County on January 7, 2004 concerning the DEIS and its comments filed
today to the NRC on the SDEIS.
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These concerns about negative impacts on downstream flows from Lake Anna have also
been raised generally in the comments on the SDEIS and the pending federal consistency
certification by the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ") for the Station
expansion, which were submitted to your office on September 8, 2006. Though raised in a more
general context, these comments nonetheless pertain to Bear Island's reliance on instream flows in
the River for its operations and underscore Bear Island's concern: decreased flows in the North
Anna River expected to occur more often and for longer periods of time as the result of the
expansion as currently planned would seriously undercut Bear Island's ability to rely on the River
for its operations, especially in dryer times.
Bear Island appreciates that Dominion has modified its original plan for the reactor unit #3
cooling system in response to earlier comments by DEQ, but Bear Island believes that such
modifications do not fully address the negative consequences on downstream flows and the
increased risk to downstream users of the North Anna River such as Bear Island. Indeed, the
modified plan itself contemplates significant adverse impacts to flows downstream of the dam and,
consequently, will have significant adverse impacts on those relying on these downstream flows.
As a result of these continuing concerns and due to their degree of adverse impacts, Bear
Island respectfully disagrees with the NRC that the impacts associated with the proposed ESP and
related plans for the Station expansion would be small or moderate at most and not arise to the level
of significant environmental impact. In fact, the SDEIS itself makes quite clear that the
downstream effects would be significant and adverse to the downstream portions of the River. Such,
effects will in turn significantly and adversely affect those relying on flows in the downstream
portions of the North Anna River, such as Bear Island, other industry and local interests, aquatic
life, and recreational users. Bear Island therefore requests that the NRC reconsider and change its
characterization of these effects to reflect more accurately their expected and stated adverse nature
and degree of harm and amend its conclusion to recognize that, as currently proposed, the expansion
would cause a significant adverse environmental impact that cannot be redressed. At minimum, the
NRC should require further assessment by Dominion or conduct its own further assessments to
more completely evaluate the effects on downstream users and appropriate alternative designs and
potential mitigation opportunities. In this regard, we again refer to DEQ's comments concerning
the need for additional information and assessment of downstream impacts.
As an industrial user of electricity, Bear Island certainly appreciates the need for careful,
well-planned, and prudent development of energy resources and facilities. However, such care,
planning, and prudence in the development of these resources and facilities should accurately
account for and avoid/minimize when feasible the kind of significant adverse impacts to other water
resource users as is contemplated by the latest proposal for the Station expansion. It appears from
the SDEIS and the comments by DEQ that use of a dry cooling tower for reactor unit #3 would
alleviate many of these issues and should therefore be considered further as an alternative design.
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Bear Island greatly appreciates the NRC's consideration of these comments in its
deliberations over the pending SDEIS. Should the NRC have any questions concerning Bear
Island's comments as set forth herein, please do not hesitate to contact me at (804) 697-4118,
hpollard~cblaw.com, or the letterhead address.
With kindest regards, I am

HF'R. PoNlardV

Cc:
778121

Mr. Jacques Beauchesne
Christopher M. Gill, Esquire
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September 12, 2006
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
Mailstop T-6D59
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Re:

Dominion Nuclear North Anna, LLC
Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for an Early
Site Permit

Dear Chief, Rules and Directives Branch:
This letter represents the comments of the Hanover County Department of Public
Utilities (County) on the Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(SEIS) for the Early Site Permit. The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and
SEIS fail to address all of the January 7, 2004 comments and back-up information
submitted by the County. The impact on the County's wastewater treatment plant as
well as those of the other Doswell industrial dischargers is not addressed nor is the
information from prior State Corporation Commission meetings indicating the existing 40
cfs minimum release would have adverse environmental impacts. The County remains
concerned with the increased frequency of the low flow conditions and the impact on
downstream users, which the draft SEIS classifies as moderate during drought
conditions and small during normal conditions. Any reduction in flow will have an
adverse impact on the County and Bear Island Paper due to the unique nature of the
Doswell Wastewater Treatment Plant VPDES Discharge Permit, which is tied to flow in
the North Anna River.
The draft SEIS also mischaracterizes the potential future County water supply
alternatives. The information submitted by Dominion indicated the County considered
multiple water supply options and retained two in the Comprehensive Plan. What was
not mentioned was that one of the rejected options was a run-of-the-river withdrawal,
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which appears to be the option evaluated in the SEIS 1 since it equates the potential
future County withdrawal with the Lake Anna minimum releases. The alternatives
included in the County's Comprehensive Plan, and addressed in more detail in the
County's Long-Range Water Resources Planning Study, both include the use of a
quarry for off-stream storage, with pumping to the quarry to be done during high flow
conditions. Thus the comparison to minimum releases is not relevant. A more helpful
evaluation would be the affect on mean annual flow in the North Anna River and its safe
yield so the impact on the off-stream storage option can be evaluated.
Thank you for this opportunity and please include the Hanover County
Department of Public Utilities on your interested parties list.

Sincerely,
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

Frank W. Harksen, Jr.
Director
Enclosures
cc:

The Hanover County Board of Supervisors
Mr. Cecil R. Harris, Jr., County Administrator
Mr. Sterling E. Rives, III, County Attorney
Mr. John H. Hodges, Deputy County Administrator

SEIS Section 5.3.2 (also in 7.3) "To meet its future projected demand, Hanover County proposes to
withdraw 1.3 m3/s (46 cfs) from the 30 North Anna River (Dominion 2005a). However, this diversion
target withdrawal exceeds the 1.1 m3/s (40 cfs) minimum discharge limit currently specified in the North
Anna Lake Level Contingency Plan
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The EIS is seriously deficient in a number of areas especially with regard to
socioeconomics and the human environment. Just a few examples:
No mention is made of the impacts of the project on property values in the
Lake Anna Area.
Information about how much of the cost will be borne by Dominion and how
much
by taxpayers is absent.
The EIS basically says that all the road problems will be fixed to support
transport of the huge number of construction personnel. This is contrary to the
current reality in Virginia which is that there is limited or no money for
roads and the needs are great throughout the region.
The list of alternatives did not include life extension of the existing two
plants, retirement of those plants, detailed analysis of the use dry coolers on
Unit #3, or the retrofit of a cooling tower on Units #1 and 2.
The DEIS does not inform the public that private insurance will not provide
total coverage for this kind of facility and that, in fact, taxpayer funds are
used to self insure.
Furthermore, by creating a twenty year window for the action, the ESP process
makes conclusions about the Site and its environment, that are likely not to
be true soon after the ESP is approved, such as regional population.
Please go back to the analysis process, do a thorough review, and issue a
complete Draft EIS. Only then would we have a legitimate process to receive
public input on this proposal. Thank you.
.Donna Pienkowski
6147 Hickory Ridge Road
Spotsylvania, VA 22553
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The EIS is seriously deficient in a number of areas especially with regard to socioeconomics and the human
environment. Just a few examples:
e No mention is made of the impacts of the project on property values in the Lake Anna Area.
e Information about how much of the cost will be borne by Dominion and how much by taxpayers is absent.
o The EIS basically says that all the road problems will be fixed to support transport of the huge number of
construction personnel. This is contrary to the current reality in Virginia which is that there is limited or no
money for roads and the needs are great throughout the region.
* The list of alternatives did not include life extension of the existing two plants, retirement of those plants,
detailed analysis of the use dry coolers on Unit #3, or the retrofit of a cooling tower on Units #1 and 2.
9 The DEIS does not inform the public that private insurance will not provide total coverage for this kind of
facility and that, in fact, taxpayer funds are used to self insure.
* Furthermore, by creating a twenty year window for the action, the ESP process makes conclusions about the Site
and its environment, that are likely not to be true soon after the ESP is approved, such as regional population.
Please go back to the analysis process, do a thorough review, and issue a complete Draft EIS. Only then would we have
a legitimate process to receive public input on this proposal. Thank you.
Donna Pienkowski
6147 Hickory Ridge Road
Spotsylvania, VA 22553
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